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ABSTRACT 

This thesis endeavors to describe as fully as possible the intra-sentential linguistic 

features of Biblical Hebrew as found in 2 Samuel 11-12, from the perspective of 

Functional Grammar as formulated by Simon Dik. After an overview of Dik’s theory, the 

definitions and formal notation of the semantic functions relevant to each layer of the 

clause are presented. These layers are built up according to the “bottom-up” analysis of 

Functional Grammar. The first layer of description is the nuclear predication and since 

this layer is so important, three chapters are devoted to it. Subsequent chapters cover the 

core predication, the extended predication, the proposition, and, finally, the illocution. In 

addition, syntactic and pragmatic functions are included in the description. 

At each stage, further refinements are introduced into the description, both of the 

words as stored in the Lexicon (Appendix 1) and of the representations of the underlying 

semantic structures of the clauses (Appendix 2).  

In these descriptive chapters, several important issues concerning Hebrew are 

necessarily addressed to describe adequately the semantic functions of 2 Samuel 11-12. 

The four most substantial arguments presented are that (1) 'ET functions to mark fully 

Affected terms; (2) terms governed by a noun in construct and non-argument pronominal 

suffixes are related to their head by the semantic function of Associated; (3) the 

perfective / imperfective aspectual opposition is not grammaticized in Biblical Hebrew; 

and (4) the four major verb forms: wayyiqtol, qatal, yiqtol, and weqatal, grammaticize 

tense distinctions of past, anterior, non-past, and non-anterior, respectively. 



The analysis chapter is devoted to analyzing how the semantic representations that 

have been described can be mapped onto the actual linguistic forms of the text, 

concentrating mostly on the correct linear placement of constituents (traditionally called 

word order) and choice of verb form. Two constituent templates are proposed that 

describe the order of constituents within sentences and their movement according to 

pragmatic functions and displacement phenomena. 

It is proposed that the semantic representations formulated according to Functional 

Grammar contain sufficient information to be mapped accurately onto the surface form of 

the text, thereby validating the linguistic description as proposed within this theoretical 

framework.  
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GLOSSARY 

Absolute Tense: a verb form that can establish its own Reference Time tr, either in the 
past, present or future and in each case the Event Time te = Reference Time tr. 

Achievement: an Aktionsart characterized by [+dyn, +tel, +pun].  

Accomplishment: an Aktionsart characterized by [+dyn, +tel, −pun]. 

Activity: an Aktionsart characterized by [+dyn, −tel, −pun]. 

Adjectival Predicate [A]: a Predicate that, without further measures being taken, can be 
used as a modifier of a nominal head. 

Adverbial Predicate: a Predicate that, without further measures being taken, can be used 
as a modifier of a non-nominal head. 

Agent (Ag): a +con entity instigating an Activity, Accomplishment, or Achievement. 

Aktionsart: The lexically encoded inherent temporal property of a verb. (See State of 
Affair type). 

Anterior: a Predication Operator that specifies that the SoA obtains when te < tr. 

Argument: a term required by a given predicate in order to form its complete nuclear 
predication. 

Aspectuality: a pretheoretical term used to describe all the various types of Aspect. 

Asyndeton: the omission of a conjunction. 

Attitude Specification ECC: an ECC that pertains to the emotional / attitudinal tone in 
which the discourse is carried out. 

Attitudinal Satellite: a Proposition Satellite by which Spk can express his attitude towards 
the propositional content. 

Beneficiary (Ben): a Predicate Satellite that specifies the person or institution for whose 
benefit or against whose interest the SoA is effected. 

Bivalent Predicate: a predicate with two argument positions. 



 

 xx

Cause Satellite: a Predication Satellite that provides a motivation which is not ascribed to 
any of the participants in the SoA, but which is advanced by the speaker as an 
explanation for the occurrence of the SoA. 

Circumstantial Satellite: a SoA presented as obtaining concurrently with the SoA 
expressed in the core predication. 

Closed Predication: a Predicate Frame that has all of its term positions filled with term 
structures. 

Collection: a Set Term with a set membership greater than one. 

Communicative Setting: the Speaker’s estimate of the Addressee’s pragmatic information 
at the moment of speaking. 

Company (Com): a Predicate Satellite that specifies an entity together with whom the 
SoA is effected. 

Constructive Reference: when a speaker helps the addressee construe a referent through a 
description. 

Control (Con): a [±con] SoA is one where the first argument has / does not have the 
power to determine whether the SoA will obtain. 

Coordination: a construction consisting of two or more members that are functionally 
equivalent, bound together at the same level of structure by means of a linking 
device. 

Core Predication: the specification of additional features pertaining to the internal nature 
of the SoA designated by the Nuclear Predication. 

Deictic Center: The pragmatic center of the cognitive world construed by a 
communicative event. It is represented by {Spk, Add, ts, ls} indicating the Speaker, 
Addressee, speech time, and speech location. 

Declarative (Decl): an Illocutionary Operator whereby Spk instructs Add to add the 
proposition content to his pragmatic information. 

Demonstrative: a Localizing Term Operator that locates the intended referent with 
respect to spatial or other kinds of orientational parameters, such as the Deictic 
Center. 

Direction (Dir): the entity towards which something moves / is moved. 

Discourse Execution ECC: an ECC that plays a role in the expression of the actual 
content of the discourse. 
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Discourse Organization ECC: an ECC that pertains to the organization, the structuring, 
and the presentation of the discourse content. 

Dynamic (Dyn): a [±dyn] SoA is one where the entities involved are presented as (not) 
being or remaining the same at all points of the time interval during which the SoA 
obtains. 

Ensemble Term: any Term that has mass or parts. 

Event Time (te): the time at which a SoA obtains. 

Exclamation (Excl): an Illocutionary Operator whereby Spk instructs Add to add to his 
pragmatic information that Spk finds the propositional content surprising, 
unexpected, or otherwise worthy of notice. 

Experience (Att): an Attitudinal Satellite whereby Spk concludes that Xi on the basis of 
previous personal experience. 

Extended Predication: locates the Core Predication with respect to temporal, spatial, and 
cognitive coordinates. 

Extra-Clausal Constituent: sentence constituents that are neither clauses nor fragments of 
clauses. 

Focal Information: that information which is relatively the most important or salient in 
the given Communicative Setting and considered by Spk to be the most essential for 
Add to integrate into his Pragmatic Information. 

Force (Fo): a −con entity instigating an Activity, Accomplishment, or Achievement. 

Goal (Go): the entity affected or effected by the operation of an Agent, Positioner, or 
Force. 

Grammaticization: the integration into the grammatical system of a language. 

Habitual Aspect: the SoA (potentially) recurs due to a habitual propensity of the 
participant involved. 

Haplology: the omission of a sound when it is repeated. 

Identifying Reference: when a speaker helps the addressee construe a referent 
presumably already available to the addressee. 

Idiom: a composite linguistic expression whose meaning cannot be compositionally 
derived from the meanings of its parts. 

Illocution: an instruction from the Speaker to the Addressee to perform certain mental 
actions with respect to the content of the Proposition. 



 

 xxii

Illocutionary Conversion: the conversion of one type Illocution to another through 
pragmatic, lexical, or grammatical means. 

Illocutionary Operator: an Operator with scope over the Proposition. 

Imperative (Imp): an Illocutionary Operator whereby Spk instructs Add to provide him 
with the verbal information as specified in the proposition. 

Individual Term: a Set Term with a set membership of one. 

Inference: an Attitudinal Satellite whereby Spk infers Xi on the basis of available 
evidence. 

Ingressive: a Phasal Aspectual distinction focusing on the beginning of the SoA. 

Instrument (Instr): a Predicate Satellite that specifies the tool with which some Activity is 
carried out or a State maintained. 

Intended Referent: the entity that a term is meant to refer to in a particular use. 

Interaction Management ECC: an ECC that pertains to the creation and maintenance of 
the interactional conditions that must be fulfilled for a discourse event to be 
implemented. 

Interrogative (Int): an Illocutionary Operator whereby Spk instructs Add to provide him / 
her with the verbal information as specified in the proposition. 

Level One (predicate): pertaining to the Core Predication. 

Level Two (predication): pertaining to the Extended Predication. 

Level Three: pertaining to the Proposition. 

Level Four: pertaining to the Illocution. 

Lexicalization: integration into the lexicon of the language, without any necessary 
repercussions on its grammatical structure. 

Localizing Term Operator: a Term Operator that characterizes the intended referent in 
terms of its position in cognitive space. 

Location (Loc): the place where something is located. 

Manner (Man): a Level One Satellite the way in which an Activity is carried out, a State 
is maintained, or an Accomplishment takes place. 

Mass Term: an Ensemble Term that can be measured. 
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Mensural Classifier: specifies quantities in terms of which the referent of the head 
ensemble term can be counted. 

Momentaneous: see Punctual. 

Monovalent Predicate: a Predicate with one argument position. 

Nominal Predicate: a Predicate that, without further measures being taken, can be used as 
the head of a term. 

Non-Anterior: a Predication Operator that specifies that the SoA obtains when te ≥ tr. 

Non-Past: a Predication Operator that specifies that the SoA obtains when tr ≥ ts. 

Nuclear Predication: the conception of something that can be the case in some world. 

Numerator: a Quantificational Operator over a Set Term. 

Open Predication: a predicate frame that has at least one term position that has not been 
filled with a term structure. 

Open Predication in xn: a predicate frame that has one term position, in slot xn, which has 
not been filled with a term structure. 

Operator: an abstract element that represents a semantic distinction that has grammatical 
expression. 

Opinion Satellite: a Proposition Satellite that specifies that Spk’s personal opinion that Xi 
is certain / probable / possible. 

Ordinator: a Quantifier that indicates the position of the intended referent in a linearly 
ordered series of similar entities. 

Past: a Predication Operator that specifies that the SoA obtains when tr < ts. 

Perfective (Pfv): the Aspectual characterization of a single event, seen as an unanalyzed 
whole, with a well-defined result or end-state. More often than not, the event will be 
punctual, or at least, it will be seen as a single transition from one state to its 
opposite, the duration of which can be disregarded. 

Phasal Aspect: aspectual distinctions which bear on the developmental phase of the SoA, 
in terms of beginning — continuation — end of the SoA. 

Phonology: the study of the sounds of a language. 

Positioner (Pos): a +con entity instigating a State. 

Potential Referent: an entity that a term can be used to refer to. 
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Pragmatic Functions: functions that specify the information status of the constituents in 
relation to the wider communicative setting in which they are used. 

Pragmatic Information (PX): the full body of knowledge, beliefs, feelings, and 
preconceptions of a person at the moment of speaking. 

Predicate: a lexical item of a language that assigns properties to sole arguments and 
establishes relationships between arguments.  

Predicate Frame: the semantic and syntactic combinabilities of a given predicate. 

Predicate Operator: an Operator with scope over the Nuclear Predication. 

Predicate Satellite: a Satellite with scope over the Nuclear Predication. 

Predicate Type: a receptacle for all those semantic and morphosyntactic properties of the 
predicate that in one way or another codetermine the behavior of the predicate in the 
construction of linguistic expressions. 

Predicate Variable: designates properties of, or relations between the entities referred to 
by the argument terms. 

Predication: the application of a predicate to an appropriate number of arguments, where 
the predicate specifies a relation of a property. 

Predication Operator: an Operator with scope over the Core Predication. 

Predication Satellite: a Satellite with scope over the Core Predication. 

Predicational Negation: the statement of the non-occurrence of some SoA. 

Presentative Term: a Term that refers to an entity that the speaker by means of the 
associated predication wishes to explicitly introduce into the world of discourse. 

Processed (Pro): a −con entity that undergoes an Activity, Accomplishment, or 
Achievement. 

Progressive: a Predicate Operator that focuses on the ongoing development of the SoA. 

Proportional Quantifier: a Quantifier that defines the size of an Ensemble R in relation to 
the size of a super-ensemble D, where R is a subset of D. 

Proposition: the speaker’s personal evaluation of or attitude towards the Extended 
Predication. 

Proposition Negation: the subjective denial of some pre-established proposition. 

Proposition Operator: an Operator with scope over the Extended Predication. 
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Proposition Satellite: a Satellite with scope over the Extended Predication. 

Prosody: the study of speech rhythms; in particular, tone, accent, and intonation. 

Punctual: a [±pun] SoA is one that is conceived of (not) being temporally extended. 

Purpose Satellite: a Predication Satellite that provides a motivation for the occurrence of 
a (necessarily [+con]) SoA-1 by specifying a future SoA-2 that the controller wishes 
to achieve through SoA-1. 

Quality Satellite: a Predicate Satellite that designates the role / function / authority by 
virtue of which an Activity is carried out, or a State maintained. 

Quantifier: a Term Operator that explicates the size of the intended referent. 

Quotative: a Proposition Satellite whereby Spk signals that he has heard Xi from someone 
else. 

Reason Satellite: a Predication Satellite that provides a motivation for why an SoA 
(necessarily [+con]) took place in terms of a causal ground ascribed to the controller. 

Recipient (Rec): the entity into whose possession something is transferred. 

Reference (Ref): the second or third term of a relation with reference to which the 
relation is said to hold. 

Reference Time (tr): the time-unit responsible for the temporal interpretation of the 
clause. 

Relative Clause: a Predication embedded within a construction with a nominal head, 
which restricts the set of potential referents of that nominal head to a subset of which 
the proposition is (also) true. 

Relative Tense: a verb form that is dependent upon a Reference Time tr for its temporal 
interpretation by locating the Event Time te either before, simultaneous to, or after a 
previously established tr. 

Result Satellite: a Predication Satellite that provides a motivation for why a SoA 
(necessarily [+con]) took place in terms of a causal ground ascribed to the controller. 

Satellite: an abstract element representing a semantic distinction by lexical means. 

Set Term: an Ensemble Term that can be quantified. 

SoA: see State of Affairs. 

Source (So): the entity from which something moves / is moved. 

Speech Time (ts): the time at which a speech act obtains. 
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State: an Aktionsart characterized by [−dyn, −tel, −pun]. 

State Of Affairs (SoA): the conception of something that can be the case in some world. 
This world can be a “mental world” created by the speaker. 

Subcategorial Conversion: the process whereby a nominal entity is converted from one 
type to another. 

Subordinate Clause: an embedded construction that, apart from the subordinating device 
that signals its dependent status, could also appear as a main clause. 

Tail: a Discourse Organization ECC that adds information to the clause that may be 
relevant to a correct understanding of the clause. 

Telic: a [±] tel SoA is one that does / does not reach a natural terminal point if it is fully 
realized. 

Term: any expression that is used to refer to an entity or entities in some world. 

Transitivity: The prototypical transitive event is one in which two asymmetrically related 
entities are involved in some unilateral activity. The activity requires forceful 
movement of some energized transfer instigated by one entity resulting in either 
contact with or some observable effect in the other. 

Transitivity Hypothesis: If two clauses (a) and (b) in a language in that (a) is higher in 
Transitivity according to any of the features [participants, kinesis, aspect, 
punctuality, volitionality, affirmation, mode, agency, affectedness of object, 
individuation of object], then, if a concomitant grammatical or semantic difference 
appears elsewhere in the clause, that difference will also show (a) to be higher in 
Transitivity. 

Trivalent Predicate: a Predicate with three argument positions. 

Verbal Predicate [V]: a Predicate that, without further measures being taken, has a 
predicative use only. 

Volition: an Proposition Satellite whereby it is Spk’s wish / hope that Xi is / will be 
realized. 

Zero: a −con entity involved in a State. 

 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The study of Hebrew1 has undergone considerable change in the last thirty years with 

the increased appropriation of modern linguistics to analyze the language. This new 

direction has employed a variety of theories such as discourse analysis,2 computational 

linguistics,3 generative grammar,4 and others. A whole new array of technical terms now 

                                                 

1 The term ‘Hebrew’ refers to Classical Biblical Hebrew (see fn. 9 below). Other 
varieties of Hebrew, such as Modern Hebrew, are referred to by their full description. 

2 For example, Kirk Lowery, “The Theoretical Foundations of Hebrew Discourse 
Grammar,” in Discourse Analysis of Biblical Literature, Semeia Studies, ed. Walter R. 
Bodine (Atlanta, Georgia: Scholars Press, 1995), 103-130; Robert E. Longacre, The 
Grammar of Discourse, 2d ed., Topics in Language and Linguistics (New York: Plenum 
Press, 1996); Robert D. Bergen, ed., Hebrew and Discourse Linguistics (Texas: Summer 
Institute of Linguistics, 1994); Ellen van Wolde, ed., Narrative Syntax and the Hebrew 
Bible: Papers of the Tilburg Conference 1996, Biblical Interpretation Series, vol. 29 
(Leiden: Brill, 1997); and Walter R. Bodine, ed., Discourse Analysis of Biblical 
Literature: What it is and What it Offers, Semeia Studies (Atlanta, Georgia: Scholars 
Press, 1995). 

3 For example, Nicolai Winther-Nielsen, A Functional Discourse Grammar of 
Joshua. A Computer-Assisted Rhetorical Structure Analysis (Stockholm: Almqvist & 
Wiksell, 1995) and Eep Talstra, “Clause Types and Textual Structure. An Experiment in 
Narrative Syntax,” in Narrative and Comment. Contributions Presented to Wolfgang 
Schneider, ed. Eep Talstra (Amsterdam: Societas Hebraixa Amstelodamensis, 1995), 
166-80. 

4 For example, J. A. Naudé, “A Syntactic Analysis of Dislocations in Hebrew,” 
Journal of Northwest Semitic Languages XVI (1990): 115-30 and Vincent DeCaen, “On 
the Placement and Interpretation of the Verb in Standard Biblical Hebrew Prose,” (Ph.D. 
diss., University of Toronto, 1995). 
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frequent discussions of Hebrew—markedness, topicality, Aktionsart, reference time, and 

so forth.  

Christo van der Merwe views two paradigm shifts in the study of language as pivotal 

in bringing about this new approach. The first was a shift from diachronic (or historical-

comparative) linguistics to synchronic linguistics, as represented by structuralism. 

Structuralism has evolved into a continuum of theories traditionally labeled at either end 

as generativism and functionalism. In generative linguistics, the syntactic structure of 

language is independent of the semantics of a language,5 while in functional linguistics 

                                                 

5 For this view applied to Hebrew linguistics see David L. Washburn, “Chomsky’s 
Separation of Syntax and Semantics,” Hebrew Studies XXXV (1994): 27-46. One should 
also note that both the generative and functional paradigms should be distinguished from 
the “form-to-function” approach, as found for example in W. Richter, Grundlagen einer 
altehebräischen Grammatik, 3 vols. (St. Ottilien: Eos Verlag, 1978-1980), 5-8; A. J. C. 
Verheij, Verbs and Numbers: A Study of the Frequencies of the Hebrew Verbal Tense 
Forms in the Books of Samuel, Kings, and Chronicles, Studia Semitica Neerlandica 
(Assen, The Netherlands: Van Gorcum, 1990); and more recently in Janet W. Dyk and 
Eep Talstra, “Paradigmatic and Syntagmatic Features in Nominal Clauses,” in The 
Verbless Clause in Hebrew: Linguistic Approaches, Linguistic Studies in Ancient West 
Semitic, vol. 1, ed. Cynthia L. Miller (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1999), 133-85. The 
general linguistic separation between syntax and semantics is not the same as between 
Richter’s Ausdrucksseite “expression” and Inhaltsseite “content,” (W. Richter, 
Grundlagen einer altehebräischen Grammatik, 3 Vols. St. Ottilien: EOS Verlag, 1978-
1980, 5-8). Ausdrucksseite refers to the surface form of the language, and Inhaltsseite to 
semantics. In general linguistics, however, a distinction is made between the surface form 
and some underlying structure. It is the underlying structure that is the concern of syntax, 
not the surface form. Both generative and functional theories try to move from an 
underlying structure to the surface through algorithmic processes (see DeCaen, “On the 
Placement and Interpretation of the Verb,” 4, passim). The priority given to the surface 
structure in “form-to-function” studies often leads to an over-proliferation of syntactic 
structures (as in Christo H. J. van der Merwe, The Old Hebrew Particle Gam: A 
Syntactic-Semantic Description of Gam in Genesis to 2 Kings, Arbeiten zu Text und 
Sprache im Alten Testament, vol. 34 [St. Ottilien: Eos Verlag Erzabtei, 1990], 48-143) 
and a diminished capacity for cross-linguistic comparison. 
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the structure reflects the semantic and pragmatic uses of a language.6 The second was the 

shift from sentence-grammar to text-grammar; that is, the consideration of the linguistic 

features of discourse, rhetoric, and genre.7 

J. A. Naudé has probably identified a third issue concomitant with this movement: a 

widespread dissatisfaction with the traditional approach in Hebrew linguistics. 

Summarizing the studies of dislocation under the old rubric, he writes, “All these 

traditional treatments (as they can be called) of dislocation are unsystematic, unrigorous, 

unexhausted and incomplete in the collected data, classification and description.”8 

                                                 

6 See Christo H. J. van der Merwe, “An Overview of Hebrew Narrative Syntax,” in 
Narrative Syntax and the Hebrew Bible: Papers of the Tilburg Conference 1996, Biblical 
Interpretation Series, vol.29, ed. Ellen van Wolde (Leiden: Brill, 1997), 3-4; and Walter 
R. Bodine, “How Linguists Study Syntax,” in Linguistics and Hebrew, ed. Walter R. 
Bodine (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1992), 89-107. One could perhaps view 
Alverio Niccacci, “Basic Facts and Theory of the Hebrew Verb System in Prose,” in 
Narrative Syntax and the Hebrew Bible: Papers of the Tilburg Conference 1996, Biblical 
Interpretation Series, vol. 29, ed. Ellen van Wolde (Leiden: Brill, 1997), 167-202, as a 
functionalist, despite comments like, 168, “Semantics is important but subservient to 
morphology and function (or syntax).” Although by “function” he means syntax, in 
practice he incorporates semantic distinctions into his description of syntactic categories. 
For example, his “four syntactic settings” are (1) antecedent information; (2) 
circumstance; (3) contrast; and (4) oral report. These are all discourse and / or semantico-
pragmatic linguistic features. 

7 The extensive grammar of Bruce K. Waltke and M. O’Connor, An Introduction to 
Biblical Hebrew Syntax (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1990) is a mixture of both 
traditional and modern linguistics, and both synchronic and diachronic perspectives. They 
deliberately restrict its scope to sentence grammar, and although they employ some 
modern linguistic notions, such as Comrie’s work on aspect (Bernard Comrie, Aspect: An 
Introduction to the Study of Verbal Aspect and Related Problems [Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1976]) they do not place the discussion within any 
particular theoretical framework. For instance, they provide a formal definition of a 
clause as, 68, “the syntactic combination of a subject and predicate” but offer a functional 
analysis of the verbal system. (It is hereafter cited as IBHS.) 

8 Naudé, “A Syntactic Analysis of Dislocations,” 117. Bodine, “How Linguists Study 
Syntax,” 89, also notes the “relative weakness in past study of the syntax of Hebrew.” 
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Accordingly, this thesis proceeds under the new rubric by analyzing classical  

Hebrew9 from the perspective of Simon Dik’s Functional Grammar.10 

Overview of Thesis 

This paper attempts to describe and analyze the linguistic phenomena of 2 Samuel 

11-12; namely, its semantics, pragmatics,11 and syntax. The analysis of morphology, 

prosody, and phonology is only undertaken when it is relevant. 

                                                                                                                                                 
DeCaen, “On the Placement and Interpretation of the Verb,” 2, writes, “the impasse over 
the Hebrew verbal system is largely a function of the isolation in which Hebrew studies 
are carried out.” 

9 For the definition of “classical Hebrew,” this thesis follows Douglas M. Gropp, 
“The Function of the Finite Verb in Classical Hebrew,” Hebrew Annual Review 13 
(1991): 46, who includes Genesis-Numbers; Deuteronomy-Kings; and (possibly) Ruth. 
Tal Goldfajn, Word Order and Time in Hebrew Narrative, Oxford Theological 
Monographs (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1998), 19, says, “classical Hebrew narrative 
could be the safest ground for a synchronic approach to the Hebrew tenses.” See also 
Galia Hatav, The Semantics of Aspect and Modality: Evidence from English and Hebrew, 
Studies in Language Companion Series, vol. 34 (Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 1997), 24-
26.  

10 Simon C. Dik, The Theory of Functional Grammar Part 1: The Structure of the 
Clause, 2d ed., rev. Functional Grammar Series, vol. 20, ed. Kees Hengeveld (Berlin: 
Mouton de Gruyter, 1997) and Simon C. Dik, The Theory of Functional Grammar Part 
2: Complex and Derived Constructions, 2d ed., rev., Functional Grammar Series, vol. 21, 
ed. Kees Hengeveld (Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter, 1997). (These are hereafter cited as 
TFG 1 and TFG 2.) 

11 In Functional Grammar pragmatics is broadly defined as “language in use.” For 
recent discussion on the difficulty of defining pragmatics, see Mira Ariel, “Mapping so-
called ‘Pragmatic’ Phenomena According to a ‘Linguistic-Extralinguistic’ Distinction,” 
in Functionalism and Formalism in Linguistics. Volume II: Case Studies, Studies in 
Language Companion Series, vol. 42, ed. Michael Darnell et al. (Amsterdam: John 
Benjamins, 1999), 11-38. Ariel lists the seven phenomena central to pragmatic 
investigation as deixis, conversational structure, speech act determination, 
presupposition, conventional implicature, syntactical markedness, and conversational 
implicature. 
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Functional Grammar provides an excellent theoretical model with which Hebrew can 

be studied since Hebrew has a regular correspondence between form and function.12 That 

is, each particular form has a discernible set of unique functions that can be described and 

incorporated into the grammar.13 Perhaps the best-known application of the functional 

paradigm to a biblical language is Stanley Porter’s work on verbal aspect in New 

Testament Greek.14 He uses a variety of Functional Grammar called Systemic Functional 

Grammar developed by Michael A. K. Halliday,15 which has many similarities to Dik’s 

Functional Grammar. Porter’s work clearly demonstrates the advantage in bringing 

modern linguistics to bear upon the study of ancient languages, as Don Carson, the series 

editor, notes, “… the work is both meticulously researched and ground-breaking. … I 

particularly welcome this study because of its explanatory power.”16 It is hoped that 

Dik’s Functional Grammar will similarly provide strong “explanatory power” when 

applied to Hebrew. 

                                                 

12 Randall Buth, “Functional Grammar, Hebrew and Aramaic: An Integrated, 
Textlinguistic Approach to Syntax,” in Discourse Analysis of Biblical Literature, Semeia 
Studies, ed. Walter R. Bodine (Atlanta, Georgia: Scholars Press, 1995), 77-102. 

13 Dead languages are more difficult to analyze using non-functional (i.e. formal or 
generative) grammars since such models specify all and only the grammatical sentences 
of a language, and this requires a native speaker, of which there are none for a dead 
language. See John H. Connolly, Constituent Order in Functional Grammar: Synchronic 
and Diachronic Perspectives, Functional Grammar Series, vol. 14 (Berlin: Foris 
Publications, 1991), 134. 

14 Stanley E. Porter, Verbal Aspect in the Greek of the New Testament, with 
Reference to Tense and Mood, Studies in Biblical Greek, vol. 1, ed. Don Carson (New 
York: Peter Lang, 1993). 

15 Michael A. K. Halliday, An Introduction to Functional Grammar (London: 
Arnold, 1985). 
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There are two basic approaches one could take in studying Hebrew from a linguistic 

perspective. One could choose a single linguistic variable such as a particular word, or a 

feature such as word order, aspect, or modality, and study it across the entire Old 

Testament; or one could (as much as possible) exhaustively describe the linguistic 

features of a small section of a text. There are strengths and weaknesses to both, but in 

Hebrew studies the first approach predominates.17 This paper, however, adopts the 

second approach, which tends to be more holistic. The text of 2 Samuel 11-12 was 

chosen because (1) it is narrative, which is the most frequent discourse type in the 

Hebrew Bible and which is superior to poetry in ascertaining verbal behavior;18 (2) it is a 

complete story with clear discourse boundaries; (3) it is of sufficient length to make the 

analysis feasible; (4) it contains a wide variety of words and constructions; and (5) it 

employs narrative and dialogue. 

The fundamental question this thesis proposes to answer, therefore, is, What can be 

learned about Hebrew from a description of the language from the perspective of 

Functional Grammar, by considering it as a complete language system through specifying 

the relationships between its syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic features? Secondarily, is 

it thereby possible to provide a framework and methodology that could be applied to the 

                                                                                                                                                 

16 Porter, Verbal Aspect in the Greek of the New Testament, ix. 

17 Two examples of this second approach are Christo H. J. van der Merwe, “A 
Discussion of Aspects of the Grammar of 1 Kings 1 and 2,” (M.Th. thesis, University of 
Stellenbosch, 1983 [in Afrikaans]), and Winther-Nielsen, A Functional Discourse 
Grammar of Joshua. 

18 Randall Buth, “The Taxonomy And Function Of Hebrew Tense-Shifting In The 
Psalms (qAXal-yiqXol-yiqXol-qAXal, Antithetical Grammatical Parallelism),” (paper 
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rest of the Old Testament and can such a holistic perspective more clearly guide those 

studies that necessarily focus on individual linguistic features? 

It is important to note that the goal is not a complete description of Hebrew 

linguistics or even an exhaustive description of 2 Samuel 11-12, as all linguistic studies 

remain partial. The aim, however, is for greater accuracy and greater explanatory 

power.19 

Finally, it must be noted that this is a thoroughly synchronic study. No attention is 

paid to the historical development of Hebrew or its relationship to other Semitic 

languages.20 

Previous Research 

Several scholars have studied Hebrew (and Aramaic) from the perspective of Dik’s 

Functional Grammar. Randall Buth’s dissertation is on word order in Biblical Aramaic 

and like his subsequent work, combines Functional Grammar and Discourse Analysis. He 

uses Dik’s work alongside several other theorists. His main areas of interest are word 

order, pragmatics, and the teaching of Hebrew. Jan Kroeze’s work is explicitly in the 

framework of Dik’s Functional Grammar. His dissertation (in Afrikaans) is on the 

                                                                                                                                                 
presented at the XI Congress of the International Organization for the Study of the Old 
Testament, Salamanca, Spain, August, 1983).  

19 Christopher S. Butler, “Layering in Functional Grammars,” in Complex 
Structures: A Functional Perspective, Functional Grammar Series, vol. 17, ed. Betty 
Devriendt, Louis Goossens, and Johan van der Auwera (Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter, 
1996), 13. 

20 See Gropp, “The Function of the Finite Verb,” 45-62; Waltke and O’Connor, 
IBHS, 470 fn. 73; and DeCaen, “On the Placement and Interpretation of the Verb,” 113. 
Functional Grammar is quite applicable to diachronic studies. 
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construct chain. This reflects his ongoing interest in studying the nominal system of 

Hebrew.21  

Michael Rosenbaum’s dissertation draws from the work of Dik and Givón and, like 

Buth, integrates this with discourse analysis22 and Nicolai Winther-Nielsen’s dissertation 

is a functional discourse grammar of Joshua. His theoretical framework is a combination 

of Functional Grammar, Role and Reference Grammar, and Rhetorical Structure 

Analysis.23 

There are also several scholars who have published on Hebrew from a functionalist 

perspective such as Andrew Fox, Talmy Givón, G. Long, and Tamar Zewi.24 

Functional Grammar25 

The fundamental idea of Functional Grammar is that language can only be 

adequately described when it is understood as an instrument of communication between 

                                                 

21 See Bibliography for a comprehensive list of Buth’s and Kroeze’s work. 

22 Michael Rosenbaum, Word-Order Variation in Isaiah 40-55: A Functional 
Perspective, Studia Semitica Neerlandica (Assen, The Netherlands: Van Gorcum, 1997). 

23 Winther-Nielsen, A Functional Discourse Grammar of Joshua. 

24 Andrew Fox, “Topic Continuity in Hebrew Narrative,” in Topic Continuity in 
Discourse: A Quantitative Cross-Language Study, TSL, vol. 3, ed. Talmy Givón 
(Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 1983), 215-54; Talmy Givón, “The Drift From VSO to 
SVO in Hebrew: The Pragmatics of Tense-Aspect,” in Mechanisms of Syntactic Change, 
ed. C. N. Li (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1977); Talmy Givón, “The Evolution of 
Dependent Clause Syntax in Hebrew,” in Approaches to Grammaticalization, TSL, vol. 
19, nos. 1 / 2, ed. E. Traugott and B. Heine (Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 1991); and G. 
Long, “The Written Story: Toward Understanding Text as Representation and Function,” 
Vetus Testamentum XLIX, no. 2 (1999): 165-85. See Bibliography for Zewi’s works. 

25 The most comprehensive overview is Anna Siewierska, Functional Grammar, 
Linguistic Theory Guides (London: Routledge, 1991). 
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people. To understand a language one must take into account all the parameters that 

shape communication such as cognition, culture, language processing, and language 

acquisition, in addition to the traditional categories of syntax, semantics, pragmatics, and 

discourse. 

It is called functional since the entire theory adopts functional (as opposed to formal) 

definitions and criteria at every level of description. Functional descriptions “specify the 

relations of constituents to the constructions in which they occur,”26 rather than categorial 

descriptions that identify intrinsic properties of constituents.27 Dik “unequivocally 

opposes”28 his theory to the formal paradigm, even though Functional Grammar draws 

from formal theory.29 

                                                 

26 Dik, TFG 1, 26. Examples are Agent, Goal, Location, etc. 

27 Examples of categorial descriptions are noun phrase, prepositional phrase, and so 
forth. If these terms are used in Functional Grammar, they are defined semantically rather 
than syntactically. Kees Hengeveld, “Formalizing Functionally,” in Functionalism and 
Formalism in Linguistics. Volume II: Case Studies, Studies in Language Companion 
Series, vol. 42, ed. Michael Darnell et al. (Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 1999), 104, 
argues that Functional Grammar is a “formal-functional theory” since it posits formal 
semantic representations of the clause and so can “generate explicit testable hypotheses 
about grammatical structure.” This is in contrast to Halliday’s Systemic Functional 
Grammar (An Introduction to Functional Grammar). This perhaps explains why DeCaen, 
“On the Placement and Interpretation of the Verb”, 138, actually groups together 
Functional Grammar and Chomsky’s Government-Binding theory as both “generative 
theories of syntax,” despite their great differences. They are both “generative” in the 
sense that they move from an underlying structure to “generate” the correct surface 
structure. 

28 Siewierska, Functional Grammar, 1. 

29 Unlike most other functional theories, Functional Grammar is also formalistic, in 
that it explicitly represents the underlying functional structure of clauses with a standard 
notation. This notation is used in this thesis, usually in a simplified format for ease of 
reading for those unacquainted with the theory. 
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The functional view is occasionally criticized as adhering to a one-to-one form-

function correlation, but Functional Grammar believes in “multi-functionality, where one 

structure may serve several functions, and redundancy, where one function is served by 

several structures.”30 

There are many varieties of Functional Grammar, but the three dominant ones are 

Dik’s Functional Grammar, Robert D. Van Valin Jr.’s Role and Reference Grammar31 

and Halliday’s Systemic Functional Grammar.32 To a large extent, this paper follows the 

model of Simon Dik, augmented where appropriate by other linguistic approaches in 

keeping with the overall Functional Grammar paradigm. The three models share much in 

common, and their differences lie in more technical linguistic subtleties.33 

Basic Theoretical Constructs 

The structure of the clause in Functional Grammar is built around a functional 

semantic representation of the underlying relationship between the predicate and its 

                                                 

30 Siewierska, Functional Grammar, 4. For example, it is proposed in subsequent 
chapters that absolute past tense surfaces as both wayyiqtol and qatal (redundancy) and 
that the construct chain serves dozens of functions (multi-functionality). 

31 Van Valin, Robert D., Jr. and Randy J. LaPolla, Syntax: Structure, Meaning and 
Function, Cambridge Textbooks in Linguistics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1997), is based on Role and Reference Grammar theory. 

32 Halliday, An Introduction to Functional Grammar. 

33 For example, Butler, “Layering in Functional Grammars,” 19, says that Functional 
Grammar and Systemic Functional Grammar distinguish interpersonal and 
representational aspects of structure but Role and Reference Grammar does not; and that 
Functional Grammar and Role and Reference Grammar see the clause as hierarchically 
layered but Systemic Functional Grammar does not. 
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arguments. This representation may be enriched by pragmatic and syntactic34 layers of 

description, but the semantic layer is the foundation. 

These underlying semantic representations are filled by constituents taken from the 

Lexicon (Appendix 1) and mapped onto actual linguistic expressions (that is, the surface 

form) by the operation of Expression Rules (Chapter  9; Appendix 3). 

The Semantic Representation (Appendix 2) of the clause is composed of five 

hierarchically related layers represented in the following figure: 

(1) [π4 Ei: [π3 Xi: [π2 ei: [π1 [pred [type] args] σ1] σ2] σ3] σ4] 

This is a layered structure of the clause, as each layer has scope over layers further 

in. The innermost layer, pred [type] args, is the nuclear predication and consists of a 

special template called a predicate frame. Abstractly, each predicate frame has one 

predicate and between one and four arguments. In actual linguistic expressions the 

arguments are “occupied” by terms. Each verb may have one or more predicate frames 

for its different meanings or uses.35 

Every predicate is a lexical constituent in the language, a form that occurs in actual 

linguistic usage. No universal semantic metalanguage is used to define the meanings of 

words; instead, the meaning of basic predicates is fully defined in the lexicon by 

specifying what combination of other predicates in the same language are entailed by 

                                                 

34 Note that “syntactic” in Functional Grammar is somewhat “idiosyncratic” 
according to Siewierska, Functional Grammar, 9. See p. 170 for more discussion. 

35 Languages, of course, can form new predicates and terms from existing ones, and 
Hebrew is no exception, utilizing the construct chain in particular to form complex terms.  
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each predicate.36 In this thesis, however, predicates are defined by English equivalents, as 

these are sufficient. 

The second layer, [π1 … σ1], is the core predication, and consists of predicate 

operators (π1) and predicate satellites (σ1), which have scope over the nuclear 

predication. Operators are “abstract elements representing semantic distinctions by 

grammatical means.”37 They typically capture a limited number of crucial semantic 

distinctions such as number, tense, aspect, mood, illocution, and so forth. They are 

expressed through morphological inflections or by the insertion of form words, as in 

“will” for English future tense verb forms. Satellites are abstract elements representing 

semantic distinctions by lexical means, that is, adverbial constructions. In short, operators 

are semantic representations of grammatically expressed linguistic features, while 

satellites are semantic representations of lexically expressed features.38 

Predicate operators and satellites add further specification to the internal dynamics 

of the nuclear predication.  

The third layer, [π2 ei: … σ2], is the extended predication, which locates the core 

predication with respect to temporal, spatial and cognitive coordinates. It has a predicate 

variable (ei); and predication operators (π2) and predication satellites (σ2), which have 

scope over the core predication (and, therefore, over the nuclear predication). However, 

                                                 

36 Dik, TFG 1, 78. 

37 Kees Hengeveld, Non-Verbal Predication: Theory, Typology, Diachrony, 
Functional Grammar Series, vol. 15 (Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter, 1992), 8. 

38 Ibid., 10. 
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they leave the internal structure of the situation represented intact. The predicate variable 

is a way to represent a nuclear predication. 

The fourth layer, [π3 Xi: … σ3], is the proposition and has a proposition variable 

(Xi); and proposition operators (π3) and proposition satellites (σ3), which have scope 

over the extended predication and capture the means by which the speaker can express 

his personal evaluation of or attitude towards the extended predication. The proposition 

variable is shorthand for the extended predication. 

Finally, the fifth layer, [π4 Ei: … σ4], is the illocution and has an illocution variable 

(Ei); and illocution operators (π4) and illocution satellites (σ4), which have scope over the 

proposition and express the illocutionary features of the proposition. The illocution 

variable is shorthand for the proposition. 

To this layered representation of the clause may be added syntactic and pragmatic 

functions. Syntactic functions correspond (approximately) to traditional concepts such as 

subject and object and pragmatic functions correspond to the information status of 

different parts of the clause structure. 

Regarding the Lexicon it should be noted firstly that it only stores verbal, adjectival, 

and nominal predicates. Other parts of speech such as prepositions, conjunctions, 

subordinators, pronouns, demonstratives, articles, relators, and adverbs, are treated as the 

reflexes of operators and of semantic functions allocated to satellites.39 Secondly, 

complex predicates and terms can be derived to produce non-basic predicates and terms, 

                                                 

39 Siewierska, Functional Grammar, 22, notes that this is “a point of controversy 
among adherents of Functional Grammar.” The alternative is to add a separate part of the 
lexicon for these fixed word groups. 
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and together the total set of predicates and terms is called the Fund.40 This model, 

therefore, can be represented diagrammatically as in Figure 1.41 

Constraints on Functional Grammar 

Functional Grammar, for various theoretical reasons,42 places constraints on its 

descriptive possibilities. The two most important of these for this thesis are as follows: 

1. The underlying semantic structures are mapped directly onto the surface forms, as 

opposed to generative grammars when the deep structure goes through many 

transformations on its way to the surface structure.  

2. Functional Grammar avoids transformations through deletion, substitution, and 

permutation. For example, asyndetic clauses are not derived from underlying syndetic 

clauses. This constraint will have a major impact particularly on the analysis of 

construct chains (see p. 63) and non-verbal clauses, particularly those with hAyAh (see 

p. 74).  

Methodology 

Although the following chapters explain Functional Grammar in detail, it is 

beneficial to illustrate how Functional Grammar works with a simple example from 

2 Sam 11.4 (£yäikA'¸lam d=«wfl–d Éxal¸H«Cy¬w): 

                                                 

40 For example, the suffix -ism in English can create new words, like ageism. 

41 Dik, TFG 1, 60. 

42 Ibid., 18f. 
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(2) wayyiHlax DAwÏD malf'AKÓm. 
And.hei.sent Davidi messengers. 
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Figure 1. Overall Model of Functional Grammar 
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The Lexicon 

This sentence adds three items to the Lexicon: one predicate frame and two nouns. 

The predicate frame of the verb HAlax here takes two arguments, an Agent and a Goal:  

(3) HAlax [Verb] (x1)Ag (x2)Go 

The arguments are occupied by the nouns David and messengers respectively. This 

sentence, therefore, adds two nouns to the Lexicon, DAwÏD, “David” and mal'AK, 

“messenger.” 

The Clause 

1. The nuclear predication describes a “state of affairs” (SoA), which is the 

conception of something that can be the case in some world. The terms can be specified 

as follows: DAwÏD is a definite singular (d1), individual noun [N,i] and mal'AK is an 

indefinite plural (ip), set noun [N,s]. The SoA as a whole is analyzed as an 

accomplishment (Acc).43 The nuclear predication, therefore, is expressed as follows: 

(4) HAlax [VAcc] (d1x1: DAwÏD [N,i])Ag (ipx2: mal'AK [N,s])Go 

2. The core predication specifies additional features pertaining to the nature of the 

SoA designated by the nuclear predication such as perfective / imperfective aspect and 

phasal aspect.44 In this example, one could possibly add the Perfective operator (Pfv), 

                                                 

43 That is, it involves change [+dynamic], has a temporal end-point [+telic], and 
occupies a stretch of time [−punctual] (see pp. 31-41). 

44 Phasal aspect specifies such functions as ingressive, progressive, etc. 
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which means the event is seen as a complete whole from the writer’s viewpoint.45 This 

operator has scope over the nuclear predication: 

(5) Pfv HAlax [VAcc] (d1x1: DAwÏD [N,i])Ag (ipx2: mal'AK [N,s])Go 

3. The extended predication locates the core predication with respect to temporal, 

spatial, and cognitive parameters. Examples are tense, perspective, and modality. Before 

a past tense operator is added, however, the core predication variable ei is inserted: 

(6) Past ei: Pfv HAlax [VAcc] (d1x1: DAwÏD [N,i])Ag (ipx2: mal'AK [N,s])Go 

4. The proposition specifies the speaker’s or writer’s evaluation of and commitment 

to the extended predication. There are no Proposition tags, and all such omissions are 

(theoretically) represented by Ø.46 They are outside the extended predication variable Xi:  

(7) Ø Xi: Past ei: Pfv HAlax [VAcc] (d1x1: DAwÏD [N,i])Ag (ipx2: mal'AK [N,s])Go 

5. The illocution specifies the manner in which the proposition is presented to the 

intended recipient, such as Declaration, Question, or Instruction. The example receives 

the Declarative operator whose scope encompasses all the previous ones. The proposition 

is identified by the proposition variable Ei:47 

(8) Decl Ei: Ø Xi: Past ei: Pfv HAlax [VAcc] (d1x1: DAwÏD [N,i])Ag 
 (ipx2: mal'AK [N,s])Go 

                                                 

45 In Chapter 5 it is argued that this tag is, in fact, unnecessary for classical Hebrew 
narrative. It is inserted here only for illustrative purposes. 

46 Rarely does a clause have tags (operators) at all levels. 

47 If non-obligatory constituents (satellites) are added to the clause, such as manner 
adverbs like “quickly,” they are placed on the right hand side of the diagram at the 
appropriate layer. So strictly, there should also be four Ø symbols on the right side 
between each square bracket (that is, Ø ] Ø ] Ø ] Ø). 
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Functional Grammar also recognizes perspectival and pragmatic layers of 

description. Perspective relates to the traditional concepts of subject and object, and its 

representation is inserted after the semantic functions of the arguments: 

(9) Decl Ei: Ø Xi: Past ei: Pfv HAlax [VAcc] (d1x1: DAwÏD [N,i])AgSubj 
 (ipx2: mal'AK [N,s])GoObj 

Pragmatic functions specify the informational status of the clause constituents in 

relation to the discourse in which they are placed. In the example, David is a Given 

Topic, and the messengers is a New Topic: 

(10) Decl Ei: Ø Xi: Past ei: Pfv HAlax [VAcc] (d1x1: DAwÏD [N,i])AgSubjGivTop 
 (ipx2: mal'AK [N,s])GoObjNewTop 

Expression Rules 

Once the semantic description of each clause has been completed, the expression 

rules are then formulated to produce from these descriptions the exact written (or spoken) 

text. These rules are in two groups that specify the morphological form of the words and 

the order of the words. The rules also check with the Lexicon to gather information 

specific to each word, such as irregular morphology.  

Most importantly, the rules allow for different sets of tags to produce the same form, 

and same sets of tags to produce different forms, thereby separating form from function 

and allowing one form to have several functions and one function to be expressed by 

several forms. This avoids what Givón calls the error of “naïve functionalism” where 

form and function are in a 1:1 relationship.48 

                                                 

48 Talmy Givón, Functionalism and Grammar (Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 1995), 
10. See also Anna Siewierska, “Polish Constituent Order,” in Functional Grammar and 
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In the example above, the semantic structure maps onto a V S O constituent order, 

where V is a wayyiqtol verb form. 

Key Concepts 

There are four concepts that are referred to often in the thesis that need to be 

explained. They are grammaticization, lexicalization, implicature, and conversion. 

Grammaticization and Lexicalization 

Bernard Comrie is helpful in explaining the difference between grammaticization 

and lexicalization when he writes: 

… grammaticalization refers to integration into the grammatical system of a 

language, while lexicalization refers merely to integration into the lexicon of the 

language, without any necessary repercussions on its grammatical structure.49 

The two (sufficient) criteria used to determine grammaticization are obligatoriness 

and morphological boundedness. Clear cases of grammaticization (such as gender on 

Hebrew verbs, nouns, and adjectives) satisfy both criteria, while the clear cases of 

lexicalization (such as '·Her) satisfy neither. The driving motivation behind determining 

which grammatical operators are pertinent to describing the semantic structure of Hebrew 

                                                                                                                                                 
Verbal Interaction, Studies In Language Companion Series, vol. 44, ed. Mike Hannay 
and A. Machtelt Bolkestein (Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 1998), 263. 

49 Bernard Comrie, Tense, Cambridge Textbooks in Linguistics (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1985), 10. The shorter synonym grammaticization is used in 
this thesis. 
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is to only represent those features that are grammaticized.50 Alternatively, as Anne 

Siewierska puts it, “The grammaticalization condition specifies that the semantic 

functions postulated must have systematic repercussions in the grammar.”51 As Roman 

Jakobsen noted, languages do not differ on what they can express but on what they must 

express.52  

The importance of grammaticization will be apparent when discussing the verbal 

system, since one must find grammaticized evidence of aspectual and / or tense 

distinctions to determine the meaning of the various verb forms.53 

                                                 

50 This is the shortcoming of the approach of Winther-Nielsen, A Functional 
Discourse Grammar of Joshua. Although he draws heavily from Dik’s work, he 
introduces no concept of grammaticization or lexicalization; rather, he lists all the 
possible semantic functions that occur in Hebrew. This approach inevitably becomes a 
description of the language (for if enough semantic distinctions are introduced eventually 
everything will be classified precisely) but offers little by way of a model of the 
language, and cannot explain why the language works the way it does. Cross-
linguistically, it also leaves us little to compare with other languages, as the 
grammaticized features particular to Hebrew are lost among the catalog of meanings, 
uses, functions, and implicatures. 

51 Siewierska, Functional Grammar, 64. 

52 Referred to in Paolo Ramat, “Linguistic Categories and Linguists’ 
Categorizations,” Linguistics 37, no. 1 (1999): 161. The reference to Jakobson is: Roman 
Jakobson, Essais de Linguistique Générale, Vol. 1 (Paris: Miniut Press, 1963), 84. 

53 Waltke and O’Connor, IBHS, 345, capture the essence of this when they write, 
“The difficult task in describing the Hebrew verbal system involves mapping. How do 
phenomena … map onto the elements of the verb?” For more on grammaticization see 
Bernd Heine, Ulrike Claudi, and Friederike Hünnemeyer, Grammaticalization: A 
Conceptual Framework (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991). 
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Implicature 

Contexts can give linguistic expressions an implication that is not part of the 

meaning of the expression per se. For example, a parent might say to his / her son 

Johnny, your shoelaces are undone, and but what is implied by conventional use is 

Johnny, do up your shoelaces! The difference between an implicature and an inherent 

meaning is that implicatures are cancelable, but meanings are not. For instance, *He 

arrived tomorrow shows that the past tense of he arrived is not an implicature, since it 

cannot be canceled. It is important to note that the semantic structural diagrams do not 

represent these implicatures; rather, they seek only to represent the inherent semantic 

relationships between clausal constituents. 

For example, in Hebrew, it is probably the case that the wayyiqtol form is (1) past 

tense and by implicature usually perfective; or (2) perfective aspect and by implicature 

usually past tense; or (3) both perfective aspect and past tense. These three options 

represent which features are grammaticized in Hebrew. Therefore, wayyiqtol could be 

represented respectively as follows: 

(11) a. Past verb [V] 

b.  Pfv verb [V] 

c.  Past Pfv verb [V] 

This sort of problem is common in describing verbal systems, as different 

perspectives offer different explanations for the exceptions. On the first account, one 

must account for present tense and pluperfect uses of wayyiqtol; on the second, one must 

account for non-perfective wayyiqtols; and on the third, one must account for both. 
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Conversion 

In any language, linguistic items regularly take the place of other items. For 

example, in Hebrew adjectives can function as nouns. In Functional Grammar this 

process is called conversion. There are several types of conversion explained in the 

following chapters, and in most cases, this is represented by the notation A > B, meaning 

A is functioning as B. Conversion not only applies to words (participles functioning as 

nouns) but also to operators (interrogatives functioning as declaratives) and to individual 

features (mass nouns functioning as count nouns). 

Notation Policies 

As can be imagined, semantic representations can quickly become very complex, so 

the following policies regarding notation have been adopted in an attempt to make the 

thesis as “user-friendly” as possible: 

1. Satellites are always enclosed in a dotted box. For example, 2 Sam 11.4:  

(12) waTTABÙ' 'ElAyw. 
And she went to him. 
Decl Past BÙ' [VAcc*] (xf: 3fs)Ag (xa: 3ms)Dir 

2. Definite singular terms, normally written as d1xn: term, are written as xn: term, or just 

term. For example, 2 Sam 11.1: 

(13) w¸DAwÏD yOHEB y¸r˚HAlAim. 
And David remained in Jerusalem. 
Decl Ø Prog yAHaB B¸- [VSta] (xa: DAwÏD)Pos (y¸r˚HAla¥im)Loc    rather than 
Decl Ø Prog yAHaB B¸- [VSta] (d1xa: DAwÏD)Pos (d1x: y¸r˚HAla¥im)Loc 

3. The designation for nouns, [N], [N,s], [N,i], and so on, are omitted except when the 

term has been converted (see above) and in non-verbal nominal predicates. In the 
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previous example (xa: DAwÏD)Pos is used instead of (xa: DAwÏD: [N,i])Pos. To find the 

noun type, refer to Appendix 1. 

4. If a clause has no tense operators, Ø is inserted to indicate the operator’s absence in 

non-verbal, participial, and embedded clauses. The previous example illustrates this 

notation. For all other omitted operators and satellites, Ø is not written. 

5. Subj(ect) and Obj(ect) are omitted from the semantic structures except when they do 

not correlate with the first and second argument slots respectively. 

6. The variables explained above such as E, X, and e, are only written in when 

necessary. 

7. Subcategories of semantic functions are written, using their abbreviations, as 

Category-Subcategory. For example, if Location is a semantic function, and Under is 

a subcategory, it is written as Loc-Under. 

8. Variables with subscripted letters (for example, xa, ea) represent specific entities as 

listed in the Abbreviations (p. xiii). However, variables with subscripted numerals 

(for example, f1, f2) are temporary designations used to refer to a structure 

anaphorically. The only exception is the subscript ‘i,’ as in xi, that is used both for a 

specific entity (“the wall of Rabbah”) and as a generic variable in a context-less 

example. The examples given in the thesis are mostly taken from Appendix 2, and so 

the variables will normally correspond to the Abbreviations. 

9. Unfortunately, there is not space to present each example in standard linguistic format 

with a part-of-speech analysis line. This will make the work difficult to read for those 
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who know Functional Grammar but not Hebrew.54 Similarly, transliteration is used to 

make the work more accessible to non-Hebraists, although a phonetic transliteration 

would have been preferable.55 

10. Operators and semantic functions are capitalized both in the structures and throughout 

the thesis.56 All other terms are written in lower-case. In addition to their normal use, 

the following typographical conventions apply: (1) italic typeface is used for the 

citation of sentences and sentence-fragments; (2) non-italic typeface is used to 

highlight the salient information in Hebrew and English examples; (3) bold-face is 

used to highlight the salient information in examples of semantic structures; and (4) 

double quotes are used for the meanings of words and phrases. 

11. Non-salient information in the semantic structure is usually written in a simplified 

format. For example, a simplified structure and a complete57 structure are given 

below to compare. In the simplified structure the Goal is abbreviated and the verb 

stem and Aktionsart have been omitted (2 Sam 12.31): 

                                                 

54 The reasons for this decision are (1) the corpus is small so the results are tentative; 
(2) the debates engaged in are those within current Hebrew linguistics and not those 
within current Functional Grammar theory; and (3) Functional Grammar and Hebrew are 
on the whole “strangers.” Accordingly, Functional Grammar is introduced to Hebraists, 
rather than Hebrew to Functional Grammarians.  

55 For a discussion of how to transliterate Hebrew phonetically, see DeCaen, “On the 
Placement and Interpretation of the Verb,” 82-85. 

56 Operators and semantic functions can be identified from the Abbreviations, since 
they are followed by one of the following in parentheses: πn, σn, or SF. 

57 Complete as in represented in Appendix 2; not as in complete Functional Grammar 
notation such as Decl Ei: Ø Xi: Past ei: Ø, etc. 
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(14) w¸'eT-hAvAm '·Her-BAh hÙcÓ'. 
He brought out the people who were in it. 
SIMPLIFIED: 
Decl Past yAcA' [V] (xa: 3ms)Ag (vAm '·Her-BAh)Go 
COMPLETE:58

 
Decl Past yAcA' [V,HAcc] (xa: 3ms)Ag (d1xx: vam: R 1)GoAffFoc  
 1 Ø {(xe: 3fs)Loc} (Axx)Ø 

 

                                                 

58 See p. 163 for explanation of the ‘R’ operator.  
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CHAPTER 2 

THE NUCLEAR PREDICATION I - PREDICATES 

This chapter explains how predicates, part of the innermost layer of the nuclear 

predication, are expressed in Functional Grammar notation. 

Predicate Frames 

Functional Grammar, like most linguistic models, makes a fundamental distinction 

between predicates and terms. Predicates designate properties or relations while terms 

refer to entities in the world of the discourse, mostly physical objects, but also abstract 

concepts like love, and fictional characters like Pinnochio. Predicates and terms usually 

correspond to verbs and nouns respectively.1 

In Functional Grammar, predicate frames are composed of six types of information, 

but five are sufficient for describing the linguistic features of 2 Samuel 11-12, so only 

these are presented in the following figure:2 

 

                                                 

1 Dik, TFG 1, 50. Van Valin and LaPolla, Syntax, 28. 

2 The sixth piece of information that is omitted is selection criteria. These limit the 
sorts of terms that can be located in each position (i.e. in x1, x2, etc.). For example, for the 
verb to give one could limit the “giver” to “animate beings.” The predicate frame would 
then be expressed as give [V] (x1: <anim>)Ag (x2)Go (x3)Rec. 
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predicate 
variable 

(f, x, e, X, E) 

predicate form 
(lexical entry ) 

predicate type 
(verb, noun,  
adjective) 

argument slots 

argument semant ic functions  
(Agent, Goal, Recipient, Location, etc.)

 

fi:  form [type]  (x1)SF  (x2)SF  (x3)SF  (x4)SF  

 

Figure 2. Predicate Frames 
 

As an example, consider the English verb to give: 

(1) fi: give [V] (x1)Ag (x2)Go (x3)Rec 

This means that the verb to give has the variable ‘fi’ and is a verb. It takes three 

terms in its three argument slots, as in John gave the flowers to Mary. The three 

participants in this predicate frame have the semantic functions of Agent (John), Goal 

(the flowers), and Recipient (Mary). These are now explained in more detail. 

The Predicate Variable  

Functional Grammar recognizes five types of variables, representing different 

structural elements in the semantic representation of the clause structure. They are 

represented in the following table:3 

                                                 

3 Dik, TFG 1, 136. 
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Table 1. Types of Entities 

 

These variables are used as shorthand ways of referring to different parts of the 

semantic structure of the clause, but since this chapter is only concerned with predicates, 

the others are discussed later. It should simply be noted that verbs have the predicate 

variable ‘f,’ while nouns (almost always) have the term variable ‘x.’  

More specifically, the predicate variable ‘f’ “designates properties of, or relations 

between the entities referred to by the argument terms.”4 The motivation for variables for 

each structural element comes from the need to describe such features as anaphora, 

because a subscripted variable can represent the same entity in several places. For 

example, 

(2) John (xi) likes (f1) Mary (xj) and so does Peter (xk). 

The predicate frame of the first clause is: 

(3)  f1: like [V] (xi: John )Ag (xj: Mary)Go 

                                                 

4 Ibid., 82. 

Variable Designation Structural Unit Order 
f Property / Relation Predicate 0 
x Spatial Entity Term 1 
e State of Affairs Predication 2 
X Possible Fact Proposition 3 
E Speech Act Clause 4 
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The second predicate obviously means Peter likes Mary, with the verb like and the 

noun Mary having been omitted. Therefore, by using the anaphoric marker ‘A’ it can be 

represented as follows:5 

(4) Af1 [V] (xk: Peter)Ag (Axj)Go 

The Predicate Form 

The form of the predicate is a standardized phonological representation that 

corresponds to how a native user would generally remember the word. For example, in 

Hebrew a qatal form would theoretically be sufficient information for a speaker to derive 

productively all inflectional forms for that verb.6  

The Predicate Type 

The predicate type is “a receptacle for all those semantic and morphosyntactic 

properties of the predicate which in one way or another codetermine the behavior of the 

                                                 

5 There are 24 instances of anaphora in 2 Samuel 11-12: 11.1, 11 (x3), 13, 19, 20, 27; 
12.3, 4 (x4), 5, 9, 10, 14 (x2), 17, 18, 21, 23, 31 (x2). An examination of these shows the 
various ways it is used in Functional Grammar theory. For example, in 12.14 one can use 
Afn to show that the infinitive absolute is based on the same stem as the verb it modifies 
(see p. 158). Many of the uses, furthermore, are in embedded clauses where a non-finite 
verb (such as an infinitive construct) cannot be marked morphologically for subject. In 
these cases, Ax is in the place of subject. This indicates semantically who the subject is 
while also indicating that this subject is not expressed (see p. 165). Finally, examples 
such as 12.3 show that the anaphora marker in a finite non-main clause will normally 
trigger '·Her, the relative clause marker (see p. 163). 

6 However, there are many exceptions. For example, the final vowel in many 
wayyiqtol forms cannot be predicted. Irregular morphological forms are stored in the 
lexicon. 
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predicate in the construction of linguistic expressions.”7 The three basic categories are 

Verbal (V), Adjectival (A), and Nominal (N).8  

Argument Slots 

Each predicate frame has a specific number of argument slots that must be filled by 

terms. Each predicate frame requires between one and four argument slots, and if they are 

omitted the property or relation designated by the predicate is not fulfilled or satisfied. 

Arguments are to be contrasted with satellites, which provide further optional 

information to the State of Affairs. For example:9 

(5) a.  They discussed the matter politely. 

b.  They behaved politely. 

Clearly politely is a satellite in  (5)a but an argument in  (5)b. 

The general test used to distinguish arguments from satellites is the Omissibility 

test:10  

                                                 

7 Dik, TFG 1, 84. 

8 For definitions and discussion, see Hengeveld, Non-Verbal Predication, 3-14. It 
should also be noted that various subcategories can be distinguished, such as gender, 
declension, conjugation, and so forth. These subcategorial features are used by the 
expression rules to account for various linguistic expressions. For instance, consider the 
following two clauses: hammeleK y¸DaBBEr, The king will speak, and 
hammalKAh T¸DaBBEr, The queen will speak. To account for the correct choice for the 
verb one must encode gender into the lexical representation of each noun: meleK [N,msc] 
and malKAh [N,fem]. All such subcategorial features are omitted in this thesis, as they 
relate to morphology and not syntax. See Jan Kroeze, “A Three-Dimensional Approach 
to the Gender / Sex of Nouns in Hebrew,” Literator 15, no. 3 (1994): 139-53, for a 
(potential) framework for integrating gender into Functional Grammar. 

9 Dik, TFG 1, 88. 

10 Ibid., 89-90. 
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(6) A satellite can be omitted without affecting the grammaticality or the meaning 
of the remaining construction, whereas leaving out an argument will either 
render the remainder ungrammatical or change its semantics. 

Semantic Functions 

After each argument slot, written in subscript, is the semantic function that the 

argument takes, such as Agent, Goal, or Location. These are discussed in detail below. 

Lexical Meanings 

The lexicon must also specify the meaning of the predicate, and in Functional 

Grammar this is a complicated (and theoretically contentious) process called step-wise 

lexical decomposition.11 This thesis simply accepts the English dictionary definitions of 

words. 

 

States of Affairs and Aktionsart12 

There has been much linguistic discussion about how to describe and categorize the 

types of things that happen in the world, and how they relate to linguistic structures and 

the lexicon, which stores the verbs that are part of these linguistic structures. Following 

                                                 

11 Ibid., 97. For a more recent discussion of the Lexicon in Functional Grammar see 
Hella Olbertz, Kees Hengeveld, and Jesús Sánchez García, eds., The Structure of the 
Lexicon in Functional Grammar, Studies in Language Companion Series, vol. 43 
(Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 1998). Functional Grammar has a way to deal with 
idioms, which is understandably complex. For a list of idioms in 2 Samuel 11-12 see 
p. 59. 
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the tradition that began with Aristotle, it is generally accepted that there are four basic, or 

prototypical types of happenings in the world, called states of affairs: 

1. Situations: static, non-dynamic states of affairs such as location (John lives in 

Lebanon), condition (Mary is tired), or internal experiences (Fred likes Alice). 

2. Events: states of affairs that happen instantly such as explosions, the popping of 

balloons, lightning strikes, and so forth. 

3. Processes: states of affairs that involve change and take place over time such as 

movement (John moved to Lebanon), state-change (The ice melted), or an internal 

change (Peter learned how to cook). 

4. Actions: dynamic states of affairs in which a participant does something, like The ball 

is rolling, Chris was singing, John hit Bill, and so forth. 

These states of affairs have been observed to be composed of binary oppositions 

along three dimensions: ±dynamic,13 ±telic, and ±punctual.14 Situations are static, have 

no end point, and are temporally extended. Events, processes, and actions are all non-

static and differ on the other two dimensions. Events are punctual, occur all at once, and 

are telic (that is, have an end-point). Processes are not punctual, but do have an end-point. 

That is, the state of affairs inherently concludes, such as to dry out, or to die. Of course, 

                                                                                                                                                 

12 This section has been refined by the incorporation of the insights from Van Valin 
and LaPolla, Syntax, 82-138. The analysis, however, remains faithful to the Functional 
Grammar theory. 

13 Van Valin and LaPolla, ibid., 83, use the term ±static instead of ±dynamic, and 
reserve ±dynamic to further differentiate −static verbs into two classes. Nevertheless, 
Dik’s term is used.  

14 Dik, TFG 1, 111, uses the term ‘momentaneous’ for ‘punctual,’ but ‘punctual’ is 
used in this thesis because what it signifies is more transparent. 
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these events can be interrupted, but inherently they do not last forever (in our world). 

Actions have no natural endpoint and are temporally extended. Thus, these combinations 

are possible: 

 

Table 2. Typology of States of Affairs 

 

Languages typically code these states of affairs through their various lexical items, 

particularly their verbs. However, the lexical encoding does not correspond perfectly to 

the world and this subtle distinction must be kept in mind. For this reason, different 

languages conceptualize the same state of affairs differently.15 

To capture this difference, the term Aktionsart (German for “form of action”) is used 

to classify the lexical differences between verbs. The Aktionsart, therefore, is the 

lexically encoded inherent temporal property of a verb. It reflects properties of linguistic 

predicates, not of states of affairs.16  

Accordingly, four terms are used for the four basic Aktionsarten that equate closely 

with the four basic states of affairs: 

                                                 

15 See Van Valin and LaPolla, Syntax, 88, for a fascinating discussion on the 
difference between English and Lakhota for the state of affairs of “breaking windows.” 

16 Ibid., 92. 

 Dynamic Telic Punctual 
Situations No No No 

Events Yes Yes Yes 
Processes Yes Yes No 
Actions Yes No No 
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This two-fold distinction must be further differentiated from a third distinction: the 

realization of a lexical verbal predicate into an actual sentence of the language. For 

example, the verb to go is, lexically, an activity; that is, temporally unbounded, non-

punctual, and dynamic. However, in actual linguistic expressions it regularly combines 

with a directional satellite, such as, He must go to Rome, in which case it is now 

temporally bounded. Therefore, the interpretation of this particular predicational 

Aktionsart is of an accomplishment. 

Therefore, three distinct but closely related domains need to be differentiated.17 

These are the domains of the world, comprised of various states of affairs; the lexicon, 

comprised of different lexical Aktionsarten, and the linguistic sentences, comprised of 

different predicational Aktionsarten. Unfortunately, Dik uses the term “state of affairs,” 

(SoA), to refer to predicational Aktionsarten, thereby conflating this category with that of 

                                                 

17 Marinus van den Berg, “An Outline of a Pragmatic Functional Grammar,” in 
Functional Grammar and Verbal Interaction, Studies In Language Companion Series, 
vol. 44, ed. Mike Hannay and A. Machtelt Bolkestein (Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 
1998), 78-85, shows that there also exists a socially constructed world in-between the 
language and the mind-independent world that must also be taken into account, as it 
significantly interacts with language-production. In this social world exist institutions, 
roles, routines, narratives, ideologies, kinship systems, etc. She proposes several changes 
to Functional Grammar to integrate this “world” into the linguistic description, in an 
attempt to keep Functional Grammar faithful to its belief that pragmatics is the dominant 
factor in language use. Frank H. Polak, “Bottom-up Structuring and Top-Down Analysis: 
Narratology and Computer Analysis of Biblical Texts,” in Narrative and Comment. 
Contributions to Discourse Grammar and Hebrew Presented to Wolfgang Schneider, ed. 

 

State of Affairs Type Aktionsart Type 
Situation State 
Event Achievement 
Process Accomplishment 
Action Activity 
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the “world.” For sake of clarity, therefore, the term “Aktionsart,” in this thesis, refers to 

lexical Aktionsart, and the abbreviation “SoA” refers to predicational Aktionsart.18 

Determining Aktionsarten 

To determine the Aktionsart of a verb there are various tests. Dik establishes 

semantic definitions and co-occurrence tests for each of the parameters (±dynamic, ±telic, 

±punctual), while Robert D. Van Valin Jr. and Randy J. LaPolla establish five co-

occurrence tests for each of the Aktionsarten as a whole. Since Van Valin and LaPolla 

offer many more examples and commentary on the tests, their method is used.19  

Prototypical Aktionsart 

Since there are about 120 verbs in 2 Samuel 11-12, searching for examples of the 

five criteria would amount to about 600 examples. As it is beyond the scope of this thesis 

to do this, cross-linguistic studies—which have shown that there are strong tendencies for 

certain types of verbs to have the same Aktionsart across most languages—are used. 

These are listed here in order to provide guidance for the classification, and to help 

                                                                                                                                                 
Eep Talstra (Amsterdam: Societas Hebraixa Amstelodamensis, 1995), 126-136, is an 
attempt to include these factors in the study of Hebrew linguistics. 

18 There is no further reference to the “world-SoA”; otherwise, a third term would be 
required to refer to this. 

19 Dik, TFG 1, 106. Van Valin and LaPolla, Syntax, 94. Their concern is to have 
cross-linguistic, universally valid, independent criteria for determining the Aktionsart for 
each verb in a particular language. They actually have a ten-fold schema of Aktionsart 
and a corresponding ten-fold logical structure for representing these. While their model is 
more powerful than Dik’s, its complexity is not necessary for the purposes of this paper. 
It represents just one way in which Dik’s model could be further refined. 
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clarify the differences between the four basic types. State predicates are grouped by Van 

Valin and LaPolla into eight categories:20 

(7) a. Perception: to see, to view, to look at21 

b. Cognition: to know, to understand, to think 

c. Desire: to want, to hope, to wish 

d. Propositional Attitude: to believe, to adhere to 

e. Possession: to have, to own 

f. Internal Experience: to feel 

g. Emotion: to hate, to love, to be jealous 

h. Location: to reside, to die, to recline 

i. Attributive / Identificational: to be large, to be tall 

Achievement predicates are all +punctual verbs, such as to explode, to shatter, to 

pop.22 

                                                 

20 Van Valin and LaPolla, Syntax, 125. Waltke and O’Connor, IBHS, 367-371, point 
out that the different vowel patterns of the qal qatal correlate strongly to the ±dynamic 
parameter. 

21 DeCaen, “On the Placement and Interpretation of the Verb,” 252, argues that 
Hebrew, like many languages, treats perception verbs as achievements rather than states, 
so yADav means “to realize” or “to come to know” rather than the stative “to know.” 
Accordingly, perception verbs in 2 Samuel 11-12 are analyzed as achievements: yADav, 
“to realize,” rA'Ah, “to see,” and HAmav, “to hear.” This probably explains why such 
verbs in Hebrew freely occur as progressive participles, which tend to avoid stative verbs. 

22 Lars Johnson, “Terminality Operators and Their Hierarchical Status,” in Complex 
Structures: A Functional Perspective, Functional Grammar Series, vol. 17, ed. Betty 
Devriendt, Louis Goossens, and Johan van der Auwera (Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter, 
1996), 235, points out that since all events are temporally extended, even if 
infinitesimally, a better way to understand punctuality is to determine if the “course” of 
the SoA is salient or not. This also allows certain SoAs that may take more than an 
instant in the real word, such as mAcA', “to find,” to be accomplishments rather than 
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Accomplishments typically fall into three categories: 

(8) a. Change in location: to fall down, to get up 

b. Change in state: to melt, to freeze, to dry 

c. Change in internal experience: to learn something, to decide 

Finally, Activities are those states of affairs where a participant does something, to 

sing, to shine, to crackle, to swim.  

Aktionsart Conversion 

Many linguistic features in any given language may be converted in context into 

another feature (see p. 22). A prototypical example in Hebrew would be an adjective 

acting as a noun. Similarly, there are also several (large) classes of verbs that are 

particularly prone to convert from an activity into an accomplishment. These are verbs of 

motion, of creation, and of consumption.  

Verbs of motion regularly take directional satellites (see p. 112) thereby giving the 

SoA an inherent terminal point. So, He ran is an activity, but He ran to the store is an 

accomplishment. Verbs of creation and consumption, on the other hand, are sensitive to 

their arguments. With non-specific, indefinite, generic or mass noun objects they are 

activities, but with a quantified object they become accomplishments. So John wrote 

poetry is an activity, but John wrote a poem is an accomplishment. In many languages 

including Hebrew, cognate Goals such as He vowed a vow, “telicize” the SoA.23 

                                                                                                                                                 
activities, if the process of “finding” is never salient when the verb is used. For this 
reason HAlax, “to send,” and DAraH, “to inquire,” are identified as accomplishment verbs. 

23 Van Valin and LaPolla, Syntax, 99. Hebrew is extraordinary in its capacity to form 
cognate accusatives, compared to English, which barely has any. For example, “he broke 
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Verbs of speech are also normally activities, but with a specified content become 

accomplishments, because in a sense they are verbs of creation. 

Notation 

In Appendix 2, and in the examples in the thesis, the SoA is subscripted after the 

verb, as in yADav [VAch]. Whenever this has been converted in context into a different 

predicational Aktionsart than the lexical one, one could use the conversion symbol ‘>,’ as 

in Act > Acc, but since all the conversions in 2 Samuel 11-12 are Act > Acc, they are 

represented simply as Acc*. 

Below are two tables. The first has three examples of each of the four lexical 

Aktionsart and the second has examples from 2 Samuel 11-12 of Acc*. 

 

Table 3. Predicate Frames according to Lexical Aktionsart 

                                                                                                                                                 
through a break-through” (Gen 38.29), “he is greedy for a thing gained by greed,” (Jer 
6.13) and the literal “he sold grain grain” (Amo 8.5). 

Form Type (x1) (x2) (x3) Akt Meaning References 
xAlaP V,P Ag Go  Acc to change 12.20 
yAhaB V Ag Go  Acc to put 11.15 
nAPal V Pro   Acc to fall 11.17 
hArAh V Ag   Ach to conceive 11.5 
nAKAh V Ag Go  Ach to strike 11.21; 12.9 
qArA' V Ag Go Ref Ach to name 12.24 (2x), 25 
'AsaP V Ag Go  Act to gather 11.27; 12.28, 29 
BAKAh V Ag   Act to cry 12.21, 22 
BArAh V Ag Go  Act to eat 12.17 
'AhaB V Pos Go  Sta to love 12.24 
'ABAh V Pos e:Go  Sta to be willing 12.17 
yAHaB B¸- V Pos Loc  Sta to reside at 11.1, 11, 12 (x2), 13 
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Table 4. Converted Predicational Aktionsart 

 

Prepositional Predicate Frames 

Most languages form phrasal verbs, as in the English verb, to put down, “to end life.” 

Hebrew is no exception, but determining when a preposition is part of the predicate frame 

and when it is a predicate satellite is often very difficult.24 The criteria used to identify a 

preposition as belonging to the predicate frame are as follows:25 

                                                 

24 Siewierska, Functional Grammar, 55, correctly notes that the argument / satellite 
distinction in Functional Grammar is semantically motivated, and so differs significantly 
from the complement / adjunct distinction in Chomskyian theory or the syntactic 
definition used in German valence theory. For this reason, the term “valency” is not used 
in this thesis to refer to arguments. Siewierska also discusses at length some of the 
problems of Dik’s semantic formulation of the argument / satellite distinction, pointing 
out that categorial (i.e. syntactic) behavior is often decisive, but that Functional Grammar 
a priori rejects all such categorial arguments. 

25 One notes that in the criteria presented are such words as “clearly,” “significantly,” 
“discernible,” etc. which all entail an unavoidable subjectivity. For other studies see T. 
 

Hebrew / English / Semantic Structure Verse Reason 
waTTABÙ' 'ElAyw.    
And she went to him.  
Decl Past BÙ' [VAcc*] (xf: 3fs)Ag (xa: 3ms)Dir 

11.4 Direction Satellite 

wayyiKTOB DAwÏD sEPer … 
And David wrote a letter … 
Decl Past KATaB [VAcc*] (xa: DAwÏD)Ag (i1x: sEµPer)Go 

11.14 Verb of Creation 

waTTO'mer hArAh 'AnOKÓ. 
And she said, “I am pregnant.” 
Decl Past 'Amar [VAcc*] (xf: 3fs)Ag (hArAh 'AnOKÓ)Go 

11.5 Verb of Speech 

wayyAcom DAwÏD cÙm. 
And David fasted a fast. 
Decl Past c˚m [VAcc*] (xa: DAwÏD)Ag (i1x: cÙm)Go 

12.16 Cognate Goal 
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1. When the preposition marks the Goal of a verb, as in c˚r val-X, “to besiege X.” 

2. When the preposition with the verb changes significantly the meaning of the verb, as 

in HAKaB vim-X, “to have sexual intercourse with X”; from HAKaB, “to lie down.” 

3. When the preposition has no discernible semantic meaning of its own, or its meaning 

in the predicate frame is at variance with its normal use, as in qArA' l¸=-X, “to call X.” 

4. When the preposition occurs with the verb without exception with a particular 

meaning, such as DAraH min-X “to ask X.” 

Accordingly, the following are the prepositional predicate frames in 2 Samuel 11-12. 

All the information of the predicate frame is presented: 

Table 5. Prepositional Predicate Frames in 2 Samuel 11-12 

 

                                                                                                                                                 
Muraoka, “On Verb Complementation in Hebrew,” Vetus Testamentum 29 (1979): 425-
35; and Winther-Nielsen, A Functional Discourse Grammar of Joshua, 41-42, who 
comments briefly on the difficulties of this process in Hebrew. Waltke and O’Connor, 
IBHS, 170 fn. 14 (see also 221-222), note that perhaps haplology causes the omission of 
prepositions from what would otherwise be part of prepositional verbal predicates (e.g. 
Gen 18.1).  

Form Type (x1) (x2) Akt Meaning 
GABar val V Ag Go Acc to prevail against 
yAHaB B¸- V Pos Loc Sta to reside in 
lAxam B¸- V,N Ag Go Act to battle against 
sAPaD val V Ag Go Act to mourn for 
c˚r val V Ag Go Act to besiege 
qArA' l¸- V Ag Go Ach to call, summon 
qArA' val V,N Pos Go Sta to be named upon 
HAKaB vim V Ag Go Acc to have intercourse with 
HAmav B¸- V Ag Go Act to listen to 
HAmar 'el V Ag Go Act to besiege 
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Summary 

Appendix 1 contains all the predicate frames in 2 Samuel 11-12 with their lexical 

Aktionsart as determined using the five criteria and the cross-linguistic data presented 

above.26 It will also be observed that the three parameters used in distinguishing SoAs are 

essentially a series of binary choices that entail one another in a hierarchical order, 

represented diagrammatically as follows: 

 

Aktionsarten 

-dyn 
State 

+dyn 
 

 -pun 
Accomplishment 

+tel 
 

-tel 
Activity 

+pun 
Achievement  

Figure 3. Typology of Aktionsart 

                                                 

26 Winther-Nielsen, A Functional Discourse Grammar of Joshua, 36, is one scholar 
who has applied Van Valin’s analysis of Aktionsart to Hebrew, although unfortunately he 
only gives the Aktionsart of eleven sample verbs, seven of which are in 2 Samuel 11-12. 
Furthermore, it is not insignificant the three scholars who have recently written on the 
Hebrew verb, Goldfajn, Word Order and Time; Hatav, The Semantics of Aspect and 
Modalit; and DeCaen, “On the Placement and Interpretation of the Verb,” have all 
incorporated into their theories both the classical four-fold (Vendlerian) lexical 
Aktionsart distinctions as presented here and (neo-)Reichenbachian tense theory, which is 
also critical to the theory of the verb presented in Chapter 6. These two theoretical ideas 
are clearly sine qua non for all studies of the Hebrew verb. 
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Nuclear Semantic Functions 

Just as there is a three-fold division for verbal predications between the world, the 

lexicon, and the sentences of a language, there is a similar three-fold division for the 

entities in these predications. In terms of the language-independent world,27 one can 

conceptualize participant roles in states of affairs:28 

(9) a. Agent: a willful, purposeful instigator of an action or event, such as Leslie 
hitting Bill. 

b. Experiencer: a sentient being who experiences internal states, as in John 
remembering the question. 

c. Instrument: a normally inanimate entity manipulated by an agent in the 
carrying out of an action, as in John hit Bill with a club. 

d. Patient: an entity that is in a state or condition, or undergoes a change of 
state or condition, as in Sue is tall, or The window is shattered. 

 Just as the four basic states of affairs in the world (situation, process, event, action) 

correspond closely to the four basic Aktionsarten (state, accomplishment, achievement, 

activity), one can define and identify semantic functions that correspond closely to the 

participant roles. Van Valin and LaPolla define thirty-six such roles, reflecting their more 

                                                 

27 That is true, of course, if there is such a thing. Although I believe there is a mind-
independent world, I am keenly aware of the deep interconnection between language and 
reality. 

28 Van Valin and LaPolla, Syntax, 85. They list nine further participant roles and note 
that even this list is not exhaustive. 
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complex (and arguably more powerful) linguistic model.29 Dik defines eleven semantic 

functions, whose definitions are provided below. These semantic functions specify the 

roles that the entities play within the SoA designated by the Aktionsart.  

Before examining these semantic functions, a further distinction that Dik considers 

very important must be introduced: the semantic parameter of control [±con].30 This 

parameter depends on whether or not the first argument has the power to determine 

whether the SoA will obtain. Since this feature is present in all four basic types, Dik 

understands this as producing eight basic Aktionsart types, or preferably, four basic types 

each divided into two sub-types.31 However, his distinction relates to the relationship 

between the first participant in the state of affairs and the verbal idea of that state of 

affairs, but Aktionsart is about defining the verbal predicate in and of itself. Therefore, 

for the two sentences, The man [+con] fell down and The building [−con] fell down, the 

Aktionsart is the same; only the participants’ roles are different.  

                                                 

29 Van Valin and LaPolla, Syntax, 115. The crucial difference between their model 
and Dik’s is that for them the semantic functions are logically derived from the 
Aktionsart of the verbal predicate, and thus they have no true meaning in and of 
themselves. They are derived, without exception, from the verbal typology. For Dik, 
however, for each verbal predicate stored in the lexicon, one must ascertain the semantic 
functions of the arguments. Dik’s position is adopted. 

30 Dik, TFG 1, 112. 

31 Unfortunately, the situation in Dik is even more complicated than this. Because 
Dik thinks that ±pun is not as important as the other parameters, he omits it from his 
typology and provides no title for a +dyn +tel +pun state of affair. Thus for Dik there are 
only three basic Aktionsart, each divided into two sub-types of ±con. However, he does 
say, 114, that “when these feature are relevant, they will be mentioned separately.” To 
further confuse the issue, Dik does not make the clear three-fold distinction found in Van 
Valin and LaPolla (between world, lexicon, and language), and he uses the traditional 
states of affairs titles for the Aktionsart titles.  
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In 2 Samuel 11-12, there is such an example. The verb yAHaB B¸-, is used with 

DavidAg residing in Jerusalem and the arkØ residing in tents. However, if, as Van Valin 

and LaPolla argue, the semantic functions are derivative from the verb, and if the verbal 

idea is identical, then this is one Aktionsart. So Dik’s introduction of a semantic 

parameter that does not relate to the SoA but instead to a participant in the SoA, forces 

the duplication of countless predicate frames to account for both controlling and non-

controlling first argument semantic functions.32  

Accordingly, the basic four types of Aktionsarten are retained and the ±control 

distinction is deemed relevant only for differentiating semantic functions (see below). 

These semantic functions are positions that are relevant for the lexical description of the 

verbal predicate. In a verbal predicate with only one participant role, the semantic frame 

is naturally the first argument, as is JohnAg was crying. In predicates with two or three 

arguments, the first position is the place for “the most central” participant, and the second 

and third are kept for the other participants.33 

First Arguments 

The first argument slot is the most important and can be one of five semantic 

functions. As argued above, the distinction between ±con is relevant for this description: 

(10) a. Agent (Ag): a +con entity instigating an activity, accomplishment, or 
achievement. 

                                                 

32 Furthermore, Siewierska, Functional Grammar, 69, notes that this division into 
±con participants “runs counter to most conceptions of agentivity.” 

33 Dik, TFG 1, 118. This ordering is independent of constituent order or any 
linguistic expression. It is simply how the semantic functions are stored with the verb in 
the lexicon. 
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b. Force (For): a −con entity instigating an activity, accomplishment, or 
achievement. 

c. Processed (Pro): a −con entity that undergoes an activity, accomplishment, 
or achievement. 

d. Positioner (Pos): a +con entity instigating a state. 

e. Zero(Ø): a −con entity involved in a state. 

These semantic functions are exemplified in 2 Samuel 11-12:34 

(11) a. DavidAg sent Joab …  2 Sam 11.1 

b. And the lambPro grew up with him.  2 Sam 12.2 

c. And DavidPos saw a woman bathing …  2 Sam 11.2 

d. The arkØ and Israel are staying in tents …  2 Sam 11.11 

Non-First Arguments 

In the second position any of the following semantic functions may be found:35 

(12) a. Goal (Go): the entity affected or effected by the operation of an  
 Agent, Positioner, or Force. 

b. Recipient (Rec): the entity into whose possession something is transferred. 

c. Location (Loc): the place where something is located. 

d. Direction (Dir): the entity towards which something moves / is moved. 

e. Source (So): the entity from which something moves / is moved. 

                                                 

34 There are no clear examples of Force in 2 Samuel 11-12. However, three non-
controlling Agents are understood as shorthand expressions for what are, semantically, 
controlled SoAs. These are: And a giftAg went out from the king (11.8); The arkAg is 
residing in Succoth (11.11); and The swordAg devours this one and that one (11.25).  

35 Jan Kroeze, “The Applicability of Semantic Functions to Hebrew,” South African 
Journal of Linguistics suppl. 33 (1996): 47-60, working with Dik’s model, gives many 
examples of all of these semantic functions in Hebrew. 
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f. Reference (Ref): the second or third term of a relation with reference to 
 which the relation is said to hold. 

If there are three arguments, as in the verb to give in English, the second is always 

Goal, and the third is one of the other semantic functions.36 

Dik notes that the distinctions are rarely definitive, and languages vary as to the 

various semantic functions they employ. The principle is “to find those semantic 

functions which are necessary and sufficient to capture both the semantics, the 

grammatical behavior, and the formal expression of term structures in the nuclear 

predication.”37  

The most difficult assignment of semantic functions to argument terms is found in 

2 Sam 11.19: 

(13) waycaw 'eT-hammal'AK lE'mOr … 
And he commanded the messenger saying, … 

The presence of 'ET suggests at first that the “messenger” is the Goal of the action of 

commanding, and in one sense, this is correct. However, the presence of lE'mOr indicates 

that the following information is the Goal of the command and the messenger is the 

Recipient of this speech. Therefore, the analysis is as follows:38 

                                                 

36 This restriction in Functional Grammar leads to one surprising Goal in 2 Sam 12.6, 
HeAg must repay the lambGo fourfold (it’s value)Ref. (See Jan Kroeze, “Semantic and 
Pragmatic Functions as Exegetical Aids: Illustrated on the Basis of the Restitution Text 2 
Samuel 12:1-6,” [paper read at Old Testament Society of South Africa Congress, Sept. 
1996, 10].) This idiomatic expression underlines the importance of recognizing that 
languages conceptualize and divide reality up differently. That is, predicate frames 
cannot contain more than one instance of a given semantic function. 

37 Dik, TFG 1, 122. 

38 This particular predicate frame was discussed with Cynthia Miller (personal 
correspondence) who agreed with this analysis. She noted that there are examples such as 
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(14) Decl Past cAwAh [V,PAct] (xb: 3ms)AgSubj (…)Go (xk: mal'AK)RecAffObj 

 

A means to represent the predicate frames of 2 Samuel 11-12 is now available. 

However, more attention must be given to the terms that fill the argument slots of each 

frame. 

                                                                                                                                                 
Gen 49.29 (cf. 34:32) that reads, He commanded ('ET) them and he said to ('el) them, …. 
This suggests that the first predicate frame is a case of “dative-raising” as in He gave the 
flowers to Mary > He gave Mary flowers. The presence of 'ET on the Recipient indicates 
that it is fully affected by the act of commanding (see p. 79). 
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CHAPTER 3 

NUCLEAR PREDICATION II - TERMS 

This chapter continues to develop a formal representation for the innermost layer of 

the clause, the nuclear predication, by describing a typology of terms. A formal notation 

is introduced that allows full specification of the terms in 2 Samuel 11-12.  

Term Structure 

A term is any expression that is used to refer to an entity or entities in some world. In 

Functional Grammar, the argument slots in predicate frames are filled with terms, as are 

many satellites and other structures.  

There is an important parallel between the structure of the clause in Functional 

Grammar and the structure of terms. The clause structure is layered, as in: 

(1) π4 E: [π3 X: [π2 e: [π1 [predicate frame] σ1] σ2] σ3] σ4 

For example, the π2 operator has scope over e: [π1 [predicate frame] σ1]. Jan Rijkhoff 

proposes a similar structure for terms in Functional Grammar, noting first of all that 

nouns can be modified with respect to three semantic domains: Quality, Quantity, and 

Localization.1 Quality refers to nominal aspect. Just as verbal aspect considers the 

internal temporal contours and boundaries of a SoA, so nominal aspect concerns the 

internal spatial contours and boundaries of terms, such as whether a term is a mass noun 
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or a countable noun. Nominal aspect is not grammaticized in Hebrew.2 Quantity refers to 

Number, Quantification, and Negation; and Localization refers to Definiteness and 

Deixis.  

Each of these distinctions functions as an operator and is called a term operator, 

analogous to the predication operators of the clause. These operators are arranged in the 

following order to show their respective scopes, first with general headings, and then 

with the specific operators: 

(2) a. Location [ Quantity [ Quality [ x: term] 

b. Deic Def [Neg Quant Num [NAsp [x: term]]] 

This ordering does not refer to the order it appears in the sentence, but to the 

semantic scope of each term operator. This layered structure of terms is adopted by Dik.3 

Formal Notation 

Term operators—definiteness, nominal aspect, term negation, et cetera—have their 

scope over the term and any items modifying the term. For example, in English, three 

green trees is grammatical, but *green three trees is not. Therefore, green belongs with 

the term and not the number three, which has scope over both. In contrast, modifiers add 

a further specification to the potential referents of the term, often restricting the number 

                                                                                                                                                 

1 Jan Rijkhoff, “The Noun Phrase: A Typological Study of Its Form and Structure,” 
(Ph.D. diss., University of Amsterdam, 1992). 

2 Nominal aspect is relevant to languages that make clear morphosyntactic 
adjustments depending on whether the term is a count noun, a mass noun, a collective 
noun, and so forth. 

3 Dik, TFG 1, 163; It is also adopted by Van Valin and LaPolla, Syntax, 56. 
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of potential referents. The blue elephant tells us to identify a definite entity such that it is 

an elephant, such that it is blue. 

To illustrate the formal notation for this structure, the blue elephant is used as an 

example: 

(3) d1xi: elephant [N]: blue [A] 

The ‘d’ stands for definite and is the outermost term operator. The ‘1’ stands for 

singular and comes inside the scope of the definite operator. The ‘xi’ is the term variable, 

indicating that the following structural slot is filled by a first-order entity (see p. 28). This 

completes the semantic classification of the term and so is followed by a colon ‘:’. 

Subsequent terms, since they are inside the scope of the semantic classification, restrict 

d1xi. This means that elephant applies to d1xi. The colon after this expression means that 

the next constituent, in this case, blue [A], further specifies the semantic classification of 

d1xi: elephant [N], by stating that the property blue applies to it.  

In this manner, terms can be expressed in a uniform structure that allows for 

observation and analysis of their linguistic properties. Abstractly, this is written as 

follows:4 

(4) ωDeic ωDef ωNeg ωQuant ωNum ωNAsp xi: φ1(xi): φ2(xi): … : φn(xi) [n≥1] 

The symbol ω stands for term operators; φ(xi) stands for a term that applies to xi; and 

the colon ‘:’ indicates that the information on the right of the colon gives a specification 

on the possible values of xi as it has been specified on the left of the colon.  

                                                 

4 Dik, TFG 1, 132. It has been modified slightly to differentiate the types of term 
operators. In TFG 1 it is simply: ω xi: φ1(xi): φ2(xi): … : φn(xi). 
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Term Operators 

Each type of term operator is now described in more detail. 

Deictic Operators 

The outermost term operators are deictic operators. Deictic operators have the 

largest semantic scope of all the term operators, and their most well-known word class is 

demonstratives, which localize referents to spatial and other orientational parameters. 

Consider the following example from Jer 4.11: 

(5) BAvET hahÓ' yE'AmEr lAvAm-hazzeh … 
At that time it will be said to this people … 

The sentence refers to two entities, and the two different demonstratives function “as 

hints for where to search for the intended referents.”5 These hints are relative to the 

deictic center of the communicative event. The deictic center is the foundation of the 

cognitive world construed by a discourse, composed of four basic parameters: speaker 

(Spk), addressee (Add), the moment of speaking (ts) and the place of speaking (ls). From 

this center of the cognitive world, the “pragmatic universe extends in all directions.”6 

Some items are closer to the center, others are farther away. This “distance,” however, is 

cognitively and culturally determined. One can say that near demonstratives locate terms 

relatively close to the deictic center, while far demonstratives locate them relatively far 

from the deictic center. In the example, vET hahÓ', “that time,” is relatively “remote” 

                                                 

5 Dik, TFG 1, 180. 

6 Ibid., 40. Dik writes this as {S, A, t0, l0}, where presumably the subscript zero 
signals the center of the pragmatic universe. Since S(peaker) and A(ddressee) are also 
used for S(ubject) and A(naphora), Spk and Add are used for the former pair. 
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(rem) from ts and vAm-hazzeh, “this people,” is relatively “proximate” (prox) to ls. These 

two terms, therefore, can be expressed as follows: 

(6) a. rem d1x: vET [N] 

b.  prox d1x: vam [N] 

Languages vary from a minimum of two distinct demonstratives to well over twenty; 

each locating terms in various sub-areas of pragmatic space.  

It has been asserted that there is one set of true demonstratives (zeh, zO'T, 'Eµlleh) in 

Hebrew, and one set of quasi-demonstratives (hah˚', hahÓ', hAhEµmmAh, hAhEµnnAh). 

However, the so-called quasi-demonstratives are clearly remote demonstratives from a 

functional perspective, and so are classified as true demonstratives.7 

Therefore, the deictic operators of Hebrew can be summarized in the following table: 

 

Table 6. Hebrew Deictic Operators 

 

                                                 

7 Waltke and O’Connor, IBHS, 308-309. Their three arguments are not convincing 
from a functional perspective, as both sets deictically locate objects in pragmatic space. 

 proximate remote 
ωDef prox rem 
ms zeh hah˚' 
fs zO'T hahÓ' 

mp 'Eµlleh hAhEmmAh 
ms 'Eµlleh hAhEnnAh 
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Definiteness Operators 

A particular type of orientational parameter relating to discourse accessibility is 

definiteness versus indefiniteness. These are represented by the term operators ‘d’ and ‘i’ 

respectively. As for the formal expression of the definiteness operators, there is in 

Hebrew a frequent but not necessary correspondence with (in)definite articles or affixes, 

as is the case in most languages.8 For example, certain types of terms have intrinsic 

definiteness and do not normally occur with the definite article.9 However, the functional 

definiteness must be indicated in the underlying semantic term structure, as in 

(d1x: DAwÏD [N]). 

Negation, Quantification and Numeration Operators 

Let us review briefly the level of the term structure under consideration: 

ωDeic ωDef ωNeg ωQuant ωNum ωNAsp xi: φ1(xi): φ2(xi): … : φn(xi) 

There is one negation term operator (ωNeg) in 2 Samuel 11-12 (12.3). However, 

quantificational operators are common. Quantifiers are term operators that inform us 

about the size of the intended referent. Dik follows D. Richard Brown,10 who notes that 

quantifying expressions in natural languages typically pattern as term operators rather 

than as predicate, predication, or proposition operators. Quantification presupposes 

                                                 

8 For example, in English indefinite plural terms omit the indefinite article. Personal 
pronouns never take the definite article, and proper names almost never take the definite 
article. In Classical Greek, however, proper nouns usually receive the definite article. 

9 Waltke and O’Connor, IBHS, 235. 
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multiplicity or divisibility and thus works on sets or masses. Dik provides a complicated 

formal notation to capture the precise semantic representation of these operators, but it is 

sufficient simply to list all the quantified terms in 2 Samuel 11-12 divided into four 

groups according to the interaction of two parameters: ±absolute and ±proportional. 

Absolute quantifiers define the size of an ensemble in absolute terms while relative 

quantifiers compare the size to a standard. Proportional quantifiers define the size of an 

ensemble R in relation to the size of a super-ensemble D, where R is a subset of D. Non-

proportional quantifiers define the size of an ensemble in relation to themselves. 

Absolute Non-Proportional 

These operators are numerators (ωNum) such as cardinals (n) or ordinals (n°) or 

multipliers (nx):11 

(7) a. H¸n  '·nAHÓm hAy˚ B¸vÓr 'exaT. 
 Two men (d 2 x: 'ÓH) were in a certain city.  2 Sam 12.1 

b.  wayhÓ BayyÙm haHH¸BÓvÓ. 
 It was on the seventh day (d 7° x: yÙm).  2 Sam 12.18 

c.  w¸'eT-haKKiBWAh y¸HallEm 'arBavTAyim. 
 He must pay (for) the lamb fourfold (d 4x x: Ø).12  2 Sam 12.6 

                                                                                                                                                 

10 D. Richard Brown, “Term Operators,” in Predicates and Terms in Functional 
Grammar, ed. A. Machtelt Bolkestein, Casper de Groot, and J. Lachlan Mackenzie 
(Dordrecht: Foris, 1985), 127-145; explained in Dik, TFG 1, 169. 

11 The other parts of these predicate frames will be explained later. See Waltke and 
O’Connor, IBHS, 286-287, for examples of multipliers. 

12 Kroeze, “Semantic and Pragmatic Functions,” 10, reads  'arBavTAyim as a Manner 
satellite, but it cannot be paraphrased as *He must pay for the lamb in a fourfold manner, 
so it is a multiplying quantifier. 
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For masses, there is a type of quantifier, a mensural classifier, which converts a mass 

noun to a set noun, as in three pounds of tobacco. The word pounds is the mensural 

classifier. There are not three entities called “pounds,” which happen to consist of 

tobacco; rather, there is a certain quantity of tobacco. The single example of a mensural 

classifier in 2 Samuel 11-12 is in 12.30: 

(8) ˚miHqAlAh KiKKar zAhAB. 
And its weight was a talent of gold {i KiKKar 1x: zAhAB [N,m>s]}. 

Relative Non-Proportional 

For sets in English, words such as many, few, and some are quantifiers. Each 

presupposes some implicit norm to which the number of the set is compared. In 2 Samuel 

11-12 there is the following example:13 

(9) cOn ˚BAqAr harBEh m¸'OD. 
very many flocks and herds. 
(i harBEh m¸'OD 1x: {cO'n ∩ BAqAr})  2 Sam 12.2 

Absolute Proportional 

These quantifiers define the size of an ensemble with respect to some contextually 

defined domain, usually in partitive constructions such as three of the five boys, or three 

of the boys. There are no examples in 2 Samuel 11-12. 

Relative Proportional 

This type of quantification is the most common in Hebrew: 

                                                 

13 There is also the complex example from 2 Sam 12.30, where for some reason the 
quantifier has been displaced to the end of the clause. 
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(10) a. min-hAvAm 
 some of the people (i min / n 1x: vam)  2 Sam 11.17 

b.  'eT-yeTer hAvAm 
 the remainder of the people (i ye¥Ter / n 1x: {vam}Ass) 2 Sam 12.28 

Hebrew also uses universal relative proportional quantifiers like every and all 

regularly. Note that the universally quantified term behaves as a definite term: 

(11) a. Kol yiWrA'El.  
 (d KOl / n 1x: yiWrA'El)   

Numerical Operators 

Every noun receives a singular ‘1’ or plural ‘p’ numeric operator. Although Hebrew 

has a few dual forms, these can be stored in the lexicon as irregular forms.14 

Summary 

The various term operators found in 2 Samuel 11-12 are presented below. This is 

progress toward a complete description for Hebrew: 

 

                                                 

14 An example of a word with an irregular form is PAneh, “surface,” in 2 Sam 11.11. 
It is semantically singular, but morphologically plural. 
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Table 7. Typology of Term Operators 

 

Typology of Term Types 

The final specification needed for terms is a semantic classification of the various 

types of terms. This classification is necessary to understand semantic and formal 

properties of (first-order) terms.16 The standard typology of terms is found in the 

following diagram. This typology is sufficient for Hebrew (and most languages):17 

 

                                                 

15 Hebrew words are preferred for the quantifiers and classifier(s) since each 
language distributes possible quantification amounts differently among various terms. 

16 Dik, TFG 1, 136. 

17 Although it must be noted that the category of “ensemble noun” has possibly not 
been used in Hebrew studies before. It is a very useful category in which to place nouns 
that are both measurable and countable, such as city and day (i.e. half of the city, three 
cities; some of the day, six days). 

Deictic Definiteness Negation Quantifier15 Numeric 
prox 
rem 

d 
i 

neg raB 
m¸'OD 

harBeh raB 
harBEh m¸'OD 

min / 
ye¥Ter / 
KOl / 

1 
p 
n 
n° 
nx 

 

   Classifier  
   KiKKar  
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Ensemble [N,e] 
(parts) 

Mass [N,m] 
(meaurable) 

Set [N,s] 
(countable) 

Collection [N,c]
(count: >1) 

Individual [N,i] 
(count: 1) 

Empty Set [N,Ø] 
(count: 0) 

Noun [N] 
 

Abstract [N,a] 
(no parts) 

 

 

Figure 4. Typology of Terms 
 

Some examples of each include: 

(12) a. Abstract: HAlÙm, “peace”; xEmAh, “anger” 

b.  Ensemble: vET, “time”; WADeh, “field”; vÓr, “city” 

c.  Mass: lexem, “bread”; zAhAB, “gold” 

d.  Set: 'e¥Ben, “stone”; HEm, “name”; cÙm, “a fast” 

e.  Individual: DAwÏD, “David”18 

f.  Collective: y¸h˚DAh, “Judah”; yiWrA'El, “Israel” 

There are five terms in 2 Samuel 11-12 that are idioms, as their meaning cannot be 

derived from the meanings of the component words: 

(13) a. mimmoxÛrAT, “tomorrow” [N,a]  2 Sam 11.12  

b.  KAzOh w=¸KAzeh, “such and such” [N,a]19  2 Sam 11.25 

                                                 

18 Nouns like 'ArOn “the ark” are individual in the real world, but countable in the 
linguistic world, so they are [N,s] and not [N,i]. Note that [N,i] terms are traditionally 
called “proper nouns” in most grammars. 
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c.  KAhEnnAh w¸KAhEnnAh, “more and more” [N,a]  2 Sam 12.8 

d.  Ben-mAµweT, “person deserving death” [N,s]  2 Sam 12.5 

e.  B¸n -vammÙn, “Ammonites” [N,c]  2 Sam 11.1 

There are four nouns whose variable is more accurately assigned as a predicate 

variable rather than a term variable, because they denote not things but SoAs: 

(14) a. e: DABAr, “event” [N,s]  2 Sam 11.11 

b.  e: milxAmAh, “battle” [N,s]  2 Sam 11.7 

c.  e: De¥reK, “journey” [N,s]  2 Sam 11.10 

d.  e: 'EµBel, “time of mourning” [N,e]  2 Sam 11.27 

Pronominal Reference 

One must also be able to account for morphologically expressed subjects, 

pronominal suffixes, and pronouns in the place of terms. The standard abbreviations are 

used for these constituents: 1cs, 2ms, 2fs, 3ms, and so on.20 Some examples include: 

(15) a. wayyEHT. 
 And he drank.  2 Sam 11.13 
 Decl Past HATAh [VAct] (xg: 3ms)Ag (Ø)Go 

b.  waTTEleD lÙ BEn. 
 And she bore a son for him.  2 Sam 11.27 
 Decl Past yAlaD [VAch] (xf: 3fs)Ag (i1xm: BEn)Go (xa: 3ms)Rec 

                                                                                                                                                 

19 Also occurs in Jdg 18:4 and 1 Kgs 14:5 in the sense of “such and such.” 

20 Within Functional Grammar, pronouns are represented quite abstractly. 
Essentially, it is a system of binary features, as defined by (1) participant features are 
either speaker or non-speaker [±Spk]; (2) addressee features are either addressee or non-
addressee [±Add]; (3) number features are either singular or plural (1xi or pxi); (4) gender 
features are either masculine or feminine [±Msc]; and (5) case features are either subject 
or non-subject [±Subj]. 
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c.  hArAh 'AnOKÓ. 
 I am pregnant.  2 Sam 11.5 
 Decl Ø {(hArAh [A])}Foc (xf: 1cs)Ø 

Term Conversion 

Hebrew can convert both verbs, nouns, and adjectives into other parts of speech. The 

complex processes involved are not described in this thesis. Some examples from 

2 Samuel 11-12 include:21 

(16) a. 'exaD, “one man” [A > N,s]  2 Sam 12.1 

b.  rA'H, “rich” [V > A]  2 Sam 12.1 

c.  vAHÓr, “rich man” [A > N,s]  2 Sam 12.2 

d.  rAH, “poor man” [V > N,s]  2 Sam 12.3 

e.  zAqEn, “old man” [A > N,s]  2 Sam 12.17 

There is also one converted noun in 2 Samuel 11-12 that has a term variable: 

(17) e: cE'T, “procession” [V > N,s]  2 Sam 11.1 

 

 

A sufficient formal notation to represent the predicate frames and their terms from 2 

Samuel 11-12 has now been described. However, the goal at this level of description is to 

describe the nuclear predication and to do this, some other matters must be discussed. 

These are covered in the next chapter. 

                                                 

21 Dik, TFG 2, 1-22 explains how Functional Grammar handles term conversion. The 
section below on non-verbal clauses explains how nouns and adjectives are converted 
into verbal predicates. The lexicon stores the preconverted form; thus, r˚H, “to be poor” is 
in the lexicon but rA'H, “poor” is not. This assumes that native speakers could 
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CHAPTER 4 

NUCLEAR PREDICATION III - OTHER ISSUES 

This chapter discusses five further issues relating to the nuclear predication: 

construct chains, complex term structures, sub-sentential coordination, non-verbal 

predication, and the function of 'ET. 

Construct Chains 

It was explained in the previous chapter how an identified term can have its potential 

referents further specified by the addition of modifiers, as in: 

(1) (d1x: elephant [N]: blue [A]) 

Many languages use the same surface construction for possessive constructions as 

for adjectives, as in English: This is John’s elephant. But clearly, the semantics of the two 

constructions are different: 

(2) (d1x: elephant [N]: John [N]) 

This sentence would be interpreted as “a definite entity x such that x is an elephant 

and x is John,” which is clearly incorrect. To account, therefore, for the different 

semantic structure, the semantic function Poss(essive) can be applied to the modifying 

term, thus giving: 

(3) (d1x: elephant [N]: {John [N]}Poss) 

This structure is found in Hebrew with pronominalized possessive suffixes: 
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(4) v·BADAyw 
His servants. 
(dpxi: veBeD: {xj: 3ms}Poss) 

One can also note that, morphologically, the head noun in a construct chain 

undergoes the same process of inflectional changes:1 

(5) vaBD  DAwÏD 
David’s servants 
(dpxi: veBeD: {DAwÏD}Poss) 

Thus, it would appear that this is sufficient to represent construct chains semantically 

in Hebrew. However, this analysis will not work for many examples, such as Num 19.16: 

(6) w¸KOl '·Her yiGGav val-P¸n  haWWADeh Bax·lal-xereB ... yiXmA'. 
And anyone in the open field who touches a “corpse of a sword” … will be 
unclean. 

Clearly, the following semantic structure is not correct: 

(7) (d1xi: corpse: {sword}Poss) 

Rather, the expression corpse of a sword means “someone slain by sword” and 

semantically would seem to be related to a predicate frame such as follows:2 

(8)  Øverb of slaying [V] (Ø)Ag (a corpse)Go (sword)Instr 

Therefore, one alternative would be to insert this structure as the modification of the 

term corpse. This would give the structure (in English) of: 

                                                 

1 The surface form, of course, often differs because “the same process of inflectional 
changes” means that a single set of rules accurately predicts the form both with various 
suffixes and in construct chains. There may be exceptions stored in the lexicon, such as 
'ÓH, “man,” since the plural of 'ÓH with possessives is '·nAHAyw but in construct it is 
'anH . Then again, the rules could be made more complex to handle words such as this, if 
it could be proved that it is a rule-governed change. 

2 The idea according to Waltke and O’Connor, IBHS, 141, is that “ambiguous 
surface constructions … can be associated with deep structures, which are more explicit.” 
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(9) touch [V] (all)Ag (i1xi: corpse: {Øverb of slaying [V] (Ø)Ag (Axi)Go (sword)Instr})Go 
(in the field)Loc 

However, there are three problems with this analysis. Firstly, one could imagine 

potentially dozens of alternate constructions that would generate the same surface 

structure.3 In Functional Grammar such proliferation is to be avoided, as it is believed 

that different semantic structures should tend to be represented by different surface 

structures. It also breaks both constraints to which Functional Grammar adheres (see 

p. 16). 

Secondly, this analysis is not very elegant. It requires two zero-place constituents: a 

verb of slaying and an indefinite “person who slays”; and it suggests that a verbal 

predicate is underlying what in Hebrew is clearly a nominal construction. It assumes that 

the speaker has a verbal predicate “in mind” that is not shared with the addressee, who 

needs to work it out to understand what the speaker meant. Moreover, this transformation 

is very problematic when construct chains occur as Extra-Clausal Constituents (as in 

                                                 

3 As Jan Kroeze, “Underlying Syntactic Relations in Construct Phrases of Hebrew,” 
Journal for Semitics 5, 1 (1994): 74, writes, “One has to follow the Hebrew idiom, where 
necessary, to assume elements in the transformation which do not occur in the construct 
chain itself. The relevant words have to be checked in the lexicon to determine how these 
elements behave in full sentences.” But this method has no verification. For example, he 
states, 77, that the deep syntactic structure of 'ÈlOh  haHHAmayim “God of the heavens” 
is hA'ÈlOhÓm '·Her BArA' 'ET haHHAmayim “The God who created the heavens.” But why 
BArA' “create” and not yAsaB B¸- “reside in” or some other (theologically correct) 
predicate? Again, Kroeze (ibid., 83) suggests that Ben HAnAh “one year old,” (lit. “son of 
a year”), has the underlying structure, BEn 'aHer mAcA' 'ET hAxayyim HAnAh “a son who 
found the life for a year.” In this thesis this would simply be: (BEn: {HAnAh}Ass), where 
BEn has the idiomatic abstract meaning “property of.” This would mean, therefore, “the 
property associated with one year,” that would be interpreted (taking into account the 
conventionalization of this particular construct chain) as “a one year old.” 
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11.11), since it posits an entire predication lying under a constituent that is not even a part 

of the clause. 

Thirdly, and most importantly, the construct chain in Hebrew exhibits a remarkable 

range of semantic functions in Hebrew, and yet, syntactically, they are accounted for by a 

single process. Kroeze, working within the Functional Grammar model, distinguishes 94 

different semantic functions from a sample of 1,247 construct chains, all expressed with 

the same surface structure.4 This analysis fails to indicate the deep interconnectedness 

between the (at least) 94 possible semantic functions achievable through a single 

syntactic construction. 

Fourthly, the English word of, whose range of meanings is the closest equivalent to 

those of the construct chain, is argued by Van Valin and LaPolla also to have no 

“particular semantic meaning.” Instead, it represents a “single direct syntactic argument 

of the nominal nucleus in the core of the noun phrase.”5 

Therefore, the semantic function of the construct chain is neither syntactically nor 

semantically, but pragmatically and lexically motivated. That is, the construction is a 

productive means of connecting two lexical items whereby the reader is given the task of 

determining the semantic function by the combination of the knowledge of the lexical 

meanings of the words,6 the communicative setting (context), and his / her pragmatic 

                                                 

4 Jan Kroeze, “Semantic Relations in Construct Phrases of Hebrew,” Zeitschrift für 
Althebraistik 10, no. 1 (1997): 27-41. 

5 Van Valin and LaPolla, Syntax, 55. 

6 Kroeze, “Semantic Relations in Construct Phrases,” 32, writes (emphasis mine), 
“Predicate frames can be used to reduce the number of possibilities of semantic relations 
in construct chains.” 
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information. One knows that swords kill people, that corpses are people having been 

killed, and that uncleanness in Israel is associated with dead bodies, so when one reads “a 

corpse of a sword,” the construction is processed in a way that makes the most sense of 

the data. 

If the meaning of construct chains is neither syntactically indicated nor semantically 

grammaticized, what single semantic function can be assigned to it in the underlying 

semantic representation of the clause? As suggested, what all construct chains have in 

common is that the terms are associated.  

To illustrate some of the syntactic and semantic combinations of terms in construct 

chains (and in apposition), and their corresponding underlying semantic representation, 

here are some examples from 2 Samuel 11-12 with the NRSV translation. To justify the 

semantic representation a “rough translation” of each semantic structure is included: 

(10) a. vET hAvereB 
 late one afternoon  2 Sam 11.2 
 vET [N]: {ve¥reB}Ass 

 “the time associated with the evening” 

b.  miHKABÙ 
 his couch  2 Sam 11.2 
 miHKAB: {xa: 3ms}Ass 
 “the couch associated with him” 

c.  GaG B T hammeleK 
 the roof of the king’s house  2 Sam 11.2 
 GAG: {Ba¥yiT: {xa: me¥leK}Ass}Ass

7 
 “the roof associated with, the house associated with the king” 

                                                 

7 The brackets in this order mean “the roof that belongs to the king’s house.” If one 
wrote: GAG: {Ba¥yiT}Ass: {xa: me¥leK}Ass it would have the strange but plausible meaning, 
“the house’s roof, that belongs to the king.” 
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d.  Kol-vaBD  '·DOnAyw 
 all the servants of his lord  2 Sam 11.9 
 d KOl / n pxc: ve¥BeD: {xb: 'ADÙn: {xg: 3ms}Ass}Ass 
 “all the servants associated with, the lord associated with him” 

e.  KiBWaT hA'iH hArA'H 
 the poor man’s lamb  2 Sam 12.4 
 xr: KiBWAh: {xq: 'ÓH: rA'H [A]}Ass 
 “the lamb associated with the poor man” 

f.  B T yiWrA'El wÓh˚DAh 
 the house of Israel and of Judah  2 Sam 12.8 
 Ba¥yiT: {yiWrA'El ∩ y¸h˚DAh}Ass 
 “the house associated with Israel and Judah” 

g.  B¸xereB B¸n  vammÙn 
 with the sword of the Ammonites  2 Sam 12:9 
 xe¥reB: {dpx: B¸n  vammÙn}Ass 
 “the sword associated with the Ammonites” 

h.  l¸v n  haHHemeH hazzO'T 
 in the sight of this very sun  2 Sam 12.11 
 dpx: va¥yin: {prox d1x: He¥meH}Ass 
 “the view associated with this sun”8 

i.  wa'DOnÏy yÙ'AB 
 and my master Joab  2 Sam 11.11 
 xb: 'ADÙn: {xg: 1cs}Ass: yÙ'AB 9 
 “the master associated with me, (who is) Joab” 

                                                 

8 This is possibly idiomatic, since the literal semantic translation is probably “eyes 
associated with this sun.” 

9 Curly brackets are not needed around yÙ'AB since it is not modified in any way. 
The definition of A : B from the List of Abbreviations states that “B is a restriction on the 
possible values of A.” In this case, {xg: 1cs}Ass “my” is a restriction on 'ADÙn “master” 
that gives “my master.” yÙ'AB is a restriction on “my master,” giving “my master Joab.” 
Compare with example  (10)k where because of the curly brackets {xf: 3fs}Ass “her” is 
first a restriction on 'ÓH, “husband,” giving “her husband.” This in turn is a restriction on 
'˚rriyAh “Uriah,” giving “Uriah her husband.” The concept of restriction when an item 
left of a colon ‘:’ is fully defined, therefore, becomes what is traditionally known as 
appositional. 
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j.  vaBD¸KA '˚riyyAh haxiTTÓ 
 your servant Uriah the Hittite  2 Sam 11.21 
 xg: ve¥BeD: {xa: 2ms}Ass: {'˚riyAh: xiTTÓ [A]} 
 “the servant associated with you, (who is) Uriah the Hittite” 

k.  '˚riyyAh 'ÓHAh 
 Uriah her husband  2 Sam 11.26 
 xg: '˚rriyAh: {'ÓH: {xf: 3fs}Ass} 
 “Uriah, the husband associated with her” 

l.  B¸yaD nATAn hann=ABÓ' 
 by the prophet Nathan  2 Sam 12.25 
 yAD: {xo: nATAn: nABÓ'}Ass 
 “the hand associated with Nathan the prophet” 

m.  BaT-HeBav BaT-'ÈlÓvAm 'EHeT '˚riyyAh haxiTTÓ 
 Bathsheba daughter of Eliam, the wife of Uriah the Hittite. 2 Sam 11.3 
 xf: BaT-He¥Bav [N]: {xf: BaT: {'ÈlÓvAm}Ass}: {xf: 'iHHAh: {xg: '˚riyyAh: xiTTÓ  
  [A]}Ass} 
 “Bathsheba, the daughter associated with Eliam, the wife associated with  
 Uriah the Hittite” 

This proposal also accounts for the many examples Kroeze notes of identical 

semantic functions realized in mirrored surface structures, such as possessor-possessed, 

and possessed-possessor, as Association has no inherent idea of the first term being the 

semantic “head” of the second term. 

Furthermore, can Poss(essive) be retained for the many construct chains that function 

this way, in particular, object suffixes on nouns? It cannot, for the simple reason that 

object suffixes on nouns also express an extremely wide range of meanings as 

demonstrated by Bruce K. Waltke and M. O’Connor.10 

Thus, one simple semantic structure explains both non-argument pronominal suffixes 

and construct chains. The great elegance of this proposal is that accordingly only one set 

of vowel reduction rules is necessary to generate the correct surface structure of both 
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syntactic structures, underlying their morphological and conceptual interconnectedness. It 

avoids the multiplication of structures suggested by both the generative approach and 

Kroeze’s application of the functional approach, yet it is not so vague as to be stating 

nothing at all. It also avoids the positing of complex deep structures, be they syntactic or 

semantic, which are subsequently transformed onto very simple surface structures. 

Complex Term Structures11 

Consider the following sentence: 

(11) The deed that David had done displeased Yahweh. 

Intuitively, one can see that the semantic structure of the subject is approximately: 

(12) d1x: deed [N]: David had done it. 

This representation states “there is a definite singular entity x such that x is a deed 

such that David previously did x.” In Functional Grammar notation, these complex terms 

can look rather confusing, so in this thesis they are represented using boldface numerals 

that refer to the complex embedded structure, which is presented on the next line. An 

example from 11.22 illustrates this: 

(13) wayyaGGED l¸DAwÏD 'ET Kol-'·Her s¸lAxÙ yÙ'AB. 
And he announced to David all that Joab had sent him (to say). 
Decl Past nAGaD [V,HAcc] (xw: 3ms)Ag (d KOl / n 1X: {1})GoAff (xa: DAwÏD)Rec 

 1 Ant HAlax [VAcc] (xb: yÙ'AB)Ag (xw: 3ms)Go 

                                                                                                                                                 

10 Waltke and O’Connor, IBHS, 302-305. 

11 This section is covered in more detail in Chapter 6 (see p. 162), but since so many 
examples are encountered in each chapter, it is appropriate to lay out simplistically how 
Functional Grammar handles complex term structures. 
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The first line says that this is a declarative past tense SoA, where the entity xw (the 

messenger) announced “something” to David, where “something” is a definite, 

universally quantified, singular proposition 1. The second line says that the proposition 1, 

“Joab sends xw,” occurred prior (anterior) to the main SoA. 

Sub-Sentential Coordination12 

Dik defines coordination as “a construction consisting of two or more members 

which are functionally equivalent, bound together at the same level of structure by means 

of a linking device.”13 This phenomenon appears at first sight to be quite simple, but in 

fact is complex and controversial.14 All that is attempted, therefore, is to represent 

coordination according to the Functional Grammar theory, as a local coordination of sub-

sentential functionally equivalent members, using the coordination symbol ‘∩.’ 

Coordinated members are placed inside curly brackets.15 

                                                 

12 The term “sub-sentential” refers to the domain of the sentence. It is in distinction 
to “inter-sentential,” which refers to the domain in-between sentences, where 
coordinating conjunctions, such as waw, “and,” are typically found. 

13 Dik, TFG 2, 189. 

14 The complexity is immediately obvious in Hebrew with its conjunction waw, that 
seems to appear in and / or between most sentences, with at least a dozen different 
meanings, and that has assimilated somehow into two of the verbal forms, wayyiqtol and 
weqatal. The controversy revolves around whether coordination should be understood as 
a reduction of a larger underlying structure (i.e. John and Mary bought shoes derives 
from John bought shoes and Mary bought shoes) or through local coordination of sub-
sentential units. Functional Grammar avoids reductions and so opts for the second 
approach (Dik, TFG 2, 195). 

15 Coordination between sentences is discussed in Chapter 7 (see p. 181). 
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Examples of coordination of different types of sub-sentential members, introduced 

by Member Class / Shared Function, are as follows: 

(14) Term / Argument: 2 Sam 12.31 (also 11.1, 7, 11, 17; 12.4, 8, 31) 
 
wayyAHoB DAwÏD w¸Kol-hAvAm y¸r˚HAl=Aym. 
And David and all the people returned to Jerusalem. 
Decl Past H˚B [VAcc] {(xa: DAwÏD)Ag ∩ (d KOl / n x: vam)Ag} (y¸r˚HAla¥yim)Dir 

(15) Term / Part of Argument: 2 Sam 12.2 (also 12.8) 
 
l¸vAWÓr hAyAh cO'n ˚BAqAr harBEh m¸'OD. 
To the rich man were very many sheep and cattle. 
Decl Past {(xp: vAHÓr [A > N])Ass}Foc (i1x harBEh m¸'OD {cO'n ∩ BAqAr})Ass)Ø 

(16) Predication (or Term or Proposition) / Satellite: 2 Sam 11.11 (also 11.12; 12.2, 
6, 10, 12, 28) 
 
wa'·nÓ 'A=BÙ' 'el-B TÓ le'ÈKOl w¸liHToT w¸liHTÙB vim-'iHTÓ. 
And will I go to my house to eat and to drink and to lie with my wife? 
Decl > Int Non-Past BÙ' [VAcc*] (xg: 1cs)AgFoc (B TÓ)Dir  

 {(le'ÈKOl)Purpose ∩ (liHToT)Purpose ∩ (liHTÙB vim-'iHTÓ)Purpose}16 

(17) Core Predication / Core Predication: 2 Sam 12.21 (also 12.18, 22) 
 
Bav·B˚r hayyeleD xay camTA waTTEBK. 
Because the child was alive, you fasted and wept. 
Decl Past e: {c˚m [V Act] (2ms)Ag ∩ BAKAh [VAct] (2ms)Ag} (X: {1})CauseFoc 
 1 Ø {xay [A]} (xm: ye¥leD)Ø 

(18) Extended Predication / Extended Predication17: 2 Sam 11.21 
 
h·lÙ'-'iHHAh hiHlÓKAh vAlAyw ... wayyAmoT B¸TEBEc. 
Did not a woman throw (a rock) at him and he died …? 
Rhet X: {Past HAlaK [V,H] (i1x: 'iHHAh)Ag … ∩ Past m˚T [V] (xl: 3ms)Pro …}18 

                                                 

16 Note that the first waw is inter-sentential and so is not represented at this level. 

17 Although they share the same tense operator, because both SoAs have predication 
satellites they must be represented by the proposition variable Xi. 

18 See p. 126 for discussion as to why no conjunctive-waw surfaces between qatal 
and wayyiqtol. 
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(19) Term / Extra-Clausal Constituent: 2 Sam 11.11 
 
xayyeKA w¸x  naPHKA 'im-'evÈWeh 'eT-haDDABAr hazzeh. 
By your life and by the life of your soul, I will not do this thing! 
Oath Non-Past Neg vAWAh [VAct] (xg: 1cs)Ag (prox d1ea: DABAr)GoAff  
 {(xay: {xa: 2ms}Ass)ECC-Att ∩ (xay: {ne¥PeH: {xa: 2ms}Ass}Ass)ECC-Att} 

One must also note that the placement of the ∩ marker is critical in distinguishing 

predicate from predication coordination. Compare the two structures from 2 Sam 11.5 

and 12.21 respectively, where the equivalent variable is in boldface: 

(20) Predicate / Predicate 
 
waTTaGGED l¸DAwÏD waTTO'mer hArAh 'AnOKÓ. 
And she declared to David and said, “I am pregnant.” 
Decl Past f: {nAGaD [V,H] ∩ 'Amar [V]} (xf: 3fs)Ag (1)Go (xa: DAwÏD)Rec 

 1 Decl Ø {(hArAh [A])}Foc (xf: 1cs)Ø 

(21) Core Predication / Core Predication 
 
Bav·B˚r hayyeleD xay camTA waTTEBK 
Because the child was alive you fasted and wept. 
Decl Past e: {c˚m [V] (3ms)Ag ∩ BAKAh [V] (3ms)Ag} hayyeleD xay)CauseFoc 

In the first example one SoA, is presented using two verbs; therefore, the verbs 

receive one predicate variable ‘f.’19 In the second example two SoAs are presented as 

coming within the scope of one declarative speech act, one past tense operator, and one 

causal satellite; so the two predications receive one predication variable ‘e.’ This 

distinction is also seen by the insertion of the first argument after each verb in the second 

example, but only once after the coordinated verbs in the first.  

                                                 

19 E. J. Revell, “The System of the Verb in Standard Biblical Prose,” Hebrew Union 
College Annual 60 (1989): 22, uses the inaccurate term “idiomatic hendiadys” for this. 
“Verbal hendiadys” would be more appropriate. Dik, TFG 2, 210, gives the English 
examples, I’ll try and explain the rules to you; John ran and fetched his shirt. Note that 
*I’ll try the rules to you and *John ran his shirt are ungrammatical.  
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Non-Verbal Predication 

This section briefly explains how non-verbal predicates are described in Functional 

Grammar. 

Notation 

In Functional Grammar the non-verbal term that is used as the predicate, be it a noun 

or an adjective, is formed into a predicate by this simple rule:20 

(22) Term-Predicate Formation Rule 
input:        any term (t)[SF] 
output:     {(t)[SF]} (x1)Ø 

The subscript ‘SF’ stands for Semantic Function and is optional, as the square 

brackets indicate. A simple example of this rule is as follows:  

(23) hayye¥leD xay 
The boy is alive.  2 Sam 12.21 
{(xay [A])} (xm: ye¥leD)Ø 

In this case, the adjective xay, “alive,” is acting as an adjectival predicate. This is 

represented by enclosing it in curly brackets, and moving it to the front of the structure, 

where the predicate belongs. The term ye¥leD, “boy,” is the first argument of the adjectival 

predicate. 

                                                 

20 For theoretical discussion of some of the problems with this rule from a functional 
perspective, see Michael Hannay, “A Note on Semantic Functions and Adpositional 
Term Predicates,” in Unity in Diversity: Papers Presented to Simon C. Dik on His 50th 
Birthday, ed. Harm Pinkster and Inge Genee (Dordrecht: Foris Publications, 1990),  96; 
and Hengeveld, Non-Verbal Predication, 92-93. 
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Theoretical Discussion 

The greatest challenge facing a Functional Grammar explanation of non-verbal 

clauses is accounting for the difference between non-verbal clauses with and without the 

copula hAyAh. Two recent articles by Cameron Sinclair and Vincent DeCaen argue that 

non-verbal and verbal clauses have the same underlying syntactic structure, with the 

hAyAh deleted under normal circumstances.21 According to Sinclair, hAyAh surfaces 

primarily when it needs “to support morphemes that mark aspect and / or tense”22 but 

according to DeCaen “it is not clear whether morphological, syntactic, semantic, or 

pragmatico-discourse factors, or, even more likely, some combination thereof, are 

responsible.”23 Functional Grammar, however, does not allow deletions of any sort (see 

p. 16), and so cannot accept this analysis a priori. 

Nevertheless, Dik argues that the two sentences have the same underlying semantic 

structure.24 Functional Grammar, therefore, suggests that rather than deleting the copula 

                                                 

21 Cameron Sinclair, “Are Nominal Clauses a Distinct Clausal Type?” in The 
Verbless Clause in Biblical Hebrew: Linguistic Approaches, Linguistic Studies in 
Ancient West Semitic, vol. 1, ed. Cynthia L. Miller (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1999), 
51-75; Vincent DeCaen, “A Unified Analysis of Verbal and Verbless Clauses within 
Government-Binding Theory,” in The Verbless Clause in Biblical Hebrew: Linguistic 
Approaches, Linguistic Studies in Ancient West Semitic, vol. 1, ed. Cynthia L. Miller 
(Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1999),  109-131. 

22 Sinclair, “Are Nominal Clauses a Distinct Clausal Type?” 75. 

23 DeCaen, “A Unified Analysis of Verbal and Verbless Clauses,” 131. 

24 Dik, TFG 1, 198. 
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from underlying verbal predicates, one should insert the copula from underlying non-

verbal predicates.25  

The example of 2 Sam 12.1 is illustrative: 

(24) '·nAHÓm hAy˚ B¸vÓr 'exaT. 
Two men were in a certain city. 

If it were a verbal predicate, its representation would be: 

(25) Decl Past hAyAh [VSta] (d 2 x: 'ÓH)ØFoc (i1x: vÓr: 'exAD [A])Loc 

If, however, it were a non-verbal predicate with an inserted copula it would be: 

(26) Decl Past {(i1x: vÓr: 'exAD [A])Loc} (d 2 x: 'ÓH)ØFoc 

The surfacing of hAyAh can be explained because without the qatal verb the 

interpretation would presumably be, “Two men are in a certain city.” This supports 

Sinclair’s claim that it surfaces in order to add tense / aspect / modality (TAM) semantic 

content.26 

This thesis adopts the Functional Grammar perspective on the problem, viewing the 

appearance of hAyAh to be as an inserted copula in a non-verbal clause.27 

Furthermore, it should be noted that since Functional Grammar always seeks a 

semantic representation of the clause, various semantic typologies of non-verbal 

predications have been proposed. The most comprehensive is by Hengeveld, who posits 

                                                 

25 See also Hengeveld, Non-Verbal Predication, 25-46. 

26 Also observed by Waltke and O’Connor, IBHS, 72. However, a thorough study of 
this phenomenon would be necessary to verify this claim. 

27 There is only one possible case in 2 Samuel 11-12, in 11.20, where hAyAh may be 
acting as a full verb, but this sentence is so complex that it is difficult to see how hAyAh is 
functioning, regardless of a functional or formal perspective. 
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twenty-one different semantic functions for non-verbal predications.28 The non-verbal 

predicates in 2 Samuel 11-12, however, are not classified functionally.29 

Non-Verbal Clauses without Copula 

In example  (23) above, it is seen how non-verbal predicates are expressed in 

Functional Grammar. This representation, however, is only of the nuclear predication. A 

non-verbal predicate, like a verbal one, can receive operators and satellites, as 

demonstrated by an example from 2 Sam 12.30: 

(27) w¸'eBen y¸qArAh.  
And the stone was precious.   
Decl Ø {(y¸qArAh [A])} (i1x: 'e¥Ben)Ø 

The change in tense between these two examples, however, is not grammaticized, 

since the absence of the verb gives no place for tense inflections to occur. The timeframe 

of non-verbal clauses without hAyAh is determined by the context, not by the form of the 

predicate.30 

In addition to adjectival predicates,31 there are nominal predicates. A simple nominal 

predicate in 2 Samuel 11-12 is: 

                                                 

28 Hengeveld, Non-Verbal Predication, 124. This fine-grained classification would 
go a long way in improving the rather clumsy two-fold typology of classification / 
identification that is so common in discussions of Hebrew. 

29 Most are rather obvious, such as 2 Sam 11.2, And it was in the evening. This is a 
temporal non-verbal predicate.  

30 One may question, however, why example  (26) above is rendered in present tense. 
Because the context is direct speech, this establishes the reference time as the present 
moment of speaking. 

31 The two other adjectival predicates are found in 2 Sam 12.8 and 12.14. 
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(28) 'aTTAh hA'ÓH.  
You are the man.  2 Sam 12.7 
Decl Ø {(xp: 'ÓH [N])} (xa: 2ms)Ø 

The nominal predicate in 2 Sam 12.5 shows how a more complex structure can be 

built around a non-verbal predicate:32 

(29) Ben-mAweT hA'ÓH hAvOWeh zOT. 
The man who does this is a son of death.   
Decl Ø {(i1xp: Ben-mAµweT [N])}Foc (xp: 'ÓH: {1})Ø 
 1 e: Prog vAWAh [VAcc*] (Axp)Ag (prox d1e: Ø)Go 

Prepositional predicates, such as in the barn in the sentence The horse was in the 

barn, are common in Hebrew. A complex example of an asyndetic, prepositional 

predicate is found in 2 Sam 11.1 (cf. 12.4): 

(30) wayyiHlax  DAwÏD 'eT-yÙ'AB w¸'eT-v·BAD=Ayw vimmÙ … 
And David sent Joab and his servants (who were) with him … 
Decl Past HAlax [VAcc] (xa: DAwÏD)Ag {(xb: yÙ'AB)GoAff ∩ (dpxc: ve¥BeD: 
{xb: 3ms}Ass: {1})GoAff … 
 1 e: {(xb: 3ms)Com} (Axc)Ø 

The prepositional predicate is with him. But because this is embedded as a relative 

clause modifying his servants, the subject of the non-verbal predicate his servants is 

referred to anaphorically by Axc. The predicate has the semantic function of Company 

(see p. 105).33 

                                                 

32 From the context one cannot know that the event is in the past, but perhaps the 
progressive participle is used either to heighten the rhetorical effect, or to mean, The man 
who does this sort of thing deserves to die. The fourth nominal predicate is in 2 Sam 
12.30, And its weight was a talent of gold. 

33 The prepositional phrase looks, however, like an ordinary company satellite. There 
are two reasons to doubt this analysis. Firstly, the him of with him does not participate 
with David in the sending. To be a company satellite he must participate (see p. 105). 
Secondly, it is functionally inside the scope of his servants because sub-sentential 
coordination can only occur with functionally equivalent constituents. That is, the 
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Non-Verbal Clauses with Copula 

There are thirteen non-verbal clauses with hAyAh in 2 Samuel 11-12.34 The reasons 

for why the copula surfaces have not been examined, but presumably the three factors 

that Hengeveld identifies as “copula triggers” would offer sufficient explanation: (1) 

TAM and person; (2) deixis; and (3) ambiguity. An example where the copula seems to 

provide tense information is in 2 Sam 12.3: 

(31) wayyO'mer lÙ H¸n  '·nAHÓm hAy˚ B¸vÓr 'exaT. 
He said to him, “Two men were in a certain city.” 
Decl Past 'Amar [VAcc*] (xo: 3ms)Ag (1)Go (xa: 3ms)Rec 

 1 Decl Past {(i1x: vÓr: 'exAD [A])Loc} (d 2 x: 'ÓH)ØFoc 

Because the speech verb introduces direct speech, the temporal reference of the 

following clause is the time of speech.35 Without hAy˚ the sentence would presumably 

mean, He said to him, “Two men are in a certain city.” The presence of the Tense 

operator Past triggers the copula to surface. 

The Function of 'ET 

The constituent 'ET “is one of the most difficult grammatical morphemes in Biblical 

Hebrew.”36 To develop a functional description for 'ET, therefore, it is first described 

regarding its syntactic and semantic properties. Then a formal notation is developed in 

the light of these properties. 

                                                                                                                                                 
expression his servants with him must be functionally equivalent to Joab and all Israel. 
Therefore, with him must be part of the term structure of his servants. 

34 2 Sam 1111, 2, 14, 16, 23, 27; 12.1, 2, 3, 10, 18 (x2), 30. 

35 That is, the reference time is the speech time (see p. 119). 

36 Waltke and O’Connor, IBHS, 177. 
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Syntactic Properties of 'ET 

One observes that 'ET is without exception connected to an argument slot constituent, 

from the very simple, such as 'eT-haDDe¥leT, “the door”(Gen 19.10) to the very complex, 

such as 'ET Kol-'·Her H¸lAxÙ yÙ'AB, “all for which Joab had sent him” (2 Sam 11.22). It 

must belong, therefore, to the term structure, rather than to the clause structure. It is not 

obligatory for marking the second argument of a predicate frame, although it rarely marks 

any other argument.37 Since it is not obligatory, it cannot be a syntactic marker of the 

object; so one can assume that it may well have some semantic content, thereby 

necessitating its representation in the semantic structure representations.38 

W. Randall Garr writes, “When it is associated with a transitive verb, … 'ET plays 

unambiguous semantic and grammatical roles. … In its grammatical role, 'ET marks the 

direct object, provided that the object is individuated. In its semantic role, 'ET marks the 

patient.”39 Since the concepts of “individuation” and “patienthood” are semantic (from 

                                                 

37 In traditional terms, it almost exclusively marks the object. It does mark the 
second term in so-called dative-raised constructions such as John gave ('ET) the book to 
Mary > John gave ('ET) Mary the book. Accordingly, 2 Sam 11.19 reads, Joab 
commanded ('ET) the messenger saying …, which is derived from Joab commanded … to 
the messenger. This analysis was suggested by Cynthia Miller (personal correspondence). 

38 This section assumes a one-to-one form / function equivalence for 'ET. This is 
unlikely to be correct, particularly in light of its formal equivalence with the preposition 
'ET “with.” Nevertheless, it is a necessary assumption for this level of analysis. 

39 W. Randall Garr, “Affectedness, Aspect, and Biblical 'ET,” Zeitschrift für 
Althebraistik 2, no. 4 (1991): 119. Note that in Functional Grammar “Patient” is replaced 
by “Goal.” Dik, TFG 1, 122. See also B. Rosenstock, “The Pronominally Suffixed Object 
Marker as Demonstrative in Mishnaic Hebrew and Late Aramaic,” Journal of Northwest 
Semitic Languages XVII (1991): 102-5.  
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the perspective of Functional Grammar), 'ET must be fully described in the semantic 

structural diagrams.  

Semantic Properties of 'ET 

Garr proposes that 'ET indicates the Goal is fully affected by the verbal action.40 He 

argues that this is in accord with the Transitivity Hypothesis, posited by Paul Hopper and 

Sandra Thompson:41 

(32) If two clauses (a) and (b) in a language in that (a) is higher in Transitivity 
according to any of the features [participants, kinesis, aspect, punctuality, 
volitionality, affirmation, mode, agency, affectedness of object, individuation 
of object], then, if a concomitant grammatical or semantic difference appears 
elsewhere in the clause, that difference will also show (a) to be higher in 
Transitivity. 

In other words, the “difference” is the presence of 'ET, which indicates that the term 

governed by 'ET is higher in transitivity. The idea of transitivity is not the same as the 

                                                 

40 “Affectedness” refers to the quality, specificity, and extent of the “Goal” status of 
terms. Furthermore, it should be noted that Garr, “Affectedness, Aspect, and Biblical 
'ET,” 119 fn. 2, writes, “The hypothesis that 'ET differentiates … object from subject … 
cannot be sustained cross-linguistically.” 

41 Paul Hopper and Sandra Thompson, “Transitivity in Grammar and Discourse,” 
Language 56 (1980): 255, quoted in Feng-hsi Liu, “Structure-Preservation and 
Transitivity: The Case of Chinese ba Sentences,” in Functionalism and Formalism in 
Linguistics. Volume II: Case Studies, Studies in Language Companion Series, vol. 42, ed. 
Michael Darnell et al. (Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 1999), 194. For a discussion of the 
Transitivity Hypothesis within the Functional Grammar framework see Pilar Guerrero, 
“A Prototype Approach to Transitivity: Its Implications for the FG Typology of SoAs,” in 
The Structure of the Lexicon in Functional Grammar, Studies in Language Companion 
Series, vol. 43, ed. Hella Olbertz, Kees Hengeveld, and Jesús Sánchez García 
(Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 1998), 215-32; and Louis Goossens, “Transitivity and the 
Treatment of (Non)Prototypicality in Functional Grammar,” in Function and Expression 
in Functional Grammar, Functional Grammar Series, vol. 16, ed. Elisabeth Engberg-
Pedersen, Lisbeth Falster Jakobsen, and Lone Schack Rasmussen (Berlin: Mouton de 
Gruyter, 1994), 65-80. 
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traditional notion of “transitive” verbs, although naturally the two concepts are closely 

related. A good definition of transitivity is given by Sally A. Rice:42 

(33) The prototypical transitive event is one in which two asymmetrically related 
entities are involved in some unilateral activity. The activity requires forceful 
movement of some energized transfer instigated by one entity resulting in 
either contact with or some observable effect in the other. 

For example, in 2 Sam 12.31 one reads: 

(34) w¸'eT-hAvAm '·Her-BAh hÙcÓ'. 
He brought out the people who were in it. 

The term the people who were in it is fully affected by the action of “bringing out.” 

Garr further notes that less than fully affected Goals are usually marked obliquely (that is, 

with a preposition). This explains why 'ET is almost never governed by a preposition.43 

 Feng-hsi Liu discusses the Mandarin constituent ba, which seems to have many 

similar properties to Hebrew 'ET. She notes that ba constructions show high transitivity, 

individuation, and boundedness.44 It also has a sense of “all-of”—that “all-of” the ba 

term is affected by the action of the predicate. Perhaps this explains why the most 

frequently occurring non-nominal constituent in Hebrew to occur immediately after 'ET is 

                                                 

42 Sally A. Rice, “Towards a Cognitive Model of Transitivity,” (Ph.D. diss., 
University of California at San Diego, 1987), xii, quoted in Goossens, “Transitivity and 
the Treatment of (Non)Prototypicality,” 66. 

43 Out of 10,976 uses of 'ET only 10 (<0.1%) are preceded by a governing preposition 
(Jos 11.13; 1 Kgs 20.25, 22.7, 8; 2 Kgs 3.11, 22, 8:8; 2 Chr 18.6, 7; Isa 54:15; statistical 
counts derived from Bibleworks 5.0 beta, hereafter cited as BW 5.0). An examination of 
these shows, however, that six are min + 'ET after DAraH. This is a phrasal verb, 
DAraH min, “to seek after” and so 'ET is still marking the affected object. The other four 
cases also have particular syntactico-semantic features that explain the preposition. 

44 Liu, “Structure-Preservation and Transitivity,” 175-202, passim. 
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K=Ol, “all,” and not once does 'ET govern a preposition.45 Liu notes that in Mandarin ba 

can only occur with a term that can also occur with dou, “all.”46 

Therefore, Garr’s analysis is followed and 'ET is understood to be marking fully 

affected terms.  

Formal Notation 

The question, therefore, is at what place in the semantic structure 'ET is to be 

represented. The expression 'eT-hAvAm, “the people” is used as a test case, assuming it is 

a Goal and an Object, and 'ET is represented as ‘Aff’ for Affected. 

(35) (d1x: vAm)GoObj 

 1. Although 'ET belongs to the term structure, it cannot be adjectival, as it in no way 

further specifies the term, the way adjectives and relative clauses do. That is, it adds no 

information to restrict the potential referents of the term. Therefore, it cannot be: 

(36) *(d1x: vAm: Aff)GoObj 

2. It cannot be a term operator. Out of the five possible term operators, its semantic 

scope is such that, theoretically, it could only be a deictic of some sort, but 'ET does not 

locate the term in pragmatic space in any sense (see p. 52), so it is not a deictic. 

Therefore, it cannot be: 

(37) *(Aff d1x: vAm)GoObj 

                                                 

45 844 times 'ET is followed immediately by KOl, and 25 times by haKKOl or 
construct-noun + K=Ol (BW 5.0). To have no cases of 'ET plus preposition out of 10976 
uses is remarkable. 

46 Liu, “Structure-Preservation and Transitivity,” 192. 
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3. Garr demonstrates that 'ET specifies that the Goal is fully affected by the verbal 

action; something is happening to the Goal. In many respects, it is similar to the 

Functional Grammar analysis of subject and object as representing a perspective on the 

SoA (see p. 170). The presence of 'ET tells us how to view the SoA. That is, it is not just 

informing us about the term it governs, but about the term’s relationship to the predicate. 

Therefore, it can be represented as follows: 

(38) (d1x: vAm)GoAffObj 

This solution has similarities to Louis Goossens’ treatment of transitivity in 

English;47 however, his main concern is passive constructions, since this is the only place 

in English where transitivity in this sense is observed. For example, he argues that the 

ungrammaticality of the second (passive) construction occurs because, unlike the lake, 

the swimming pool is not fully affected by the verb: 

(39) a. The dam contains the lake. → The lake is contained by the dam. 
 contain [V] (the dam)Fo (the lake)GoAff 

b.  ~ (The yard contains the pool. → *The pool is contained by the yard.)48 
 contain [V] (the yard)Fo (the swimming pool)Go 

The presence of the Affected Goal allows passivization in the first example and its 

absence disallows it in the second.49 

                                                 

47 Goossens, “Transitivity and the Treatment of (Non)Prototypicality,” 65-80. 

48 This notation reads, “It is not the case that The yards contains the pool entails 
*The pool is contained by the yard.” 

49 Goossens, ibid., 75, writes “Note that, although the addition is to the semantic 
function of a single argument …, the idea is that it affects the whole (nuclear or core) 
predication. Accordingly, the conceptual condition for this added construal relates to the 
SoA as a whole. It must be possible to view the entity to whose semantic function the 
specification is added as somehow (i.e. either literally or metaphorically) affected in the 
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Therefore, terms with 'ET are notated in the manner of example  (38) above. 

 

This concludes the complete description of the nuclear predication. The next level of 

the clause is the core predication, outlined in the following chapter. 

                                                                                                                                                 
state of affairs expressed in the nuclear or core predication. … the state of affairs is 
conceived as involving a transfer of energy from the first argument to some other 
asymmetrical entity.” His qualification of “metaphorical” affectedness is critical for 
understanding 'ET in Hebrew, since it occurs 223 times with yhwh “Yahweh” (BW 5.0). 
This insight into 'ET may have theological implications. It would be particularly 
interesting to observe minimal pairs with yhwh as affected versus non-affected object. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CORE PREDICATION 

This chapter examines how the nuclear predication is further specified to form the 

core predication. In particular, aspectuality operators and predicate satellites are 

discussed. Since it is widely assumed that Hebrew verbs grammaticize a perfective / 

imperfective opposition, arguments are presented that dispute this claim. The chapter 

concludes with a brief discussion of the place of prepositions in Functional Grammar. 

Introduction 

The nuclear predication is the innermost layer of the clause and is built into the core 

predication by the addition of (level one1) predicate operators (p1) and predicate 

satellites (s1). The core predication can be represented as follows: 

(1) p1 [predicate [type] (arguments)] s1 
 

The essential semantic property of predicate operators and satellites is that they 

specify additional features pertaining to the quality of the SoA designated by the nuclear 

predication.  

                                                 

1 One must take careful note of the terminology. Predicate or level one operators and 
satellites modify the predicate represented by the nuclear predication. Predication or level 
two operators and satellites, discussed in the next chapter, modify the core predication. 
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Predicate Operators 

Since many level one and level two operators pertain to aspect, it is appropriate first 

to discuss aspectuality. 

Aspectuality 

The term “aspect” is used in many different senses in linguistic literature, so Dik 

adopts the pretheoretical term “aspectuality” to cover all the possible distinctions.2 The 

term “aspect” is reserved for aspectuality distinctions that are grammatically expressed 

rather than lexically expressed.3 There are five subareas of aspectuality:4 

1. The type of SoA (see pp. 31-41) as designated by the predicate frame. It is a matter of 

lexical aspectuality. 

2. Perfectivity / Imperfectivity (see below). This aspectuality revolves around the 

question as to whether the SoA is seen as a complete whole from the “outside,” or 

from the “inside” as being non-complete or in progress. 

                                                 

2 Dik, TFG 1, 221. 

3 The definitive study of the term “aspect” in Hebrew linguistics and particularly its 
misuse and misunderstanding is by Vincent DeCaen, “Ewald and Driver on Biblical 
Hebrew ‘Aspect’: Anteriority and the Orientalist Framework,” Zeitschrift für 
Althebraistik 9, no. 2 (1996): 129-151. 

4 The failure to distinguish the different types of aspect by Yoshinobu Endo, The 
Verbal System of Classical Hebrew in the Joseph Story, Studia Semitica Neerlandica 
(Assen, The Netherlands: Van Gorcum, 1996), 32-33, means that his analysis is overly 
complex and in many ways confusing. He also includes Aktionsart distinctions under the 
single heading “Aspect.” He may have been influenced by Waltke and O’Connor, IBHS, 
346, who make a similar over-generalization. 
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3. Phasal Aspectuality (see below). These distinctions specify the phase of the 

development of the SoA in terms of beginning – continuation – end of the SoA. They 

concern the inner dynamics of the SoA. 

4. Perspectival Aspectuality.5 These distinctions locate the occurrence of the SoA from 

an outside temporal reference point, such as perfect6 or prospective. 

5. Quantificational Aspectuality (see p. 117). These distinctions express the different 

forms of quantification of sets of occurrences of SoAs, such as iterative, habitual, and 

frequentative. 

Perspectival and quantificational aspectualities leave intact the inner structure of the 

SoA and so are predication operators. This leaves the perfective / imperfective opposition 

and phasal aspect distinctions as (potential) predicate operators.7  

Perfective / Imperfective Aspect 

Authors use a variety of paired terms to capture the perfective / imperfective 

distinction, such as complete / non-complete; bounded / non-bounded; closed / open, and 

indivisible / divisible. Isaćenko compares the SoA to a parade. In the imperfective the 

parade is presented as if from the point of view of someone marching in it, but the 

                                                 

5 Perspectival aspectuality does not appear to be grammaticized in Hebrew and is not 
germane to the discussions on the verb in this thesis. 

6 That is, perfective is distinguished from perfect. For more on this crucial distinction 
see Comrie, Aspect, 16; and DeCaen, “Ewald and Driver on Biblical Hebrew ‘Aspect’,” 
131 fn. 11.  

7 Johnson, “Terminality Operators,” 242, disagrees, and makes a strong case that 
Progressive and Perfective / Imperfective are also predication operators, but his proposal 
is not adopted.  
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perfective is the view of a spectator as the entire parade goes by.8 Comrie presents the 

perfective SoA as a “blob,” a three-dimensional object considered as a single unit 

regardless of its internal complexity, while the imperfective is an internal view of the 

SoA.9 The crucial parameter, according to Comrie, is whether the internal dynamics of 

the SoA are taken into account.  

The imperfective, on the other hand, is described as open, non-complete, and 

divisible. Often it receives more specific semantic interpretations such as progressive, 

habitual, or iterative. 

It is proposed that Hebrew does not grammaticize the perfectivity / imperfectivity 

distinction, for the following reasons.10 

1. In Hebrew it is traditionally asserted that qatal and wayyiqtol are perfective, while 

yiqtol and weqatal are imperfective. However, if wayyiqtol and qatal grammaticize 

perfectivity, why are there many wayyiqtols that are neither “Comrie-blobs,” nor 

                                                 

8 A. V. Isaćenko, Die russische Sprache der Gegenwart: I, Formenlehre (Müncher: 
Hueber, 1962), explained in Dik, TFG 1, 222. Stanley E. Porter, Idioms of the Greek New 
Testament, 2d ed., Biblical Languages: Greek, vol. 2 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic 
Press, 1994), 24, also uses the parade metaphor, but says that the spectator’s view is 
imperfective, and, instead, perfective is the view from a helicopter above the parade. He 
offers no reference for his version, but Isaćenko’s seems to capture the semantic 
difference more sharply. 

9 Comrie, Aspect, 18, 34. 

10 As Gropp, “The Function of the Finite Verb,” 51, writes, “This pursuit plunges us 
into the middle of the endless controversy over whether the opposition between the 
perfect and the imperfect is basically temporal or aspectual.” None of the arguments 
presented by DeCaen, “Ewald and Driver on Biblical Hebrew ‘Aspect’,” 129-151, 
passim, have been included in this section. They concern mainly the historical (mis)use 
of the term in Hebrew studies. 
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temporally bounded, nor non-interrupted?11 To highlight this problem one can use Dik’s 

criterion for determining the relevance of the perfective / imperfective distinction, 

observed in constructions such as the following:12 

(2) a. While I was reading the paper, John entered. 

b. I was reading the paper when John entered. 

John’s entering is described as an intrusion into the reading of the paper. In 

languages with grammaticized perfectivity, perfective verb forms cannot be used for was 

reading in sentences such as these. However, in 2 Samuel 11-12 alone, there are four 

examples of such interrupted wayyiqtols. The first is found in 2 Sam 11.2: 

(3) wayyiThallEK val-GaG B T-hammeleK wayyar' 'iHHAh rOxeceT mEval 
haGGaG. 
While he was walking about (wayyiqtol) on the palace roof he saw (wayyiqtol) 
a woman bathing from the roof. 

The SoA of “seeing” clearly occurs during the SoA of “walking about.” In 2 Sam 

11.17 there is another unambiguous case:13 

                                                 

11 That is, they hardly sound like a formal (prototypical) definition of perfectivity 
from such as found in Östen Dahl, Tense and Aspect Systems (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 
1985), 78: “A perfective verb will typically denote a single event, seen as an unanalyzed 
whole, with a well-defined result or end-state, located in the past. More often than not, 
the event will be punctual, or at least, it will be seen as a single transition from one state 
to its opposite, the duration of which can be disregarded.”  

12 Dik, TFG 1, 223. Johnson, “Terminality Operators,” 246, also notes that perfective 
verb forms indicate that the SoA is “fully achieved.” 

13 The other examples are 2 Sam 11.13, where eating and drinking and becoming 
drunk are clearly simultaneous SoAs; and 2 Sam 12.3 where nurturing the lamb and its 
growing up are simultaneous. See also, for example, Exo 18.13; Gen 2.21, 21.21, 25.29, 
37.28; Rut 1.6; Num 25.1. 
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(4) wayyillAx·m˚ 'eT-yÙ'AB wayyiPPOl min-hAvAm ... wayyAmoT Gam 
'˚riyyAh haxiTTÓ. 
And when they battled (wayyiqtol) Joab some of the people fell (wayyiqtol) 
and also Uriah the Hittite died (wayyiqtol). 

In other words, the perfective implicature is canceled in context, but the past 

meaning cannot be canceled.14 

2. There are many examples of qatal-yiqtol and wayyiqtol-yiqtol pairs of the same 

verb that cannot be said to differ aspectually. One such case is in 2 Sam 12.12:15 

(5) 'aTTAh vAWÓTA BassATer wa'·nÓ 'evÈWeh 'eT-haDDABAr hazzeh … 
You acted (qatal) in secret but I will do (yiqtol) this … 

How could the yiqtol be understood as imperfective in this sentence? It is a mirror 

image to the past time SoA and so must share its aspectual semantics.  

An indisputable perfective-perfective example of a wayyiqtol-yiqtol pair is in Jdg 

16.9:16 

(6) waynaTTEq 'eT-hayTArÓm Ka'·Her yinnATEq P¸TÓl-hann¸vOreT Bah·rÓxÙ 'EH. 
And he snapped (wayyiqtol) the bowstrings just as a strand of fibers snaps 
(yiqtol) when it approaches a flame. 

                                                 

14 That is, one cannot write in Hebrew, *He ate bread (wayyiqtol) tomorrow. Endo, 
The Verbal System of Classical Hebrew, 63, notes other examples where the perfective / 
imperfective split does not correlate with verbal morphology. 

15 Other examples are found in Gen 21.23, 35.12; Exo 4.11, 6.12, 10.14, 15.26; Lev 
4.20, 24.19; Deu 1.31, 3.21; Jos 1.5, 17, 3.7, 7.25; Jdg 11.23, 24, 14.16; 1 Sam 15.33, 
17.37, 26.24; 1 Kgs 1.37, 12.11, 14, 21.19; 2 Kgs 10.4, 18, 18.35; 2 Chr 1.12, 32.17; Job 
10.19, 15.9; Psa 57.2, 93.3, 116.3; Pro 24.29; Ecc 1.9 (x2); Isa 10.11, 36.20, 60.4; Jer 9.7, 
27.4, 31.23, 37.7; Eze 5.9, 12.11, 18.24, 20.36, 24.13, 24, 36.7; Hos 12.9; Amo 5.16; Oba 
1.15, 16; Hab 2.8; Zec 13.9. It should be noted that these are cases where the verb is the 
same root, but when this restriction is lifted, there are 1225 cases of qatal followed by 
yiqtol in the same verse with no intermediate verb in-between (BW 5.0). A cursory 
glance at these shows that most must be considered aspectually identical, such as Gen 
16.18, From where have you come (qatal) and where are you going (yiqtol)?  

16 See also Gen 50.3; Jdg 14.10; 1 Sam 23.13; 2 Sam 15.37; 1 Kgs 8.8, 21.6; 2 Kgs 
8.22; 2 Chr 5.9, 21.10; Psa 37.40; Isa 5.15; Jer 5.19; Dan 8.22; Hos 4.6; Zec 4.1. 
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These examples are particularly difficult for the grammaticized perfectivity theory, 

since Comrie observes that “imperfective forms cannot be used to refer to situations 

lacking internal structure.”17 

3. One of the arguments for the imperfectivity of yiqtol is that it regularly receives 

iterative and distributive interpretations, thus suggesting that it is a true imperfective. 

Thus, Waltke and O’Connor write, “With active situations the customary non-perfective 

is essentially a statement of iterativity.”18 They give several examples of each: 

(7) a. KAKAh yav·Weh 'iyyÙB Kol-hayyAmÓm.  iterative 
 Thus Job would do (yiqtol) every day  Job 1.5 

b.  KOl '·Her=-yAlOq BilHÙnÙ...  distributive 
 Everyone who laps (yiqtol) with his tongue …  Jdg 7.5 

For distributive they write, “the habitual non-perfective represents that internal 

phases of the general situation as occurring over and over again.”19 However, this 

statement is incorrect. It is not the “internal phases” that are repeating, but the entire SoA. 

This illustrates the crucial difference between imperfectivity and iterative / distributive 

aspectuality that negates their argument. Imperfectivity refers to the internal dynamics of 

the SoA, while iterative, frequentative, habitual, and distributive distinctions inform us 

how many times the SoA viewed externally as a whole is repeated. This difference 

explains why habitual and imperfective operators can be combined in many languages: 

(8) a.  Whenever I used to read the paper, John would interrupt. 
 Hab Impf read [V] (I) (the paper) … 

                                                 

17 Comrie, Aspect, 26. This criterion may not apply to (+pun) achievements. 

18 Waltke and O’Connor, IBHS, 502. 

19 Ibid., 506.  
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b.  When I was reading the paper yesterday, John interrupted. 
 Ø Impf read [V] (I) (the paper) … 

In both sentences the verb to read would be imperfective in languages that 

grammaticize it. However, in the first it is habitual, but in the second it is semelfactive.  

In other words, Waltke and O’Connor have confused the perfectivity / imperfectivity 

aspectual distinction with quantificational aspectual distinctions. Furthermore, Comrie 

observes that, “no language will indicate habituality by means of a tense opposition.”20 In 

other words, habituality is not a reliable guide to a tense system of a language. 

4. Perfective verb forms typically combine with stative verbs to produce ingressive 

interpretations,21 because they signal that a SoA is bounded, while a state is unbounded. 

So to love with a perfective verb means to fall in love. But in Hebrew wayyiqtol and qatal 

freely take stative verbs with no ingressive meaning, and several alternative means are 

used for ingressive SoAs such as ingressive-stative niphals, piels, hiphils,22 and the 

phasal ingressive verb xAlal, “to begin.” 

5. Garr convincingly argues that with transitive verbs 'ET “correlates with 

perfectivity, and oblique marking [=prepositional] with imperfectivity.”23 One would not 

expect, therefore, 'ET to occur with yiqtol if yiqtol grammaticizes imperfectivity. 

                                                 

20 Comrie, Tense, 40. 

21 Dik, TFG 1, 224. Comrie, Aspect, 19.  

22 Waltke and O’Connor, IHBS, 386, 437, 440 fn. 18. 

23 Garr, “Affectedness, Aspect, and Biblical 'ET,” 126-130. 
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However, there are 803 yiqtols immediately followed by 'ET (and 1027 weqatals). Many 

of these—perhaps the majority—represent perfective SoAs.24  

6. It is claimed that perfective verb forms cannot be phasal verbs because their 

lexical meaning conflicts with fully achieved SoAs.25 However, in Hebrew every phasal 

verb occurs as both qatal and wayyiqtol, such as KAlAh, “to complete,” (Gen 18.3; 17.22) 

yAsaP, “to continue,” (Jdg 8.28; Exo 9.34) and most significantly, xAlal, “to begin,” (Jdg 

20.40; Jon 3.4). Most striking is negated yAsaP, as in Jdg 8.28, which requires an 

imperfective sense to be understood. Similarly, perfective verbs are “particularly 

unproductive” with stative verbs,26 but in Hebrew, every major stative verb occurs with 

qatal and / or wayyiqtol. 

7. When the verb is carefully tagged for tense values, as in this thesis, the underlying 

semantic structures can be very accurately mapped onto the surface forms (see p. 201). 

That is, there is no independent motivation to grammaticize perfectivity / imperfectivity, 

an important criterion of a good linguistic model.27 What Jan Joosten writes of the 

wayyiqtol, can include the qatal: they are both inherently “aspectually neutral.”28 

                                                 

24 For example, Gen 6.7; Exo 3.11, 17; 2 Sam 11.11, 12.12). Data from BW 5.0. 

25 Johnson, “Terminality Operators,” 247. 

26 Ibid., 255. 

27 Van Valin and LaPolla, Syntax, 6. 

28 Joosten, “The Indicative System of the Hebrew Verb,” 64. Similarly J. K. 
Kuryłowicz, Studies in Semitic Grammar and Metrics (Warsaw: Polska Akademia Nauk, 
1972), 83, writes, “Verbal aspect as grammatical category does not exist in Semitic.” 
DeCaen, “Ewald and Driver on Biblical Hebrew ‘Aspect’,” 148, notes, however, that 
Kuryłowicz adopted perfectivity earlier in his studies (J. K. Kuryłowicz, The Inflectional 
Categories of Indo-European, 3 ser., Indogermanische Bibliothek [Heidelberg: Carl 
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8. There is one further argument that is perhaps not as strong since it depends upon 

the Functional Grammar analysis of non-verbal clauses with hAyAh (see p. 74). A 

common way to signal temporally connected events is to use the wayyiqtol of hAyAh as a 

tense-bearing copula in a semantically non-verbal clause, forming a complete SoA, as in 

2 Sam 11.13:29  

(9) wayhÓ BiHmÙr yÙ'AB 'el-hAvÓr wayyiTTEn … 
And it was when Joab was besieging the city and he placed … 

English translations invariably translate these constructions using while- and when-

clauses, showing both the temporal and the Imperfective nature of the construction.30 

Jane Bybee, Revere Perkins, and William Pagliuca write, “Perfective is the aspect used 

for narrating sequences of discrete events in which the situation is reported for its own 

sake, independent of its relevance to other situations.”31 But these constructions, 

containing wayyiqtol, are used specifically to relate events together. 

                                                                                                                                                 
Winter, 1964]), and then later abandoned it for a tense-based theory. This is not always 
appreciated by those who quote Kuryłowicz in their favor. 

29 The analysis of Kroeze, “The Applicability of Semantic Functions,” 59, is not 
correct. He writes “although, strictly speaking syntactically, circumstantial clauses in BH 
are coordinate, semantically speaking, they are imbedded in the main predication.” What 
does “semantic embedding” mean? If it means that one clause further specifies the 
meaning of a term in another clause, such as a relative clause, then perhaps this is an 
appropriate term, but two wayyiqtol SoAs here are surely coordinate. Is it the 
imperfectivity of the first wayyiqtol that people find troublesome? 

30 There are also many cases of a wayyiqtol interrupted by qatal, as in Exo 20.21: 
wayyav·mOD hAvAm mErAxOq ˚mOHeh niGGAH. The people stood (wayyiqtol) at a 
distance while Moses approached (qatal). 

31 Jane Bybee, Revere Perkins, and William Pagliuca, The Evolution of Grammar: 
Tense, Aspect, and Modality in the Languages of the World (Chicago: University of 
Chicago, 1994), 54. For another clear example of an imperfective wayyiqtol see Garr’s 
discussion of Jer 39.4 in “Affectedness, Aspect, and Biblical 'ET,” 127. 
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The confusion over perfectivity has possibly arisen because of a misunderstanding of 

its meaning. Many understand it as viewing a situation from the outside as a complete 

whole, but the inherent difficulty of this understanding is that if one stands far enough 

away, anything can be viewed as a complete whole. That is, from the Addressee’s 

perspective, perfectivity can be interpreted as applying to almost any situation. But 

perfectivity is a language-internal matter concerned with the internal temporal dynamics 

and temporal boundaries of events as presented from the Speaker’s perspective.32 

Languages that grammaticize this distinction can express past events as either discrete, or 

as on going and temporally related to one another. In Hebrew there is no evidence of this 

use. Furthermore, why would a language have two forms, qatal and wayyiqtol, which 

share the same primary semantic meaning? On an aspectual account they inevitably do.33 

                                                 

32 That is, the Speaker determines how an SoA is presented and his / her verb choice 
is conditioned by both the constraints of the language and the choices that the language 
offers to represent the temporal contours of a SoA and its temporal relationship to 
adjacent SoAs. One must note, however, this is my own explanation of the difference 
between true and false perfectivity, and not one found to my knowledge in linguistic 
literature. For this reason, it may prove to be an inadequate criterion if more rigorously 
tested. 

33 This explains the reason why Aspectual Theories are under such pressure to 
incorporate into the “meaning” of the tense, non-TAM categories such as sequentiality, or 
constituent order. Almost every Aspectual Theory includes discourse-level phenomena as 
part of the primary “meaning” of a verb form, despite the theoretical problems of this. 
Examples include: Endo, The Verbal System of Classical Hebrew, 321; Winther-Nielsen, 
A Functional Discourse Grammar of Joshua, 47 (despite the fact that he clearly 
differentiates intra-clausal from inter-clausal levels of description, 28); Peter J. Gentry, 
“The System of the Finite Verb in Classical Hebrew,” Hebrew Studies 39 (1998): 39; 
Gropp, “The Function of the Finite Verb,” 50, even though he admits “The not infrequent 
non-sequential use [of wayyiqtol].” But he writes, 46, that one must distinguish 
paradigmatic meanings from contextual implicatures. If sequentiality can be canceled by 
context so often, is it not then an implicature? 
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Hatav’s Grammaticized Aspect Argument 

The most recent proposal that Hebrew grammaticizes aspect is by Galia Hatav.34 

There is not space to discuss all of her assertions, so only her argument that wayyiqtol 

has grammaticized aspect is disputed. Hatav defines wayyiqtol as a sequential, non-

modal verb-form. By “sequential” she means that the verb form (potentially) introduces a 

new event at te whereby the reference time tr is set at the time of the new event (that is, te 

= tr), and that the new te / tr follows the previous one.35 There are four problems with this 

argument.  

First, four non-sequential wayyiqtols have been discovered in 2 Samuel 11-12 alone 

and they are quite common in Hebrew narrative. Hatav suggests that wayyiqtol 

potentially introduces a new tr, but this is not grammaticization. What does it mean to say 

a language user has to make a choice between using a verb form that potentially moves 

the “time” along, and one that does not? 

Second, Comrie convincingly argues—and examples in 2 Samuel 11-12 illustrate 

this—that “sequencing is an implicature, deducible from the context by general 

                                                 

34 Hatav, The Semantics of Aspect and Modality. Her system of the verb is: 
 Parameter wayyiqtol weqatal yiqtol qatal participle 
 Sequentiality + + - - - 
 Modality - + + - - 
 Inclusion [Prog] - - - - + 
 Perfect - - - + - 

 

35 Ibid., 55. 
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conversational principles, and not part of the meaning of [perfective past] forms.”36 That 

is, sequentiality is not grammaticized in any language.37 It is a textual-cohesion 

phenomenon, not a verbal phenomenon.38 As Ronnie Cann writes, “there is a tendency to 

                                                 

36 Comrie, Tense, 26. Furthermore, in a recent survey of the syntax of discourse by 
Susanna Cumming and Tsuyoshi Ono, “Discourse and Grammar,” in Discourse as 
Structure and Process, Discourse Studies: A Multidisciplinary Approach, vol. 1, ed. Teun 
A. Van Dijk (London: Sage Publications, 1997), 112-137, there is no mention of verbs 
carrying discourse-cohesion information. 

37 Gentry, summarizing Talmy Givón, Syntax: A Functional-Typological 
Introduction Philadelphia: John Benjamins, 1984, 269-270, writes in “The System of the 
Finite Verb,” 17, that (emphasis mine) “Strong cross-linguistic evidence abounds … that 
the tense-aspect of a verb may code not only lexical-semantic and propositional-semantic 
features, but also discourse-pragmatic features.” Gentry, however, seems to have 
misunderstood Givón. In a more recent work Givón, Functionalism and Grammar 
(1995), 368, explains clearly how this works. The verb forms “grammaticize” Tense-
Aspect features, and these features, irrespective of any specific language, “code” 
temporal coherence. Givón argues that preterit (that is, perfective and past) verb forms in 
all languages are used to recount sequential events, anterior forms recount counter-
sequential events, and progressives recount simultaneous events. So sequentiality is not 
grammaticized on wayyiqtol any more than simultaneity is grammaticized on qotel, or 
counter-sequentiality on qatal. That is, Gentry has conflated “coding” with 
“grammaticization.” The sequentiality one observes with wayyiqtol is to be expected, 
therefore, because wayyiqtol is the preterit tense in Hebrew. This explanation raises no 
problems for non-sequential wayyiqtols, since the implicature (or “coding”) is cancelable.  

38 Endo, The Verbal System of Classical Hebrew, 148, observes this to be the case in 
Hebrew, but then, seemingly in contradiction to this, still includes sequentiality in the 
definition of the verb forms writing, 321, “The parameter of sequentiality … is purely 
syntactical, relating to the flow of the story as a discourse function.” This tension arises 
since he has no theory of grammaticization or implicature, resulting in him having to 
include in the meaning of the verb forms every function he observes. It is also a failure to 
differentiate discourse from sentence. Joosten, “The Indicative System of the Hebrew 
Verb,” 56, states that it is a priori “theoretically untenable to ascribe text-linguistic 
functions to verb forms.” 
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assume that conjuncts are causally or temporally related, if the events are such that they 

can be so related under normal assumptions.”39 

Third, the normal definition of an absolute tense, as adopted in this thesis, is one 

where te = tr (see p. 119), and as Comrie writes, “A system which relates entities to a 

reference point is termed a deictic system, and we can say, therefore, that tense is 

deictic.”40 Therefore, Hatav’s definition of sequentiality seems to be a tense-based 

distinction, not an aspectual one. 

Tal Goldfajn correctly observes, “Hatav’s use of the term ‘aspect’ can be misleading 

inasmuch as it relies directly on the idea of temporal succession.”41 Hatav explicitly 

agrees that Hebrew verb forms relate to reference points, and her argument against 

Hebrew having grammaticized tense is simply that ts (speech time) in Hebrew is “treated 

like any other R-time, and hence tense is not marked,”42 and yet in her discussion of qatal 

she clearly distinguishes ts from tr.43 This (rather unclear) criterion is, therefore, 

inconsistently applied. 

                                                 

39 Ronnie Cann, Formal Semantics: An Introduction, Cambridge Textbooks in 
Linguistics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 224, quoted in DeCaen, “On 
the Placement and Interpretation of the Verb,” 79. 

40 Comrie, Tense, 14. Also see D. N. S. Bhat, The Prominence of Tense, Aspect and 
Mood, Studies in Language Companion Series, vol. 49 (Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 
1999), 93. 

41 Goldfajn, Word Order and Time, 59. 

42 Hatav, The Semantics of Aspect and Modality, 6. 

43 Hatav, ibid., 175, claims that Hebrew qatal fulfills all the functions of the English 
perfect. However, she presents examples, 167, according to standard linguistic theory, 
where te < tr < ts. So qatal is grammaticizing time, and is a tense.  
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Fourth, by Hatav’s definition one would expect wayyiqtol (potentially) to distribute 

over past, present, and future times (as tr moves relative to ts). Why, therefore, does 

wayyiqtol, without exception in First Temple narrative according to Hatav, refer 

exclusively to past situations? Hatav argues that (1) all past events are non-modal and (2) 

all wayyiqtols are non-modal; therefore, (3) all wayyiqtol are past events.44 Rather than 

just stating the observed fact that all wayyiqtols are past events, the argument simply 

redefines past events as non-modal events and the wayyiqtols one thought were past 

events are, in fact, non-modal events “by definition”45 and are only in past situations 

because past situations are non-modal. This argument begs the question. Furthermore, 

premise (1) is clearly wrong on two counts. Firstly, it conflates tense and modality by 

equating the two categories, and secondly, languages all around the world have modal 

past forms and non-modal non-past forms.46 

                                                 

44 This argument structure is deduced from Hatav, ibid., 84: “However, wayyiqtol 
clauses are always interpreted as reporting situations in the past. This is not a 
coincidence, i.e., it is not the case that the text just happens to have wayyiqtol verbs only 
in clauses interpreted as denoting a past situation. The interpretation of wayyiqtol in the 
past sphere is entailed from the combination of its features [+SEQ] [−MOD] … Being 
non-modal, therefore, wayyiqtol cannot be interpreted in the time sphere of the future.” 

45 Ibid., 85. 

46 Hatav’s “Rule for Sequence Aspect” (ibid., 55) for Hebrew is also suspect. She 
states (using R for tr and E for te), “Given the current R-time, Rn, introduce a new R-time 
Rn+1 to include En+1, if the verb in the new clause is [wayyiqtol or weqatal].” This is 
inferred from a previously introduced, generalized version is the “Rule of R-time 
Movement,” 54: “Given the current R-time, Rn, introduce a new R-time Rn+1, if the clause 
introduced into the narrative discourse denotes a situation whose set of intervals are 
restricted.” But the Hebrew rule does not follow from the generalized one. The 
generalized rule is context-dependent, i.e. “the narrative discourse,” and relates to the 
SoA as a whole, i.e. “denotes a situation.” However, the Hebrew rule is context-
independent and relates just to the verb. That is, Hatav seems to have shifted the 
discourse-level phenomenon of sequentiality, which occurs when bounded SoAs are 
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Accordingly, no Perfective or Imperfective predicate operators have been included in 

the semantic structures. 

Phasal Aspectuality 

Phasal aspectual categories are “aspectual distinctions which bear on the 

developmental phase of the SoA, in terms of beginning — continuation — end of the 

SoA.”47 They can be symbolized thus: 

State of Affai rs  

1--------------------------2 ------------------------->3  

 

Phasal aspectual distinctions specify information about the internal temporal 

development of the SoA. There are four pertinent distinctions: 

(10) a. Ingressive (1): “John started crying” 
b. Progressive (1 2 3): “John was crying” 
c. Continuous (2): “John continued crying” 
d. Egressive (3): “John stopped crying” 

Note that ingressive is used in two ways. It can be used with a stative SoA to indicate 

the beginning of a state, (for example, He fell in love) and it can occur with a dynamic 

SoA to refer to the beginning of an activity (for example, He started chopping wood). In 

                                                                                                                                                 
linearly presented, into the verbal morphology. So when encountering non-sequential 
wayyiqtols in Jdg 12.8-10 Hatav, 68, wants to exclude them since they “are not 
narratives, but rather chronicles, historical texts.” So when the context does not support 
the hypothesis Hatav says the rule does not apply in this context. This begs the question, 
and it would seem strange that her rule works for 12.1-7 and for 11ff, but not for verses 
8-10, particularly if the morphology indicates sequentiality. 
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Hebrew the niphal and hiphil stems are used for ingressive states,48 and xAlal + infinitive 

construct for ingressive activities: 

(11) haxillOTÓ TET l¸PAneyKA 'eT-sÓhOn ...  ingressive 
I have begun to set Sihon before you …  Deu 2.31 

Hebrew also lexicalizes continuous (Cont) and egressive activities with other phasal 

predicates such as yAsaP, “to continue”49 and KAl=Ah, “to finish.”50 Progressives (Prog), 

however, are clearly grammaticized in Hebrew in the participle.51 An example from 2 

Sam 12.19 demonstrates this: 

(12) … v·BAD=Ayw miTlax·HÓm. 
… his servants were whispering to one another. 
… Prog lAxaH [V,TAct] (v·BAD=Ayw)Ag 

Therefore, Prog is the only primary predicate operator relevant to Hebrew, and Cont 

occurs occasionally as a secondary use of the participle. 

                                                                                                                                                 

47 Dik, TFG 1, 255. 

48 Waltke and O’Connor, IBHS, 386, 437. In English as well, these two uses are 
expressed differently as shown by the ungrammaticality of *He started falling in love; 
*He fell into chopping wood. 

49 The participle is also used with a Continuative meaning occasionally. 

50 Winther-Nielsen, A Functional Discourse Grammar of Joshua, 48, states that 
“phasal aspect can be found in past perfect sense with qatal, especially in adverbial 
clauses with a causal subordinating conjunction like KÓ ‘for’ or a temporal conjunction 
vaD ('·Her) ‘until’.” This is not correct, since phasal aspect is internal to the SoA, while 
subordinate clauses relate one SoA to another. He does note, 57, several of the phasal 
predicates mentioned above. 

51 For a thorough justification of this, see Hatav, The Semantics of Aspect and 
Modality, 89-116. In the sense, therefore, that progressive is an aspect, then Hebrew 
grammaticizes aspect in the participle. DeCaen, “On the Placement and Interpretation of 
the Verb,” 222, furthermore, describes the participle as “nonperfective” in the sense that 
te = tr, which is equivalent to a simultaneous relative tense.  
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Predicate Satellites 

The most important criterion for identifying a predicate satellite (s1) is “whether the 

SoA as specified by the nuclear predication is somehow different with the satellite than it 

is without.”52 Compare these three sentences: 

(13) a. Annette danced. 

b. Annette danced wildly. 

c. Annette probably danced. 

Sentence  (13)b changes the SoA of  (13)a as it is a different kind of dancing. Wildly 

then is a level one satellite. Probably on the other hand does not modify the manner of 

dancing but its likelihood of occurring. Therefore, it is a level three satellite (see p. 170). 

Dik distinguishes four main types of predicate satellites: participant satellites, 

manner satellites, means satellites, and spatial satellites,53 most of which have a surface 

expression (reflex) through a prepositional phrase. 

Participant Satellites 

Additional participants in the SoA are either Beneficiary (Ben) or Company (Com).  

Beneficiary Satellites 

Beneficiary satellites specify the person or institution for whose benefit or against 

whose interest the SoA is effected. There is this example from 12.31:54 

                                                 

52 Dik, TFG 1, 226. 

53 Dik, TFG 1, 229. 

54 2 Sam 11.27; 12.9, 10, 15, 20 provide similar examples. 
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(14) w¸KEn yavAWeh l¸KOl vAr  B¸n -vammÙn. 
And thus he would do for all the cities of the Ammonites. 
Decl Non-Ant vAWAh [VAct] (xa: 3ms)Ag (KEn)GoFoc (KOl vAr  B¸n -vammÙn)Ben  

As to be expected there are cases where distinguishing between Ben and Rec is 

difficult. Take for example 2 Sam 11.27: 

(15) a. waTTEleD lÙ BEn. 
 And she bore a son for him.   
 Decl Past yAlaD [VAch] (xf: 3fs)Ag (i1xm: BEn)Go (xa: 3ms)Rec 

Presumably lÙ is a Recipient because bearing a son is different from bearing a son 

for a man when in that culture the son, therefore, belongs to the man. That is, it does not 

just benefit the man, he literally receives the son. On the other hand, consider 2 Sam 12.9: 

(16) w¸'eT-'iHTÙ  lAqaxTA l¸KA l¸'iHHAh. 
And his wife you took for yourself as a wife. 
Decl Past lAqax [VAcc*] (xa: 2ms)Ag ('iHTÙ)GoAffFoc (xa: 2ms)Ben (xf: 'iHHAh)Qua 

Although David here also receives Bathsheba, the meaning of the word lAqax, “to 

take,” implies this, so for yourself cannot indicate Recipient but rather that David 

benefited from taking Bathsheba as a wife. 

There also seems to be a special type of Beneficiary in 2 Sam 12.16, labeled Ben-

Int(ercession):55 

(17) wayBaqqEH DAwÏD 'eT-hA'ÈlOhÓm B¸vaD hannAvar. 
And David sought God on behalf of the boy. 
Decl Past BAqaH [V,PAct] (xa: DAwÏD)Ag (xn: 'ÈlOhÓm)GoAff (xm: nAµvar)Ben-Int 

                                                 

55 The other cases of B¸vaD functioning as Ben-Int are: Exo 32.30; Num 21.7; Deu 
9.20; 1 Sam 7.9, 10.12, 12.19; ; 2 Kgs 19.4; 1 Chr 19.13; Job 42.10; Isa 8.19; 37.4; Jer 
7.16, 11.14, 14.11, 42.2; Eze 22.30; 45.17. It can be tentatively concluded from 2 Samuel 
11-12 that Beneficiary is normally expressed by l¸- + term. 
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Company Satellites 

Company (Com) satellites specify an entity together with whom the SoA is effected. 

For example, compare the following: 

(18) a. John went to Paris with Mary. 

b. John and Mary went to Paris. 

(19) a. John cut the meat with the knife. 

b. *John and the knife cut the meat. 

So although it is often expressed the same as Instrument, it behaves differently 

syntactically and has a different semantic function. There are no company satellites in 

2 Samuel 11-12, but the non-verbal clause discussed in Chapter  3 (p. 78, example [30]) 

has a Company semantic function on the prepositional predicate. 

Furthermore, there are several examples of locative satellites in 2 Samuel 11-12 that 

look similar to company satellites, such as: 

(20) a. waTTiGDal vimmÙ.  
 It grew up with him.  2 Sam 12.3 
 Decl Past GADal [VAcc] (xr: 3fs)Pro (xq: 3ms)Loc-Com  

(21) a. … liHKAB B¸miHKABÙ vim-vaBD  '·DOnAyw ... 
 … to lie on his couch with his master’s servants …  2 Sam 11.13 
 … HAKaB B¸- [VAcc] (Axg)Ag (miHKABÙ)Loc (vaBD  '·DOnAyw)Loc-Com 

Note, however, that 12.3 is not Company since the poor man does not also “grow 

up,” and that in 11.13 that Uriah and the servants do not all sleep on Uriah’s bed. For this 

reason they are identified as Location-Company (Loc-Com) predication satellites (see 

p. 151). 

Therefore, it is concluded (tentatively) that Com is expressed only by vim and that 

Location is expressed by the preposition 'ET or vim. Furthermore, an examination of their 

behavior in negated clauses confirms that they have different primary semantic functions. 
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The preposition vim is used with additional participants accompanying the entity of the 

first argument,56 while 'ET is usually used with participants accompanying the entity of 

the second argument.57 This subtle distinction is quite remarkable, and perhaps explains 

why the verb “to have intercourse with” came to be HAKaB vim and not HAKaB 'ET.  

Means and Manner Satellites 

Instrument 

Dik defines Instrument (Instr) as specifying “the tool with which some action is 

carried out or a position maintained.”58 

(22) 'ET '˚riyyAh haxiTTÓ hiKKÓTA BaxereB …  
You killed Uriah the Hittite with the sword …  2 Sam 12.9 
 Decl Past nAKAh [V,H] (xa: 2ms)Ag ('˚riyyAh haxiTTÓ)GoAffFoc (xe¥reB)Instr 

                                                 

56 A clear example of this is Gen 21.10, which reads, … the son of this slave woman 
will not inherit with (vim) my son Isaac.” This sentence can only be negated if vim 
clearly implies that Isaac will inherit along with Ishmael. See also Gen 42.38, Exo 24.2, 
33.16, 34.3, Num 14.43, 22.12; Deu 15.16, 20.12; Jdg 4.8, 7.4, 8.35; 1 Sam 15.26, 23.19, 
29.4, 9, 30.22; 2 Sam 13.22, 15.35, 19.26, 23.5; 1 Kgs 1.8, 12.24, 13.8; 1 Chr 17.13, 
22.18; 2 Chr 11.4, 17.10, 28.10; Est 6.3; Job 15.9; Psa 26.4, 54.2, 78.37, 89.34; Pro 
10.22; Isa 8.10; Mic 2.7. 

57 A clear example is found in Gen 42.4, Jacob did not send Joseph’s brother 
Benjamin with ('ET=) his brothers. See also Gen 39.6, 8, 42.4, 45.1, Exo 20.23; Num 
32.19, 30; Deu 3.4, 5.3, 11.2, 16.16, 29.13; Jdg 2.1; Rut 2.20; 2 Sam 13.26, 16.17, 17.8, 
21.17; 1 Kgs 13.16, 22.31; 2 Kgs 22.7; 2 Chr 18.30; Psa 74.9, 78.8; Isa 14.20; Jer 5.18, 
7.22, 29.16; Eze 32.27; Dan 9.13; Hab 2.13; Zec 14.17. 

58 Dik, TFG 1, 230. The other instrument satellites are found in 2 Sam 11.14 and 
12.31. 
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Manner 

These satellites “indicate the way in which an action is carried out, a position is 

maintained, or a process takes place.” In 2 Samuel 11-12 a manner satellite (Man) is 

found in 12.5:59 

(23) wayyÏxar-'aP DAwÏD B=A'ÓH m¸'OD. 
And the anger of David arose against the man greatly.  
Decl Past xArAh B¸- [VSta] ('aP: {xa: DAwÏD}Ass)Pos (xp: 'ÓH)Go (m¸'OD)Man 

Quality Satellites 

Dik defines quality satellites (Qua) as designating “the role / function / authority by 

virtue of which an action is carried out, or a position maintained.”60 There are several 

quality satellites in 2 Samuel 11-12, such as 2 Sam 11.27 and 12.7:61 

(24) a. waTT¸hÓ-lÙ l¸'iHHAh. 
 She was for him as a wife. 
 Decl Past {(xa: 3ms)Ben} (xf: 3fs)Ø (xf: 'iHHAh)Qua 

b.  'AnOKÓ m¸HaxTÓKA l¸meleK val-yiWrA'El. 
 I anointed you as king over Israel. 
 Decl Ant mAHax [VAcc] (1cs)AgFoc (2ms)Go (me¥leK)Qua (yiWrA'El)Loc-Upon 

                                                 

59 Unlike Kroeze, “Semantic and Pragmatic Functions,” 10, yaxDAw, “together,” in 2 
Sam 12.3, is not identified as a manner satellite (see Waltke and O’Connor, IHBS, 659), 
since it is semantically quite different from a regular manner satellite. Like Rosenbaum, 
Word-Order Variation in Isaiah 40-55, 110, it is understood as a Tail ECC (see p. 177). 
The other manner satellites are in 2 Sam 11.2, The woman was very good looking; and 
11.19, When you complete all the words of the battle by speaking to the king. The 
analysis of this verse, however, is tentative. In 2 Sam 12.18 there is also a manner 
satellite that is the empty slot for a Question, How can we tell him the child is dead? 
which has the structure: Int Non-Past 'Amar [V] (1cp)Ag (mET hayye ¥leD)Go (3ms)Rec 
(Qe)ManFoc. 

60 Dik, TFG 1, 231.  

61 The other quality satellites are found in 2 Sam 12.9, 10. 
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The satellite in 2 Sam 12.3 is tentatively analyzed as a Qua-Sim(ile), from the non-

verbal clause (with hAyAh copula): 

(25) waTT¸hÓ-lÙ K¸BaT. 
It was for him like a daughter. 
Decl Past {(xq: 3ms)Ben} (xr: 3fs)Ø (i1x: BaT)Qua-Sim 

Spatial Satellites 

Spatial satellites designate the origin, path, and destination of a movement. 

Differentiating predicate and predication spatial satellites is often difficult. The crucial 

distinction, again, lies in whether or not it is a different kind of SoA with the predicate 

satellite. Drinking from his cup is different from drinking on the bus; therefore, from his 

cup is a source satellite and on the bus is a location satellite. One test, though not 

foolproof, is whether the SoA with the satellite can be the answer to a How-question. If 

one asks, How is he drinking? the answer He is drinking from his cup is appropriate, but 

He is drinking on the bus is not.62 

Furthermore, “movement” needs to be understood rather broadly, in (at least) four 

different senses:63 

1. With verbs of spatial movement, such as I traveled from Rome to Paris. 

2. With verbs of conceptual movement, such as The excitement spread from house to 

house, and He wrote the letter on paper to the king. 

3. With verbs involving a change of state, such as I changed from drunk to sober. 

                                                 

62 It answers the question Where is he drinking? thus locating the SoA. 

63 These four types of “movement” came from personal observations. There is no 
discussion of this issue in Dik. 
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4. With verbs involving internal movement, such as I drank from the pitcher.64 

Finally, it has yet to be determined how many semantic refinements of this broad 

typology are needed to explain all the spatial satellites in Hebrew. However, in 2 Samuel 

11-12 alone there is a large array of spatial satellites that indicate that Hebrew has a very 

sophisticated system of specifying predicates. This is perhaps motivated by the relative 

paucity of distinct verbal forms. 

Source Satellites 

Source satellites (So) of movement verbs in 2 Samuel 11-12 are regularly realized by 

the preposition min, making them very easy to identify. Here is an example from 2 Sam 

12.17:65 

(26) …  lah·qÓmÙ min-hA'Arec. 
… to cause him to arise from the ground. 
… q˚m [V,HAcc] (Axu)Ag (xa: 3ms)Go ('e¥rec)So 

However, most of the SoAs having source satellites in 2 Samuel 11-12 are not simple 

movement verbs. A verb of conceptual movement is found in 2 Sam 12.10:66 

(27) lO'-TAs˚r xereB miBB T¸KA … 
A sword will never turn away from your house. 
Decl Non-Past Neg s˚r [VAct] (i1x: xe¥reB)Ag (Ba¥yiT: {xa: 2ms}Ass)So  

                                                 

64 That is, typically an edible Goal of an SoA “travels” to a consuming Agent, 
PeterAg drankVerb the cocktailGo from the glassSo or an edible Positioner “travels” to a 
Destination, The caviarPos slidVerb down the throatPath to the stomachDir. Other 
permutations are also possible. 

65 Other Source satellites with movement verbs are in 2 Sam 11.10, Have you not 
come from a journey?; 12.20 And David arose from the ground; and 11.8, He went out 
from the house of the king. 

66 The other is the next verse, 2 Sam 12.11, I will raise up against you trouble from 
your house. 
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A change of state verb is found in 2 Sam 11.4:67 

(28) w¸hÓ' miTqaDDeH=eT miXXum'ATAh. 
And she cleansed herself from her uncleanness. 
Decl Ø Prog qADaH [V,TAcc] (xf: 3fs)Ag (Xum'Ah: {xf: 3fs}Ass)So 

A verb conceptualized as having internal movement is found in 2 Sam 12.3:68 

(29) miPPiTTÙ TO'Kal. 
From his bowl it would eat. 
Decl Non-Ant 'AKal [VAct] (xr: 3fs)Ag (Ø)Go (PaT: {xq: 3ms}Ass)SoFoc  

The eating is conceptualized as involving the movement of the food to the consumer 

and so easily combines with a source satellite. Furthermore, the following clauses with 

source satellites are realized with different prepositions, each clearly having a more 

specific meaning, labeled So-X, whereby the So stands for Source and the X for the more 

specific semantic function. The fact that, morphologically, all three are derived from 

min + spatial preposition supports this analysis. 

(30) a. wayyAqom DAwÏD mEval miHKaBÙ=. 
 And David arose from upon his couch.  2 Sam 11.2 
 Decl Past q˚m [VAcc] (xa: DAwÏD)Ag (miHKAB: {xa: 3ms}Ass)So-Upon 

b.  wayyiqax 'eT-v·XereT-malKAm mEval rO'HÙ. 
 And he took their king’s crown from upon his head.  2 Sam 12.30 
 Decl Past lAqax [VAcc*] (xa: 3ms)Ag (v·XereT-malKAm)GoAff (rO'HÙ)So-Upon 

c.  w¸HaBTem mE'ax·rAyw. 
 And then turn from behind him.  2 Sam 11.15 
 Decl > Imp Non-Ant H˚B [VAct] (xb: 2mp)Ag (xg: 3ms)So-Behind 

A brief examination of both of these prepositional combinations underlines the 

analysis: mEval is typically used when the SoA conceives the first-argument term moving 

                                                 

67 The other example of a Source satellite with a change of state verb is 2 Sam 12.7, 
And I delivered you from the hand of Saul. 

68 The other example is in the same verse, … and from his cup it would drink. 
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from a source in an upwards direction;69 and m=E'ax·r  is used when the entity moves 

from a source behind or out of the sight of another entity (cf. Gen 19.26). 

Path Satellites 

Although there are undoubtedly many path satellites in the Old Testament, there are 

two in 2 Samuel 11-12 and both are unusual. The first is in 2 Sam 11.2: 

(31) wayyiThallEK val-GaG B T hammeleK. 
And he walked about upon the roof of the king’s palace. 
Decl Past hAlaK [V,TAct] (xa: 3ms)Ag (GAG: {Ba¥yiT: {xa: me¥leK}Ass}Ass)Path 

From examples such as Gen 1.26; Exo 2.5; 2 Kgs 6.30; and 1 Sam 24.3 one can see 

that val is often used as a path satellite. 

There is also this example: 

(32) wayyiK=TOB BassEPer l¸m'Or … 
And he wrote in the scroll saying, …  2 Sam 11.15 
Decl Past KATaB [VAcc*] (xa: 3ms)Ag (…)Go (sEµPer)Path  

If one asks the question, Where did David write? one expects an answer like, At 

home; rather than, In the scroll, which is more like an answer to, On what did David 

write? It would seem, therefore, that in the scroll is not a level two location satellite (see 

p. 151). Rather, in the scroll modifies the SoA itself and is a level one spatial satellite. 

Perhaps by analogy with verbs of movement, verbs of writing are able to come in the 

                                                 

69 Note, there is the interesting example of Rebekah came down (nApal) from upon 
(mEval) her camel (Gen 24.64). The SoA is conceptualized probably as similar to arising 
from a couch or a lying position: one must “get up” in order to “get down” off the camel. 
In addition, there is no obvious preposition to match val meaning “down” in Hebrew, 
possibly because the specific verbs such as yAraD, “go down,” HAqaP, “look down,” 
HAxAh, “bow down,” and so forth, are used instead. 
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form, he wrote a letter from the kingSo on the parchmentPath to the captainDir. 

Accordingly, this is tagged as a path satellite.70 

Direction Satellites 

There are many direction satellites in 2 Samuel 11-12, as in 11.4:71 

(33) waTTABÙ' 'ElAyw. 
And she came to him. 
Decl Past BÙ' [VAcc*] (xf: 3fs)Ag (xa: 3ms)Dir 

There are several times when direction satellites are not expressed by 'el:  

(34) a. wayyEc=E' 'ax·rAyw maW'aT hammeleK. 
 The gift of the king went out after him.  2 Sam 11.8 
 Decl Past yAcA' [VAct] (maW'aT hammeleK)Ag (xg: 3ms)Dir-Behind 

b.  wannihyeh v·l hem vaD-PeTax haHHAvar. 
 And we were upon them up to the opening of the gate. 2 Sam 11.23 
 Decl Past {(xd: 3mp)Loc-Upon} (xj: 1cp)Ø (Pe¥Tax: {Ha¥var}Ass)Dir-Upto 

c.  … haBBo'-lÙ.72 
 … the one who came to him.  2 Sam 12.4 
  … e: Prog BÙ' [VAcc*] (Axs)Ag (xp: 3ms)Dir 

d.  wayyEleK raBBATAh. 
 And he went to Rabbah.  2 Sam 12.29 
 Decl Past hAlaK [VAcc*] (xa: 3ms)Ag (xe: raBBAh)Dir 

                                                 

70 The semantic function Path in this case seems to be somewhat awkward. Perhaps 
verbs of writing, like speech act verbs, require a more specialized set of semantic 
functions to account for their particular behaviors. 

71 The verses where they are expressed by 'el are: 2 Sam 11.4 (x2), 6 (x3), 7, 10 (x2), 
11, 13, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 27; 12.1, 4 (x2), 15, 20 (x2), 23 (x2), 24, and 27. Note that 
11.25 contains a directional satellite with a non-movement verb, Press the attack to the 
city. 

72 Also in 2 Sam 11.8. 
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The first example means that the gift “followed” Uriah, it traveled “toward” him. 

And since 'ax·r  often has the sense of “behind the back of” its use here is 

understandable.73 A similar use is found in Exo 14.10 And behold, the Egyptians were 

marching after them.74 The second example is a semantic function Dik calls allative, 

meaning “towards.”75 Although sometimes the context suggests that a regular direction 

satellite (expressed by 'el) will have this sense, Hebrew seems to prefer vaD when it is 

clearly of the sense “up to” or “as far as,” as in Gen 14.15, He pursued them as far as 

(vaD) Hobah. 

The second two examples are more problematic, particularly the first, where the 

sentence is exactly parallel to haBBA' 'ElAyw in the same verse. How can one explain this 

change in preposition? The functional paradigm prefers to view a different choice as a 

different meaning, but this seems unlikely here. This is an apparent case of the same 

function expressed by different forms (see p. 10). 

The second example presents a slightly different problem. Further analysis would 

first have to rule out that there was not a semantic difference between directional hEh and 

'el.76  

                                                 

73 It is also used in temporal expressions, as in afterwards (cf. Gen 5.7). Another 
interpretation here could be, He sent the gift after he left. This would require a more 
complex analysis. 

74 See also Num 16.25; Deu 6.14; Jos 6.8; Rut 3.10; Jer 2.2. For use with yAcA' see 
Exo 15.20; Jos 2.7; 6.8; 8.17; 1 Sam 11.7; 17.35; 24.15; and 2 Sam 20.7. 

75 Dik, TFG 1, 231 fn. 7. 

76 If there was no semantic difference then there would be three explanations 
possible for its use. Firstly, the lexicon could note that certain terms take either a 
directional hEh or 'el. That is, conventional usage preferred one expression to the other. 
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Prepositions 

Hebrew, like English, has a great number of prepositions. In Functional Grammar, 

(most) prepositions are reflexes of subscripted semantic functions on satellites and so are 

not stored in the lexicon. This raises a problem: already identified many semantic 

functions for prepositions have been identified, but as Harder notes, “it would be 

counterintuitive to postulate a specific semantic function corresponding to each and every 

preposition.” He suggests modifying Functional Grammar by promoting prepositions to 

have “an independent place in the structure.”77 This change is not adopted. Instead, an 

                                                                                                                                                 
Secondly, a particular form may be used for parallelism, as in Ecc 1.6 one finds cAPÙn 
the only time with 'el in parallel with 'el-=DArÙm, but in 53 other occurrences, it receives 
the directional hEh. Thirdly, the sorts of verbs and terms that take two forms need to be 
examined to see if there is any pattern. 

Cynthia L. Miller, The Representation of Speech in Biblical Hebrew Narrative: A 
Linguistic Analysis, Harvard Semitic Museum Monographs, vol. 55 (Atlanta, Georgia: 
Scholars Press, 1996), 72, makes the fascinating observation that directional hEh never 
occurs in indirect speech, even when expected. Since spatial deictics also avoid indirect 
speech, the suggestion is that this constituent is (or at one stage was) a deictic, unlike 
directional prepositions. 

One other factor possibly plays an important role, and that is prosody. It is known 
that these texts were read out in the synagogue and passed on in oral tradition. It is hard 
to ascertain however, how this process affected the production of the text. In many 
places, the text needed to sound a certain way, rather than just read a certain way. This 
category of explanation, however, runs the risk of being (mis)used as a catch-all for all 
divergences from the expected surface form, and until study is done to determine how to 
measure this objectively, it will remain conjecture; but nevertheless, a very plausible 
conjecture. 

77 Peter Harder, “Subordinators in a Semantic Clause Structure,” in Complex 
Structures: A Functional Perspective, Functional Grammar Series, vol. 17, ed. Betty 
Devriendt, Louis Goossens, and Johan van der Auwera (Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter, 
1996), 99. This is also suggested by H. Weigand, Linguistically Motivated Principles of 
Knowledge Base Systems (Dordrecht: Foris Publications, 1990), 148ff. Weigand 
introduces a new variable yi that introduces the preposition that in turn has scope over its 
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intermediate position is proposed, as evidenced by the subcategories discussed above, 

such as Dir-Behind, Dir-After, and so on. This notation, used throughout the thesis, 

attempts to group together similar varieties of prepositions so that their common 

properties can be analyzed. For example, a predicate frame such as “to be located” may 

have its second argument as a Loc(ation). Any preposition of the form Loc-X, therefore, 

could be inserted in this position. 

This approach is suggested in a slightly different form by Samuelsdorff. He suggests 

representing the more specific semantic subcategory as an operator, so outside the city is 

represented not as (d1x: city)Loc-Outside as in this thesis, but as (outside d1x: city)Loc.78 The 

reason for rejecting this approach is that it is not clear what sort of term operator (see 

p. 58) “outside” is in the structure. 

 

This concludes the description of the core predication. The following two chapters 

describe the next layer of the clause, the extended predication. 

 

                                                                                                                                                 
referenced term. So in the park, instead of being (d1xi: park)Loc-In becomes (yi: in (d1xj: 
park)Ref)Loc. 

78 Paul O. Samuelsdorff, “Pronouns, Adpositions, ‘Adverbs’ and the Lexicon,” in 
The Structure of the Lexicon in Functional Grammar, Studies in Language Companion 
Series, vol. 43, ed. Hella Olbertz, Kees Hengeveld, and Jesús Sánchez García 
(Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 1998), 270-273. 
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CHAPTER 6 

EXTENDED PREDICATION I - OPERATORS 

This chapter considers how the nuclear predication is built up into the extended 

predication through the addition of predication operators, in particular tense operators.  

The Predication Variable 

The extended predication locates the SoA as specified in the core predication in 

spatial, temporal, and cognitive dimensions by the addition of a variable ei and level two 

predication operators π2 and satellites σ2: 

(1) π2 ei: [π1 [predicate frame] σ1] σ2 

The significance of the SoA variable ei is readily seen in sentences that are more 

complex. Dik gives the following example:1 

(2) John saw the painting of a monk. 

a. “the painting of a monk” = a physical object (xi) 

b. “the painting of a monk” = the activity of a monk painting (ei) 

Therefore, there are (at least) two possible semantic representations of this sentence 

that differ critically in the type of variable filling the argument slot: 

(3) a. ei: see [V] (John)Ag (xj: painting of a monk)Go 

b. ei: see [V] (John)Ag (ej: paint [V] (a monk)Ag (Ø)Go)Go 

                                                 

1 Dik, TFG 1, 232. 
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In the first example, the term variable requires a term, but the second has a predicate 

variable and requires a predicate. It can also receive level one operators and satellites. So 

the sentence, John saw a monk painting with oils, would be represented by: 

(4) ei: see [V] (John)Ag (ej: Prog paint [V] (a monk)Ag (Ø)Go (oils)Instr)Go 

Note that the SoA ej occupies the second argument slot in the predicate frame of the 

verb see, and so is the Goal of the activity of “seeing.” This information about the type of 

variable that occurs in a given argument position must be stored in the lexicon, so there 

are actually two “to see” verbs in the lexicon, one for each of the two examples given 

initially above:2 

(5) a. see [V] (x1)Ag (x2)Go 

b. see [V] (x1)Ag (e2)Go 

 

Quantificational Operators 

It is typical to distinguish predication operators into quantificational and localization 

predication operators. Quantificational operators capture a type of aspect (see p. 87) that 

specifies the quantity of SoAs occurring, without regarding the internal definition of the 

SoAs themselves. Traditionally, there are five aspectual distinctions made in this regard:3 

1. Semelfactive    the SoA occurs a single time 

2. Iterative (Iter)   the SoA occurs several times 

3. Frequentative (Freq)  the SoA occurs many times 

                                                 

2 Verbs that take higher-level variables are discussed in Chapter  8 (p. 165). 
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4. Distributive (Dstr)   the SoA occurs several times with different  

     participants 

5. Habitual (Hab)   the SoA (potentially) recurs due to the habitual  

     propensity of the participant involved. 

The normal interpretation for a SoA is semelfactive and languages have a variety of 

means of signaling the other aspects. An overview of how the various verb forms in 

Hebrew achieve this can be compiled from Waltke & O’Connor,4 but this also shows that 

quantificational aspect is not grammaticized in Hebrew, as there are no verb forms used 

specifically for the above distinctions and most verb forms can have these meanings if the 

context suggests it.5 Therefore, no quantificational aspectual operators have been used in 

this passage. 

Localization Operators 

In the previous chapter it is argued that perfectivity is not grammaticized in Hebrew. 

Thus, a robust tense system is required to account for the forms found in 2 Samuel 11-12. 

However, with such a small section of text, and considering the well-known difficulties 

of the Hebrew verbal system, no overall theory is offered in this thesis to explain it. 

Instead, the semantic functions of the verb forms are labeled as carefully as possible 

                                                                                                                                                 

3 Dik, TFG 1, 236. 

4 Waltke and O’Connor, IBHS, 343-631. For example, see their discussion of 
frequentative piel, 414, 423. 

5 Winther-Nielsen, A Functional Discourse Grammar of Joshua, 48. 
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using the tense distinctions introduced below, followed by some discussion of the 

findings. 

The following sections introduce a standard Reichenbachian tense system and 

discussion of some theoretical issues. Following is a discussion of the meanings of the 

four major verb forms in Hebrew (that is, the verb forms inflected for number, gender, 

and person that can be used in declarative sentences): wayyiqtol, qatal, yiqtol, and 

weqatal. 

Implicit in this discussion, naturally, is the assumption that these four Hebrew verb 

forms grammaticize tense. This assumption cannot be proven in a small section of text, 

but can be shown to be sufficient to describe the verbal semantics of the predicates, which 

is a substantial claim. 

Tense 

Just as Dik distinguishes aspectuality from aspect, he distinguishes temporality from 

tense. Temporality refers to designating the core predication at some interval along the 

time axis, which may be grammatically coded in tense operators or lexically coded in 

temporal satellites. Tense is “grammaticalized expression of location in time.”6 

Dik makes three distinctions regarding tense: on the time-line, there is a reference 

point tr to which the tense operators relate; there is the time of the events te referred to on 

the timeline relative to tr; and there is the moment of speaking ts. When tr is distinct from 

                                                 

6 Comrie, Tense, 9. 
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te, one speaks of relative tense; that is anterior, simultaneous, and posterior tenses. When 

they coincide one speaks of absolute tense; that is, past, present, and future.7  

The differences between tr, te, and ts are illustrated by the following examples from 

English.8 

 

Past Perfect 
(Anterior) 

I had seen John 

Past 
(Past) 

I saw John 

Present Perfect 
(Anterior) 

I ha ve seen John 

Present  
(Non-Past) 
I see John 

Future 
(Non-Past ) 

I wil l see John 

Future Perfect 
(Anterior) 

I wil l have seen John 

te tr ts ts tr=te ts=tr te 

tr=te=ts ts ts te tr tr=te  

Figure 5. English Tense Forms 
 

                                                 

7 Dik, TFG 1, 237. 

8 This diagram is adapted from Goldfajn, Word Order and Time, 48. Goldfajn, 
following Reichenbach’s original diagram (H. Reichenbach, Elements of Symbolic Logic 
[New York: The Macmillan Company, 1947]), however, has Future as ts,tr        te, 
probably because, as Robert I. Binnick, Time and the Verb: A Guide to Tense and Aspect, 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1991), 113-5, points out, Reichenbach had both 
configurations for simple future in his theory. Binnick shows that ts         tr,te is more 
accurate. The semantic functions (Anterior, Past, Non-Past), explained in the Definitions 
section below, are also included in the diagram. 
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This three-fold scheme was first proposed by H. Reichenbach9 to account for the 

differences between sentences such as I saw John and I have seen John. Both denote 

events before ts but they are not identical. The introduction of tr, however, captures their 

essential difference. Reichenbach, however, did not define tr and it has been interpreted in 

different ways.10 Hatav defines it as “the time-unit responsible for the temporal 

interpretation of the clause.”11  

Definitions 

An absolute tense can establish its own tr, either in the past, present, or future, and in 

each case te = tr. Absolute past, therefore, is te = tr < ts or just tr < ts; and absolute non-past 

is te = tr ≥ ts or simply tr ≥ ts. A relative tense on the other hand is dependent upon a tr for 

its temporal interpretation by locating the te either anterior, simultaneous, or posterior to a 

previously established tr. It must also be noted that time adverbials such as today can 

introduce a tr, on which a relative tense can depend.12 Therefore, relative past is te < tr and 

relative non-past is te ≥ tr.13 As Robert I. Binnick summarizes, absolute tense is a matter 

of how tr relates to ts, while relative tense is a matter of how te relates to tr.14 

                                                 

9 Reichenbach, Elements of Symbolic Logic. 

10 Hatav, The Semantics of Aspect and Modality, 3f. 

11 Ibid., 5. Siewierska, Functional Grammar, 117, points out that nowadays one must 
include time intervals in this scheme, but this sophistication has not been incorporated. 

12 D. N. S. Bhat, The Prominence of Tense, Aspect and Mood, 35. 

13 Needless to say, this definition of relative tense and the verbal system presented in 
this thesis, has no relation to the (in)famous “relative tense” theories of Shröder, Gell, 
Lee, etc., discussed in Waltke and O’Connor, IBHS, 460-461; and Leslie McFall, The 
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The semantic labels for these forms are Past and Non-Past for the absolute uses, and 

Ant and Non-Ant for the relative uses.15 Participles are tagged by Prog when used in their 

primary meaning.16 

Meaning, Use, and Implicature 

Comrie argues that verb tenses have meanings and uses. Primary meanings are 

context-independent while uses are interpretations in specific contexts.17 A verb form 

usually has a primary meaning and secondary (or peripheral) uses. The primary meaning 

                                                                                                                                                 
Enigma of the Hebrew Verbal System: Solutions From Ewald to the Present Day 
(Sheffield: The Almond Press, 1982). It is unfortunate the term has such negative 
connotations in Hebrew linguistics due to these scholars. 

14 Binnick, Time and the Verb, 115. Three scholars who have used Reichenbach’s 
theory with Hebrew are Goldfajn, Word Order and Time; Hatav, The Semantics of Aspect 
and Modality; and DeCaen, “On the Placement and Interpretation of the Verb,” in 
particular 203-219. The notable omission of Reichenbach’s theory in Waltke and 
O’Connor, IBHS, explains many of their alleged exceptions to a tense-based verbal 
system.  

15 It should be stressed that an anterior tense is different from a perfect tense in that 
perfect implies there SoA is still current or relevant at the speech time. Qatal is not a 
perfect tense (Hebrew does not have one), it is an anterior tense. 

16 It is generally accepted that the participle has the primary meaning of Progressive. 
Jan Joosten, “The Predicative Participle in Hebrew,” Zeitschrift für Althebraistik 2, no. 2 
(1989): 6, questions this consensus, but his (idiosyncratic) views on the participle are 
correctly refuted by Randall Buth, “Word Order in the Verbless Clause: A Generative-
Functional Approach,” in The Verbless Clause in Hebrew, Linguistic Approaches, 
Linguistic Studies in Ancient West Semitic, vol. 1, ed. Cynthia L. Miller (Winona Lake: 
Eisenbrauns, 1999), 90-94. DeCaen, “On the Placement and Interpretation of the Verb,” 
121-126, is more enthusiastic about Joosten’s proposal, although he also says, 122, 
“Joosten’s implicit theory is … empirically inadequate.” 

17 Endo, The Verbal System of Classical Hebrew, 62, is, therefore, wrong to assert 
that “distinctions [between verbal forms] entirely depend on the context or the inherent 
meaning of the word.” He then contradicts himself in asserting that qatal is past and 
yiqtol is non-past. One cannot have it both ways. 
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is discerned through prototypical uses, rather than through necessary-and-sufficient 

conditions.18 Prototypical uses characterize the most typical member of the set, and 

secondary uses are defined by their degree of similarity to this proto-typical set-member. 

Some of the secondary uses can even be contradictory to the primary meaning (such 

as English past tense used for future events and vice versa), so the presence of unusual 

secondary uses in the model is not a reason to reject it. The way to differentiate these is 

by showing how the primary meanings “develop secondary uses in addition to their basic 

meaning.”19 Uses and meanings must further be differentiated from implicatures, which 

are particular inferences drawn from a verb’s use in particular contexts.20 

Finally, the system of verbs of a language should not be just the compilation of their 

uses, as this lacks any explanatory power. This results in only a collection of tenses, and 

not a system.21 If a model can show the relationship between the tenses as a coherent 

system, it is to be judged superior. 

                                                 

18 Comrie, Tense, 18-19. 

19 Ibid., 21. 

20 Gropp, “The Function of the Finite Verb,” 46, writes “investigators [of Hebrew 
verbs] have failed to distinguish between the paradigmatic or ‘general’ meanings of the 
verb forms and their various contextual meanings (or ‘implicatures’).” DeCaen, “On the 
Placement and Interpretation of the Verb,” 18, 79-81, also emphasizes how critical it is to 
distinguish contextual meaning from the meaning of the form.  

Needless to say, the relationship between meaning, use, and implicature is in fact 
tremendously complex. Binnick, Time and the Verb, 98-109, has extensive discussion of 
the philosophical issues. 

21 Binnick, Time and the Verb, 13. Waltke and O’Connor, IBHS, 352-353, observe 
that regarding Hebrew verbal stems “they have been described … in an atomistic way … 
[scholars] have neglected the very systematic character of the system.” The same could 
be said for many theories of the Hebrew verb conjugations. 
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This brief discussion provides a sufficient framework to consider the four major 

verbs: wayyiqtol, yiqtol, weqatal, and qatal.22 

Wayyiqtol 

There are 136 wayyiqtol forms in 2 Samuel 11-12. They are all uncontroversially 

past (tr < ts) because (1) qatal forms can depend on them to form pluperfect constructions 

(see below); (2) they introduce discrete events that obtain before ts; and (3) the 

relationship tr < ts is sufficient to correctly interpret every example. An example from 2 

Sam 11.22 is illustrative: 

(6) wayyaGGED l¸DAwÏD 'ET Kol-'·Her H¸lAhÙ yÙ'AB. 
And he announced (tr < ts) to David all that Joab had sent (te < tr) him. 
Decl Past nAGaD [V,HAcc] (xw: 3ms)Ag (d KOl / n 1X: {1})GoAff (xa: DAwÏD)Rec 
 1 Ant HAlax [VAcc] (xb: yÙ'AB)Ag (xw: 3ms)Go 

The qatal presents an event prior to the main SoA of “announcing.” The main SoA, 

therefore, must introduce its own tr for the qatal to depend upon. 

                                                 

22 The choice of these four forms is not unproblematic. For instance, DeCaen, “On 
the Placement and Interpretation of the Verb,” 88-130, argues cogently that the basic 
forms are yiqtol, qatal, the participle, and the so-called “short yiqtol,” here labeled as a 
directive. He excludes not only weqatal, but also wayyiqtol. From a functionalist 
perspective, it is difficult to justify the exclusion of these two forms, since they have 
consistently different functions from qatal and yiqtol. To justify his deletion of these 
forms, particularly wayyiqtol, DeCaen, ibid. 72, adopts the “principle of strict 
compositionality,” that allows him to separate the “way-” from the “-yiqtol” It is not clear 
how a Functional Grammar account of the verb system would look if this principle were 
incorporated into it, or even if such a marriage is possible. 
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Qatal 

Non-Main Clauses 

The examination of qatal in 2 Samuel 11-12 can begin by considering non-main 

clauses. As observed in the previous example, qatal in non-main clauses establishes 

te < tr. This is a classic anterior usage, which in non-main clauses is widespread in 

Hebrew. Another example is found in 11.26:23  

(7) waTTiHmav 'EHeT '˚riyyAh KÓ-mET '˚riyyAh 'ÓHAh. 
The wife of Uriah heard (tr < ts) that her husband had died (te < tr). 
Decl Past HAmav [VAch] ('EHeT '˚riyyAh)Pos (X: {1})Go 

 1 Ant m˚T [VAcc] ('˚riyyAh 'ÓHAh)Pro 

Since no other verb form can function in this respect, and since the anterior 

interpretation is uncancelable from the context, anteriority is grammaticized in qatal. 

Main Clauses 

Because wayyiqtol is always sentence initial,24 whenever a past SoA has a fronted 

constituent—for reasons such as negation or to form a question—wayyiqtol cannot be 

used. For example, 2 Sam 11.20 reads: 

                                                 

23 In 2 Samuel 11-12 there are several other examples of anterior qatal: 2 Sam 11.27 
But the deed which David had done (qatal) displeased (wayyiqtol) the Lord; 12.3 The 
poor man had nothing but one little lamb, that he had bought (qatal) …; 12.6 He must 
pay (yiqtol) fourfold because he has done (qatal) this thing; and 12.15 The Lord struck 
(wayyiqtol) the child that Uriah’s wife had born (qatal). Ziony Zevit, The Anterior 
Construction in Classical Hebrew, Society of Biblical Literature Monograph Series, vol. 
50, ed. Terence E. Fretheim (Atlanta, Georgia: Scholars Press, 1998), 15, demonstrates 
that anterior qatal takes its reference time from a previous verb. 

24 There are possibly a handful of exceptions to this, such as Gen 22.4 BayyÙm 
haHH¸lÓHÓ wayyiWWA' (wayyiqtol) 'aBrAhAm 'eT-v nAyw, On the third day Abraham lifted 
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(8) h·lÙ' y¸DavTem 'ET '·Her-yOr˚ mEval haxÙmAh. 
Didn’t you know (tr < ts) that they would shoot (tr ≤ te < ts) from upon the wall? 
Int Past Neg yADav [VSta] (xk: 2ms)Pos (X: {1})GoAff 

 Non-Ant yArAh [V,HAct] (xj: 3cp)Ag (Ø)Go (xi: xÙmAh)Loc-FromUpon 

Like sentence  (7) above, the qatal must introduce a reference time for the non-

anterior yiqtol to depend upon (see below). But wayyiqtol cannot be negated (or 

questioned) and thus it is replaced by qatal. So in this main clause qatal seems 

functionally equivalent to wayyiqtol. The past tense interpretation cannot be canceled.25 

Some other examples, with the fronted constituent highlighted, are as follows: 

(9) a. maDD˚Úv niGGaHTem 'el-hAvÓr l¸hillAxEm. 
 Why did you go to the city to fight?  2 Sam 11.20 
 Int Past nAGaH [V,NAcc*] (xk: 2ms)Ag (xe: vÓr)Dir (Qe)ReasonFoc 

b.   mÓ hiKKAh 'eT-'·BÓmeleK… 
 Who killed Abimelech …?  2 Sam 11.21 
 Int Past nAKAh [V,HAch] (Qx)AgFoc (xl: '·BÓme¥leK…)GoAff 

c.  'AnOKÓ m¸HaxTÓKA l¸meleK val-yiWrA'El we'AnOKÓ hiccalTÓKA ... 
 I anointed you as king over Israel and I delivered you … 2 Sam 12.7 
 Decl Past mAHax [VAcc] (1cs)AgFoc (2ms)Go (me¥leK)Qua (yiWrA'El)Loc-Upon 
 Decl Past nAcal [V,HAcc*] (xn: 1cs)AgFoc (xa: 2ms)Go … 

d.  ni'Ec ni'acTA 'eT-'Oy¸B  yhwh. 
 Certainly you have despised the enemies of Yahweh.  2 Sam 12.14  
 Decl Past f1: nATac [V,PAcc] (xa: 2ms)Ag ('Oy¸B  yhwh)GoAff (Af1)Epist+ 

The clearest evidence of this functional equivalence is in cases like 2 Sam 12.21, 

where the Past operator has scope over two coordinated predications: 

                                                                                                                                                 
his eyes, which seems to have a fronted temporal satellite (σ2) before the wayyiqtol. 
However, it could belong to the previous predicate, or it could have an elided wayhÓ, And 
it was on the third day and Abraham …. 

25 That is, one assumes that this Hebrew sentence is ungrammatical: *Did you not 
know tomorrow that they would shoot from the wall? Determining whether implicatures 
can be canceled in a dead language is always problematic, but all linguistic analyses of 
dead languages are problematic. One must rely on a certain amount of intuition. 
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(10) w¸Ka'·Her mET hayyeleD qamTA waTTO'Kal lAxem. 
And as soon as the boy had died, you arose (tr < ts) and ate (tr < ts) bread. 
Decl X1: Past e: {                           ↓                        }  (X2: {1}: X1 » X2)Temp-Pos 

                       q˚m [VAcc] (xa: 2ms)Ag ∩  
                      'AKal [VAct] (xa: 2ms)Ag (i1x: lexem)Go 

 1 Ant m˚T [VAcc] (xm: ye¥leD)Pro 

The two predicates arise and eat must share the same tense operator, since the scope 

of the temporal satellite is over both predicates. But the qatal takes the place of the 

wayyiqtol since the temporal clause is fronted. 

This analysis, however, leaves two significant problems. Firstly, how does one 

account for main clauses that begin with qatal and secondly, how does one account for 

the fronting of constituents like subject and object that, unlike negators and question 

words, do not have to move to the front? An answer to the second question is proposed in 

Chapter  9 (see p. 203). 

The first problem arises because the Expression Rules that predict the verb form can 

easily select qatal for a Past operator whenever a constituent is fronted, which is clear 

from the presence of question words, negation operators, and other constituents. But for 

fronted qatals, there is no constituent in the semantic structure that will trigger the qatal 

and the rules will incorrectly select wayyiqtol. For example, consider the three fronted 

qatals in 2 Samuel 11-12: 

(11) a. GAB¸r˚ vAl n˚ hA'·nAHÓm. 
 The men overpowered us.  2 Sam 11.23 
 Decl Past GABar val [VAcc] (dpxj: 'ÓH)Ag (xd: 1cp)Go 

b.  xAXA'TÓ layhwh. 
 I have sinned against Yahweh.  2 Sam 12.13 
 Decl Past xAXA' l¸- [VAct] (xa: 1cs)Ag (xn: yhwh)Go 

c.  nilxamTÓ B¸raBBAh. 
 I fought against Rabbah.  2 Sam 12.27 
 Decl Past lAxam B¸- [V,NAct] (xb: 1cs)Ag (xe: raBBAh)Go 
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The problem can be illustrated by the hypothetical equivalent to example (a): 

(12) wayyiGB¸r˚ vAl n˚ hA'·nAHÓm. 
The men overpowered us. 
Decl Past GABar val [VAcc] (dpxj: 'ÓH)Ag (xd: 1cp)Go 

As can be seen, the semantic structure is identical, and the expression rules would 

generate sentence  (12), and never sentence  (11)a. There are two possible solutions, both 

of which allow the expression rules to predict correctly the verb form. 

1. The qatals could be interpreted as anterior. In direct speech, the reference time is 

established as the speech time automatically, so an anterior verb in direct speech is 

interpreted as te < tr, where tr = ts. The use of the anterior tense in direct speech does not 

tell us exactly when the SoA occurred, only that it occurred prior to the time of speaking. 

Comrie explains that this is a common occurrence with anterior tenses for this reason: 

“… since the context always provides the present moment (unless some other feature of 

the context excludes this interpretation), an interpretation is always possible for relative 

tenses whereby they are apparently interpreted absolutely, but this apparent absolute 

interpretation is illusory.”26 This, however, is an inelegant solution, since it means that in 

main clauses qatal functions both as an anterior tense and as a past tense. A solution that 

avoids this problem is to be preferred. 

2. Alternatively, one observes that three examples begin a new speech act. The 

avoidance of wayyiqtol can be understand in this case, not because of any fronted 

                                                 

26 Comrie, Tense, 58. See also Jan Joosten, “The Indicative System of the Hebrew 
Verb and Its Literary Exploitation,” in Narrative Syntax and the Hebrew Bible: Papers of 
the Tilburg Conference 1996, Biblical Interpretation Series, vol. 29, ed. Ellen van Wolde 
(Leiden: Brill, 1997), 60. D. N. S. Bhat, The Prominence of Tense, Aspect and Mood, 16, 
also notes that in direct speech “it is generally assumed that the reference point is the 
utterance time.” 
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constituent, but because of the natural association of the conversive-waw of wayyiqtol 

and the regular conjunctive-waw found on nouns and other parts of speech.27 Because the 

verb morphology has assimilated a conjunction,28 it is natural that users of the language 

would use this form with a conjunctive sense, as it generally does present a situation 

following a previous one.29 This is the reason why most wayyiqtols and weqatals can be 

translated as “and X,” or just “X.” Because the verb forms have fused a conjunction into 

their form, they have a natural connective sense. The qatal has no such connotations, and 

so is preferred where clearly no conjunctive sense is present, as in the beginning of 

speech frames.  

Furthermore, the fronted qatal is the Goal of the previous speech verb and so in one 

sense is fronted. This is clearest when the speech frame is introduced by a 

complementizer, as in 2 Sam 11.23: 

(13) wayyO'mer hammal'EK … KÓ GAB¸r˚ vAl n˚ hA'·nAHÓm wayyEc'˚ … 
And the messenger said …, “The men overpowered us. And they came out … 

                                                 

27 This strong association means that both waws are never found together, as in 
*wewayyiqtol. This probably suggests that the waw on wayyiqtol and weqatal regularly 
functions as a conjunction, but it is not a discrete constituent in itself. So the verb forms 
mean “and X” even though the “and” part has no surface realization apart from the verb 
morphology. (See Henry Churchyard, “Topics in Tiberian Hebrew Phonology and 
Prosodics,” [Ph.D. diss., University of Texas, 1999], 731, for recent discussion).  

28 Niccacci, “Basic Facts and Theory,” 186 fn. 53, writes, “wayyiqtol is not a 
combination of waw and yiqtol and weqatal is not a combination of waw and qatal but 
[they are] autonomous verb forms, the waw being an integral part of them.” 

29 This is confirmed also by the prevalence of conjunctive-waw between sentences. 
In one sense whatever the way- on wayyiqtol is, there is a problem. If it is a conjunction, 
then there would seem to be too many conjunctions in Hebrew, but if it is not a 
conjunction, there would seem to be too few. Its precise function is difficult, therefore, to 
ascertain. 
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The presence of KÓ (more often, lE'mOr) disallows the wayyiqtol.30  

Therefore, the second interpretation is adopted. This means that in main clauses 

wayyiqtol and qatal share the same primary meaning of past, but that in non-main clauses 

qatal has the primary meaning of anterior.31 

The final issue, therefore, is the primary meaning of qatal. Is it anterior in non-main 

clauses, with a secondary use as past in main clauses, or vice versa? The evidence 

suggests that the anterior is qatal’s primary meaning, and the past use in secondary 

clauses is secondary for three reasons. First, the past use noted above is motivated by the 

need to substitute for wayyiqtol. When it is not needed, wayyiqtol is used. Second, it is 

the only anterior verb, thus making anteriority its unique semantic function. Third, 

Comrie argues that when one encounters a single verb form with apparently both relative 

and absolute interpretations, “given that the apparent absolute time reference can often be 

subsumed as a special case of relative time reference, the strategy would be to assume 

that the basic meaning of the form in question, indeed perhaps the only meaning of the 

form, is relative time reference, with the absolute time reference just a contextually 

dependent interpretation thereof.”32 

                                                 

30 Neither KÓ nor lE'mOr is ever followed by wayyiqtol or weqatal in Hebrew. 

31 Naturally, this solution will not work for initial qatals that are not Goals of speech 
acts. This phenomenon does not seem very common. There is at least one example in 
Genesis to 2 Kings, Gen 44.5. It confirms that qatal is past in main clauses since it is 
followed by an anterior subordinate qatal (as is Gen 21.1). However, the solution 
presented herein, at its current level of sophistication, would incorrectly predict 
wayyiqtol instead of the qatal. 

32 Comrie, Tense, 64. 
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Weqatal 

Regarding the seventeen weqatal forms in 2 Samuel 11-12, it is observed that their 

interpretation changes depending on the tr of the clause they are in. In every case, if they 

are taken as non-anterior (tr ≤ te), they can be interpreted correctly: 

For example, when tr < ts (Past) one reads in 2 Sam 12.16 and 12.31: 

(14) a. wayyAcom DAwÏD cÙm ˚BA' w¸lAn w¸HAKaB 'ArcAh. 
 And David fasted (tr < ts) a fast and would go (tr ≤ te < ts) and spend  
 the night (tr ≤ te < ts) and lie down (tr ≤ te < ts) on the ground. 

b.  wayyAHem Bamm¸GErAh … w¸hevÈBÓr 'ÙTAm BammalBEn. 
 And he set  (tr < ts) (them to work) with saws … and he would send 
 (tr ≤ te < ts) them to the brickworks. 

When tr = ts (Non-Past) one reads in 2 Sam 12.11 and 12.22:  

(15) a. hinnÓ mEqÓm vAl KA rAvAh … w¸lAqaxTÓ 'eT-nAH KA …  
 w¸nATaTÓ l¸rEv KA w¸HAK`aB vim=-nAH KA … 
 Look I am raising (tr = ts)33 trouble upon you … and I will take (ts = tr ≤ te)  
 your wives … and I will give (ts = tr ≤ te) them to your neighbor … and he  
 will sleep (ts = tr ≤ te) with your wives … 

b.  mÓ yÙDEÚv w¸xannanÓ34 yhwh w¸xay hayyAµleD. 
 Who knows? (tr = ts) [And] Yahweh will be gracious (ts = tr ≤ te) and the  
 child will live (ts = tr ≤ te). 

In non-past settings, when tr > ts, one reads in 2 Sam 11.15 and 12.18:35
 

                                                 

33 Actually, the participles in both examples are not tensed, so strictly speaking the 
tr = ts is explained because these are speech acts. The point is that the weqatals are 
posterior to tr. 

34 Reading Qere. 

35 There are three non-anterior weqatals in 2 Sam 11.20-21, but they are embedded in 
complex conditional sentences that are cumbersome to represent. 
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(16) a. hAB˚ 'eT-'˚riyyAh 'el-m˚l P¸n  hammilxAmAh hax·zAqAh w¸HaBTem  
 mE'ax·rAyw w¸niKKAh wAmET. 
 Place (tr > ts)36 Uriah towards the front of the fiercest (part of the) battle 
 and withdraw (ts < tr ≤ te) behind him and he will be struck (ts < tr ≤ te) and  
 die (ts < tr ≤ te). 

b.  w¸' K nO'mar 'elAyw mET hayyeleD w¸vAsAh rAvAh. 
 How can we tell (tr > ts) him that the child is dead? Then he will commit 
 (ts < tr ≤ te) an evil. 

c.  Pen-'elKOD 'AnÓ 'eT-hAvÓr w¸niqrA' H¸mÓ val hA. 
 Otherwise I will take (tr > ts) it and my name will be called (ts < tr ≤ te) 
 upon it. 

It would appear then that weqatal is non-anterior. To test this over Genesis to 

2 Kings, the best place to observe its behavior is to see whether the weqatal or a previous 

verb establishes a tr when followed by a subordinate qatal. There are at least 43 cases of 

weqatal … '·Her qatal in this section of text, and in every case the qatal does not depend 

on weqatal but on the previously established tr.37 This is strong evidence that weqatal is a 

relative tense, incapable of introducing a reference time. Two such examples are found in 

Gen 26.3 and Lev 26.45 (Not only is the translation given, but also a hypothetical 

translation if weqatal introduced a tr):38 

                                                 

36 All directives in Hebrew are naturally non-past with respect to their speech frame. 
In this sense, they are relative, but they clearly introduce a tr as well. 

37 The examples are: Gen 26.3, 27.45, 47.22; Exo 29.33, 31.6; Lev 4.3, 14, 5.7, 11, 
23, 14.41, 19.22, 26.45; Num 5.7 (x2), 6.11, 14.15, 24, 31, 40, 30.8; Deu 1.41, 3.20, 8.1, 
22.25, 24.5, 29.24, 31.16, 29; Jos 1.15, 2.20, 4.7, 24.20; 1 Sam 20.19; 2 Sam 14.7; 1 Kgs 
2.31, 6.12, 8.34, 36, 48, 50, 9.9; 2 Kgs 19.4, 28. 

38 The notation can sometimes be confusing. The crucial point is that in all four 
sentences the qatal is anterior and so te < tr. In the non-anterior sentences (without the 
asterisks) the weqatal does not introduce a non-past tr, so tr = ts. In the non-past versions 
(with the asterisks) the weqatal hypothetically introduces a non-past tr, so ts ≤ tr. It is 
these two different positions of tr (relative to ts) that trigger the two different 
interpretations of the anterior qatal. 
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(17) a. wah·qÏmOTÓ 'eT-haHH¸B˘vAh '·Her niHBavTÓ l¸'aBrAhAm. 
 And I will fulfill (ts = tr ≤ te) the oath that I swore (te < tr = ts) to Abraham. 
 *And I will fulfill (ts ≤ tr = te) the oath that I will have sworn (ts < te < tr) to  
 Abraham. 

b.  w¸zAKarTÓ lAhem B¸rÓT … '·Her hÙcE'TÓ-'OTAm mE'erec micrayim. 
 And I will remember (ts = tr ≤ te) for them the covenant … whom I brought  
 out (te < tr = ts) of Egypt. 
 *And I will remember (ts ≤ tr = te) for them the covenant … whom I will  
 have brought out (ts < te < tr) of Egypt. 

Therefore, it is concluded that weqatal is a non-anterior tense. Like wayyiqtol, 

weqatal has a strong tendency to be understood sequentially, but this is only by 

implicature.39 

Yiqtol 

The yiqtol is clearly a non-past tense. The question is whether it has a primary 

meaning of non-past, thereby introducing both present and future situations,40 or non-

anterior, introducing situations simultaneous or posterior to a previous SoA. Its behavior 

is similar to qatal, in that in non-main clauses it appears to have a relative usage. In main 

clauses the situation is more complex. Let us consider these clause types in turn. 

Non-Main Clauses 

The only example of a non-main yiqtol is in 2 Sam 11.20: 

                                                 

39 Waltke and O’Connor, IBHS, 533, provide several examples of non-sequential 
weqatal forms.  

40 As noted by many, the jussive and the yiqtol forms are identical in many verbs, 
and the basic way to distinguish them is that yiqtol avoids first position. Some, however, 
mistakenly include this as part of the “definition” of yiqtol, but constituent order 
constraints have nothing to do with the meaning of a verb form. The other yiqtols in 
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(18) h·lÙ' y¸DavTem 'ET '·Her-yOr˚ mEval haxÙmAh. 
Didn’t know (tr < ts) that they would shoot (tr ≤ te < ts) from upon the wall? 
Int Past Neg yADav [VSta] (xk: 2ms)Pos (X: {1})GoAff 

 Non-Ant yArAh [V,HAct] (xj: 3cp)Ag (Ø)Go (xi: xÙmAh)Loc-FromUpon 

The temporal configuration of the yiqtol, tr ≤ te < ts, is non-anterior, since it places 

the event te posterior to the time of “knowing,” tr, established by the qatal verb. This 

event, nevertheless, is prior to the speech time ts. In other words, the yiqtol is introducing 

a te ≥ tr SoA, the definition of non-anterior. And although this is the only clear example in 

2 Samuel 11-12, there are hundreds of non-main yiqtols that have a te ≥ tr temporal 

orientation.41  

Main Clauses 

Like weqatal, the behavior of yiqtol in main clauses appears sensitive to tr. Let us 

consider the use of yiqtol, therefore, in past and non-past settings. In past settings it 

occurs in 2 Sam 12.3, 8, and 31: 

(19) a. waTTiGDal … miPPiTTÙ TO'Kal ˚miKKOsÙ TiHTeh ˚B¸x qÙ TiHKAB. 
 And it grew up (tr < ts)… From his bowl it would eat (te ≥ tr) and from his  
 cup it would drink (te ≥ tr) and on his breast it would lie down (te ≥ tr). 

b.  wA'eTnAh … w¸'im=-m¸vaX w¸'OsÏPAh l¸KA KAhEnnAh w¸KAhEnnAh. 
 And I gave (tr < ts) …And if (that was too) little, then I would have added  
 (te ≥ tr) to you more and more. 

c.  wayyaHem ... w¸KEn yav·Weh l¸KOl vAr  B¸n -vammÙn. 
 And he set (tr < ts)… and thus he would do (te ≥ tr) to all the cities of the  
 Ammonites. 

                                                                                                                                                 
2 Samuel 11-12 are found in 11.11 (x2), 12, 20 (x2), 25 (x3); 12.3 (x3), 6, 8, 10, 12, 13, 
14, 18, 23 (x2), 28, 31. 

41 There are 833 yiqtols immediately following '·Her (BW 5.0) and a cursory 
examination of them confirms that the majority are non-anterior. 
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These uses confirm what is observed in Hebrew, that yiqtol in past settings often has 

a habitual or frequentative meaning. Since this is cancelable42 and often implied by other 

non-verbal constituents (such as year by year) it is probably not the primary meaning of 

yiqtol. Furthermore, none of these uses can be absolute non-past, otherwise they would 

mean, respectively, “it will eat,” “I will add,” “thus he will do,” and so on. In other 

words, they do not establish a non-past tr, but they present events as either simultaneous 

as in  (19)a, or posterior as in  (19)b and  (19)c. In this respect, yiqtol is functioning like 

weqatal; as a non-anterior verb. 

In non-past settings (tr ≥ ts), there are examples in 2 Sam 11.11, 12, and 25:43 

(20) a. wa'·nÓ 'ABÙ' 'el-B TÓ … 'im-'evÈWeh 'eT-haDDABAr hazzeh. 
 And shall I go (tr ≥ ts) to my house? … I will not do (tr ≥ ts) this thing. 

b.  wayyO'mer DAwÏD … HEB BAzeh … ˚mAxAr '·Hall¸xeKKA  
 And David said …, “Remain here … and tomorrow I will send (tr ≥ ts) 
 you.”  

c.  KÓ KAzOh w¸KAzeh TO'Kal hexAreB. 
 For one as well as another the sword devours (tr ≥ ts).44 

                                                 

42 For example, the verbs in sentence  (19)a can be translated meaningfully as “it ate, 
“it drank,” and “it lay down”; so the habitual reading is a cancelable implicature. The 
point is not that this is a highly unlikely interpretation, but that this interpretation is 
possible. The English habitual past tense construction, in contrast, is an example of an 
uncancelable (and so grammaticized) Habitual, since, From his bowl it used to eat, is 
grammatical, but, crucially, *From his bowl it used to eat a single time is not. 

43 Two further examples of prototypical yiqtol in 2 Samuel 11-12 are 12.14 The son 
born to you will die and 12.28 I myself will capture the city. 

44 In proverbial material, as in this example, the situation is presented as holding true 
for all time, and both qatal and yiqtol occur in this sort of predicate. The yiqtol is 
understandable in this context, since non-past includes the present, and from this 
perspective, a proverb is conceptualized as an eternal present. That is, at all times, it is 
presently true that the sword devours. (Non-past qatal is discussed below.) 
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d.  w¸'eT-haKKiBWAh y¸HallEm 'arBavTAyim. 
 He will pay (tr ≥ ts) (for) the lamb fourfold. 

It would appear then that in non-past settings, yiqtol has an absolute non-past 

meaning. Furthermore, consider these two examples, from 2 Sam 12.6 and 12.12: 

(21) a. 'aTTAh vAWÓTA BassATer wa'·nÓ 'evÈWeh 'eT-haDDABAr hazzeh … 
 You did (tr < ts) this in secret but I will do (tr ≥ ts) this thing … 

b.  Gam=-yhwh hevÈBÓr haXX'T¸KA lO' TAm˚T. 
 Also, Yahweh has put away (tr < ts) your sin, you will not die (tr ≥ ts). 

In these two examples the yiqtol necessarily is introducing a tr otherwise they would 

depend on the qatal form and mean, “I would have done,” and “you would not have 

died,” which are clearly impossible. But these two yiqtols follow past verb forms. That is, 

how does one account for the difference between 2 Sam 12.3 and 12.6: 

(22) a. waTTiGDal … miPPiTTÙ TO'Kal … 
 And it grew up (tr < ts) … From his bowl it would eat (te ≥ tr) … 

b.  'aTTAh vAWÓTA BassATer wa'·nÓ 'evÈWeh 'eT-haDDABAr hazzeh … 
 You did (tr < ts) this in secret but I will do (tr ≥ ts) this thing … 

In both cases yiqtol follows a past tense verb, but in the first example it is an 

absolute tense and in the second a relative tense. Which is primary and which is 

secondary? It is most probable that the primary meaning is absolute non-past and that, in 

fact, the non-anterior uses of yiqtol are secondary contextually triggered uses. In each 

case of a non-anterior yiqtol, there is a contextual trigger for the usage. Consider the three 

examples above. In  (19)a the text is a parable narrated by Nathan. One cannot include a tr 

> ts SoA (future) when narrating a past-time story, except in direct speech embedded in 

the story, which is not the case here. In  (19)b the context is a hypothetical conditional 

statement. It begins with “If this was not enough, then … .” One expects the yiqtol, 

therefore, to lose its absolute tense function and simply be non-anterior. Finally,  (19)c is 
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also a narration, and the yiqtol is preceded by the anaphoric (that is, backward looking) 

KEn. This triggers the switch from absolute to relative. 

How then does one account for the habitual / frequentative implicature in these 

settings? Comrie notes, “... in many languages, the present tense is also used with 

habitual aspect meaning.”45 That is, the non-pastness of yiqtol, once it loses its absolute 

meaning, allows for a habitual interpretation by implication. 

Furthermore, why then are there two non-anterior tenses, weqatal and yiqtol, and is 

there a connection between this pair and the functional duplication of past wayyiqtol and 

past qatal? Naturally there is. Weqatal suffers the same problem that wayyiqtol does: it 

cannot be fronted. So in  (19)a above it is seen that there are two options for the Hebrew: 

(23) a. waTTiGDal … miPPiTTÙ TO'Kal … 
 And it grew up (tr < ts) … From his bowl it would eat (te ≥ tr) … 
 Decl Non-Ant 'AKal [VAct] (xr: 3fs)Ag (Ø)Go (PaT: {xq: 3ms}Ass)SoFoc  

b.  waTTiGDal … we'AK¸lAh miPPiTTÙ  
 And it grew up (tr < ts) … From his bowl it would eat (te ≥ tr) … 
 Decl Non-Ant 'AKal [VAct] (xr: 3fs)Ag (Ø)Go (PaT: {xq: 3ms}Ass)So  

In other words, a non-anterior operator surfaces by default as weqatal unless fronted 

by another constituent, in this case a source satellite with focus. 

Regarding yiqtol, therefore, there is the same dilemma that was found with the qatal. 

Is the primary meaning its non-past use in main clauses or its non-anterior use in non-

main and non-verb-fronted main clauses? As argued above, the non-anterior use in main 

clauses is contextually conditioned; therefore, this must be a secondary use. Like qatal 

                                                 

45 Comrie, Tense, 39. D. N. S. Bhat, The Prominence of Tense, Aspect and Mood, 17-
22, shows how habituality is an implicature of non-past and non-anterior verbs. It would 
be interesting to study whether absolute non-past yiqtols ever have in and of themselves a 
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substituting for wayyiqtol, yiqtol is only substituting in main clauses for weqatal. 

Furthermore, only the yiqtol is non-past (tr > ts); underlining its unique semantic 

function.46
 

It is concluded, therefore—tentatively, because it is clearly the most difficult verb to 

describe—that yiqtol is a non-past verb, that in non-main clauses and under certain 

conditions in past time settings it has a secondary use as non-anterior. 

 Summary 

It is now possible to summarize the primary meanings, secondary uses, and 

implicatures of the four major verbs in 2 Samuel 11-12. This is not a complete system of 

the Hebrew verb, but both the table itself and the way its values were derived are 

hopefully a (substantial) contribution toward an unraveling of the Gordian knot of the 

Hebrew verb:47 

                                                                                                                                                 
habitual / frequentative meaning, as in He will regularly do X. If they do not, then 
perhaps this reinforces this analysis. 

46 It was noted in discussing qatal that Comrie suggests that a verb functioning both 
as a relative and absolute tense should be considered as a relative tense. However, this 
criterion is probably more accurate with past relatives than with non-past relatives. 
Furthermore, just as qatal is the only anterior tense, so yiqtol is the only non-past tense, 
so, considering also the reasons stated, it is better to understand the relative uses of yiqtol 
as secondary. 

47 There are many scholars who agree to different parts of this table: Endo, The 
Verbal System of Classical Hebrew, 62, 298-318, agrees that qatal / yiqtol is a primary 
past / non-past distinction, and that both are used as relative tenses (using different 
terminology). Joshua Blau, A Grammar of Hebrew (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 
1976), 46, states that wayyiqtol and qatal are past, and yiqtol and weqatal are non-past. 
An early (post-Reformation) grammarian to posit a basic past / non-past distinction is 
Spinoza (1677), as noted by Alan S. Kaye, “Spinoza as Linguist,” Hebrew Annual 
Review 4 (1980): 119. Gropp, “The Function of the Finite Verb,” 45-62, suggests that the 
anterior / non-anterior distinction is grammaticized in the qatal / yiqtol distinction and in 
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Table 8. The Verbal System of 2 Samuel 11-12 

 

Discussion 

Although a sufficient set of semantic labels within a Functional Grammar framework 

has been described to label all the verbs of 2 Samuel 11-12, it would be of interest to 

discuss the above summary in the light of general linguistics and other studies of the 

                                                                                                                                                 
the wayyiqtol / weqatal distinction. To create absolute tenses Gropp suggests that 
sequentiality + anteriority = absolute past. However, this is not a known linguistic 
phenomenon, and no such “semantic rule” is needed if wayyiqtol is simply an absolute 
tense. It seems strange that wayyiqtol is really anterior and just happens to be always past 
because of a rule that combines a discourse feature with a tense operator. Zevit, The 
Anterior Construction in Classical Hebrew, 15, demonstrates the anteriority of qatal. J. 
K. Kuryłowicz, “Verbal Aspect in Semitic,” Orientalia 42 (1973): 114-20, has a similar 
verb system to the one presented. However, he views perfective and imperfective as 
secondary (and “tertiary”) functions.  

One should also mention the recent monograph (1998) by Tal Goldfajn, Word Order 
and Time in Biblical Hebrew Narrative, passim, who argues that Tense is grammaticized 
in Hebrew, and similarly, another recent (1995) theoretically rigorous discussion of the 
Hebrew verbal system by DeCaen, “On the Placement and Interpretation of the Verb.” 
He writes, 195, (using SUFF for qatal and PRE1 for yiqtol), “If we isolate dialogue, we 
find the consistent interpretation of matrix SUFF as relative past and matrix PRE1 as 
relative nonpast.” Commenting on previous research into the Hebrew verb he concludes, 
198, “The point … is that either we simply do not understand how grammatical aspect 
works [in any language] or that Hebrew does not encode inflectionally the Imperfective-
perfective distinction.” 

See Waltke and O’Connor, IBHS, 455-478 for a historical overview on the Hebrew 
verb, as well as Leslie McFall, The Enigma of the Hebrew Verbal System. Note, however, 
the criticism of both these works in DeCaen, “Ewald and Driver on Biblical Hebrew 
‘Aspect’,” passim. 

Verb Primary Meaning Secondary Use Implicatures 
yiqtol Non-Past Non-Anterior Timeless, Quantificational 
wayyiqtol Past  Sequential 
qatal Anterior  Past  
weqatal Non-Anterior  Sequential, Quantificational 
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Hebrew verb. It is also pertinent to consider briefly well-documented exceptions and 

omissions in this summary.  

The discussion is arranged under several headings. “Aspectual Theory” is used as a 

generic term for any theory that claims the Hebrew grammaticizes perfectivity. 

Comparison with the Aspectual Theory 

As noted above, a theory that can show how the verbs work together as a system is 

superior to one that is simply a collection of uses. Accordingly, if the above table is 

rearranged, with the implicatures omitted, one notes the following configuration: 

 

Table 9. The Reorganized Verbal System of 2 Samuel 11-12 

 

 

As can be seen, there is a semantic affinity vertically between qatal and weqatal, in 

that both are relative tenses. Similarly, wayyiqtol and yiqtol are both absolute tenses. 

Horizontally, there is a semantic affinity between qatal and wayyiqtol as both are past 

tense forms. Likewise, yiqtol and weqatal are non-past forms. Moreover, a single 

function can be ascribed to conversive-waw: it switches the verb from past to non-past 

  Relative  Absolute 
 Past qatal  wayyiqtol 
     
     
     
 Non-Past weqatal  yiqtol 

secondary 
usesconversive 

waw 
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and vice versa.48 Finally, the secondary uses of yiqtol and qatal are seen to substitute for 

their functional temporal equivalents when weqatal and wayyiqtol are blocked from 

surfacing. In other words, this table represents a coherent and elegant functional system 

of these four Hebrew verb forms. 

On the other hand, the Aspectual Theory struggles to say much of significance about 

the vertical semantic affinities just mentioned, because the conversive waw is seen as 

reversing the aspect and by implicature many of the tense uses. As Waltke and O’Connor 

admit,  

Does it not seem strange that the supposed switch of viewpoint from non-
perfective to perfective occurs only with the relative-waw construction and that 
even the smallest insertion separating the waw from the verb effects a switch such 
that the action is no longer looked at from without as complete but from within as 
incomplete?49 

The Aspectual Theory also has a significant problem accounting for the anterior uses 

of qatal form if tense is not grammaticized, because anterior tenses relate events to a 

                                                 

48 Diachronically of course, this is “unlikely.” From a synchronic functional 
perspective, however, this is how the system appears to be working. Most languages 
users have little, if any, knowledge of the historical reasons as to why their language 
functions the way it does. This is the perspective this thesis is trying to capture. It is 
observed that in certain forms, the ‘yiqtol’ of wayyiqtol differs from the ‘yiqtol’ of yiqtol, 
but, again, from a hard-nosed synchronic perspective this does not falsify the system. For 
example, the yiqtol of q˚m is yAq˚m and the wayyiqtol is wayyAqom. But as long as a 
user knows, regardless of morphological differences, that these are yiqtol and wayyiqtol 
respectively, then they can use them in accord with how they understand the verb system 
to work. 

Despite this disregard for diachrony, one can note that Churchyard, “Topics in 
Tiberian Hebrew Phonology and Prosodics,” 730-733, demonstrates how weqatal 
probably developed by analogy from wayyiqtol’s relationship to yiqtol, confirming the 
hypothesis that the waw is in fact switching the tense and / or aspect. See also Mark S. 
Smith, The Origins and Development of the waw-Consecutive, Harvard Semitic Studies, 
vol. 39, ed. Frank Moore Cross (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1991), 8. 
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reference time, and it is clear that in Hebrew the tr is usually established by wayyiqtol or 

yiqtol, on which qatal (and weqatal) can temporally depend on.50 Waltke and O’Connor 

suggest that anteriority is a contextual use derived from qatal’s perfectivity, but fail to 

account for this—on their view, how does a situation viewed as a complete whole imply a 

situation temporally positioned prior to a reference time previously established?51 

Finally, the forms of the verb hAyAh, “to be,” behave in accordance with their 

primary meanings, as seen when they surface in non-verbal clauses to provide a tense 

operator (see p. 74). Furthermore, wayhÓ can introduce temporal frames within which 

other (normally wayyiqtol) SoAs can occur and because sequentiality is not part of the 

prototypical meaning of wayyiqtol, wayhÓ can begin narratives. In the Aspectual Theory, 

however,  hAyAh is often treated as an “exception.”52 

Cross-Linguistic Comparison 

Much work has been done on the behavior of verb tenses across languages. For 

example, the behavior of qatal in Hebrew corresponds well with known cross-linguistic 

generalizations with anterior tenses: (1) anterior tenses with stative verbs often have 

                                                                                                                                                 

49 Waltke and O’Connor, IHBS, 524. 

50 D. N. S. Bhat, The Prominence of Tense, Aspect and Mood, 171-172, shows that in 
languages with grammaticized aspect often anteriority is expressed by perfective + 
imperfective sequences. This does not occur in Hebrew. 

51 Waltke and O’Connor, IBHS, 484-487. 

52 A clear example of this is in Graham S. Ogden, “Time, and the Verb hyh in O.T. 
Prose,” Vetus Testamentum XXI, no. 4 (1971): 451-69, who states that wayyiqtol has 
grammaticized aspect, except for the verb hAyAh, which has grammaticized tense. 
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present tense interpretations;53 (2) anterior tenses (surprisingly) “are almost universally 

used to mark … counter-fact clauses”;54 and (3) anterior tenses (distributionally) 

dominate relative clauses, adverbial clauses, and verbal complements.55 

Diachronic Comparison 

Although this is a synchronic study of the language, having made some observations 

about the verbs, one can ask whether these observations cohere with diachronic 

considerations. The following brief observations suggest that this is the case. 

In Mishnaic Hebrew, wayyiqtol is replaced by qatal and yiqtol replaces weqatal with 

a more strictly future meaning, leaving a lacuna for present and immediate future to be 

filled by the participle.56 The pathway for this development is clearly available in the 

light of this theory, since the secondary uses of qatal and yiqtol are equivalent to 

wayyiqtol and weqatal respectively.  

Cross-linguistically, over time, anteriors evolve into either pasts or perfectives, but a 

past never evolves into an anterior, again in accord with the data.57 If an anterior does 

become a past, as qatal does, it is almost certain that when it was an anterior, a past 

imperfective will not exist, thereby confirming the theory that imperfectivity is not 

                                                 

53 Bybee, Perkins, and Pagliuca, The Evolution of Grammar, 74-78, passim. 

54 Givón, Functionalism and Grammar, 161.  

55 Ibid., 155. In Hebrew he claims qatal appears in 81.9% of verbal complements, 
48.8% of relative clauses, and 37.5% of adverbial clauses; a fact he finds “striking.” 

56 M. H. Segal, A Grammar of Mishnaic Hebrew (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1927), 
72-73. 

57 Bybee, Perkins, and Pagliuca, The Evolution of Grammar, 79. 
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grammaticized in Hebrew.58 Finally, the possible pathway of evolution from anterior 

qatal to non-anterior weqatal in conditional clauses (that is, with a subjunctive use) 

accords with the observed (grammaticization) process: anterior > counter-factual > past 

subjunctive > non-past subjunctive.59 

Modal Uses 

There are only a few possible modal uses of yiqtol and weqatal in 2 Samuel 11-12, 

suggesting that both forms are sometimes used with a modal implicature because the non-

past is inherently less ontologically “secure” than the past. Joosten’s argument that yiqtol 

is modal is not an argument, just an observation about the way non-past verbs work in 

most language: “yiqtol usually expresses that an action will happen in the future, that it 

may, should or could happen: these are modal uses.”60  

The reason for the confusion arises because of the deep interconnectedness between 

tense and mood. John Lyons writes, “In fact, it is often difficult to draw a sharp 

distinction, from a semantic or pragmatic point of view, between tense and mood.”61 

What is needed is evidence of the grammaticization of modality, not just modal uses of 

                                                 

58 Ibid., 85, 91f. 

59 Givón, Functionalism and Grammar, 164. He claims this is what occurs in 
Hebrew. 

60 Joosten, “The Indicative System of the Hebrew Verb,” 58. 

61 John Lyons, Linguistic Semantics: An Introduction (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1995), 332. 
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yiqtol.62 The argument against such grammaticization is that yiqtol is clearly non-modal 

in many main clauses.63 It is unproblematic, therefore, to justify modal implicature from 

non-modal yiqtol uses, but difficult to justify the dozens of clearly non-modal yiqtols as 

implicature from a grammaticized modal form.64 

Further Issues 

A system of the four major verbs for 2 Samuel 11-12 has been presented, but the 

clear inference running through the above discussion is that it is quite probably applicable 

for classical Biblical Hebrew narrative. It would be counterintuitive, in fact, if this was 

not the case, as one should expect verbal systems to work coherently in all representative 

texts. Nevertheless, there are two phenomena that potentially derail the entire system: 

                                                 

62 Joosten, “The Indicative System of the Hebrew Verb,” 58, for instance, uses the 
example of Gen 37.15, What are you looking for? to show that this could receive a modal 
interpretation, What might you be looking for? Nevertheless, just because some non-past 
sentences can be interpreted this way, this does not establish grammaticization. As 
Winther-Nielsen, A Functional Discourse Grammar of Joshua, 49, observes, “modal is 
not ceded uniformly in Hebrew.” 

63 Their presence in conditional clauses cannot be determinative, since the 
conditional clause structure itself contributes modal semantic content, thereby masking 
any contribution the verb may be making. It is only when a verb form exclusively occurs 
in conditional or subjunctive clauses that a case can be made along this line of reasoning 
for grammaticized modality. 

64 Joosten’s states that his is a “synchronic approach” (“The Indicative System of the 
Hebrew Verb,” 57) and yet of non-modal uses of yiqtol he (diachronically!) writes, “In 
my opinion, these cases are the vanishing traces of an historically earlier use of the prefix 
conjugation.” In a synchronic approach, one cannot appeal to diachrony to explain 
exceptions. 
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non-past qatals and past yiqtols.65 It is appropriate, therefore, to sketch very briefly a 

possible solution to these problems.66 

Before considering these, however, one must note both an observation and a 

theoretical assertion from Binnick. The observation he makes is that, “Even after twenty-

five hundred years of investigation by students of meaning, grammar, logic, and 

philosophy, tense is very poorly understood.”67 He notes, furthermore, that it is still the 

case (in 1991 at least) that there is still no satisfactory account for the English tense 

                                                 

65 A third possible problem is anterior wayyiqtol (i.e. pluperfect wayyiqtol). This is 
“controversial” according to Waltke and O’Connor, IBHS, 552. It may be a rare 
secondary use. Every alleged non-past use of wayyiqtol they note (pp. 555-7, examples 
10-19, 28-32) is in poetry, where verbal systems normally behave rather erratically. See 
also Zevit, The Anterior Construction in Classical Hebrew, 85-87. 

66 The argument of Waltke and O’Connor, IBHS, passim, against grammaticized 
tense relies heavily on the fact that these four verbs can each refer to past, present, and 
future. The issue, however, is not the time of the event te, but the three-way relationship 
between tr, te, and ts. Furthermore, they claim, 348: “The deictic time reference of 
Hebrew verb forms is determined largely by syntax, though it is time reference that 
dictates whether [yiqtol] signifies Imperfective aspect (as with past or present tense) or 
not (as with future time)” (emphasis added). This statement raises two questions. Firstly, 
what is meant by “syntax”? What syntactical feature of the language is establishing 
reference time if it is not the verb? So-called “tenseless” languages establish reference 
time through adverbials, but Hebrew does not do this. If by “syntax” they actually mean 
“context” then they would be saying that the verb forms have no context-independent 
(tense) meaning, a theoretical position rejected by Comrie, whose work, Aspect, underlies 
their entire presentation (as noted also by DeCaen, “Ewald and Driver on Biblical 
Hebrew ‘Aspect’,” 148). Secondly, and more importantly, if time reference “dictates” the 
verbal aspect, is this not saying that perfectivity is an implicature from grammaticized 
tense? Also, the natural imperfective implicature for tense is present and future, not past 
and present. Why would a form that is inherently imperfective be perfective in future 
uses? In fact, they note, 458, fn. 16, that “This does not mean … that the verbs do not 
convey information about time.” So they seem to state that verbs carry time-information 
that determines the aspectual use in context, which sounds like proto-typical 
grammaticized tense, with aspectual implicatures.  

67 Binnick, Time and the Verb, 3. 
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system.68 The theoretical statement is quite simply that “tenses often show values unlike 

their ‘normal’ ones in certain contexts, especially when within the scope of another 

tense.”69 For example, in English past is used for future and vice versa under certain 

conditions. 

In other words, neither a system that does not account for 100% of the data nor one 

that has exceptions is a priori invalid. Languages are as complex as humans are, and 

reducing either to a totally predictable set of rules is simply not possible.  

These comments are particularly significant when one considers that the two 

exceptions below are relatively uncommon. 

Non-Past Qatal 

It is first observed that future perfect qatals, such as When we arrive (tr > ts) he will 

have already set up (te < tr) the tent, are still anterior by definition since te < tr. The 

concern is rather with cases where tr ≥ ts. 

It was noted that, cross-linguistically, anterior tenses with stative verbs often have 

present uses (tr = ts). Since the anterior qatal only asserts that the SoA occurs before the 

reference time, with a stative verb, this strongly implies that the state is current at the 

moment of speaking. As Joosten writes, the Hebrew yADavTÓ, “I know,” in qatal “does not 

mean ‘I have known (but I have now forgotten),’ but ‘I have come to knowledge, I 

                                                 

68 Ibid., 3. 

69 Ibid., 455. 
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know.’”70 That is, in main clauses when qatal has its secondary use of a past tense, it 

seems to carry with it some of its semantic anteriority that allows it to be used for present 

uses with stative verbs. Ironically, therefore, present tense uses of qatal may confirm in 

part the anteriority of qatal. Similarly, many have noted the semantic similarity between 

performatives and stative verbs. It is not surprising, therefore, to find present uses of qatal 

with performatives.71 Like non-anterior uses of yiqtol, these uses are contextually 

triggered. 

This leaves only future uses (tr > ts) of qatal as problematic. Waltke and O’Connor 

suggest what is probably occurring when they write, “Temporal indicators mark the 

future time in which the temporal situation occurs.”72 In other words, the context 

establishes a future timeframe (tr > ts) in which the qatal has a special contextual 

meaning. There are no examples where qatal in and of itself establishes a future time 

reference.73 

                                                 

70 Joosten, “The Indicative System of the Hebrew Verb,” 63. See Waltke and 
O’Connor, IBHS, 481, for many examples of present tense stative and performative 
qatals. For another argument for why anterior stative qatals are present tense in Hebrew 
see Goldfajn, Word Order and Time, 64-69. 

71 Waltke and O’Connor, IHBS, 488-490; Endo, The Verbal System of Classical 
Hebrew, 98; Goldfajn, Word Order and Time, 88-89. 

72 Waltke and O’Connor, IBHS, 485. 

73 D. N. S. Bhat, The Prominence of Tense, Aspect and Mood, 37, argues (cross-
linguistically) that anterior tenses can occur in future time SoAs if another verb 
establishes the tr. He gives the following example from Kannada: 

 avanu    na:Le           ban-du               ha:Dutta:ne 
 he          tomorrow    come-ANT        sings 
 He will come and sing tomorrow. 
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Furthermore, DeCaen also notes “the phenomenon of emphasizing present and future 

actions … by means of the past tense appears indeed universal.”74 He calls these uses 

“idiomatic tense mismatches” and shows that these are not valid reasons for suggesting 

that a language does not grammaticize tense. This usage is possible in English when the 

future is perceived as certain, as in We have died, meaning “We are as good as dead 

already.” This is probably the sense in Num 21.27 (and of the “future” wayyiqtol in Jer 

38.9), and in many prophetic uses of qatal. In other words, the “prophetic past” is no 

more mysterious as the “prophetic perfect.” 

Past Yiqtol 

There are a few absolute past tense uses of yiqtol. It is interesting to note, however, 

that the Amoraim (Talmudic scholars) viewed these precisely as exceptions and thereby 

drew theological ideas from them. For example, Rabbi Meir based the doctrine of the 

resurrection of the body on the unexpected yiqtol in Exodus 15.1, saying “‘Then shall 

Moses and the children of Israel sing (yiqtol) this song unto the Lord’; not sang but shall 

sing is written: thus resurrection is taught in the Torah.”75 This sort of reasoning assumes 

                                                 

74 DeCaen, “On the Placement and Interpretation of the Verb,” 11. He quotes Ilse 
Laude-Cirtautas, “The Past Tense in Kazakh and Uzbek as a Means of Emphasizing 
Present and Future Actions,” Central Asiatic Journal 18, no. 3 (1974): 152, “[the event] 
will take place immediately or in the nearest future if the speaker so urgently desires or 
fears the results of the action that the action itself is considered already fulfilled.” 

75 Babylonian Talmud, San. II, as quoted in Goldfajn, Word Order and Time, 7-8. 
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that yiqtol is non-past independent of context, but because the context is clearly past, it 

should be understood as an exceptional or special use.76 

 

Therefore, it is concluded that  Table 9 represents a substantial claim about the 

system of the four major verb forms of the Hebrew; a system that provides sufficient 

functional sophistication to describe the wide variety of verb functions in 2 Samuel 

11-12. It is suggested that this system is superior to Aspectual Theories of the Hebrew 

verb and that it cannot be simplistically falsified by seemingly contrary evidence. 

                                                 

76 In English, it is possible to use the future tense for past events as well, as in That 
will be John at the door, when said after the doorbell rings. Does this mean “will be” is 
not a future verb form? Of course not, it is a conventionalized exception. Hebraists, 
however, are often too quick to assume that every exceptional or even contradictory use 
of a verb form discredits the proposed model. 

Furthermore, yiqtol with 'Az “then” and Xerem “before” is not necessarily past as 
many suggest. It could be a (secondary) non-anterior use, where the tr is established by 
the deictic adverbs 'Az and Xerem. If qatal was used with the deictic adverb 'Az, it would 
have the meaning, “Then, it had happened” since te is prior to the tr of 'Az, “then.” But if 
yiqtol is non-anterior in this case, then te ≥ tr, and the SoA would obtain at the time of the 
“then” introduced by 'Az. See Waltke and O’Connor, IBHS, 513-514, for examples and 
discussion.  



CHAPTER 7 

EXTENDED PREDICATION II - SATELLITES 

This chapter describes the various predication satellites (σ2) in 2 Samuel 11-12 and 

briefly explains the way syntactic functions are handled in Functional Grammar. 

Introduction 

Predication satellites locate the SoA in spatial, temporal, and cognitive dimensions, 

but unlike operators, express these semantic distinctions lexically. Many predication 

satellites are often expressed as non-main predications; such as, circumstance, result, 

purpose, reason, and cause satellites.1 

Location Satellites 

Location satellites (Loc) locate the SoA somewhere in space. The fact the examples 

below use different surface structures for locative satellites2 shows that subcategorial 

location functions are necessary for a description of Hebrew. Accordingly, they are all 

                                                 

1 The following section does not do full justice to the complexity of level two 
satellites. The excellent chapter by Kees Hengeveld, “The Internal Structure of Adverbial 
Clauses,” in Complex Structures: A Functional Perspective, Functional Grammar Series, 
vol. 17, ed. Betty Devriendt, Louis Goossens, and Johan van der Auwera (Berlin: Mouton 
de Gruyter, 1996), 119-47, provides more detailed theoretical discussion about them. 

2 Six use these prepositions: B=¸-, liPn , 'el-m˚l P n , mEval, vim, val. One is 
unmarked. 
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grouped under the semantic function Loc or Loc-X, where X is a subcategory of a more 

specific semantic definition. Some examples from 2 Samuel 11-12 are as follows: 

(1) a. wayyO'Kal l¸PAnAyw. 
 And he ate before him.  2 Sam 11.13 
 Decl Past 'AKal [VAct] (xg: 3ms)Ag (Ø)Go (xa: 3ms)Loc-Before 

b.  hAB˚ 'eT-'˚riyyAh 'el-m˚l P=¸n 3 hammilxAmAh hax·zAqAh. 
 Place Uriah at the front of the fiercest fighting.  2 Sam 11.15 
 Imp yAhaB [VAcc] (xb: 2mp)Ag (xg: '˚rriyAh)GoAff  
       (d1ea: milxAmAh: xAzAq [A])Loc-Front 

c.  … yOr˚ mEval haxÙmAh.4 
 … they would shoot from upon the wall.  2 Sam 11.20 
 … Non-Ant yArAh [V,HAct] (xj: 3cp)Ag (Ø)Go (xi: xÙmAh)Loc-FromUpon 

d.  waT=T=iGDal vimÙ w¸vim-BAnAyw … 5 
 And it grew up with him and with his children …  2 Sam 12.3 
 Decl Past GADal [VAcc] (xr: 3fs)Pro  
        {(xq: 3ms)Loc-Com ∩ (dpx: BEn: {xq: 3ms}Ass)Loc-Com} 

Temporal Satellites 

Temporal satellites (Temp) locate a SoA on the timeline and may be classified into 

three main categories:6 

                                                 

3 This very complex preposition occurs only in Exo 26.9, 28.37; Num 8:2, 3 and 
here. 

4 The same satellite occurs in 2 Sam 11.2, 21, 24. 

5 The Loc-Com stands for Location-Company. This means that the primary job of 
the satellite is to locate the SoA somewhere, but that this somewhere is not fixed to a 
geographical place, but to wherever the entity is located. Other examples are in 2 Sam 
11.9, 13; 12.17. 

6 John H. Connolly, “On the Generation of English Temporal Satellite Terms,” in 
Function and Expression in Functional Grammar, Functional Grammar Series, vol. 16, 
ed. Elisabeth Engberg-Pedersen, Lisbeth Falster Jakobsen, and Lone Schack Rasmussen 
(Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter, 1994), 304. 
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(2) a. Position in time (Temp-Pos) 

b.  Duration (Temp-Dur) 

c.  Frequency (Temp-Freq) 

John H. Connolly demonstrates that these three semantic labels are insufficient to 

capture the semantic subtleties of temporal satellites. Therefore, his modifications are 

adopted. They essentially involve adding a further specification to the term: a “relational 

formula” expressing the temporal location of the satellite relative to the SoA. However, 

many temporal satellites and non-verbal predicates, such as today or in 1940, carry this 

information lexically, and so require no relational formula. 

Two temporal satellites need discussing. Firstly, Connolly does not mention the 

expression as soon as, which can relate (maximally) two extended predications to each 

other since both can receive their own tense operator. This cannot be written “X1 > X2” 

since this means “X1 after X2.” Therefore, this is represented as “X1 » X2.” Secondly, 

Connolly inadequately deals with within.7 The preposition B¸vÙD X Y in Hebrew seems 

to have the sense of: “temporally extended event X occurs within the time-frame of 

temporally extended event Y,”8 and thus the concept seems to be more of set-membership 

than linear order. That is, event X1 occurs at some subinterval of event X2.9 

                                                 

7 Connolly, “On the Generation of English Temporal Satellite Terms,” 310-312. He 
expresses this as ts < x1 ≤ x2, but in past settings this does not work. It cannot be changed 
to tr < x1 ≤ x2 because the satellite usually establishes tr rather than depends on it. 

8 It occurs 12 times: Gen 40.13, 19; 48.7; Jos 1:11; 2 Sam 3.35, 12.22; Job 29.5; Pro 
31.15; Isa 21.16; Jer 28.3, 11; Amo 4.7. Note that in each case the event of the main 
clause is temporally extended. 

9 There is naturally a close semantic relationship to this type of satellite and a 
circumstantial satellite.  
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The various relational formulae are therefore: 

 

Table 10. Temporal Relational Formulae 

 

Positional Satellites 

There are several examples that require no formula:10 

(3) a. wayhÓ liTH˚BaT haHHAnAh l¸vET … 
 It was in the spring, the time … 2 Sam 11.1 
 Decl Past {(T¸H˚BAh [N]: {H=AnAh}Ass: {vET …})Temp-Pos} (Ø)Ø 

b.  ˚mAxAr '·Hall¸xeKKA. 
 And tomorrow I will send you.  2 Sam 11.12 
 Decl Non-Past HAlax [V,PAcc] (xa: 1cs)Ag (xg: 2ms)Go (mAxar)Temp-PosFoc 

Two positional satellites require a formula. The first is in 2 Sam 12.21: 

                                                 

10 Other examples are found in 2 Sam 11.2, 13, 14, 16; 12.18. 

A > B A occurs after B occurs 

A » B A occurs as soon as B occurs 

A < B A occurs before B occurs 

A ≤ B A occurs before or when B occurs 

A ≥ B A occurs when or after B occurs 

A = B| A occurs until B occurs 

A = |B A occurs since B occurs 

A ⊆ B A occurs at some time during which B occurs 
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(4) w¸Ka'·Her mET hayyeleD qamTA waTTO'Kal lAhem. 
As soon as the child had died he arose and ate bread.   
Decl X1: Past e: {                          ↓                       }  (X2: {1}: X1 » X2)Temp-Pos 

                       q˚m [VAcc] (xa: 2ms)Ag ∩  
                      'AKal [VAct] (xa: 2ms)Ag (i1x: le¥xem)Go 

 1 Ant m˚T [VAcc] (xm: ye¥leD)Pro 

In this case, one needs to use the extended predication variable X1 (which is always 

present, but usually not expressed; see p. 23) to state that X1 occurs as soon as X2 occurs. 

The second example is in 2 Sam 12.22: 

(5) B¸vÙD hayyeleD xay camTÓ wA'eBKeh. 
When the boy was alive, I fasted and wept. 
X1: Decl Past e: {                         ↓                         }  (X2: {1}: X1 ⊆ X2)Temp-Pos  
                             c˚m [VAct] (xa: 1cs)Ag ∩ 
                             BAKAh [VAct] (xa: 1cs)Ag 
 1  Ø {(xay [A])} (xm: ye¥leD)Ø 

There is also one complex Positional satellite that is fronted probably because it has 

a pragmatic function of providing a setting. It is in 2 Sam 12.18:11 

(6) hinnEh BihyÙT hayyeleD xay DiBBarn˚ 'ElAyw w¸lÙ'-HAmav B¸qÙlEn˚. 
Look, when the child was alive, we spoke to him, and he did not listen to us. 
Decl Ant e: {                         ↓                         }  (e: {1})Temp-Pos (hinnEh)ECC-Ini 
                      DABar [V,P] (xc: 1cp)Ag (Ø)Go (xa: 3ms)Rec ∩  
                      Neg HAmav B¸- [V] (xa: 3ms)Ag (qÙl: {xu: 1cp}Ass)Go 
 1 {(xay [A])} (xm: yeleD)Ø 

Durational Satellites 

In 2 Samuel 11-12, there are these examples with no formula: 

                                                 

11 One assumes that the copula hAyAh is inserted because the non-verbal clause is a 
positional satellite. This is similar to 2 Sam 12.10 when the non-verbal clause is in a 
purpose satellite. The difference between this example and the previous one, sentence  (5), 
is that the first sets up a period within which an extended event (−tel) occurs, while the 
second relates a temporally non-extended event (+tel) inside another period. Further study 
would be needed to clarify the exact semantic differences between B¸vÙD Xi and BihyÙT 
Xi. 
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(7) a. HEB B=Azeh Gam-hayyÙm 
 Remain in this place also today …  2 Sam 11.12 
 Imp yAHaB B¸- [VSta] (xg: 2ms)Pos (prox Ø)Loc (yÙm)Temp-Dur (Gam)ECC-Org  

b.  wayyEHeB '˚riyyAh … BayyÙm hah˚' ˚mimmoxÛrAT. 
 And Uriah stayed … that day and the next day. 2 Sam 11.12 
 Decl Past yAHaB B¸- [VSta] ('˚riyyAh)Pos  
       {(rem d1x: yÙm)Temp-Dur ∩ (mimmoxÛrAT)Temp-Dur} 

This example from 2 Sam 12.10 requires a formula: 

(8) lO'-TAs˚r xereB miBB T¸KA vaD-vÙlAm … 
A sword will not depart from your house until for ever …  
Decl Non-Past Neg s˚r [VAct] (xe¥reB)Ag (x1: {x2: vÙlAm}: x1 = (x2)|)Temp-Dur 

Frequency Satellites 

There is one non-formulaic frequency satellite in 2 Samuel 11-12, in 2 Sam 12.23: 

(9) ha'˚Kal lah·HÓBÙ vÙD. 
Am I able to bring him back again?   
Int Non-Past yAKal [VSta] (xa: 1cs)Pos (e: {1})Go (vÙD)Temp-Freq

12 
 1 H˚B [V,HAct] (Axa)Ag (xm: 3ms)Go 

Purpose Satellites 

Dik defines purpose satellites as satellites that “provide a motivation for the 

occurrence of a (necessarily [+con]) SoA-1 by specifying a future SoA-2 that the 

controller wishes to achieve through SoA-1.”13 An example is found in 2 Sam 11.11: 

                                                 

12 The frequency satellite belongs with this clause rather than the embedded H˚B-
clause because it is a predication satellite. This would require that the embedded clause 
be an extended predication, capable of also taking tense operators, which is not possible. 
It is clearly a core predication and the predication operator must belong to the main 
clause. 

13 Dik, TFG 1, 244. 
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(10) wa'·nÓ 'ABÙ' 'el-B TÓ le'ÈKOl w¸liHTÙT w¸liHKaB vim-'iHTÓ. 
So shall I go to my house to eat and to drink and to sleep with my wife? 
Decl > Int Non-Past BÙ' [VAcc*] (xg: 1cs)Ag (B TÓ)Dir 

    {(e: {1})Purpose ∩ (e: {2})Purpose ∩ (e: {3})Purpose} 
 1 'AKal [VAct] (Axg)Ag (Ø)Go 
 2 HATAh [VAct] (Axg)Ag (Ø)Go 
 3 HAKaB vim [VAcc] (Axg)Ag ('iHTÓ)Go 

There is also the unusual clause in 2 Sam 12.9: 

(11) maDD˚Úv BAzÓTA 'eT-D¸Bar yhwh lav·WÙT hArav B¸v nÙ. 
Why have you despised the word of Yahweh to do evil in his sight? 
Int Past BAzAh [VAct] (xa: 2ms)Ag (D¸Bar yhwh)GoAff (1)Purpose (Qe)ReasonFoc 
 1 X: vAWAh [VAct] (Axa)Ag (rav)Go (v nÙ)Att-Opi 

Cause Satellites 

A cause satellite is similar to a reason satellite, except that it provides a motivation 

for a SoA that is not ascribed to any of the participants in the SoA. Instead, it is an 

explanation for the occurrence of a SoA. There is one example in 2 Sam 12.21:14 

(12) B=av·B˚r hayyeleD xay camTA waTTEB¸K. 
Because the child was alive you fasted and you wept. 
Decl Past e: {c˚m [V Act] (2ms)Ag ∩ BAKAh [VAct] (2ms)Ag} (X: {1})CauseFoc 
 1 Ø {(xay [A])} (xm: ye¥leD)Ø 

Conditional Satellites 

Conditional clauses are typically if X then Y, where Y is understood as the main 

predicate, and X as the conditional satellite.15 An example of a conditional satellite is 

found in 2 Sam 12.8:16 

                                                 

14 2 Sam 12.25 also has a Cause satellite with B=av·B˚r. It would be interesting to 
note if B=av·B˚r is used only for Cause satellites. 

15 Dik, TFG 2, 132-5. 
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(13) w¸'im=-m¸vaX w¸'OsÏPAh l¸KA KAhEnnAh w¸KAhEnnAh. 
And if (that was too) little, then I would have added to you more and more. 
Decl Non-Ant yAsaP [V] (1cs)Ag (KAhEnnAh …)Go (2ms)Rec (X: {1})Cond 
 1 Ø {(m¸vaX [A])} (Ø)Ø 

Exceptive Satellites 

Dik does not discuss exceptive satellites, but there is one in 2 Sam 12.3:17 

(14) w¸lArAH ' n-KOl KÓ 'im-KiBWAh 'axaT q¸XannAh '·Her qAnAh. 
To the poor man there was nothing but a single small lamb that he had bought. 
Decl {(d neg KOl 1x: Ø)Ass} (xq: rAH)Ø (i1Focxr: KiBWAh: qAXOn [A]: R 1)Except 
 1 Ant qAnAh [VAcc*] (xq: 3ms)Ag (Axr)Go 

Epistemic Satellites 

The infinitive absolute in Hebrew is problematic for any linguistic theory. An 

example is found in 2 Sam 12.14: 

(15) haBBEn hayyillÙD l¸KA mÙT yAm˚T. 
The son born to you will certainly die. 

It would seem that the infinitive absolute increases the epistemic (objective) modal 

status of the sentence. That is, it asserts that the SoA definitely will occur. Since this is 

lexicalized, the structure is represented (tentatively) as follows: 

(16) Decl Non-Past f2: m˚T [VAcc] (xm: BEn: {1})ProFoc (Af2)Epist+ 
 1 {(xa: 2ms)Rec} (xm: yillÙD [A > N])Ø 

                                                                                                                                                 

16 Another example is sentence  (19)b above, and the most complex structure in 
2 Samuel 11-12 (verses 19-21) contains several conditional satellites, presented in 
Appendix 2. 

17 See Waltke and O’Connor, IBHS, 642-643 for examples. They are typically 
introduced with KÓ 'im as in this example. See also Tamar Zewi, “The Syntactical Status 
of Exceptive Phrases in Biblical Hebrew,” Biblica 79, no. 4 (1998): 542-8. There is also 
one “lest” clause in 2 Sam 12.28 that is similar to an exceptive clause. 
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The ‘Epist+’ tag indicates increased epistemic modality.18 The predicate variable is 

used to indicate that the constituent is cognate to the predicate verb. 

Perspective 

Despite the almost universal use of the notions of subject and object in the study of 

Hebrew, in general linguistics it is accepted that they are quite problematic concepts, and 

Van Valin and LaPolla argue that there are many languages that do not even have them.19  

In traditional grammar, subject is defined morphosyntactically by such features as 

case-ending, constituent order, the ability to relativize, passivize, and transitivity.20 In 

Functional Grammar, however, subject and object are defined in terms of the perspective 

from which the SoA is observed.21 The perspective normally moves from the first 

                                                 

18 This solution is far from satisfactory, since unlike all other satellites, the infinitive 
absolute is always adjacent to the verb, usually preceding it. This suggests that it may be 
the reflex of an operator rather than a satellite. With only two examples in 2 Samuel 11-
12, however, this constituent is not studied in any detail. 

19 Van Valin and LaPolla, Syntax, 242-309 (see also D. N. S. Bhat, The Prominence 
of Tense, Aspect and Mood, 2). The reasons for the complexity are well known and 
cannot be discussed in this thesis. Needless to say, scholars of Hebrew linguistics have 
unconsciously adopted an Indo-European conception of subject and object (and indirect 
object), which may have occasioned the neglect of certain features of the language. Dik, 
TFG 1, 254, also notes that in many languages, such as Serbo-Croatian, subject and 
object play no role. Siewierska, Functional Grammar, 74, notes that “The Functional 
Grammar approach to subjects and objects constitutes one of the most controversial 
aspects of the theory.” 

20 Siewierska, Functional Grammar, 73-74. 

21 It is not correct to simply identify the “syntactic” level of Functional Grammar 
with its employment of subject and object as Rosenbaum, Word-Order Variation in 
Isaiah 40-55, 11, does. For a thorough discussion, see Siewierska, Functional Grammar, 
73-112. For an alternative proposal within the Functional Grammar paradigm see 
Hartmut Haberland and Ole Nedergaard Thomsen, “Syntactic Functions, Topics, and 
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argument to the second, and third if present, which is part of the motivation for assigning 

various potential semantic roles to each argument, as it gives us the combinations 

AgSubj, GoSubj, RecSubj, RecObj and so forth.  

Siewierska observes that the crucial concept in Functional Grammar’s account of 

perspective is “sameness of SoA.”22 Passive sentences, therefore, are semantically 

identical to their non-passive counterparts, but differ in that they are seen from two 

different perspectives. The equivalence of two SoAs must extend to all the component 

parts of the semantic structure, which puts Functional Grammar’s account of perspective 

at odds with most other accounts.23 

The two main perspectives relate to passivization, as seen in the following two 

sentences: 

(17) a. The man hit the dog. 

b. The dog was hit by the man. 

The semantic structure of both sentences is identical according to the model of 

Functional Grammar presented so far: hit [V] (the man)Ag (the dog)Go, but clearly the 

same SoA is been presented from two different perspectives, the man’s and the dog’s 

respectively. Thus, one can assign Subj and Obj to differentiate the two structures: 

(18) a. hit [V] (the man)AgSubj (the dog)GoObj 

                                                                                                                                                 
Grammatical Relations,” in Function and Expression in Functional Grammar, Functional 
Grammar Series, vol. 16, ed. Elisabeth Engberg-Pedersen, Lisbeth Falster Jakobsen, and 
Lone Schack Rasmussen (Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter, 1994), 153-81. 

22 Siewierska, Functional Grammar, 77. 

23 Ibid., 77-78. For example, on most other accounts of perspective, the following 
pairs of sentences are semantically identical, but they are not within Functional 
Grammar: Sam met Cindy at the station = Cindy met Sam at the station; The result 
surprised me = I was surprised at the result; I believe that man = I believe in that man. 
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b. hit [V] (the man)AgObj (the dog)GoSubj 

Subject and object perspectival assignment is relevant for the following two passive 

predicates:24 

(19) a. weniK=K=Ah. 
 And he will be struck.  2 Sam 11.15 
 Non-Ant nAKAh [V,NAch] (Ø)Ag (xg: 3ms)GoSubj 

b.  weniqrA' H¸mÓ vAlehA. 
 And my name will be called upon it.  2 Sam 12.30 
 Non-Ant qArA' val [V,NSta] (Ø)Pos (HEm: {xb: 1cs}Ass)GoSubj (xe: 3fs)LocObj 

Since both are in the niphal stem one wonders if it is a productive passivization stem. 

This issue has yet to be resolved in Hebrew studies, so the niphal forms are stored in the 

lexicon and assumed to be memorized by a native speaker. 

There is also one case of so-called “dative-raising” in 2 Sam 11.19: 

(20) waycaw 'eT-hammal'AK lE'mOr … 
And he commanded the messenger saying, … 
Decl Past cAwAh [V,PAct] (xb: 3ms)AgSubj (…)Go (xk: mal'AK)RecAffObj 

 

This completes the description of the extended predication with perspectival 

functions also assigned. 

                                                 

24 Siewierska, Functional Grammar, 80, points out that the implication of this view 
is that passive predicates undergo neither qualitative nor quantitative valency reduction, 
as they do in other theories. This is problematic. For a thorough discussion of Semitic 
passive verbs, see Jan Retsö, Diathesis in the Semitic Languages: A Comparative 
Morphological Study, Studies in Semitic Languages and Linguistics, ed. J. H. Hospers 
(Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1989). Winther-Nielsen, A Functional Discourse Grammar of 
Joshua, 38-39, briefly discusses some of the problems of subject and object allocation in 
Hebrew from a functionalist perspective. Similarly, Jan Kroeze, “Alternatives for the 
Nominative in Hebrew,” (forthcoming in Journal of Semitic Studies), does so specifically 
within Dik’s Functional Grammar framework. 
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CHAPTER 8 

 
THE COMPLETE PREDICATION 

This chapter completes the description of the clause by considering several aspects 

of description that have not been covered so far: complex structures, the proposition, the 

illocution, negation, pragmatic functions, extra-clausal constituents, and, briefly, 

discourse features. 

Complex Structures 

In the preceding chapters many complex structures have been encountered. There are 

several types of these, the most important being complex terms and embedded (and 

subordinate) constructions. 

Complex Term Formation 

Complex terms are added by further specifying the potential referents of an entity, 

often through what is traditionally called a “relative clause.” Dik argues that only a 

semantic definition of relative clause is sufficient to capture the cross-linguistic diversity 

of its representations and he quotes Comrie’s definition with approval:1 

                                                 

1 Dik, TFG 2, 25. 
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(1) A relative clause is a proposition embedded within a construction with a 
nominal head, which restricts the set of potential referents of that nominal head 
to a subset of which the proposition is (also) true.2 

Dik, who uses the term verbal restrictor (VR) rather than “relative clause” 

furthermore argues that VRs have the underlying status (maximally) of an extended 

predication.3 VRs furthermore can be divided into finite and non-finite, depending on 

whether or not they have a tense operator. If they do not, they are non-finite (participial 

or nominalized) restrictors.4 

Finite Restrictors 

To distinguish VRs in the structure, Dik uses the Relativization operator ‘R.’ An 

example 2 Sam 11.16 is illustrative:5 

(2) wayyiTTEn 'eT='˚riyyAh 'el-hammaqÙm '·Her yADav KÓ 'anH -xayil Ham. 
And he placed Uriah at the place where he knew that strong men were there. 
Decl Past nATan [VAcc] (xb: 3ms)Ag (xg: '˚rriyAh)GoAff (xi: mAqÙm: R 1)Dir 
 1 Ant yADav [VSta] (xb: 3ms)Pos (X: {1.1})Go 
       1.1 Ø {(xi: HAm [N])} ('anH -xayil)Ø 

This example shows the difference between the two embedded predicates. The first 

embedded predicate (1) is preceded by ‘R’ to show that it is a VR modifying mAqÙm. 

                                                 

2 Bernard Comrie, Language Universals and Linguistic Typology (Oxford: 
Blackwell, 1981), 136. For a recent discussion of the semantic basis of relative clauses 
see Bernard Comrie and Maria Polinsky, “Form and Function in Syntax: Relative Clauses 
in Tsez,” in Functionalism and Formalism in Linguistics. Volume II: Case Studies, 
Studies in Language Companion Series, vol. 42, ed. Michael Darnell et al. (Amsterdam: 
John Benjamins, 1999), 77-92. 

3 Dik, TFG 2, 28. 

4 There are no (finite or non-finite) non-restrictors in 2 Samuel 11-12. See Dik, ibid., 
44 for a discussion of these. A non-restrictor is typically appositional or descriptive. 
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The second embedded predicate (1.1), however, is a complex term in its own right, 

filling the Goal slot of the first embedded predicate. 

Possibly the most complex embedded set of predicates is in 2 Sam 12.3:6 

(3) w¸lArAH ' n-KOl KÓ 'im-KiBWAh 'axaT q¸XannAh '·Her qAnAh. 
To the poor man there was nothing but a single small lamb that he had bought. 
Decl {(d neg KOl 1x: Ø)Ass} (xq: rAH)Ø (i1Focxr: KiBWAh: qAXOn [A]: R 1)Except 
 1 Ant qAnAh [VAcc*] (xq: 3ms)Ag (Axr)Go 

The first term has the only negative term operator (ωneg) in 2 Samuel 11-12, stacked 

with a universal quantificational operator with no underlying or surface term (Ø). The 

main SoA is modified by an exceptive clause, introduced by KÓ 'im that has two 

restrictions on the “lamb”: it is small and the poor man (xq) previously purchased it (xr). 

Non-finite Restrictors 

As noted above, non-finite restrictors are predicational terms (e: [predication]) since 

they lack tense operators. They are straightforward, so just one example from 2 Sam 11.2 

will suffice:7 

(4) wayyar' 'iHHAh rOxeceT … 
He saw the woman bathing … 
Decl Past rA'Ah [VAch] (Axa)Ag (i1xf: 'iHHAh: {1})Go  
 1 e: Prog rAxac [VAct] (Axf)Ag (Ø)Go 

                                                                                                                                                 

5 The other examples are in 2 Sam 12.15, 21, 31. 

6 Note that 'axaT surfaces due to the Foc(us) marker on the numerator term operator 
‘1’ preceding KiBWAh “lamb.” 

7 The others in 2 Samuel 11-12 are: 2 Sam 11.1; 12.4 (x2), 5, and 31. 
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Embedded Constructions 

Semantic structures are usually filled by first-order entities; things in the (linguistic) 

world, both spatial and cognitive. But many examples of higher-order entities filling 

argument slots and satellites have already been encountered. The three possible higher-

order entities are as follows: 

 

Table 11. Higher Order Entities 

 

 

Dik provides an example of each (in second argument position) in English:8 

(5) a. John witnessed the changing of the guards.  (predication) 

b. John knew that Mary had failed to show up.  (proposition) 

c. John considered why Peter had failed to appear. (clause) 

These are now considered in reverse order. 

Clausal Terms 

Clausal terms occur in main verbs that designate or imply speech acts.9 Main clauses 

that designate direct speech acts require the second argument to be a clausal term E, and 

                                                 

8 Dik, TFG 2, 94. See also Hengeveld, “Formalizing Functionally,” 99-102. 

Order Term Type Structure 
2 predication (e: [predication]) 
3 proposition (X: [proposition]) 
4 clause (E: [clause]) 
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the verbs 'Amar, “to say,” cAwAh, “to command,” and nAGaD, “to tell” in 2 Samuel 11-12 

confirm this.10 For example, 2 Sam 11.5: 

(6) waTTaGGED l¸DAwÏD waTTOmer hArAh 'AnOKÓ. 
And she told David, “I am pregnant.” 
Decl Past f: {nAGaD [V,HAcc] ∩ 'Amar [VAcc*]} (xf: 3fs)Ag (1)Go (xa: DAwÏD)Rec 
 1 Decl Ø {(hArAh [A])}Foc (xf: 1cs)Ø 

It is important to note that the direct speech “I am pregnant” is the Goal11 of the 

compound predicate nAGaD w¸'Amar, “to tell and say” and so no clausal variable is 

inserted before it in the main clause; that is, it is (1)Go and not (E: {1})Go.  

This is contrasted with indirect speech, which is embedded maximally as a clausal 

term, but in 2 Samuel 11-12 only as a propositional term. Accordingly, these are 

explained in the next section.12 

                                                                                                                                                 

9 Dik, TFG 2, 96. Dik’s account of direct (and indirect) speech has been criticized by 
Co Vet, “The Multilayered Structure of the Utterance: About Illocution, Modality and 
Discourse Moves,” in Functional Grammar and Verbal Interaction, Studies In Language 
Companion Series, vol. 44, ed. Mike Hannay and A. Machtelt Bolkestein (Amsterdam: 
John Benjamins, 1998), 1-24. Vet’s solution is also unsatisfactory since he adds 
additional layers to the representation of the clause, an Utterance layer (ui) and an 
Utterance Content layer (ci). Unlike Dik’s categories, however, these do not seem to be 
independently motivated from linguistic analysis, rather they are ad hoc, created simply 
to resolve some problems in Dik’s model. Frank Liedtke, “Illocution and Grammar: A 
Double-Level Approach,” in Functional Grammar and Verbal Interaction, Studies In 
Language Companion Series, vol. 44, ed. Mike Hannay and A. Machtelt Bolkestein 
(Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 1998), 107-27, also presents an alternative model, 
introducing the concept of “rhetic acts” as a new layer. This presentation is a slight 
modification of Dik’s notation. 

10 The verb DiBBEr “to speak” regularly takes a clausal term, but not in 2 Samuel 11-
12. 

11 Cynthia L. Miller (personal correspondence) suggests that the Goal of a speech 
verb is not equivalent to the Goal of a non-speech verb, as reflected in its different 
syntactic / semantic / pragmatic behaviors. Van Valin and LaPolla, Syntax, 116-7, also 
argue that this is the case cross-linguistically. 
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Propositional Terms 

Dik suggests that four classes of verbs take propositions as arguments. They are 

listed here with all such verbs and their occurrences in 2 Samuel 11-12:13 

 

Table 12. Verbs having Propositional Terms as Arguments 

 

 

Indirect speech is represented this way, as in 2 Sam 12.18:14
 

(7) w¸' K nO'mar 'elAyw mET hayyeleD. 
How can we tell him that the child is dead? 
Int Non-Past 'Amar [VAct] (xc: 1cp)Ag (X: {1})Go (xa: 3ms)Rec 

 1 Ant m˚T [VAcc] (xm: ye¥leD)Pro 

                                                                                                                                                 

12 This naturally leads in Functional Grammar to the same verb being represented 
several times in the Lexicon, once for each different type of verbal complement (and / or 
semantic arguments) it takes. But these entries show no formal relationship to one 
another in the Lexicon. To overcome this shortcoming Christopher S. Butler, “Enriching 
the Functional Grammar Lexicon,” in The Structure of the Lexicon in Functional 
Grammar, Studies in Language Companion Series, vol. 43, ed. Hella Olbertz, Kees 
Hengeveld, and Jesús Sánchez García (Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 1998), 171-94, has 
suggested increasing the amount of information the Lexicon stores for each predicate, 
and storing related predicates together. 

13 See Dik, TFG 2, 106-8, for definitions and English (and Dutch) examples. 

14 Actually, this could also be direct speech, so if it is indirect speech, this is how it is 
represented. 

Verb Class Predicate Frame Meaning Examples 
propositional manipulation nAGaD [VAct] (x1) (X2)Go (x3)Rec to tell 11.22; 12.18 
(gain of / loss of) 
knowledge 

yADav [VAch] (x1)Pos (X2)Go to know 11.16, 20, 22

mental perception HAmav [VAch] (x1)Pos (X2)Go to hear 11.26 
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As Cynthia L. Miller has shown, over 80 verbs in Hebrew can introduce a type of 

speech act when accompanied by the grammaticized complementizer lE'mOr.15 The 

variety of these verbs is truly remarkable: for example, rA'Ah, “to see” (Exo 5.19); 

'AmEn, “to trust” (1 Sam 27.12); 'AnaP, “to be angry” (Deu 1.37); nAKAh, “to strike” 

(Exo 5.14); and from 2 Sam 11.15 KATaB, “to write.” Dik, as does Miller,16 notes that 

direct speech complementizers (such as lE'mOr) in many languages are common with 

non-speech verbs, so Hebrew is not unique in this.17  

How are such complementizers expressed in Functional Grammar? They are in the 

large class of relators, since they relate two predicate frames to one another, and relators 

divide in coordinators and subordinators. Complementizers are naturally subordinators, 

and like all relators, receive no formal notation in the semantic structure,18 but are 

produced by the expression rules. This accords with Miller’s observation that “in the final 

stage [of grammaticalization] the lexical meaning and form of the complementizer has 

been reduced or contracted.”19 Constituents with no semantic content cannot be 

represented in a formal semantic structural diagram, but their form, position, and 

presence can be incorporated into the linguistic model (using the expression rules). This 

                                                 

15 Miller, The Representation of Speech, 186-212. 

16 Ibid., 206. 

17 Dik, TFG 2, 97, notes Quechua and Kombai as two such languages. 

18 Dik, TFG 1, 396. So the three verses with lE'mOr (11.10, 15, 19) have no 
indication of its presence in the semantic structure. 

19 Miller, The Representation of Speech, 207, notes that lE'mOr is only partially 
grammaticized since it still occurs as a regular infinitive occasionally. 
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would present a significant challenge for Hebrew with both its variety of 

complementizers and their non-obligatory appearance.20 

Predicational Terms 

Predicate frames that take predicational terms as arguments are very common across 

all languages, and there are many in 2 Samuel 11-12. The reader may examine their 

representation in Appendix 2 by referring to the following table for references:21 

 

                                                 

20 English now has non-obligatory complementizers for indirect speech: John said 
that it hurt and John said it hurt are both considered grammatical. For relativization in 
Hebrew see Marc Vervenne, “The Case of an Initial Superordinate rH' Clause in 
Exodus 14:13,” in Narrative and Comment. Contributions to Discourse Grammar and 
Hebrew Presented to Wolfgang Schneider, ed. Eep Talstra (Amsterdam: Societas 
Hebraixa Amstelodamensis, 1995), 187-198; C. Gaenssle, “The Hebrew Particle rH',” 
American Journal of Semitic Languages and Literatures 31 (1914 / 1915): 3-66, 93-159; 
M. H. Gottstein, “Afterthought and the Syntax of Relative Clauses in Biblical Hebrew,” 
Journal of Biblical Literature 68 (1949): 35-47; and Roger Scharzschild, “The Syntax of 
rH' in Hebrew with Special Reference to Qoheleth,” Hebrew Studies 31 (1990): 7-39. 

21 See Dik, TFG 2, 110-115, for definitions and English examples. This only 
represents four of eight possible verb classes. The others are directives, practical 
manipulation, commentative, and objective modal verbs such as to be possible. 
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Table 13. Verbs having Predicational Terms as Arguments 

 

There is also the predicate frame from 2 Sam 11.25 that takes a predicational term as 

its first and only argument: 

(8) rAvav [VAch] (e1)Pos “to be troubling” 

The Proposition 

The fourth layer of the clause consists of the extended predication embedded within 

a frame consisting of a extended predication variable Xi, proposition operators π3, and 

proposition satellites σ3. The variable Xi allows us to refer anaphorically to a proposition. 

The π3 operators capture the grammatical means through which speakers can specify their 

                                                 

22 This appears to be the meaning of the verb in this context, although with this sense 
the verb is normally negated as in Deu 13.9; 1 Sam 15.3; 2 Sam 12.6; 2 Chr 36.17; Job 
16.13, 27.22; Pro 6.34; Isa 9.18, 30.14; Jer 13.14, 21.7, 50.14, 51.3; Lam 2.2, 17, 21, 
3.43; Eze 5.11, 7.4, 9, 8.18, 9.5, 10; Hab 1.17; Zec 11.5, 6. This suggests that perhaps the 
(infinitive construct plus preposition) complement lAqaxaT min-X “to take from X” 
functions to negate the meaning of the predicate, but there are no other instances of this. 

23 There is no Goal in 2 Sam 12.17 but its other uses show that it takes a 
predicational term as Goal (e.g. Gen 24.8; Exo 10.27; Lev 26.21; Deu 1.26). 

24 In this context, it is obviously phasal. Binnick, Time and the Verb, 4-5 notes that 
the use of spatial concepts for temporal meanings is very common. 

Verb Class Predicate Frame Meaning Examples 
volitional 
 

xAmal [VSta] (x1)Pos (e2)Go 
'ABAh [VSta] (x1)Pos (e2)Go 
yArA' [VSta] (x1)Pos (e2)Go 

to be unwilling22 
to be willing23 
to be afraid 

12.4 
12.17 
12.18 

achievement yAKal [VAct] (x1)Ag (e2)Go 
vAWAh [VAct] (x1)Ag (e2)Go 

to be able 
to do 

12.23 
11.11, 27  

phasal KAlAh [VAcc] (x1)Ag (e2)Go 
vABar [VAct] (e1)Pro 

to finish 
to end24 

11.19 
11.27 

direct perception rA'Ah [VAch] (x1)Pos (e2)Go to see 11.2; 12.19 
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attitude toward the propositional content. This includes such things as their assessment 

of, or personal commitment to the content of Xi, or the sort of evidence they have to 

assert the proposition. There is no evidence of π3 operators in 2 Samuel 11-12,25 but there 

are a few σ3 satellites.26 They are called Attitudinal Satellites and are labeled Att-X, 

where, following Dik, X is one of Opi(nion), Vol(ition), Exp(eriential), Inf(erential), or 

Quo(tative).27 Here is an example from 2 Sam 11.25:28 

(9) 'al-yErav B¸v neKA 'eT-haDDABAr hazzeh … 
Do not let this matter be troubling in your eyes …   
Imp Neg X: rAvav [VSta] (prox d1e: DABAr)ØAff (dpx: va¥yin)Att-Opi  

The Illocution 

Dik follows the arguments of Austin and Searle in believing that people do not 

communicate in propositions, but rather by speech acts, “interpretable as instructions 

                                                 

25 For example, in many languages different verb forms are used depending on how 
the speaker knows that the SoA is true or not. If the speaker has witnessed the event, an 
evidential form would be used, but if someone else told him, a quotative form is 
obligatory. Hebrew seemingly has no such distinctions. Van Wolde, “Linguistic 
Motivation and Biblical Exegesis,” 29, however, notes that Y. Tobin (“Invariance, 
Markedness and Distinctive Feature Theory. The Modern Hebrew Verb,” in Toward a 
Calculus of Meaning. Studies in Markedness, Distinctive Features and Deixis, Studies in 
Functional and Structural Linguistics, vol. 43 [Amsterdam: Philadelphia, 1996], 347-79) 
suggests that different verb stems may grammaticize propositional distinctions. 

26 Evidence of the scarcity of Hebrew proposition satellites comes from the complete 
lack of common English σ3 satellites in both the NIV and NRSV. The following typical 
attitudinal satellites are not found in the OT of either version: hopefully, apparently, 
allegedly, wisely, fortunately, and understandably. Van der Merwe, The Old Hebrew 
Particle Gam, 198, suggests that Gam may indicate the commitment of the speaker to the 
assertion. (However, '˚lay “perhaps” and 'AK, “surely” are σ3 satellites)  

27 Dik, TFG 1, 296-297. He provides definitions for each of these, which are placed 
in the glossary. 
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from Spk to Add to perform certain mental actions with respect to the content of the 

proposition.”29 Accordingly, one can represent the complete clause structure by assigning 

the speech act variable Ei, illocutionary operators π4 and illocutionary satellites σ4 (see 

p. 28). 

The analysis of illocutions is, understandably, a very complex matter because there is 

a three-fold distinction between the illocutionary intention of the speaker (IllS), the 

illocution as coded in the linguistic expression (IllE), and the illocutionary interpretation 

by the addressee (IllA). The goal of communication is that IllA = IllS, but this often does 

not occur and IllE can be heavily pragmatically and / or contextually marked, making IllE 

quite different from IllS. A clear example of this in the Old Testament is Jonah 4.11: 

(10) wa'·nÓ lO' 'Ax˚s val-nÓn¸wEh hAvÓr haGG¸DÙlAh … 

The IllE is a declarative negated clause, And I do not care about Nineveh the great 

city … . However, as all readers know, the IllS is in fact the opposite in sense to this, a 

rhetorical question with the implied answer of Yes, which entails a Declarative statement 

opposite to IllE: And do I not care about the great city Nineveh … ? 

Interestingly enough, there is a very similar example in 2 Sam 11.11: 

(11) wa'·nÓ 'ABÙ' 'el-B TÓ le'ÈKOl … 

Again, the IllE is a declarative affirmative clause, And I will go to my house to drink 

… . However, the IllS is taken to be a rhetorical question, Shall I then go to my house to 

                                                                                                                                                 

28 The same satellite is used in 11.27, in the eyes of Yahweh and 12.9, in his eyes. 

29 Dik, TFG 1, 299. See J. L. Austin, How to do Things with Words (Cambridge, 
Mass.: MIT Press, 1962) and John Searle, Speech Acts: An Essay in the Philosophy of 
Language (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1969). 
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drink … ? with the implied answer explicitly given in the next sentence, As surely as I 

live, I won’t do such a thing!  

Therefore, the semantic structure must be able to capture this conversion. First, one 

(minimally) requires a four-fold typology of IllE operators: 

(12) a. Decl: Spk instructs Add to add the proposition content to his pragmatic 
information. 

b. Int: Spk instructs Add to provide him with the verbal information as 
specified in the proposition. 

c. Imp: Spk instructs Add to perform the controlled SoA as specified in the 
proposition. 

d. Excl: Spk instructs Add to add to his pragmatic information that Spk finds 
the propositional content surprising, unexpected, or otherwise worthy of 
notice. 

Second, one requires a method to assign these tags to the clause. In Functional 

Grammar this is done by always assigning the illocutionary operators first according to 

the IllE and then when necessary converted into the IllS if this is not equal to the IllE 

through pragmatic, lexical and grammatical means.30 Thus, the example from 2 Sam 

11.11 is represented as follows: 

(13) Decl > Int Non-Past BÙ' [VAcc*] (xg: 1cs)Ag (B TÓ)Dir {(…)Purpose} 

                                                 

30 Dik, TFG 1, 302, provides definitions and examples. Several authors have 
criticized the notion of illocutionary conversion, such as Liedtke, “Illocution and 
Grammar,” 107-27, because it implies that speakers formulate one type of sentence and 
then convert into another, without justifying cognitively how this occurs. For examples of 
illocutionary conversion in Hebrew see Thomas J. Finlay, “The Proposal in Hebrew: 
Preliminary Studies Using a Deep Structure Model,” Zeitschrift für Althebraistik 2, no. 1 
(1989): 4-6. 
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Hebrew, in fact, makes extensive use of illocutionary conversion. The sequence: 

imperative … weqatal, has an IllE of Imp … Decl but an IllS of Imp … Decl > Imp . There 

is an example of this in 2 Sam 11.15: 

(14) hAB˚ 'eT-'˚riyyAh ... w¸HaBTem mE'ax·rAyw … 
Place Uriah … and withdraw from behind him … 
Imp yAhaB [VAcc] (xb: 2ms)Ag (xg: '˚rriyAh)GoAff 
Decl > Imp Non-Ant H˚B [VAct] (xb: 2ms)Ag (xg: 3ms)So-Behind 

Dik also observes that most languages have additional minor illocution types. There 

are two in 2 Samuel 11-12: Oath and Rhet(orical).31 Oath is found in 2 Sam 11.11: 

(15) xayyeKA w¸x  naPHKA 'im-'evÈWeh 'eT-haDDABAr hazzeh. 
By your life and by the life of your soul, I won’t do this thing! 
Oath Non-Past Neg vAWAh [VAct] (xg: 1cs)AgFoc (prox d1e: DABAr)GoAff 
 (xayyeKA w¸x  naPHKA)ECC-Att 

There is no means of explaining the different surface reflex, 'im, of the Neg operator 

in this verse unless the different type of illocution is represented. Similarly, there are 

several Rhetorical illocutions where the (syntactic) negation is actually a (semantic) 

assertive rhetorical question.32 Therefore, 2 Sam 11.10 must be represented as follows: 

(16) h·lÙ`' miDDereK 'aTTAh BA'. 
Have you not come from a journey? 
Rhet Prog BÙ' [VAcc*] (xg: 2ms)Ag (i1e: De¥reK)So 

                                                 

31 For a discussion of illocution theory and types in Hebrew, see Finlay, “The 
Proposal in Hebrew,” 1-13; and Zatelli, Ida. “Pragmalinguistics and Speech-Act Theory 
as Applied to Classical Hebrew.” Zeitschrift für Althebraistik 6, no. 2 (1993): 60-74. 

32 See Lénart de Regt, “Functions and Implications of Rhetorical Questions in the 
Book of Job,” in Hebrew and Discourse Linguistics, ed. Robert D. Bergen (Texas: 
Summer Institute of Linguistics, 1994), 361-73, for more on rhetorical questions. 
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Compare this to another predicate with an identical surface structure,33 which 

semantically is a negation of a SoA, 2 Sam 11.20: 

(17) h·lÙ' y¸DavTem 'ET '·Her-yOr˚ mEval hahÙmAh. 
Did you not know that they would shoot from the wall? 
Int Past Neg yADav [VSta] (xk: 2ms)Pos (X: {1})GoAff 

 1 Non-Ant yArAh [V,HAct] (xj: 3cp)Ag (Ø)Go (xi: xÙmAh)Loc-FromUpon  

Negation 

Negation, as can be seen from the above examples, is a complex phenomenon 

interacting with all aspects of the clause. It is necessary, as a minimum, to distinguish the 

difference between predicational (π2) and propositional negation (π3). Predicational 

negation is “the statement of the non-occurrence of some SoA,” while propositional 

negation is “the subjective denial of some pre-established proposition.” Formally, both 

are expressed by the Neg operator, but the former is written after the tense operator, as in 

 (18) below, and the latter before it.34 An example from 2 Sam 12.18 happens to illustrate 

(and justify) this ordering of the operators quite clearly: 

(18) hinnEh BihyÙT hayyeleD xay DiBB¸rn˚ 'ElAyw w¸lO'-HAmav B¸qÙlEn˚. 
While the child was still alive, we spoke to him, and he did not listen to us. 
Decl Ant e: {                         ↓                         }  (e: {1})Temp-Pos (hinnEh)ECC-Ini 
                DABar [V,PAcc*] (xc: 1cp)Ag (Ø)Go (xa: 3ms)Rec ∩  
                Neg HAmav B¸- [VAcc*] (xa: 3ms)Ag (qÙlEn˚)Go  
 1 {(xay [A])} (xm: yeleD)Ø 

The two coordinated predicates must share the same Tense operator, because the 

temporal satellite has scope over both predicates. However, the Negation operator only 

                                                 

33 This distinction between ‘Rhet’ and ‘Int π2 Neg’ may have morphosyntactic 
implications in non-verbal and participial clauses, since they place their Neg operators in 
slightly different positions. This would have to be investigated. See p. 198 for discussion. 
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applies to the second predicate, and is inside the coordination. If Neg came before Past in 

the representation, it would not be possible to represent the semantics of this sentence. 

The only example of propositional negation is in 2 Sam 11.25, but this complex 

clause is problematic.35 

Pragmatic Functions 

Introduction and Definitions 

As an introduction to pragmatic functions, consider the following question-answer 

pairs: 

(19) a. Who killed the duck? The FARMER killed the duck. 

b. What did the farmer kill? The farmer killed the DUCK. 

The answer in both questions is syntactically identical, but the information in each 

has different relevance to the context, and so receives different intonation. If the same 

semantic structure is shared by both (kill [V] (the farmer) Ag (the duck) Go), then how can 

one distinguish between the two? Dik assumes that the difference can be captured by 

assigning different pragmatic functions to constituents of the underlying clause structure. 

                                                                                                                                                 

34 Dik, TFG 2, 176. 

35 The Negation in 11.25, Do not let this matter trouble you, is propositional, but is 
difficult to analyze because it interacts with the modal semantics of the jussive form. The 
structure in Appendix 2 for this clause is possibly incorrect, since it seems to suggest that 
the surface structure would be something like, This matter should not be upsetting in your 
eyes. This fails to capture the second-person nature of the command, Do not allow this 
matter to be troubling in your eyes. In other words, the participant “Joab” is not 
represented in the structure, which is: 

Imp Neg X: rAvav [VSta] (prox d1e: DABAr)ØAff (dpx: va¥yin)Att-Opi  
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By pragmatic functions he means “functions which specify the information status of the 

constituents in relation to the wider communicative setting in which they are used.” By 

communicative setting, Dik means “the Speaker’s estimate of the Addressee’s pragmatic 

information at the moment of speaking,” and pragmatic information PX he defines as “the 

full body of knowledge, beliefs, feelings, and preconceptions of person X now of 

speaking.”36
 

The two parameters that distinguish pragmatic functions are topicality and focality. 

When a language gives special treatment to a focal or topical constituent, one can assign 

it one of these pragmatic functions.37 

Topicality 

Discourses are “about” certain things, called Discourse Topics (D-Topic). These 

D-Topics are often hierarchically organized, some stretching across the whole discourse, 

others existing only for a sentence. The total number of D-Topics in a discourse is the 

                                                 

36 Dik, TFG 1, 310-1. 

37 It should be noted that A. Machtelt Bolkestein, “What to do with Topic and Focus? 
Evaluating Pragmatic Information,” in Functional Grammar and Verbal Interaction, 
Studies In Language Companion Series, vol. 44, ed. Mike Hannay and A. Machtelt 
Bolkestein (Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 1998), 213, strongly criticizes this section of 
Functional Grammar, both in Dik and in its misappropriation by most linguists. Her 
fundamental objection is that Focality and Topicality functions “are not ‘assigned’ during 
any stage in the (derivation of the) layered structure … Topicality and focality are 
dependent on context, situation and the speaker’s assessment thereof and of the pragmatic 
information of the hearer, and as such are part of the communicative situation.” Instead, 
she argues, they belong to the discourse / pragmatic layer of a text, and like textual 
cohesion and discourse-phenomena, should be represented separately from the semantic 
structures of the clauses of a text. 
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discourse store, which is usually empty at the beginning38 and is filled as the discourse 

progresses. When a new D-Topic is first introduced it is a New Topic; from then on it is 

Given Topic; and if not mentioned for a stretch of time, can be re-established as a 

Resumed Topic. One also must note that most Topics bring an assortment of related Sub-

Topics, as in: 

(20) David took his armyNewTop to battle, but the archersSubTop were left behind. 

Languages have many strategies for “keeping alive” D-Topics, through the creation 

of a “topic chain” or “anaphoric chain” through the discourse.39 

Nevertheless, there is no case in 2 Samuel 11-12 where the surface structure of the 

clause appears to have been influenced by topicality parameters, although one could 

easily assign them to almost every term.40 One could, of course, use them to explain 

much, if not all, of the anaphora in the passage, by tracing D-Topics through the passage, 

but since this would clutter the semantic structures enormously and would yield very 

little interesting linguistic information, the marking of any topicality distinctions is 

                                                 

38 One must realize that 2 Samuel 11-12 is a discourse set inside a larger discourse, 
so the store does not begin empty. It has, as a minimum, topics such as Yahweh, David, 
Nathan, Israel, and the Ammonites.  

39 Ibid., 318. Lénart de Regt, “Nominal Clauses Referring to Participants,” in The 
Verbless Clause in Biblica Hebrew: Linguistic Approaches, Linguistic Studies in Ancient 
West Semitic, vol. 1, ed. Cynthia L. Miller (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1999), 
273-296, demonstrates that non-verbal clauses play a central role in the formation of 
topic chains. He writes, 296, “Nominal clauses are found at the beginning of a paragraph 
but occur especially for the purpose of introducing minor participants and direct speech.” 

40 Kroeze, “Semantic and Pragmatic Functions,” 1-10, using Dik’s Functional 
Grammar, assigns Topicality and Focality functions to every single word in 2 Sam 12.1-
6, part 2 Samuel 11-12. His assignment demonstrates that Topicality is negligibly 
influential to the grammar. Bolkestein, “What to do with Topic and Focus?” 193-214, 
passim, rightly stresses the non-obligatoriness of assigning pragmatic functions. 
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omitted.41 One reason for this may be explained by the nature of these texts, which are 

not in any sense like modern novels, which are read once and then shelved. The stories 

were so well known to the communities that maintained them, that the “discourse store” 

is full before the story is read. This mitigates against the need for elaborate topicality 

strategies that are found in many of the world’s languages. The same is not the case for 

focality, as Hebrew seems especially sensitive to this parameter. 

Focality 

Dik defines the focal information in a linguistic expression as “that information 

which is relatively the most important or salient in the given communicative setting, and 

considered by Spk to be the most essential for Add to integrate into his pragmatic 

information.”42  

The clearest illustration of focus assignment in any language is with questions, since 

the question word asks for specific information assumed to be relevant to the speaker, 

who wants to increase his / her pragmatic information. An example from 2 Sam 11.21 

is:43 

(21) mÓ-hiKKAh 'eT-'aBÓmeleK Ben-y¸r˘BeHeT? 
Who killed Abimelech son of Jerubeshet? 
Int Past nAKAh [VAch] (Qx)AgFoc ('aBÓmeleK Ben-y¸r˘BeHeT)GoAff 

                                                 

41 Siewierska, “Polish Constituent Order,” 245, notes that languages may have not 
grammaticized Topicality features at all, and English may possibly be one such language. 

42 Dik, TFG 1, 326. 

43 The examples of questions in 2 Samuel 11-12 are found in 11.10, 20 (x2), 21 (x2); 
12.9, 18, 19, 22, 23 (x2). See Rosenbaum, Word-Order Variation in Isaiah 40-55, 73-76, 
for examples from Isaiah 40-55. 
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The relevant information is the agent of the underlying declarative sentence,     

killed Abimelech. 

Question focus can be assigned to any part of the semantic structure, as in 2 Sam 

11.10: 

(22) maDD˚Úv lO' yAraDTA 'el-B TeKA? 
Why did you not go down to your house? 
Int Neg Past yAraD [VAcc*] (xg: 2ms)Ag (B TeKA)Dir (Qe)ReasonFoc 

In addition to question focus, Dik defines six other types of focus, in an attempt to 

formulate criteria for determining focus independently from word order and other 

linguistic variables. These six types are completive, rejecting, replacing, expanding, 

restricting, and selecting focus.44 These finer distinctions have not been used in 

describing focus in 2 Samuel 11-12, although, undoubtedly, they would be necessary for 

a more thorough study of focus in Hebrew. 

Extra-Clausal Constituents 

In any discourse, there are expressions, called extra-clausal constituents (ECCs), that 

are neither clauses nor fragments of clauses. They stand on their own and place 

themselves before, after, or even inside a clause. ECCs have four different functions: 

interaction management, attitude specification, discourse organization, and discourse 

execution.45 The ECCs identified in 2 Samuel 11-12 are as follows: 

                                                 

44 Dik, TFG 1, 332. He provides definitions and examples for these various types of 
focus. 

45 Dik, TFG 2, 381-407, gives a full typology of ECCs and criteria for identifying 
and representing them. A thorough presentation of ECCs in Hebrew is Rosenbaum, 
Word-Order Variation in Isaiah 40-55, 98-136. See also Waltke and O’Connor, IBHS, 
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Table 14. Extra-Clausal Constituents in 2 Samuel 11-12 

Expression Reference(s) Type of ECC Notation 
Gam 11.12 Discourse Organization ECC-Org 
zeh46 12.23 Attitude Specification ECC-Att 
h˚' 12.23 Discourse Organization: Theme47 ECC-Thm 
hinnEh 12.11, 18 Discourse Organization: Initiator ECC-Ini 
xay yhwh 12.5 Attitude Specification ECC-Att 
xayyeKA 11.11 Attitude Specification ECC-Att 
x  naPHeKA 11.11 Attitude Specification ECC-Att 
yaxDAw 12.3 Discourse Organization: Tail48 ECC-Tail 
KOh 11.25; 12.7, 11  Discourse Organization: Initiator49 ECC-Ini 
KÓ 12.5 Attitude Specification ECC-Att 
vaTTAh 12.10, 23, 28 Discourse Organization: Setting ECC-Set 
complex clause 11.19 Discourse Organization: Setting ECC-Set 

 

Discourse 

This thesis is concerned primarily with sub-sentential description and so no attempt 

is made to represent discourse phenomena in the structures. Accordingly, any surface 

constituents, called connectors,50 in 2 Samuel 11-12 that only contribute to discourse 

level phenomena have been omitted. They are listed for reference: 

                                                                                                                                                 
76-77 and Geoffrey Khan, Studies in Semitic Syntax, London Oriental Series, vol. 38 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988). 

46 See Waltke and O’Connor, IBHS, 312-313, for examples and discussion. 

47 A Theme is normally referred to as casus pendens or nominative absolute in 
Hebrew studies.  

48 A Tail is a discourse organization ECC that adds information to the clause that 
may be relevant to a correct understanding of the clause. 

49 An Initiator is a discourse boundary marker that opens a new discourse or a new 
turn in a conversation.  

50 Dik, TFG 2, 440. 
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Table 15. Inter-Sentential Connectors 

 

                                                 

51 The fact that Gam is not between the two sentences, but after the verb of the 
second is not relevant. English connectors such as therefore, nevertheless, however, in 
fact, etc. can also be placed inside the second sentence. 

52 Van der Merwe, The Old Hebrew Particle Gam, 184, writes that “Gam is primarily 
a connector.” 

53 See Antoon Schoors, “The Particle yk,” Oudtestamentische Studiën 21 (1981): 
240-276. 

54 Because the qatal appears to be absolute past in this clause, the clause is a main 
clause. Therefore, vEqeB '·Her is a relator and not a subordinator. 

Constituent Reference(s) Type of Connector 
GAm 11.17,51 21, 24; 12.13, 14, 27  Additive52 
waw numerous Continuative 
KÓ 12.12, 18, 22, 25 Causal53 
'ePes KÓ 12.14 Contrary 
vEqeB '·Her 12.6 Causal54 
val '·Her 12.6 Causal 
vEqeB KÓ 12.10 Causal 
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CHAPTER 9 

ANALYSIS 

The previous chapters have described a sufficient theoretical model to represent the 

semantic structures of all the clauses in 2 Samuel 11-12, as recorded in Appendix 2. The 

“proof of the pudding” as it were, is if one can map these structures onto the surface 

expressions. In Functional Grammar, this is achieved through Expression Rules (ERs).1 

There are numerous issues one could choose to analyze in depth from the semantic 

structures in Appendix 2. For instance, one could generate rules to predict the surface 

realization of the definite article, the correct prepositional reflex for a semantic class of 

satellites, or the interaction of Aktionsart with verb choice. However, with limited data, 

most of these analyses would be inadequate because they only occur in a few predicates 

and a much larger body of text is required for investigation.  

Therefore, this chapter focuses on constituent order (traditionally called word order) 

for the following reasons: (1) it can be observed for every predicate; (2) it has been 

researched fairly extensively by others working both within Functional Grammar and 

other frameworks; and (3) one can expect that 2 Samuel 11-12 is a good representation of 

constituent order.2  

                                                 

1 Dik, TFG 1, 339. 

2 Presumably, constituent order would be more stable across genre differences within 
prose than other variables, such as verb behavior. 
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Accordingly, this chapter briefly introduces the operation of ERs, and then analyses 

in detail the constituent order of Hebrew as represented in 2 Samuel 11-12.  

Morphosyntactic Rules 

ERs fall into two types, productive and non-productive. Productive rules operate on 

generalized regularities, not specific to any particular lexical item. The English rule of 

past tense formation for example is: 

(1) Past [pred [V]] = pred-ed 

Therefore, if the semantic structure were, Past smack [V] (the man) (the dog), this 

rule would apply as follows: 

(2) Past [smack [V]] = smacked 

The Past operator is discarded and the verb is correctly conjugated. Non-productive 

rules, on the other hand, capture exceptions to the productive rules, and apply to specific 

lexical items. If the example were eat [V] (the man) (the dog), the productive rule would 

produce the incorrect form, eated. Therefore, a non-productive rule is stored in the 

lexicon along with the predicate frame of eat [V], which simply says, 

(3) paradigm (eat, [Past=ate; Past Prog = eaten] …) 

The expression rules obey lexical priority, and check the lexicon before the 

productive rule is applied. 

More generally, one can write the notation of productive rules as follows: 

(4) Operator [Operandum] = Value 
 if Conditions 

This schema produces new values if the right conditions are met.  
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Furthermore, the semantic functions introduced in the preceding chapters for 

operators (π), satellites (σ), term operators (ω), Aktionsarten (Acc, Sta, Ach, Act), 

pragmatic functions (Foc, NewTop, et cetera), perspectival functions (Subj, Obj), and 

ECCs are only a subset of the total set of Operators available for the Expression Rules, as 

many additional morphosyntactic operators (µ-operators) need to be introduced to 

produce the correct surface form.  

For example, one could use a µ-operator to produce construct chains in Hebrew. A 

preliminary attempt at the rule for construct chains would be (SF = Ag, Go, Rec, et 

cetera): 

(5) SF [term1: {term2}Ass] = Construct [term1] [term2] 

The Construct µ-operator would then have another set of rules to produce the correct 

form for the first term. To capture the way definite construct chains are formed a 

simplified rule would be: 

(6) SF [d term1: {term2}Ass] = Construct [term1] Definite [term2] 

This shows that only the second term is definite.3 

Furthermore, the ERs contain all the form words that are not stored in the lexicon but 

are in the surface structure, such as articles, demonstratives, and complementizers. This is 

where, for instance, '·Her would be produced in relative clauses. To account for things 

like gender and number, the rules need to retrieve declensional information from the 

lexicon and combine this with information from the predicate frame. 

                                                 

3 Naturally, one would need rules to determine whether the definite article surfaces at 
all. This is why the nominal entity typology is needed. [N,i] terms are inherently definite 
for example. 
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Placement Rules 

After the correct morphological form of every constituent in the semantic structure 

and of every form word is generated, a second set of expression rules called placement 

rules assigns each item in the correct order, by mapping the semantic structures onto one 

or more language-specific templates, such as (simplistically) V S O, or O V S. It is the 

determination of these templates that is the primary goal of this chapter. 

Three brief points of theory are necessary for the analysis. First, one of the most 

important principles of constituent order in Functional Grammar has become a (often-

misunderstood) trademark of Functional Grammar. It is called Specific Principle Four: 

“There is a universally relevant clause-initial position P1, used for special purposes, 

including the placement of constituents with Topic or Focus function.”4 Many languages 

have two (or more) of these positions, giving templates such as P1 PØ S V O. Second, in 

Functional Grammar any constituent class can take a position in the template, so some 

languages have a special position for Aux(iliary), Neg(ation), or general variables such as 

X. Third, many languages have more than one template. 

Hebrew Constituent Order 

The first task is to catalog the various constituent orders in 2 Samuel 11-12, 

according to two interacting parameters: ± verb (wayyiqtol, yiqtol, qatal, weqatal, 

directives, and infinitive constructs5; versus participles6 and non-verbal clauses) and ± 

                                                 

4 Dik, TFG 1, 408; see 399-442. 

5 Naturally, this only applies to infinitive constructs functioning as predicates. They 
can also function as terms. The justification for including it in this list is because it 
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main clause. This gives us verbal main, verbal non-main, non-verbal main, and non-

verbal non-main. The motivation for the first parameter is the clearly observed difference 

in constituent order between the two, as is illustrated in 2 Samuel 11-12. The motivation 

for the second is cross-linguistic: non-main clauses often “systematically differ from 

main clauses in their ordering pattern.”7  

Before one can do this, it is necessary to clarify several issues concerning formal 

notation. 

1. Three-place predicates have a third argument and since in 2 Samuel 11-12 they are all 

Recipient or Reference. They are expressed as T, for Third argument. 

2. In all non-verbal clauses, the predicate, be it nominal, adjectival, prepositional, or 

participial, is expressed as Pr. If the copula hAyAh is inserted, it is written as c. 

3. Question words are expressed as Q. 

4. Satellites are represented by (their capitalized symbol) Σn, where n = 1 for predicate 

satellites (σ1), n=2 for predication satellites (σ2), and n=3 for proposition satellites 

(σ3). 

5. The π4 operators Neg and Rhet are expressed as N and H respectively. 

                                                                                                                                                 
follows a V S O constituent order in clauses. In Appendix 3 this can be observed since 
every reference with an infinitive construct predicate is marked by an asterisk. 

6 Although participles are verbs, they pattern like non-verbal clauses. 

7 Dik, TFG 2, 138. The most well known examples are probably German subordinate 
clauses, which push the conjugated verb to the end. Dik notes that non-main clauses 
“never have more freedom of constituent ordering than main clauses.” It turns out, 
however, that Hebrew constituent order in non-main clauses is the same as in main 
clauses. 
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6. Relators like '·Her (marked by ‘R’ in the semantic structures) are normally placed in-

between two term structures and so are not part of the constituent order template. 

7. Extra-Clausal Constituents are expressed as ‘eccSF’ (see p. 177 for semantic functions 

of ECCs). 

8. Complementizers and auxiliary words used to introduce indirect speech are expressed 

by ‘L.’  

9. Coordinated sub-sentential constituents are treated as a single constituent. Thus, 

V S O1 ∩ O2 is recorded as V S O. 

10. Intersentential constituents are ignored, as the focus is on the sentence. 

Furthermore, P1 is not assigned initially, since one first needs to determine which 

constituents can be fronted. Before one can catalog all the constituent orders, however, 

subject assignment in Hebrew must be discussed. 

Subject Assignment 

Subject assignment in Hebrew is not straightforward. Firstly, what is the linear 

relationship between S and V on Hebrew finite verbs? For qatal and weqatal it is V S, 

since they are “suffix” conjugations. Moreover, although yiqtol and wayyiqtol are often 

called “prefix” conjugations, this is misleading, since they are ambifixing, taking 

prefixes, infixes, and suffixes. A reader or listener (usually) knows the verbal root and 

stem before they know its subject marking, since it is only the suffixes on the “prefix” 

conjugations that fully determine the subject. For example, wayyiqqAxehA would be 

linearly processed as follows: 

(7) wa–yyiqAx–e–hA. 
wayyiqtol–qal:TAKE–3msSUBJ–3fsOBJ. 
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Therefore, sentences such as wayyiqqAxehA are analyzed also as V S O. The only 

exception to this is first person singular yiqtol forms,8 which probably gives them a 

natural markedness in the language. But since in these forms V and S would be 

determined simultaneously, they can also be analyzed as V S.  

Secondly, one has to account for these seven basic configurations:9 

(8) a. wayyiqXOl D=AwÏD 'eT-hA'ÓH. 
 slew.hei Davidi the.manj. 

b.  wayyiqXOl 'OTÙ. 
 slew.hei himj. 

c.  wayyiqXOlÙ. 
 slew.hei.himj. 

d.  wayyiqXOl DAwÏD 'OTÙ. 
 slew.hei Davidi himj. 

e.  wayyiqXOl h˚' 'eT-hA'ÓH. 
 slew.hei hei the.manj. 

f.  wayyiqXOl 'OTÙ DAwÏD. 
 slew.hei himj Davidi. 

g.  wayyiqXOlÙ DAwÏD. 
 slew.hei.himj Davidi. 

The most literal interpretation of constituent order for the seven sentences would be: 

V S S O; V S O; V S O; V S S O; V S S O; V S O S; and V S O S respectively. This 

                                                 

8 First-person plural forms are often morphologically identical to a niphal form, 
when only the complete word will disambiguate the form. 

9 “Basic” refers to the different expression and ordering of S and O when V is 
stationary. This is simply to allow us to determine where exactly S is in a Hebrew 
sentence. Other orders are considered below. Furthermore, double objects derived from 
three-place predicates, such as Gen 30.20, He has given (to) me God (to) me a good 
dowry, are not taken into account. See Waltke and O’Connor, IBHS, 173-177. 
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analysis, however, is inelegant and obscure, not revealing much of the constituent order 

principles of Hebrew. 

To assist, a three-way distinction between different types of subjects and objects can 

be introduced. There are morphologically marked subjects on the verb Sm, overt subjects 

S, and pronominal subjects Sp; cliticized objects Oc, overt objects O, and pronominal 

subjects after 'ET Op. The six orders are now (provisionally): V Sm S O; V Sm Op; V Sm 

Oc; V Sm S Op; V Sm Sp O; V Sm Op S; and V Sm Oc S.  

Furthermore, Hebrew is a pro-drop language, like Spanish, Italian, and Croatian. In 

these languages “the independent NP [that is, term] counts as the core argument if 

present, but if it is absent, the bound marker on the verb functions as the argument.”10 

Hebrew is partly head marking, since subjects are part of the verb morphology,11 and 

partly dependent marking, since objects are marked by syntax (namely, constituent 

order). This is why sentence  (7) is V S O and not just V, or V O, as analyzed by some.12  

                                                 

10 Van Valin and LaPolla, Syntax, 331. Also Dik, TFG 1, 154-158. 

11 Walter R. Bodine, “How Linguists Study Syntax,” 105-6. Note also that often the 
verbal morphology is in constructio ad sensum. See the numerous examples in W 
Gesenius, E. Kautzsch, and E. A. Cowley, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, 2d ed. (Oxford: 
Clarendon, 1910), §145. 

12 Rosenbaum, Word-Order Variation in Isaiah 40-55, passim, gives all indications 
that he is not mapping from underlying semantic structures onto constituent order 
templates, but just labeling the surface constituent order with functional labels. This is at 
odds with Functional Grammar, and there seems to be no discussion of this unusual 
method. Because of this, he only assigns S when the S is overt, giving him 531 V O and 
O V examples (43% out of a total 1222 clauses), which are, in fact, V S O and O V S 
respectively. Barry L. Bandstra, “Word Order and Emphasis in Hebrew Narrative: 
Syntactic Observations on Genesis 22 From a Discourse Perspective,” in Linguistics and 
Hebrew, ed. Walter R. Bodine (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1992), 115, also 
only marks S when overt, giving many V O and O V structures.  
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Accordingly, these seven orders can be simplified by “hiding” Sm when S is present, 

and writing Sm as S when S is absent. In addition, in the fifth sentence,  (8)e, the pronoun 

adds no further specification to the subject marked on the verb, so it can be analyzed as 

an attitude ECC (see p. 177).13  

This gives: V S O; V S Op; V S Oc; V S Op; V S eatt O; V Op S; and V Oc S.  

                                                                                                                                                 

Van der Merwe, The Old Hebrew Particle Gam, 50, treats sentences with no overt 
subject as having an elided subject, but Functional Grammar avoids deletions such as this 
(see p. 16). This analysis, like Rosenbaum’s, fails to recognize that Hebrew is a pro-drop 
language, and that in such as language the verb does not agree with the subject, is instead 
cross-referenced to the subject in an appositional-like relationship. See Siewierska, 
Functional Grammar, 191-195, for discussion. 

The hurdle that all three scholars must approach is how to explain sentences like the 
above example wayyiqqAxehA, And he took her. If only words are expressed in 
constituent order templates then this sentence is simply V. But this is meaningless, 
forcing the inclusion of clitics in the constituent order, giving V O. But if units other than 
discrete words are to be expressed, then surely V S O is the most accurate, particularly 
since Hebrew is a head-marking language. 

Finally, many, such as Haberland and Thomsen, “Syntactic Functions,” 153-181, 
passim, would argue that there is no such thing as a subject-less clause (V O or O V) 
since S is a linguistic primitive without which a clause cannot be described. 

13 One would actually expect this pattern to be extremely rare with wayyiqtol (it only 
occurs seven times: Gen 44.20; 1 Sam 22:18; 1 Kgs 19:10, 14; Pro 24:32 ?; Jer 34:15; 
Zec 5:2), because pronominalized subjects are usually fronted since they are in focus. 
This means they move before the verb, and wayyiqtol changes to qatal, giving a SFoc V O 
pattern. When one does have V S eAtt O, Bandstra, “Word Order and Emphasis in 
Hebrew,” 122, calls this a “redundant pronoun” that is “used ‘pleonastically’ to topicalize 
a clause constituent.” DeCaen, “On the Placement and Interpretation of the Verb,” 150, 
calls this constituent “emphatic.” 

One should also note that the pronoun also surfaces when there is a coordinated 
subject and the first subject is represented by the pronoun. This is not an ECC nor focus 
marking, it is a dummy subject to allow coordination. This occurs fourteen times with 
wayyiqtol (Gen 31.21; Num 16.33; Jos 8.10, 11.4; Jdg 7.11, 11.38; Rut 1.3, 6; 1 Sam 
18.27, 19.18, 27.2, 28.8; 1 Kgs 17.15; 2 Kgs 8.2).  
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It is significant for the analysis that there are not many V O S clauses in Classical 

Biblical narrative; in general, the object precedes the subject only if it is pronominal. 

Therefore, the object is marked syntactically by constituent order, and can only move 

forward when it is a clitic or is suffixed to 'ET.  

How then can one represent the final two examples,  (8)f and  (8)g, which are V Op S; 

and V Oc S respectively?  

Randall Buth has suggested an analysis that accounts for data taken from a wider text 

corpus.14 He writes, “there is a non-salient slot between verbs and subjects that normally 

attracts pronouns and non-salient prepositional phrases. Rarely, this may attract highly 

presupposed (non-salient) information, even at a noun phrase level. This also produces V 

O S.”15  

Further evidence in support of Buth’s position is that V Sm OPro S is found in 

embedded clauses. For example, 2 Sam 11.22 reads: wayyaGGED l¸DAwÏD 'ET Kol-'·Her 

s¸lAxÙ yÙ'AB, And he told David all that Joab had sent him. It is unlikely that Joab is 

anything other than the overt subject. 

 Accordingly, the six sentences with semantic structures and constituent order are as 

follows (where OPro stands for object suffix on the verb or 'ET): 

(9) a. wayyiqXOl D=AwÏD 'eT-hA'ÓH. 
 slew.hei Davidi the.manj. 
 slay [V] (xi: David)Ag (xj: the man)GoAff 
 V S O 

                                                 

14 For example, V Op S occurs many times: Gen 15.11, 25.9, 26.14, 34.2, 35.4, 29, 
47.26, 50.3; Exo 9.10, 39.43; Num 3.16, 13.3, 17, 31.6; Jdg 8.27; 1 Sam 17.57; 2 Sam 
17.18; 1 Kgs 1.45, 11.29, 20.41; 2 Kgs 24.12, 25.20, 21; Jer 52.26, 27; Eze 7.18. 

15 Randall Buth (personal correspondence). 
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b.  wayyiqXOl 'OTÙ. 
 slew.hei himj. 
 slay [V] (xi: 3ms)Ag (xj: 3ms)GoAff 
 V S O 

c.  wayyiqXOlÙ. 
 slew.hei.himj. 
 slay [V] (xi: 3ms)Ag (xj: 3ms)Go 
 V S O 

d.  wayyiqXOl DAwÏD 'OTÙ. 
 slew.hei Davidi himj. 
 slay [V] (xi: David)Ag (xj: 3ms)GoAff 
 V S O 

e.  wayyiqXOl h˚' 'eT-hA'ÓH. 
 slew.hei hei the.manj. 
 slay [V] (xi: 3ms)AgFoc (xj: the man)GoAff 
 V S eAtt O 

f.  wayyiqXOl 'OTÙ DAwÏD. 
 slew.hei himj Davidi. 
 slay [V] (xi: DAwÏD)Ag (xj: 3ms)GoAff 
 V OPro S 
 

On this account one would not posit a third V OPro S template, because pragmatically 

marked versions of this template are identical to the first template.  Instead, it is more 

accurate to state that OPro occasionally is displaced in front of the overt subject. It is 

normally not a pragmatically motivated movement. 

It is now possible to catalog all the constituent orders of the structures in 2 Samuel 

11-12. The results of this are presented in Appendix 3. An analysis of them shows that 

one can (provisionally) posit two basic constituent order templates for Hebrew, using the 

terms PF and PB for non-integrated ECCs at the front and back of the clause 
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respectively.16 These ECCs are separated by commas to show that they are extra-clausal. 

These templates are provisional, and are modified below.17 

(10) a. PF, P1 N V S T L O Σ1 Σ2 Σ3, PB 

b.  PF, P1 N S Pr T L O Σ1 Σ2 Σ3, PB 

The first template is for sentences with wayyiqtol, yiqtol, weqatal, qatal, directives, 

and the infinitive construct. The second template is for non-verbal sentences (with and 

without hAyAh) and participial sentences. For both templates, P1 can be one of {S, O, Σ1, 

Σ2, Q, H}18 and for the second, P1 can also include Pr. For both templates, the order is the 

same for main and non-main sentences, although in non-main clauses one rarely, if ever, 

                                                 

16 DeCaen, “On the Placement and Interpretation of the Verb,” 148, suggests that PB 
is present in “under 5% of Standard Biblical Hebrew clauses.” 

17 Rosenbaum, Word-Order Variation in Isaiah 40-55, 26-61, also seems to include 
many extraposed and left-dislocated constituents in the P1 slot as pragmatic Topics, but 
in Functional Grammar, the theory he adopts, these constituents are ECCs and so belong 
in PF. (see Dik, TFG 2, 393). This reallocation would affect considerably his statistical 
counts. For the preference of the complementizer lE'mOr to be sentence-final see Miller, 
The Representation of Speech, 179-185. For an (extremely rare) example of a 
complementizer with a non-verbal clause, see 2 Kgs 18.36. For this reason, L is included 
in the second template.  It is placed before O, however, because the Goal of a speech act 
is normally the object of the verb. If satellites are present, they will, of course, move in 
front of the complementizer and the object (as in 2 Sam 11.15). In addition, it should be 
noted that some ECCs like Gam are quite free in their placement, and so are not 
automatically assigned to PF.  

DeCaen, “On the Placement and Interpretation of the Verb,” 150, states that Relators 
fill the P1 slot (see below) in non-main clauses, but provides no reference to any 
Functional Grammar writer who states this. Dik, TFG 2, 121-141, shows that Relators are 
never placed in P1. 

18 Rosenbaum, Word-Order Variation in Isaiah 40-55, 76-68, includes N as a P1 
constituent, but examples of Q N V S Σ1 (11.10) and Σ1 N V S (11.13) clearly show that 
focused constituents move in front of the negated clause. Further examples are found in: 
Gen. 12.18, Exo 16.8, Num 11.11, 14.11, 22.37; 1 Sam 1.8, 6.3, 15.19, 26.15; 2 Sam 
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finds P1, PF, or PB occupied.19 This conforms to known cross-linguistic ordering 

principles.20 Finally, it must be noted that satellites and OPro (and some ECCs like Gam) 

are positionally mobile. Conditional and temporal satellites prefer the front of the clause 

and OPro can move in front of an overt subject. 

It is now possible to examine the variations from this pattern. Out of the potential 

constituents found in P1, the following are to be expected: Σ2, Q, H, because Questions 

(Q, H) have intrinsic focus, and many predication satellites (like conditionals, temporal, 

circumstantial, et cetera) are fronted in most languages. Σ1 constituents are considered 

separately, since they leave the V S O core structure intact. How then does one account 

for O and S in P1 for the first template21 and Pr in P1 for the second template? Before one 

can examine these, it is necessary to examine how focus, a pragmatic function explained 

in the previous chapter, interacts with constituent order. 

                                                                                                                                                 
2.26, 7.7, 16.17, 19.26; 1 Chr 17.6; Job 3.11, 7.19, 21, 12.9, 25.3; Jer 3.2, 10.7, 29.27, 
47.6; Hos 8.5; Amo 3.8; Nah 3.19. 

19 Rosenbaum, Word-Order Variation in Isaiah 40-55, 54, claims that in relative 
clauses, the head of the clause is the “Theme” (i.e. an ECC) of the relative clause, but this 
is not the case, since the head is obligatory, and themes are not. 

20 Dik, TFG 2, 138. 

21 With participial clauses in the second template, one would expect the hypothetical: 
OFoc S Pr, but the preference for the verb in first or second (constituent) position means 
that this pattern probably does not occur. No examples have been found. 
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Focus in Hebrew 

If one examines the situations where S, O, and Pr constituents are in the P1 slot in 

2 Samuel 11-1222 (using the description of focus discussed in the previous chapter) and a 

strong correlation between focus and P1 allocation is observed, then it can be asserted 

that P1 is a special focus position.23 Examples of the three types, that is, S V O, O V S, 

and Pr S, show that, without exception, the P1 constituent is pragmatically important:24 

(11) Fronted Subjects 

a.  vaBD¸KA '˚riyy`Ah haxiTTÓ mET. 
 Your servant Uriah the Hittite has died.  2 Sam 11.21 
 Decl Past m˚T [VAcc] (vaBD¸KA '˚riyy`Ah haxiTTÓ)ProFoc 

b.  w¸yhwh '·hEBÙ. 
 And Yahweh loved him.  2 Sam 12.24 
 Decl Past 'AhaB [VSta] (xn: yhwh)PosFoc (xv: 3ms)Go 

                                                 

22 There are 31 (11%) such clauses in 2 Samuel 11-12, out of 291 total. 

23 From a functionalist perspective, one expects a strong, but not perfect correlation, 
since the two concepts are interrelated but not equivalent. That is, pragmatic functions 
ought to be applied to the clause structures irrespective of constituent order, based on 
formal criteria; and constituent order ought to be recorded (as is done in Appendix 3) 
without pragmatic functions assigned to any constituents. This avoids a false one-to-one 
form-function equivalence. This explains why there are non-focused fronted constituents 
(such as conditional satellites) and non-fronted focused constituents (there are no clear 
examples of these in 2 Samuel 11-12). However, the strong correlation that is 
demonstrated below suggests that frontedness is strong predictor of focalization. 

24 Randall Buth, “Functional Grammar, Hebrew and Aramaic,” 89, observes that P1 
is used both for topic, setting, and focus constructions, so that one can “recognize a 
pragmatic form-function fusion with Functional Grammar: contextualization by a 
contextualizing constituent, used for topic, setting, paragraph unit borders and dramatic 
pause.” The problem with this approach is that it tends to assign pragmatic functions to 
all fronted constituents, when it is perfectly normal for instance to have fronted level two 
temporal and conditional satellites. If Buth’s term, “Contextualizing Constituent” (CC) 
were attached to every fronted constituent in every clause, one would have an inviolable 
form-to-function assignment. In fact, conditional satellites are marked when placed at the 
end of the sentence. 
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(12) Fronted Objects25 

a.  w¸'OTÙ hAraGTA … 
 And him you killed …  2 Sam 12.9 
 Decl Past hAraG [VAch] (xa: 2ms)Ag (xg: 3ms)GoAffFoc 

b.  ˚H¸lal hAvÓr hÙcÓ' harBEh m¸'ÙD. 
 And the booty of the city he brought out, a great amount. 2 Sam 12.30 
 Decl Past yAcA' [V,H] (xa: 3ms)Ag (d harBEh m¸'OD 1xz: H¸lal hAvÓr)GoFoc 

(13) Fronted Predicates 

a.  hArAh 'AnOKÓ. 
 Pregnant am I.  2 Sam 11.5 
 Decl Ø {(hArAh [A])}Foc (xf: 1cs)Ø 

b.  xay-yhwh KÓ Ben-mAweT hA'ÓH hAvOWeh zO'T. 
 As Yahweh lives, surely, a son of death is the man  2 Sam 12.5 
 who did this! 
 Decl Ø {(i1xp: Ben-mAµweT [N])}Foc (xp: 'ÓH: {1})Ø (xay-yhwh)ECC-Att 

 (KÓ)ECC-Att 

      1 e: Prog vAWAh [VAcc.] (Axp)Ag (prox d1e: Ø)Go 

Therefore, V, S, and Pr with focus are regularly fronted into the P1 position, which 

makes the following the most important realized constituent orders in Hebrew: 

(14) Template A (qatal, wayyiqtol, yiqtol, weqatal, infinitive construct, directives)  

a. V S O 

b. OFoc V S 

c. SFoc V O 

d. QFoc V S O 

(15) Template B (participial, non-verbal) 

a. S Pr  

                                                 

25 Givón, Functionalism and Grammar, 319, notes that in Hebrew 97% of all clauses 
with V and O are V O, and 3% are O V. This compares to 94% / 6% of another rigid V O 
language, written Mandarin. Givón argues that O V in Mandarin shows “in most cases 
some type of contrast.” That is, O V in Mandarin is normally OFoc V, suggesting that O V 
in Hebrew is also normally OFoc V. 
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b. PrFoc S 

c. QFoc S Pr 

It is also observed that in participial and non-verbal clauses the order is N PrFoc S, Q 

PrFoc S, and H PrFoc S; and never PrFoc Q S, PrFoc N S, 26 Q N PrFoc S, or Q N S Pr. This is 

consistent with the restriction on only one P1 constituent in Hebrew,27 but indicates that 

for the second template, there must by two pragmatic positions, P2 which holds Q, N, or 

H, and P1 that holds PrFoc, OFoc
28 or ΣFoc.29 

                                                 

26 One must of course exclude rhetorical h·lÙ' since it is not a Negation operator, but 
an Illocutionary sub-type (see p. 174) expressed as H, as in H S Pr or H PrFoc S. 

27 There is, however, a remarkable SFoc OFoc N V Σ1 Σ2 in Gen 23.6, each of usSubjFoc 
his burial siteObjFoc notNeg he will witholdVerb from youSo for burying your deadPurpose. It is 
theoretically acceptable to have more than one focus assignment per clause, but this is 
unusual. Rather than create a further special focus slot to account for this unusual 
sentence, it would be better to include SFoc OFoc as a possible “meta-constituent” in P1. 
See, however, fn. 33 for more discussion. See also the five rare examples of OFoc SFoc V 
noted by Gesenius, Kautzsch, and Cowley, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, §142f. 
Similarly, for the second template one has the “meta-constituent” (or perhaps “double-
focus constituent”) of PrFoc OFoc S. 

28 For example, Jer 38.23 reads Your wives and children OFoc they are bringing out 
Pr to the Babylonians Σ1. This example is from Waltke and O’Connor, IBHS, 71. 

29 The justification that S Pr is the default constituent order for the second template is 
conclusively argued by Buth, “Word Order in the Verbless Clause,” 79-108. (See also 
Randall Buth, “Contextualizing constituent as topic, non-sequential background and 
dramatic pause: Hebrew and Aramaic,” in Function and Expression in Functional 
Grammar, Functional Grammar Series, vol. 16, ed. Elisabeth Engberg-Pedersen, Lisbeth 
Falster Jakobsen, and Lone Schack Rasmussen [Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter, 1994], 215-
32.) He also demonstrates that two pragmatic slots are necessary for non-verbal clauses.  

The only functional theorist to argue for a S V O constituent order is Givón, “The 
Drift From VSO to SVO in Hebrew,” 181-254, but this is refuted conclusively by Randall 
Buth, “Functional Grammar, Hebrew and Aramaic,” 77-102. In Functionalism and 
Grammar, 89, Givón now states that Hebrew is strictly V O with moveable S. 
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It is also necessary to include Complements, which occur in two-place causative 

constructions as the second object and with certain other predicates. These are expressed 

as C, and exhibit different behavior than third-arguments in three-place predicate frames. 

Therefore, the constituent order templates are as follows:30 

(16) a. PF, P1 N V S T O C Σ1 Σ2 Σ3 L, PB  
    {P1 = SFoc, OFoc, QFoc, H, ΣFoc} 
    {mobile = Σn and OPro in V OPro S} 

b.  PF, P2 P1 S Pr T O Σ1 Σ2 Σ3 L, PB  

    {P2= QFoc, N, H} {P1 = PrFoc, ΣFoc, OFoc} 
    {mobile = Σn} 

When the copula, ‘c’ surfaces in the second template, it mimics the first template in 

ordering: c S Pr (11.1, 2, 14, 16, 23, 27; 12.3, 18, 30); c Pr (12.10); SFoc c Pr (12.1); and 

PrFoc c S (12.2). In other words, in pragmatically neutral sentences one finds: wayyiqtol / 

weqatal S Pr; and in marked sentences: SFoc qatal / yiqtol Pr or PrFoc qatal / yiqtol S. This 

evidence supports the analysis of both templates. 

It is important to note that fronted satellites are not necessarily in focus, or have any 

discernible pragmatic function, and neither are items with focus necessarily fronted. For 

example, temporal and conditional satellites are normally fronted to set the scene, and 

                                                                                                                                                 

From a typological point of view, Hebrew is clearly Verb initial according to the 
thirty-nine criteria listed in Doris L. Payne, The Pragmatics of Word Order: Typological 
Dimensions of Verb Initial Languages, Empirical Approaches to Language Typology. 
vol. 7, ed. Georg Bossong and Bernard Comrie (Berlin: Mouten de Gruyter, 1990), 11-
15. 

30 Rosenbaum, Word-Order Variation in Isaiah 40-55, 94, incorrectly restricts P1 
constituents to “a single term or a combination of terms.” However, many fronted 
constituents are extended predications. DeCaen, “On the Placement and Interpretation of 
the Verb,” 148, concurs, but suggests this is an “inadequacy” of Functional Grammar, but 
offers no reason why is this is a problem. 
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occasionally in questions, the focus on some other part of the clause is more important.31 

Dik calls these effects “displacement phenomena”; when constituents move from their 

predicted location in the template.32  

For example, there are examples of fronted satellites both with and without focus. In 

the first (2 Sam 12.3; also 11.10), the level one satellite is in focus, as it is salient that the 

lamb was like a person, eating from its master’s bowl. In the second (2 Sam 12.21), 

however, the temporal satellite is moved probably because it establishes a setting in 

which the SoA will occur: 33 

(17) a. miPPiTTÙ TO'Kal. 
 ΣSoFoc V S  
 From his cup it would drink. 
 Decl Non-Ant 'AKal [VAct] (xr: 3fs)Ag (Ø)Go (PaT: {xq: 3ms}Ass)SoFoc  

b.  w¸Ka'·Her mET hayyeleD qamTA waTTO'Kal lAhem. 
 As soon as the child had died he arose and ate bread.   
 Decl X1: Past {q˚m [VAcc] (xa: 2ms)Ag ∩ 'AKal [VAct] (xa: 2ms)Ag  
 (i1x: lexem)Go} (X2: {1}: X1 » X2)Temp-Pos 
      1 Ant m˚T [VAcc] (xm: ye¥leD)Pro 

                                                 

31 For example, Exo 16.7 reads w¸naxn˚ mAh, Who are WE?, with the order SFoc 
QFoc. The QFoc remains in the default Pr(edicate) location as it cannot overcome the 
saliency of the highlighted subject. This is similar to the English exclamation after 
surprising news, You did WHAT to your neighbor’s dog? 

32 Dik, TFG 2, 436f. A good discussion and illustration of displacement phenomena 
in Hebrew is Rosenbaum, Word-Order Variation in Isaiah 40-55, 149-208. He uses the 
idea of “defamiliarization” and poetic style to explain displaced sentence constituents. 

33 Incidentally, without displacement phenomena, one could not account for 
sentences such as Gen 3.11—From the tree about which I have commanded you not to 
eat have you eaten?—that have a QFoc Σ1 V S structure, since one cannot place two 
constituents (Q and Σ1) in P1. Rather, Σ1 is displaced from the expected QFoc V S Σ1 
pattern. If, however, one decided this was a genuine QFoc ΣFoc V S pattern, and many 
other such examples were found, then one would have to posit a P2 P1 V S T L O Σ1 Σ2 
template, (N moves to P1 if P2 is filled). This is unlikely, but see fn. 27. 
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It was noted that displacement phenomena may move items out of their preferred 

position in the clause. Out of the 291 clauses in 2 Samuel 11-12, 15 have displaced  

satellites and 3 have V OPro S.34 An example of displacement in 2 Sam 11.25 is: 

(18) 'al-yErav B¸v neKA 'eT-haDDABAr hazzeh. 
May it not be troubling in your eyes this matter. 
Imp Neg X: rAvav [VSta] (prox d1e: DABAr)ØAff (dpx: va¥yin)Att-Opi  
N V Σ3 S 

This is possibly because more complex items ('eT-haDDABAr hazzeh) prefer to come 

after less complex items (B¸v neKA).35 

Generating Linguistic Expressions 

It was asserted that the semantic functions used to describe 2 Samuel 11-12 are 

sufficient to generate the correct surface structure of the Hebrew. This is briefly 

demonstrated for verbs, to justify the assertion that tense is grammaticized. In fact, it is 

straightforward to map the correct verb forms from the semantic structures. 

Wayyiqtol and Qatal 

 A Past operator will map as wayyiqtol to V under the condition that P1 is empty and 

that no other constituent is in front of the verb for any reason (such as a question word, a 

negation adverb, a conditional satellite, et cetera). Otherwise, it maps as qatal, since 

                                                 

34 Displaced satellites are found in 2 Sam 11.6, 10, 11, 19, 25; 12.8, 14, 17, 18 (x2), 
21, 22 (x2), 24, 25. V OPro S is found in 2 Sam 11.13, 22, 23. 

35 This explanation does not explain 2 Sam 11.11, where it is difficult to see why the 
locative satellite precedes the predicative participle.  
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wayyiqtol must be clause initial.36 The Ant operator maps qatal to V. A rule is also 

required to map Past to qatal when it is the first predicate after a speech act predicate. 

Yiqtol and Weqatal 

These rules are analogous to the previous ones, with weqatal being mapped by the 

Non-Ant operator to V if P1 is empty and no other constituent is in front of the verb. 

Otherwise, Non-Ant maps as yiqtol to V. Non-Past also maps yiqtol to V.   

Other Verb Forms 

Prog maps as participle to Pr in the second template and Imp operators map as 

imperative, jussive, or cohortative to V, depending on the person feature of the subject. 

Embedded clauses with no tense operators mark the infinitive construct to V. Infinitive 

absolutes by default precede the verb.37 In non-verbal sentences, the subject (first 

argument) maps to S and the predicate maps to Pr. 

Summary 

From this brief sketch, it has been suggested that if tense is grammaticized in 

Hebrew, then a semantic representation of tense functions is sufficient to account for the 

                                                 

36 Endo, The Verbal System of Classical Hebrew, 35, is wrong to state that in such 
cases qatal is “considered as standing in clause-initial position, since it is syntactically 
impossible for the verbal form to stand before such particles.” However, this implies that 
the P1 constituent is not part of the clause, which it clearly is.  

37 One observes that predication satellites tend to come after predicate satellites, or if 
conditional or temporal, before the verb. Infinitive absolutes were described as 
predication satellites, but they have markedly different positional behavior, since they 
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morphosyntactic behavior of verb forms. The reason is that the primary non-contextual 

meanings map seamlessly from the semantic structural representations onto the surface 

form having taken into account the full semantic-pragmatic-perspectival specification of 

the clause.38  

The Hebrew Verb System 

In Chapter 6 it was noted that the proposed system of the verb raises a question: why 

are there two verb forms both for the Past operator and for the Non-Ant operator? As just 

noted, Past maps as wayyiqtol and qatal and Non-Ant maps as weqatal and yiqtol. The 

realization of past qatal and non-anterior yiqtol were explained as secondary uses 

triggered by the constituent ordering constraints on wayyiqtol and weqatal respectively. 

But can more be said about the functions of these verb pairs?  

It is clear in light of the proposals of this chapter that past qatal and non-anterior 

yiqtol occur when constituents, commonly with focus, are placed in front of the verb. The 

secondary uses of qatal and yiqtol, therefore, are for pragmatically marked 

constructions.39 Wayyiqtol and weqatal cannot occur in pragmatically marked 

constructions and so are the default, unmarked past and non-anterior verb forms 

                                                                                                                                                 
normally precede the verb wherever it is placed. This suggests that they may in fact be 
predicate operators. More research is needed to decide this. 

38 This is expressed as a conditional, if A then B, because this does not prove A, 
which must be justified on other grounds. However, if tense markers were not sufficient 
then the probability that A is correct is unlikely.  

39 For the concept of markedness in Hebrew see Ellen van Wolde, “Linguistic 
Motivation and Biblical Exegesis,” in Narrative Syntax and the Hebrew Bible: Papers of 
the Tilburg Conference 1996, Biblical Interpretation Series, vol. 29, ed., Ellen van Wolde 
(Leiden: Brill, 1997), 21-50. 
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respectively. Moreover, since directives have a strong preference for being clause-initial 

(possibly because the verbal predicate is most salient in a command), initial verb forms 

that often, morphologically, could be jussive or yiqtol are almost always jussive.  

In conclusion, the interaction of constituent order, verbal tense semantics, and 

pragmatic functions (and probably Aktionsart), creates an overall verbal system that (1) is 

capable of great subtlety and flexibility; (2) easily captures pragmatic distinctions, which 

provides the speaker a means to move discourse information to the foreground or 

background; (3) allows disambiguation of the many homonymous jussive and yiqtol verb 

forms due to their constituent ordering preferences; (4) expresses many modal subtleties 

through contextual implication and supplementation from the infinitive absolute and 

various satellites; (5) uses the verb hAyAh, “to be,” as a copula to surface in non-verbal 

predicates to provide additional semantic information; and (6) takes advantage of the 

assimilated waw-conjunction on wayyiqtol and weqatal to provide textual cohesion.  

Several of these observations can be summarized in Table XVI on the following 

page. Probably the largest omission in this summary is any attention to the inflectional 

system and its interaction with predicate formation and meaning, transitivity, and 

Aktionsart. Table XVI represents only one dimension of a three dimensional system. The 

other two dimensions are verbal inflection and contextual implicatures (such as modal, 

sequential, habitual, timeless, “prophetic” and so forth). 
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Table 16. A Proposal for the Hebrew Verbal System 

 Relative  Absolute 

Past qatal  wayyiqtol 

    

    

    

Non-Past weqatal  yiqtol 

    
 

Progressive participle 

  

Directives imperative  jussive  cohortative 

  

Modal infinitive absolute 

  

Infinitive infinitive construct 

  

Copula 
 

hAyAh 

  

Word Order 
Templates 

P1 N V S O Σ1 Σ2 Σ3 

{P1 = S, O, Q, H, Σn} 

(simplified)  
P2 P1 S Pr O Σ1 Σ2 Σ3 

{P2= Q, N, H} {P1 = Pr, Σn, O} 

 

 

secondary 
marked uses 

conversive-waw 
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CHAPTER 10 

CONCLUSION 

In this chapter a short overview of what has been gained for the study of Hebrew is 

presented. This is followed by a brief discussion on how studies such as this one are 

relevant to the interpretation of the text. 

Overview 

This thesis is essentially an introductory meeting between Functional Grammar and 

Hebrew. Unlike previous studies that have taken one aspect of Functional Grammar to 

understand a feature of the text, this thesis has attempted to take the theory as a whole 

and apply it to a single short story. The encounter has demonstrated the value in such an 

approach in many ways.  

1. By using a language-independent theory that has been used to analyze hundreds of 

languages, the study of Hebrew is enriched by cross-linguistic studies. For example, the 

behavior of qatal as an anterior tense is in agreement with similar such verbs in other 

languages; the study of transitivity in Mandarin Chinese and other languages sheds light 

on the peculiar behavior of 'ET; and the observation that level one satellites normally 

come before level two satellites in the order of constituents in the sentence is to be 

expected cross-linguistically. 

2. Moreover, since Functional Grammar is a formal system in terms of having a 

formal representation, it allows for systematic description and evaluation of linguistic 
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data from a functional perspective. The way in which the wide variety of constituent 

orders in complex sentences could be reduced to two simple constituent order templates 

is testimony to this, as is the ability to differentiate the various semantic categories, 

subcategories, and scopes of satellites. This formalization is particularly helpful in 

computational linguistic studies of Hebrew, as it provides a framework around which 

databases can be tagged and studied. 

3. The value of a complete description of a text rather than the investigation of a 

single feature illustrates how the language works together as a whole. In the previous 

chapter it was noted, for instance, how the interaction of pragmatic features, verbal tense 

semantics, constituent order, and contextual implicatures produces a coherent and flexible 

verbal system, reflecting the complexity of the verb as encountered in reading the 

Masoretic text. This system in turn offers justification for the many discourse-level 

phenomena that have been observed in Hebrew. 

4. The holistic approach also identifies large gaps in the current knowledge of 

Hebrew and offers many interesting suggestions for further research; such as using 

Hengeveld’s non-verbal semantic typology (see p. 76) to study non-verbal clauses; 

testing the theory that Hebrew grammaticizes tense across Genesis to 2 Kings; and 

evaluating the suggestion for a pragmatico-lexical based model for analyzing construct 

chains (see p. 63). Many of the other ideas in this thesis could also be taken and studied 

across the whole corpus of Hebrew, particularly such things as the constituent order 

templates and the semantic classification of satellites. 

5. Studies such as this also have potential to assist in Bible translations. When 

working from one language to another, the sharing of a common theory with its 
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accompanying metalanguage facilitates identification of functional equivalencies 

between typologically divergent languages. Part of the motivation for Functional 

Grammar is that the semantic structures are in some respects language-independent, 

although naturally they are tightly integrated with the lexicon and the expression rules. 

6. Although this thesis is thoroughly synchronic, Functional Grammar is suited to 

diachronic studies. For example, the functional equivalence of qatal and wayyiqtol in 2 

Sam 12.21 was observed, and since qatal replaces wayyiqtol in Mishnaic Hebrew, this is 

to be expected. Diachronic studies have been dominated by an interest in the 

development from proto-Semitic to classical Hebrew, but the framework of Functional 

Grammar would be of great assistance in considering the development from classical 

Hebrew to Mishnaic Hebrew. It is probable that this will shed much light on classical 

Hebrew, since by employing known pathways of grammaticization between 

diachronically-related languages, one can follow these pathways from Mishnaic Hebrew 

back to classical Hebrew; as opposed to the traditional, and in many ways more 

hypothetical, pathways from proto-Semitic forward to classical Hebrew. 

Relevance 

It is a truism to observe that the language of faith and belief is more than the 

language of linguistics. What, therefore, can one say about the relevance of linguistic 

studies such as these to the interpretation of the text as canonical scriptures that nourish 

the faith of worshipping communities? 
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Ellen van Wolde comments on the oftentimes “tense” (no pun intended!) relationship 

between linguistics and interpretation when she writes:1 

Of course, the starting point of every exegesis is that the Hebrew language 
system provides the conditions for the textual communication, and that therefore 
linguistics is necessary for exegetes to acquire basic insights into the elementary 
phonological, morphological, syntactic, semantic and pragmatic features of 
Hebrew. However, the disadvantages of linguistics are easily discovered as well. 
One of these is the inaccessibility of linguistic literature; another is the lack of 
clear definitions and criteria, and another, even more important, is the scarcity of 
explanations of the choices made and of the principles on which these choices are 
based; these problematic aspects often are reinforced by a cryptic or diagrammatic 
style. 

Often exegetes approach the text as if everything that it “contains,” as it were, is 

right there on the page in front of them. Modern linguistics, Functional Grammar 

included, however, have demonstrated, that the text the exegete encounters on the page is 

the result of the interaction of endless rules, tendencies, constraints, and rearrangements; 

employed (mostly unconsciously) by the author to produce an intelligible communicative 

act. Be it generative or functional, a solid linguistic theory helps one avoid simplistically 

drawing exegetical insights based purely on the surface structure. For example, the 

presence or absence of the verb hAyAh in non-verbal predications is almost certainly 

governed by rather uninteresting rules (that is, from an exegetical perspective) and has 

little exegetical significance. The (mis)use of the concept “emphasis” in Hebrew studies 

is another well-known case in point. By introducing more fine-grained functional 

distinctions into pragmatics, constituent order, markedness, and other linguistic features, 

a much clearer picture emerges as to what constitutes “emphasis” in Hebrew. 

                                                 

1 Van Wolde, “Linguistic Motivation and Biblical Exegesis,” 21. 
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At a more ideological level (not that exegesis is not ideological), linguistic 

arguments have traditionally figured prominently in theories about the dating of texts, the 

number of “authors” of a text, and even the historicity of ancient Israel.2 Studies such as 

this one cannot offer solutions to such issues, but they can introduce more (linguistic) 

sophistication into the debate and potentially undermine arguments based on faulty 

linguistic methodology. 

Finally, one could have perhaps suggested that van Wolde’s warning about “cryptic 

or diagrammatic style” should have been in the first chapter and not the last! In defense, 

one could argue that only a complex description (with its concomitant complex notation) 

can do justice to the intricacies of human language. Even so, there is also a certain 

transparency or “intuitiveness” with any language that allows one who knows it to 

understand it with the barest knowledge of linguistics. A theory, therefore, that ultimately 

says nothing that rings true with such “intuitive” readers, no matter how complex it is, 

has probably missed something essential about the language. 

Accordingly, this thesis has striven to explain the linguistic phenomena of 2 Samuel 

11-12 within the admittedly complex theory of Functional Grammar, but in such a way 

that allows simplification of the formal notation wherever possible without compromising 

its descriptive capacity. It is hoped that the presentation does capture much of the 

                                                 

2 See for example Avi Hurvitz, “The Historical Quest for ‘Ancient Israel’ and the 
Linguistic Evidence of the Hebrew Bible: Some Methodological Observations,” Vetus 
Testamentum XLVII, no. 3 (1997): 310-15; and Randall Buth, “Methodological Collision 
Between Source Criticism and Discourse Analysis: The Problem of ‘Unmarked Temporal 
Overlay’ and Pluperfect/Nonsequential wayyiqtol,” in Biblical Hebrew and Discourse 
Linguistics, ed. Robert D. Bergen (Texas: Summer Institute of Linguistics, 1994), 138-
54. 
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“intuitiveness” of the language, and so illuminates, rather than obscures the nature of 

classical Hebrew.
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APPENDIX 1 - LEXICON 

INTRODUCTION 

From the Aktionsart column, one can deduce the parameters of ±dynamic, ±telic, and 

±punctual (see pp. 31-41). From the semantic function of the argument positions, one can 

determine whether the first argument is ±control.  

The Type column has the verb followed by the abbreviation of the verbal stem if this 

is not qal (see p. xiii for abbreviations). The arguments are assumed to be first-order 

entities (xi) unless stated otherwise, so for instance, X:Go, would mean that the Goal is a 

Proposition. 

VERBS 

Form Type (x1) (x2) (x3) Akt Meaning References 
'ABAh V Pos e:Go  Sta to be willing 12.17 
'AhaB V Pos Go  Sta to love 12.24 
'AKal V Ag Go  Act to eat numerous1 
'Amar V Ag E:Go Rec Act to say numerous2 
'AnaH V,N Ø   Sta to become sick 12.15 
'AsaP V Ag Go Rec Act to add 12.8 
'AsaP V Ag Go  Act to gather 11.27; 12.28, 29 
BÙ' V Ag   Act to go numerous3 
BAzAh V Ag Go  Act to despise 12.9, 10 
                                                 

1 11.11, 12, 25; 12.3, 20, 21 

2 11.3, 5, 8, 10 (x2), 11, 12, 15, 19, 20, 21, 23, 25 (x2); 12.1, 5, 7 (x2), 11, 13 (x2), 
18 (x2), 19 (x2), 21, 22 (x2), 27 

3 11.4, 7, 10, 11, 22; 12.1, 4 (x3), 16, 20 (x2), 24 
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Form Type (x1) (x2) (x3) Akt Meaning References 
BÓn V Pos X:Go  Sta to understand 12.19 
BAKAh V Ag   Act to cry 12.21, 22 
BAqaH V,P Ag Go  Act to seek  12.16 
BArAh V Ag Go Ref Act to eat with 12.17 
GABar val V Ag Go  Acc to prevail 

against 
11.23 

GADal V Pro   Acc to grow up 12.3 
DABar V,P Ag Go Rec Act to speak 11.19; 12.18 
DAraH V Ag Go Ref Acc to inquire 11.3 
hAyAh V Ø X:Ref  Sta to be 11.20 
hAlaK V Ag   Act to go numerous4 
hAla¢K V,T Ag   Act to walk about 11.2 
hAraG V Ag Go  Ach to slay 12.9 
hArAh V Ag   Ach to conceive 11.5 
hAras V Ag Go  Acc to break down 11.25 
xAwAh V,Š Ag Go  Act to worship 12.20 
xAzaq V,H Ag e:Go  Act to strengthen 11.25 
xAzaq V,P Ag Go  Act to encourage 11.25 
xAXA' l¸- V Ag Go  Act to sin against 12.13 
xAyAh V,P Ag Go  Act to nurture 12.3 
xAyAh V Ø   Sta to live 12.22 
xAlaP V,P Ag Go  Acc to change 12.20 
xAmal V Pos e:Go  Sta to be unwilling 12.4 
xAmal V Pos   Sta to have 

compassion 
12.6 

xAnAh V Ag   Act to camp 11.11; 12.28 
xAnan V Ag   Act to be gracious 12.22 
xArAh B¸- V Pos Go  Sta to be angry with 12.5 
yADav V Pos X:Go  Ach to realize 11.16, 20; 12.22 
yAhaB V Ag Go  Acc to put 11.15 
yAKal V Pos e:Go  Sta to be able 12.23 
yAlaD V Ag Go  Ach to bear 11.27; 12.15, 24 
yAsaP V,H Ag Go  Acc to add 12.8 
yAc=A' V Ag   Act to go out numerous5 
yAcA' V,H Ag Go  Act to bring out 12.30, 31 
yArA' V Pos e:Go  Act to be afraid 12.18 
yAraD V Ag   Act to go down 11.8, 9, 10 (x2), 13 
yArAh V,H Ag Go  Acc to shoot 11.20, 24 
yAHaB B¸- V Pos Loc  Sta to reside at 11.1, 11, 12 (x2) 
                                                 

4 11.22; 12.15, 23, 29 

5 11.8 (x2), 13, 17, 23 
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Form Type (x1) (x2) (x3) Akt Meaning References 
KAlAh V,P Ag e:Go  Ach to finish 11.19 
KATaB V Ag Go  Act to write 11.14, 15 
l˚n V Ag   Act to lodge 12.16 
lAxam V,N Ag Go  Act to battle 11.17, 20 
lAxam B¸- V,N Ag Go  Act to battle against 12.26, 27, 29 
lAxaH V,T Ag   Act to whisper to 

each other 
12.19 

lAKaD V Ag Go  Acc to capture numerous6 
lAqax V Ag Go  Act to take numerous7 
lAqax V Ag So  Act to take from 12.4 
mAHax V Ag Go  Acc to anoint 12.7 
m˚T V Pro   Acc to die numerous8 
nA'ac V,P Ag Go Ref Act to scorn 12.14 
nAGaD V,H Ag E:Go Rec Acc to tell 11.5, 10 
nAGaD V,H Ag X:Go Rec Acc to tell 11.22; 12.18 
nAGaD V,H Ag Go Rec Acc to tell 11.18 
nAGaP V Ag Go  Ach to strike 12.15 
nAGaH V,N Ag   Act to approach 11.20, 21 
nAxam V,P Ag Go  Act to have mercy 12.24 
nAKAh V Ag Go  Ach to strike 11.21; 12.9 
nAKAh V,N Ag Go  Ach to be struck 11.15 
nAPal V Pro   Acc to fall 11.17 
nAcal V,H Ag Go  Act to deliver 12.7 
nATan V Ag Go  Acc to put 11.16 
nATan V Ag Go Rec Acc to give 12.8 (x2), 11 
s˚K V Ag   Act to anoint 

oneself 
12.20 

s˚r V Ag So  Act to turn 12.10 
sAPaD val V Ag Go  Act to mourn for 11.26 
vABar V e:Pro   Acc to end 11.27 
vABar V,H Ag Go  Act to make pass 

away 
12.13 

vABar V,H Ag Go  Act to send 12.31 
vAlAh V Pro   Act to go up 11.20 
vAWAh V Ag   Act to act 12.12 

                                                 

6 12.26, 27, 28 (x2), 29 

7 11.4; 12.9-11, 30 

8 11.15, 17, 21 (x2), 24 (x2), 26; 12.5, 13, 14 (x2), 18 (x3), 19 (x3), 21, 23 
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Form Type (x1) (x2) (x3) Akt Meaning References 
vAWAh V Ag e:Go  Act to do numerous9 
vAWAh V Ag Go  Act to do 12.4 (x2), 9, 18 
cAwAh V,P Ag Go Rec Act to command 11.19 
c˚m V Ag   Act to fast 12.16, 21-23 
c˚r val V Ag Go  Act to besiege 11.1 
qADaH V,T Ag   Acc to purify 

oneself 
11.4 

q˚m V,H Ag   Acc to cause to arise 12.17 
q˚m V Ag   Acc to arise 11.2; 12.17, 20, 21 
q˚m val V,H Ag Go Rec Act to bring about 12.11 
qAnAh V Ag Go  Act to buy 12.3 
qArA' V Ag Go Ref Ach to name 12.24 (x2), 25 
qArA' l¸- V Ag Go  Ach to call, summon 11.13 
qArA' val V,N Pos Go Loc Sta to be named 

upon 
12.28 

rA'Ah V Ag Go  Ach to see 11.2 
rA'Ah V Pos e:Go  Ach to see 12.19 
rAxac V Ag Go  Act to wash 11.2, 8; 12.20 
rAvav V e:Pos   Sta to be troubled 11.25, 27 
WÓm V Ag Go Rec Acc to set 12.20, 31 
HA'al V Ag Go Ref Act to ask 11.7; 12.20 
H˚B V Ag   Act to go back numerous10 
H˚B V,H Ag Go  Act to bring back 12.23 
HAxaT V,H Ag Go  Act to ruin 11.1 
HAKaB V Ag Loc  Acc to lie down 11.9; 12.16 
HAKaB B¸- V Ag Loc  Acc to lie down at 11.13; 12.3 
HAKaB vim V Ag Go  Acc to sleep with 11.4, 11; 12.11, 24 
HAKar V,P Ag Go  Acc to make drunk 11.13 
HAlax V Ag Go  Acc to send numerous11 
HAlax V,P Ag Go  Acc to send 11.12 
HAlaK V,H Ag Go  Acc to throw 11.21 
HAlam V,P Ag Go Ref Acc to repay 12.6 
HAmav V Pos X:Go  Ach to hear  11.26 
HAmav B¸- V Ag Go  Act to listen to 12.18 
HAmar 'el V Ag Go  Act to besiege 11.16 
HATAh V Ag Go  Act to drink 11.11, 12; 12.3 

 

                                                 

9 11.11, 27; 12.5, 6, 12, 21, 31 

10 11.4; 12.23 (x2), 31 
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NOUNS 

The second column gives the noun type (see p. 59). The third column gives the 

referent(s) of the form in 2 Samuel 11-12, and so is not a normal lexical entry. The fourth 

column lists the references to when the noun occurs overtly. The fifth column refers to 

occurrences of referents that are (1) morphologically marked on the verb; (2) 

pronominally expressed; or (3) referred to anaphorically. The sixth column gives the term 

variable. A subscripted letter indicates that the noun is referred to  in a non-overt manner 

somewhere in the passage and thus requires a unique identification. 

 

Form Type Referent Overt Non-Overt Var.
'·BÓme¥leK [N,i] Abimelech 11.21 11.21 xl 

'EµBel [N,e] time of mourning 11.27  e 
'e¥Ben [N,s] stone 12.30  x 
'ADÙn [N,s] Joab 11.9, 11, 13  xb 
  lord 12.8  x 
'˚riyyAh [N,i] Uriah numerous12 numerous13 xg 
'ÓH [N,s] rich man 12.1, 5-7 12.4-6 xp 

  traveler 12.4  xs 
  men of Rabbah 11.16, 17, 23 11.17, 23 xj 

  man 12.1  x 
  Uriah 11.26  xg 
  poor man 12.1  xq 
'ÈlOhÓm [N,i] Yahweh 12.7  xn 

'ÈlÓvAm [N,i] Eliam 11.3  x 
'aP [N,s] nose 12.5  x 
'e¥Pes [N,s] ceasing 12.14  x 
'ArOn [N,s] ark 11.11  x 
'e¥r¸c [N,e] land 12.17  x 

                                                                                                                                                 

11 11.1, 3-6, 18, 22, 27; 12.1, 25, 27 

12 11.3, 6-12, 14-17, 21, 24, 26; 12.9, 10 

13 11.8, 10-13; 12.9 
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Form Type Referent Overt Non-Overt Var.
'iHHAh [N,s] Bathsheba numerous14 numerous15 xf 
  wife 11.27; 12.8, 11  x 
  woman; wife 11.21; 12.10  x 
Ba¥yiT  [N,s] house, palace numerous16  x 
BEn [N,s] son 11.21; 12.3  x 
  David’s 1st son 11.27 12.23 xm 

  David’s 2d son 12.24 12.24, 25 xv 
Ben-mAµweT [N,s] person deserving 

death 
12.5  x 

B¸n -
vammÙn 

[N,c] Ammonites 11.1; 12.10, 26 12.30 xx 

Ba¥val  [N,s] Uriah 11.26  xg 
BAqAr  [N,c] cattle 12.2, 4  x 
BOµqer [N,e] morning 11.14  x 
Barzel [N,m] iron 12.31  x 
BaT [N,s] daughter 11.3  xf 

 [N,s] daughter 12.3  x 

BaT-He¥Bav  [N,i] Bathsheba 11.3; 12.23  xf 
GAG [N,s] roof 11.2  x 
DABAr [N,s] news; word 11.18, 20; 12.9  x 
DABAr  [N,s] event numerous17  e 

DAwÏD [N,i] David numerous18 numerous19 xa 

De¥reK [N,s] journey 11.10  e 
hEµleK [N,s] traveler 12.4  xs 
zAhAB [N,m] gold 12.30  x 
xÙmAh [N,s] wall of Rabbah 11.20, 24  xi 

xÙmAh [N,s] wall 11.21  x 
xaXXA'T [N,s] sin 12.13  x 
xay [N,a] life 11.11  x 
xa ¥yil [N,a] strength 11.15  x 
x q [N,s] breast 12.3, 8  x 

                                                 

14 11.2, 3, 11, 26; 12.9, 10, 23 

15 11.4, 5, 26, 27; 12.23 

16 11.2, 8-11, 13, 27; 12.8, 10 

17 11.18, 19, 25, 27; 12.5, 8, 14, 21 

18 11.1-8, 10-14, 17, 18, 22, 23, 25, 27; 12.1, 4, 7, 13, 24, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31 

19 11.1-4, 6, 7, 11-15, 20, 23, 24, 27; 12.1, 5, 7-11, 13, 14, 21-3, 29-31 
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Form Type Referent Overt Non-Overt Var.
xEmAh [N,a] anger 11.20  x 
xe¥reB [N,s] sword numerous20  x 
xArÓc  [N,s] pick 12.31  x 
Xum'Ah [N,a] uncleanness 11.4  x 
yAD [N,s] hand 11.14; 12.7, 25  x 
y¸DÓD¸yAh [N,i] David’s 2d son 12.25  xv 
y¸h˚DAh [N,c] Judah 11.11; 12.8  x 
yhwh [N,i] Yahweh numerous21 numerous22 xn 

yÙ'AB [N,i] Joab numerous23 numerous24 xb 
yÙm [N,e] day 11.12  x 
ye¥leD [N,s] David’s first son 12.15, 21-3  xm 

y¸ruBBe¥HeT [N,i] Jerub-Besheth 11.21  x 
y¸r˚HAla¥im [N,i] Jerusalem 11.1, 12; 12.31  x 
yiWrA'El [N,c] Israel in general 12.7, 8, 12  x 
  Israel at war 11.1, 11 11.1, 15, 23 xd 
KiBWAh  [N,s] lamb 12.3, 4, 6 12.3 xr 

KAhEnnAh 
w¸KAhEnnAh 

[N,a] much more 12.8  x 

KAzOh 
w=¸KAzeh  

[N,a] such and such 11.25  x 

KEn [N,a] thus 12.31  x 
KOs [N,s] bowl 12.3  x 
lexem [N,m] bread 12.17, 21  x 
maGzErAh [N,s] ax 12.31  x 
m¸GErAh [N,s] saw 12.31  x 
mAxAr [N,a] tomorrow 11.12  x 
mimmoxÛrAT [N,a] tomorrow 11.12  x 
mAµyim [N,m] water 12.27  x 
mal'AK [N,s] messenger 11.1  x 

  David’s messengers 11.4  xh 
  Joab’s messenger(s) numerous25 11.20-22, 25 xk 

                                                 

20 11.25, 27; 12.9, 11; 12.9, 10 

21 11.27; 12.1, 7, 8, 11, 13, 14, 22, 23, 25 

22 12.7, 8, 10, 12, 25 

23 11.1, 6, 7, 11, 14, 16-18, 25; 12.26, 27 

24 11.1, 6, 13, 16, 18, 19, 25; 12.26, 28 

25 11.19, 22, 23, 25; 12.27 
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Form Type Referent Overt Non-Overt Var.
malBEn [N,s] brickworks 12.31  x 
m¸l˚KAh [N,a] royalty 12.26  x 
milxAmAh [N,s] battle numerous26 11.18 ea 

me¥leK [N,s] king 12.7  x 
  David 11.2, 19, 20, 24 11.8, 9 xa 

  king of Rabbah 12.30  xy 

mAqÙm [N,s] wall of Rabbah 11.16 11.16 xi 

mar'eh [N,a] appearance 11.2  x 
maW'ET [N,s] gift 11.8  x 
miHKAB [N,s] couch 11.2, 13  x 
miHqAl  [N,e] weight 12.30  x 
nABÓ' [N,s] prophet 12.25  x 
nAµvar  [N,s] David’s first son 12.16  xm 

ne¥PeH [N,s] person 11.11  x 
nATAn [N,i] Nathan 12.1, 5, 7, 13, 25 12.1 xo 

suKKAh [N,i] Sukkoth 11.11  x 
sEµPer [N,s] letter 11.14, 15  x 
se ¥Ter [N,a] secret 12.12  x 
ve¥BeD [N,s] servants (Joab’s) 11.13  x 
  David’s servants numerous27  xc 
  Uriah 11.21, 24  xg 
vÙlAm [N,a] eternity 12.10  x 
v·Xe¥reT [N,s] crown 12.30  xw 

va¥yin [N,s] eye 11.15, 27; 12.11  x 
vÓr [N,e] city 12.1, 31 11.20 x 
  Rabbah numerous28  xe 
vam [N,c] Israel at war 11.7, 17; 12.29  xd 
  Ammonites 12.31  xx 

  people 12.27, 31  x 
ve¥reB [N,e] evening 11.2, 13  x 
vET [N,e] time 11.1, 2  x 

vaTTAh [N,s] now 12.10  x 
Pe¥lax  [N,s] millstone 11.21  x 
PAneh [N,s] surface 11.11  x 
PaT [N,s] cup 12.3  x 
Pe¥Tax  [N,s] door, entrance 11.9, 23  x 
cO'n [N,c] sheep 12.2, 4  x 

                                                 

26 11.7, 15, 18, 19, 25 

27 11.1, 9-11, 17, 23; 12.21 

28 11.16, 17, 20, 21, 25; 12.26, 28, 30 
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Form Type Referent Overt Non-Overt Var.
cÙm [N,s] fast 12.16  x 
qÙl [N,s] voice 12.18  x 
rO'H  [N,s] head 12.30  x 
raBBAh [N,i] Rabbah numerous29 12.27, 29 xe 
re¥Gel [N,s] feet 11.8  x 
re¥KeB [N,s] chariot 11.21  x 
rEÚv [N,s] neighbor 12.11  xt 

WADeh [N,e] field 11.11, 23  x 
WimlAh [N,s] clothes 12.20  x 
HA'˚l  [N,i] Saul 12.7  x 
HAlÙm  [N,a] welfare 11.7  x 
HAlAl [N,s] bounty 12.30  x 
H¸lOmOh [N,i] David’s 2d son 12.24  xv 
HEm [N,s] name 12.24, 25, 28  x 
HAm [N,a] there 11.16  x 
He¥meH [N,s] sun 12.11, 12  x 
HAnAh [N,e] year 11.1  x 
Ha¥var [N,s] gate 11.23  x 
TEBEc [N,i] Thebez 11.21  x 
T¸H˚BAh [N,s] turning 11.1  x 

 

ADJECTIVES 

                                                 

29 11.1; 12.26, 27, 29 

FForm Type Reference(s) Meaning 
'exAD [A] 12.1 certain 
hArAh [A] 11.5 pregnant 
xAzAq [A] 11.15 strong 
xay [A] 12.18 alive 
xiTTÓ [A] 11.3, 17, 21, 24; 12.8, 10 Hittite 
XÙB [A] 11.2 good 
yillÙD [A] 12.14 born 
yAqAr [A] 12.30 beautiful 
m¸vaX [A] 12.8 little 
vAHÓr [A] 12.1 rich 
qAXOn [A] 12.3 small 
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CONVERTED TYPES 

These are not part of the Lexicon of these two passages; they are provided for 

reference. 

 

 

 

FForm Type Reference(s) Meaning Var. 
'AyaB V>N 12.14 enemy x 
'exAD A>N 12.1 one man xp xq 
'Arax V>N 12.4 traveler xs 
zAqEn A>N 12.17 old man xu 
mÙreh V,H>N 11.24 archer x 
cE'T V>N 11.1 a going forth e 
vAHÓr A>N 12.2 rich man xp 
rAv A>N 12.9 evil thing x 
rAvAh A>N 12.11 evil thing x 
r˚H V>A 12.1 poor f 
r˚H V>N 12.3, 4 poor man xq 
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APPENDIX 2 - SEMANTIC STRUCTURES 

Chapter 11 

Verse 1  

 ÉbA'Ùy-te' dº«wfl–d xûˇˇal¸H«Cy¬w £yÄik&'¸laGmah t'ûˇˇEc |tûˇˇEv¸l hM√nAKHah tâab˚H¸til ÉyihÃy¬w 

˚rˇˇõuc√Cy¬w §ÙÅGmav yûˇˇ≈n¸–b-te' èˇˇ˚tix¸H¬Cy¬w lÄE'flr¸W«y-lA–k-te'Ãw ÙäGmiv wyâfldAb·v-te'Ãw 

:£iïAlAH˚ryi–b búEHÙy dˇˇõ«wfldÃw h°A–bfir-lav 

Decl Past {(T¸H˚BAh [N]: {H=AnAh}Ass: {vET: {e: cE'T [V > N,s]: {dpx: 
mal'AK}Ass}Ass})Temp-Pos} (3ms)Ø 

Decl Past HAlax [VAcc] (xa: DAwÏD)Ag {(xb: yÙ'AB)GoAff ∩ (dpxc: ve¥BeD: {xb: 
3ms}Ass: {1})GoAff ∩ (d KOl / n 1xd: yiWrA'El)GoAff} 

1 e: {(xb: 3ms)Com} (Axc)Ø 

Decl Past HAxaT [V,HAct] (xd: 3mp)Ag (dpx: B¸n -vammÙn)GoAff 

Decl Past c˚r val [VAct] (xd: 3mp)Ag (xe: raBBAh)Go 

Decl Ø Prog yAHaB B¸- [VSta] (xa: DAwÏD)Pos (y¸r˚HAla¥im)Loc 

Verse 2 

™elÅeGmah-tyE–b gûˇˇ¬Fg-lav èˇˇ™EGlah¸t«Cy¬w èˇˇÙbA–k¸Him lòavEm dM«wfl–d £“q=√Cy¬w bÂrÄevAh tûˇˇEv¸l |yûˇˇihÃy¬w 

:dˇˇøO'¸m hõe'Ëram túabÙX hÅAKHi'ûˇˇAhÃw g°√Fgah lûˇˇavEm tecõexOr hôAKHi' 'Ërˇˇú¬Cy¬w 

Decl Past {(vET [N]: {ve¥reB}Ass)Temp-Pos} (3ms)Ø 

Decl Past q˚m [VAcc] (xa: DAwÏD)Ag (miHKAB: {xa: 3ms}Ass)So-Upon 

Decl Past hAlaK [V,TAct] (xa: 3ms)Ag (GAG: {Ba¥yiT: {xa: me¥leK}Ass}Ass)Path 
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Decl Past rA'Ah [VAch] (xa: 3ms)Ag (e: {1})Go (GAG)Loc-From Upon 

1 Prog rAxac [VAct] (i1xf: 'iHHAh)Ag (Ø)Go 

Decl Ø {(XÙB [A]: {mar'eh}Ass)} (xf: 'iHHAh)Ø (m¸'OD)Man 

Verse 3 

rem'Æ◊Cy¬w h°AKHi'ïAl H˜OrËd«Cy¬w dØ«wfl–d xûˇˇal¸H«Cy¬w 

:yïiGtixah hú√CyÊr˚' teHõE' £ÅAvyilÈ'-ta–b vabûˇˇeH-ta–b èˇˇt'◊z-'Ùl·h 

Decl Past HAlax [VAcc] (xa: DAwÏD)Ag (Ø)Go 

Decl Past DAraH [VAcc] (xa: 3ms)Ag (Ø)Go (xf: 'iHHAh)Ref 

Decl Past 'Amar [VAcc*] (xa: 3ms)Ag (1)Go (Ø)Rec 

1 Rhet Ø {(xf: BaT-He¥Bav [N]: {xf: BaT: {'ÈlÓvAm}Ass}: {xf: 'iHHAh: {xg: '˚riyyAh: 
xiTTÓ [A]}Ass})} (prox d1xf: Ø)Ø 

Verse 4 

–hÄAGmiv bûˇˇa–k¸H«Cy¬w èˇˇwyAlE' 'Ù̀bAGt¬w AhÄex“–q«Cy¬w £yäikA'¸lam d=«wfl–d Éxal¸H«Cy¬w 

:–hïAtyE–b-le' bAHõAGt¬w –h°AtA'¸muLXim teHYÂ–d—q¸tim 'yúihÃw 

Decl Past HAlax [VAcc] (xa: DAwÏD)Ag (ipxh: mal'AK)Go 

Decl Past lAqax [VAcc*] (xa: 3ms)Ag (xf: 3fs)Go 

Decl Past BÙ' [VAcc*] (xf: 3fs)Ag (xa: 3ms)Dir 

Decl Past HAKaB vim [VAcc] (xa: 3ms)Ag (xf: 3fs)Go 

Decl Ø Prog qADaH [V,TAcc] (xf: 3fs)Ag (Xum'Ah: {xf: 3fs}Ass)So 

Decl Past H˚B [VAcc*] (xf: 3fs)Ag (Ba¥yiT: {xf: 3fs}Ass)Dir 
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Verse 5 

:yikΩOnA' hBflrAh rem'Y◊Gt¬w dØ«wfld¸l dˇˇûˇˇ≈FgaGt¬w èˇˇxal¸HiGt¬w h°AKHi'ïAh rahõaGt¬w 

Decl Past hArAh [VAch] (xf: 'iHHAh)Ag 

Decl Past H=Alax [VAcc] (xf: 3fs)Ag (Ø)Go 

Decl Past f: {nAGaD [V,HAcc] ∩ 'Amar [VAcc*]} (xf: 3fs)Ag (1)Go (xa: DAwÏD)Rec 

1 Decl Ø {(hArAh [A])}Foc (xf: 1cs)Ø 

Verse 6 

y°iGtixah hõ√CyÊr˚ø'-te' yÅalE' xû̌ ǎļH bÅA'Ùy-le' è̌ ˇd«wfl–d xòal¸H«Cy¬w 

:dˇˇï«wfl–d-le' hõ√CyÊr˚ø'-te' bôA'Ùy xúal¸H«Cy¬w 

Decl Past HAlax [VAcc] (xa: DAwÏD)Ag (Ø)Go (xb: yÙ'AB)Dir 

Imp Ø HAlax [VAcc] (xb: 2ms)Ag (xg: '˚riyyAh: xiTTÓ [A])GoAff (xa: 1cs)Dir 

Decl Past HAlax [VAcc] (xb: yÙ'AB)Ag (xg: '˚riyyAh)GoAff (xa: DAwÏD)Dir 

Verse 7 

wy°AlE' hõ√CyÊr˚' 'B◊b√Cy¬w 

:hïAmAx¸liGmah £ÙYl¸HilÃw £ÅAvAh £ÙZl¸HilÃw èˇˇbA'Ùy £Ù`l¸Hil dÆ«wfl–d lû̌ ǎ'̧H«Cy¬w 

Decl Past BÙ' [VAcc*] (xg: '˚riyyAh)Ag (xa: 3ms)Dir 

Decl Past HA'al [VAct] (xa: DAwÏD)Ag (Ø)Go {(HAlÙm: {xb: yÙ'AB}Ass)Ref ∩ (HAlÙm: {xd: 
vam}Ass)Ref ∩ (HAlÙm: {d1ea: milxAmAh}Ass)Ref} 
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Verse 8 

ßy°elÃgfir ¶ûˇˇaxËr˚ õß¸tyEb¸l dˇˇB„r hÆ√CyÊr˚Z'¸l èˇˇd«wfl–d rem'`◊Cy¬w 

:™elïeGmah túa'¸Wam wyYflr·xa' 'úEcEGt¬w ™elÅeGmah tyûˇˇE–bim èˇ ˇh√CyÊr˚ø' 'òEc≈Cy¬w 

Decl Past 'Amar [VAcc*] (xa: DAwÏD)Ag (1 - 2)Go (xg: '˚riyyAh)Rec 

1 Imp Ø yAraD [VAcc*] (xg: 2ms)Ag (Ba¥yiT: {xg: 2ms)Ass})Dir 

2 Imp Ø rAxac [VAct] (xg: 2ms)Ag (re¥Gel: {xg: 2ms)Ass})Go 

Decl Past yAcA' [VAcc*] (xg: 3ms)Ag (Ba¥yiT: {xa: me¥leK}Ass)So 

Decl Past yAcA' [VAct] (maW'ET: {xa: me¥leK}Ass)Ag (xg: 3ms)Dir-Behind 

Verse 9 

wy°√nOd·' yZ„ḑbav-lA–k tõE' ™elÅeGmah tyûˇˇE–b xateKpò hÆ√CyÊr˚' bûˇˇa–k¸H«Cy¬w 

:ÙøtyE–b-le' dˇˇYfir√y 'B◊lÃw 

Decl Past HAKaB [VAcc] (xg: '˚riyyAh)Ag (Pe¥Tax: {Ba¥yiT: {xa: me¥leK}Ass}Ass)Loc 
(d KOl / n pxc: ve¥BeD: {xb: 'ADÙn: {xg: 3ms}Ass}Ass)Loc-Com  

Decl Past Neg yAraD [VAcc*] (xg: '˚riyyAh)Ag (Ba¥yiT: {xg: 3ms}Ass)Dir 

Verse 10 

hÆ√CyÊr˚'-le' dM«wfl–d rem'=◊Cy¬w ÙÚtyE–b-le' hõ√CyÊr˚' dˇˇBfir√y-'ø◊l rÅOm'El èˇˇd«wfld¸l ˚dˇˇò«Fg¬Cy¬w 

;ßïetyE–b-le' AGtËdˇˇBfir√y-'ø◊l fiv˚õ–dam 'ÅAb hûˇˇAGta' èˇˇ™ÂrÂ–dim 'Ù`l·h 

Decl Past nAGaD [V,HAcc] (xc: 3mp)Ag (1)Go (xa: DAwÏD)Rec 

1 Decl Past Neg yAraD [VAcc*] (xg: '˚riyyAh)Ag (Ba¥yiT: {xg: 3ms}Ass)Dir 

Decl Past 'Amar [VAcc*] (xa: DAwÏD)Ag (2 - 3)Go (xg: '˚riyyAh)Rec 

2 Rhet Prog BÙ' [VAcc*] (xg: 2ms)Ag (i1e: De¥reK)SoFoc 

3 Int Past Neg yAraD [VAcc*] (xg: 2ms)Ag (Ba¥yiT: {xg: 2ms}Ass)Dir (Qe)ReasonFoc 
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Verse 11 

tÙÄ–ku–sa–b £yûˇˇib¸HOy häfld˚hyï«w lâE'flr¸W«yÃw §ÙrA'Ah∏ dÆ«wfl–d-le' hM√CyÊr˚' rem'=◊Cy¬w 

yôityE–b-le' 'Ù̂bA' yU«n·'¬w £yØ«nOx èˇˇhÂdAKWah yò≈n¸Kp-lav y= «nOd·' y`„d¸bavÃw bäA'Ùy y=«nOd'¬w 

ßÅeH¸p¬n yûˇˇExÃw èˇˇß∆Cyax y°iGt¸Hi'-£iv bûˇˇa–k¸HilÃw tÙõGt¸HilÃw lBOkÈ'el 

:hï∆∑zah rˇˇúAbfl–dah-te' hõeWÈve'-£ïi' 

Decl Past 'Amar [VAcc*] (xg: '˚riyyAh)Ag (1 - 4)Go (xa: DAwÏD)Rec 

1 Decl Ø Prog yAHaB B¸- [VSta] {('ArOn)Pos ∩ (xd: yiWrA'El)Pos ∩ (y¸h˚DAh)Pos} 
(dpx: suKKAh)Loc 

2 Decl Ø Prog xAnAh [V Act] {(xb: 'ADÙn: {xg: 1cs}Ass: yÙ'AB)Ag ∩ (dpxc: ve¥BeD: {xb: 
'ADÙn: {xg: 1cs}Ass}Ass)Ag} (PAneh: {WADeh}Ass)Loc-Upon 

3 Decl > Int Non-Past BÙ' [VAcc*] (xg: 1cs)AgFoc (Ba¥yiT: {xg: 1cs}Ass)Dir {(e: 
{1})Purpose ∩ (e: {2})Purpose ∩ (e: {3})Purpose} 

3.1 'AKal [VAct] (Axg)Ag (Ø)Go 

3.2 HATAh [VAct] (Axg)Ag (Ø)Go  

3.3 HAKaB vim [VAcc] (Axg)Ag (xf: 'iHHAh: {xg: 1cs}Ass)Go 

4 Oath Non-Past Neg vAWAh [VAct] (xg: 1cs)Ag (prox d1e: DABAr)GoAff {(xay: {xa: 
2ms}Ass)ECC-Att ∩ (xay: {ne¥PeH: {xa: 2ms}Ass}Ass)ECC-Att} 

Verse 12 

≠°ex¸GlaH·' rˇˇûˇˇAxAm˚ £ÙõCyah-£¬Fg hô∆zA–b búEH hÆ√CyÊr˚'-le' dM«wfl–d rem'=◊Cy¬w 

†:tΩflrÛxAGmïim˚ '˚Yhah £ÙúCya–b £iôalAH˚¡ryib hü√CyÊr˚' beH=≈Cy ¬w 

Decl Past 'Amar [VAcc*] (xa: DAwÏD)Ag (1 - 2)Go (xg: '˚riyyAh)Rec 

1 Imp yAHaB B¸- [VSta] (xg: 2ms)Pos (prox d1x: Ø)Loc (yÙm)Temp-Dur (Gam)ECC-Org 

2 Decl Non-Past HAlax [V,PAcc] (xa: 1cs)Ag (xg: 2ms)Go (mAxar)Temp-PosFoc 

Decl Past yAHaB B¸- [VSta] (xg: '˚riyyAh)Pos (y¸r˚HAlaim)Loc {(rem d1x: yÙm)Temp-

Dur ∩ (mimmoxÛrAT)Temp-Dur} 
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Verse 13 

˚hÚ„r¸–kaHÃyï¬w ¸Gt¸Hõ≈Cy¬w wyô√nAp¸l lak'^◊Cy¬w dÆ«wfld ÙZl-'flrŸq«Cy¬w 

:dˇˇΩflr√y 'B◊l ÙYtyE–b-le'Ãw wyØ√nOd·' yZ„d¸bav-£iv èˇˇÙbA–k¸Him¸–b bòa–k¸Hil bÂrÄevAb 'ûˇˇEc≈Cy¬w 

Decl Past qArA' l¸- [VAch] (xa: DAwÏD)Ag (xg: 3ms)Go 

Decl Past 'AKal [VAct] (xg: 3ms)Ag (Ø)Go (xa: 3ms)Loc-Before 

Decl Past HATAh [VAct] (xg: 3ms)Ag (Ø)Go 

Decl Past HAKar [V,PAcc] (xa: 3ms)Ag (xg: 3ms)Go 

Decl Past yAcA' [VAcc*] (xg: 3ms)Ag (ve¥reB)Temp-Pos (e: {1})Purpose  

1 HAKaB B¸- [VAcc] (Axg)Ag (miHKAB: {xg: 3ms}Ass)Loc (dpx: ve¥BeD: {xb: 'ADÙn: {xg: 
3ms}Ass}Ass)Loc-Com 

Decl Past Neg yAraD [VAcc*] (xg: 3ms)Ag (Ba¥yiT: {xg :3ms}Ass)DirFoc 

Verse 14 

:hï√CyÊr˚' dˇˇú¬y¸–b xõal¸H«Cy¬w b°A'Ùy-le' repõEs dˇˇô«wfl–d bBOGt¸k«Cy¬w r’qÅO–bab yûˇˇihÃy¬w  

Decl Past {(BOµqer [N])Temp-Pos} (3ms)Ø 

Decl Past KATaB [VAcc*] (xa: DAwÏD)Ag (i1x: sEµPer)Go (xb: yÙ'AB)Dir 

Decl Past HAlax  [VAcc] (xa: 3ms)Ag (Ø)Go (yAD: {xg: '˚rriyAh}Ass)Instr 

Verse 15 

hÅ“q√z·xïah èˇˇhAmAx¸liGmah yò≈n¸Kp èˇˇl˚m-le' hÆ√CyÊr˚ø'-te' ˚ZbAh rˇˇÚOm'El repõE–sa–b bBOGt¸k«Cy¬w 

<  :tïEm√w húA–k«nÃw wyYflr·xa'Em £úeGt¸baHÃw 

Decl Past KATaB [VAcc*] (xa: 3ms)Ag (1 - 4)Go (sEµPer)Path  

1 Imp yAhaB [VAcc] (xb: 2ms)Ag (xg: '˚rriyAh)GoAff (d1ea: milxAmAh: xAzAq 
[A])Loc-Front 

2 Decl > Imp Non-Ant H˚B [VAct] (xb: 2mp)Ag (xg: 3ms)So-Behind 
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3 Decl Non-Ant nAKAh [V,NAch] (Ø)Ag (xg: 3ms)GoSub 

4 Decl Non-Ant m˚T [VAcc] (xg: 3ms)Pro 

Verse 16 

ry°ivAh-le' bõA'Ùy rÙBm¸Hi–b yàihÃy¬w 

:£ïAH l«yõax-yEHÃna' yúi–k vÅfid√y rˇˇûˇˇeH·' èˇˇ£ÙqAGmah-le' hØ√CyÊr˚Z'-te' èˇˇ§EGt«Cy¬w 

Decl Past {(e: {1})Temp-Pos} (3ms)Ø 

1 HAmar 'el [VAct] (xb: yÙ'AB)Ag (xe: vÓr)Go 

Decl Past nATan [VAcc] (xb: 3ms)Ag (xg: '˚rriyAh)GoAff (xi: mAqÙm: R 2)Dir 

2 Ant yADav [VAch] (xb: 3ms)Pos (X: {2.1})Go 

2.1 Ø {(xi: HAm [N])} (ipxj: 'ÓH: {xa¥yil}Ass)Ø 

Verse 17 

dˇˇ°«wfld yZ„d¸bavEm £õAvAh-§im lBOKp«Cy¬w bÅA'Ùy-te' ˚Zm·xAGl«Cy¬w èˇˇryivAh yòEHÃna' ˚ä'¸c=≈Cy¬w 

:yïiGtixah hú√CyÊr˚' £õ¬Fg tAmD√Cy¬w 

Decl Past yAcA' [VAct] (dpxj: 'ÓH: {xe: vÓr}Ass)Ag 

Decl Past lAxam [V,NAct] (xj: 3mp)Ag (xb: yÙ'AB)GoAff
1 

Decl Past nAPal [VAcc] {(i min / n 1xd: vam)Pro ∩ (i min / n pxc: ve¥BeD: 
{xa: DAwÏD}Ass})Pro} 

Decl Past m˚T [VAcc] (xg: '˚rriyAh: xiTTÓ [A])Pro 

                                                 

1 'ET could also be understood as the preposition “with.” Distinguishing the two when 
the object is semantically affected is difficult. 
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Verse 18 

:hïAmAx¸liGmah yY„r¸bÊ–d-lA–k-te' dØ«wfld¸l dˇˇûˇˇ≈Fg¬Cy¬w b°A'Ùy xõal¸H«Cy¬w 

Decl Past HAlax [VAcc] (xb: yÙ'AB)Ag (Ø)Go 

Decl Past nAGaD [V,HAcc] (xb: 3ms)Ag (d KOl / n px: DABAr: {ea: milxAmAh}Ass)GoAff 
(xa: DAwÏD)Rec 

Verses 19-21 

rˇˇÚOm'El ™õA'¸laGmah-te' wúacÃy¬w 

:™elïeGmah-le' rˇˇúE–bfid¸l hõAmAx¸liGmah yB„r¸bÊ–d-lA–k tôE' Æß¸tÙGlak¸–k 

ryõivAh-le' £úeGt¸H¬Fg«n fiv˚ô–dam Øß¸l rˇˇûˇˇamA'Ãw ™elÅeGmah tûˇˇam·x èˇˇhel·vaGt-£ïi' hÆ√yAhÃw 

:hïAmÙxah lúavEm ˚˜rOy-reH·' túE' £ÅeGt¸vfidÃy 'ÙZl·h £°ExAGlih¸l 

teHÄe–bÁrÃy-§e–b ™elûˇˇemyib·'-te' hãA–kih-yïim 

¶ÅEbEt¸–b tAmûˇˇ√Cy¬w èˇˇhAmÙxïah lòavEm bekäÂr xalâeKp ÉwyAlAv hAkyûˇˇil¸Hih háAKHi'-'Ùøl·h 

:tïEm yõiGtixah hú√CyÊr˚' ôßË–d¸bav £Æ¬Fg ÅAGtËramûˇˇA'Ãw h°AmÙxïah-le' £õeGt¸H¬Fg«n hAGmúAl 

Decl Past cAwAh [V,PAct] (xb: 3ms)AgSubj (1)Go (xk: mal'AK)RecAffObj 

1 Decl Non-Ant 'Amar [VAcc*] (xk: 2ms)Ag (1.1)Go (Ø)Rec (X: {1.3})Cond ∩ 
(X: {1.4})Cond (e: {1.2})ECC-Set 

1.1 Decl Past m˚T [VAcc] (xg: ve¥BeD: {xa: 2ms}Ass: {xg: '˚rriyAh: xiTTÓ 
[A]})ProFoc 

1.2 KAlAh [V,PAch] (xk: 2ms)Ag (e: {1.2.1})Go 

1.2.1 DABar [V,PAcc*] (Axk)Ag (d KOl / n px: DABAr: 
{ea milxAmAh}Ass)GoAffFoc (xa: me¥leK)Rec 

1.3 Non-Ant hAyAh [VSta] (Ø)Ø (X: {1.3.1})Ref 

1.3.1 Non-Past vAlAh [VAct] (xEmAh: {xa: me¥leK}Ass)Pro 

1.4 Non-Ant 'Amar [VAcc*] (xa: 3ms)Ag (1.4.1 - 1.4.5)Go (xk: 2ms)Rec 
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1.4.1 Int Past nAGaH [V,NAcc*] (xk: 2ms)Ag (xe: vÓr)Dir (e: {1.4.1.1})Purpose 
(Qe)ReasonFoc 

1.4.1.1 lAxam [V,NAct] (Axk)Ag (Axe)Go 

1.4.2 Int Past Neg yADav [VAch] (xk: 2ms)Pos (X: {1.4.2.1})GoAff 

1.4.2.1 Non-Ant yArAh [V,HAct] (xj: 3cp)Ag (Ø)Go (xi: xÙmAh)Loc-

FromUpon 

1.4.3 Int Past nAKAh [V,HAch] (Qx)AgFoc (xl: '·BÓme¥leK: {BEn: 
{y¸ruBBe¥HeT}Ass})GoAff 

1.4.4 Rhet X: {1.4.4.1 ∩ 1.4.4.2} 

1.4.4.1 Past HAlaK val [V,HAcc] (i1x: 'iHHAh)AgFoc (i1x: Pe¥lax: {i1x: 
re¥KeB}Ass)Go (xl: 3ms)Rec (x: xÙmAh)Loc-FromUpon 

1.4.4.2 Past m˚T [VAcc] (xl: 3ms)Pro (TEBEc)Loc 

1.4.5 Int Past nAGaH [V,NAcc*] (xk: 2ms)Ag (xe: vÓr)Dir (Qe)ReasonFoc 

Verse 22 

:bïA'Ùy ÙYxAl¸H rˇˇúeH·'-lA–k tôE' dØ«wfld¸l dˇˇûˇˇ≈Fg¬Cy¬w èˇˇ'◊b√Cy¬w ™°A'¸laGmah ™elõ≈Cy¬w 

Decl Past hAlaK [VAct] (xk: mal'AK)Ag 

Decl Past BÙ' [VAct] (xk: 3ms)Ag 

Decl Past nAGaD [V,HAcc] (xw: 3ms)Ag (d KOl / n 1X: {1})GoAff (xa: DAwÏD)Rec  

1 Ant HAlax [VAcc] (xb: yÙ'AB)Ag (xw: 3ms)Go 

Verses 23 

hÚÂdAKWah ˚nyõElE' ˚B'¸c≈Cy¬w £yÅiH√n·'ïAh èˇˇ˚nyfElAv ˚`r¸b√g-yïi–k dØ«wfl–d-le' èˇˇ™A'¸laGmah rem'`◊Cy¬w 

:ravïAKHah xatúeKp-dav £õehyEl·v hú∆y¸h«Fn¬w 

Decl Past 'Amar [VAcc*] (xk: mal'AK)Ag (1 - 6)Go (xa: DAwÏD)Rec 

1 Decl Past GABar val [VAcc] (dpxj: 'ÓH)Ag (xd: 1cp)Go 
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2 Decl Past yAcA' [VAcc*] (xj: 3mp)Ag (xd: 1cp)Dir (WADeh)Loc 

3 Decl Past {(xd: 3mp)Loc-Upon} (xj: 1cp)Ø (Pe¥Tax: {Ha¥var}Ass)Dir-Upto 

Verses 24 

™el°eGmah yZ„d¸bavEm ˚t˚Ym√Cy¬w hÅAmÙxah lûˇˇavEm èˇˇßÂdAb·v-le'†~ £y'rwmh†~ w'ryw 

:tïEm yõiGtixah hú√CyÊr˚' ôßË–d¸bav £Æ¬gÃw 

4 Decl Past yArAh2 [V,HAcc] (dpx: mÙreh)3
Ag (Ø)Go (dpxc: ve¥BeD: {xa: 2ms}Ass)Dir 

(xi: xÙmAh)Loc-FromUpon  

5 Decl Past m˚T [VAcc] (i min / n pxc: ve¥BeD: {xa: me¥leK}Ass})Pro 

6 Decl Past m˚T [VAcc] (xg: veBeD: {xa: 2ms}Ass: {'˚rriyAh: xiTTÓ [A]})ProFoc 

Verse 25 

èˇˇbA'Ùy-le' rˇˇòam'◊t-høO–k ™ÄA'¸laGmah-le' dM«wfl–d rem'=◊Cy¬w 

q=≈z·xah bÂrˇˇ°Axeh lûˇˇak'◊Gt hõ∆zAkÃw hBOzAk-yïi–k hØ∆∑zah rˇˇûˇˇAbfl–dah-te' èˇˇßy∆nyEv¸–b v`fir≈y-la' 

:˚hæ‘qÃ∑zaxÃw –hõAsËrAhÃw ryôivAh-le' üß¸Gt¸max¸lim 

Decl Past 'Amar [VAcc*] (xa: DAwÏD)Ag (1 - 2)Go (xk: mal'AK)Rec 

1 Decl Non-Past 'Amar [VAcc*] (xk: 2ms)Ag (1.1 - 1.4)Go (xb: yÙ'AB)Rec (KOh)ECC-Ini 

1.1 Imp Neg X: rAvav [VSta] (prox d1e: DABAr)ØAff (dpx: va¥yin)Att-Opi  

1.2 Decl Non-Past 'AKal [VAct] (d1x: xe¥reB)Ag (KAzOh w=¸KAzeh)GoFoc 

1.3 Imp xAzaq [V,HAct] (xb: 2ms)Ag (d1ea: milxAmAh: {xb: 2ms}Ass)Go 
(dxe: vÓr)Dir 

1.4 Imp Non-Ant hAras [VAcc] (xb: 2ms)Ag (xe: 3fs)Go 

                                                 

2 Qere. 

3 Qere. 
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2 Imp Non-Ant xAzaq [V,PAct] (xk: 2ms)Ag (xb: 3ms)Go 

Verse 26 

:–hïAl¸va–b-lav dˇˇYOKp¸siGt¬w –h°AHyi' hûˇˇ√CyÊr˚' tõEm-yi–k hØ√CyÊr˚ø' teHûˇˇE' èˇˇvam¸HiGt¬w 

Decl Past HAmav [VAch] (xf: 'iHHAh: {xg: '˚riyyAh}Ass)Pos (X: {1})Go 

1 Ant m˚T [VAcc] (xg: '˚rriyAh: {'ÓH: {xf: 3fs}Ass})Pro 

Decl Past sAPaD val [VAct] (xf: 3fs)Ag (xr: Ba¥val: {xf: 3fs}Ass)Go 

Verse 27 

hÅAKHi'¸l ÙZl-yih¸Gt¬w èˇˇÙtyE–b-le' –hòAp¸sa'¬Cy¬w dM«wfl–d xâalḨ«Cy¬w lebÄE'Ah rˇˇZOb·v¬Cy¬w 

>  :hï√whÃy yú≈nyEv¸–b dˇˇõ«wfld húAWAv-reH·' rˇˇôAbfl–dah vfirˇˇü ≈Cy¬w §°E–b ÙYl delúEGt¬w 

Decl Past vABar [VAcc] (e: 'EµBel)Pro 

Decl Past HAlax [VAcc] (xa: DAwÏD)Ag (Ø)Go 

Decl Past 'AsaP [VAcc*] (xa: 3ms)Ag (xf: 3fs)Go (Ba¥yiT: {xa: 3ms}Ass)Dir 

Decl Past {(xa: 3ms)Ben} (xf: 3fs)Ø (xf: 'iHHAh)Qua 

Decl Past yAlaD [VAch] (xf: 3fs)Ag (i1xm: BEn)Go (xa: 3ms)Rec 

Decl Past rAvav [VSta] (d1e1: DABAr: R 1})Ø (dpx: va ¥yin: {xn: yhwh}Ass)Att-Opi 

1 Ant vAWAh [VAcc*] (xa: DAwÏD)Ag (Ae1)Go 
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Chapter 12 

Verse 1 

èˇˇÙl rem'`◊Cy¬w wyÄAlE' 'Z◊b√Cy¬w dˇˇ°«wfl–d-le' §õAt√n-te' hô√whÃy xüal¸H«Cy¬w 

:H'Ωflr dˇˇúAxe'Ãw ryõiHAv dˇˇúAxe' tÅAxe' ryûˇˇiv¸–b èˇˇ˚yAh £yÄiH√n·' yûˇˇ≈n¸H 

Decl Past HAlax [VAcc] (xn: yhwh)Ag (d1xo: nATAn)GoAff (xa: DAwÏD)Dir 

Decl Past BÙ' [VAcc*] (xo: 3ms)Ag (xa: 3ms)Dir 

Decl Past 'Amar [VAcc*] (xo: 3ms)Ag (1 - 15)Go (xa: 3ms)Rec 

1 Decl Past {(i1x: vÓr: 'exAD [A])Loc} (d 2 x: 'ÓH)ØFoc
4

 

2 Decl Ø {(vAHÓr [A])} (d1xp: 'exAD [A > N])Ø 

3 Decl Ø {(rA'H  [V > A])} (d1xq: 'exAD [A > N])Ø 

Verse 2 

:dˇˇøO'¸m húE–bËrah rˇˇõ“qAb˚ §'B◊c hô√yAh ryÄiHAv¸l 

4 Decl Past {(xp: vAHÓr [A > N])Ass}Foc (i harBEh m¸'OD 1x: {cO'n ∩ BAqAr})Ø 

Verse 3 

ÙôGmiv lBfi–dÃgiGt¬w AhD∆CyaxÃy¬w hØ√n“q rˇˇûˇˇeH·' èˇˇh√FnaXŸq tòaxa' hâAW¸bi–k-£i' Éyi–k lÄO–k-§yïE' HZflrAlÃw 

 :tïab¸–k ÙYl-yih¸Gt¬w bÅA–k¸Hit Ù˘qyEx¸b˚ èˇˇheGt¸Hit Ù`sO–kim˚ läak'◊t ÙâGtiKpim wÚfl–d¸x¬y wyõ√nA–b-£ivÃw 

5 Decl {(xq: rAH [V > N)Ass}Foc (d neg KOl 1x: Ø)Ø (i1Focxr: KiBWAh: qAXOn [A]: R 
5.1)Except 

5.1 Ant qAnAh [VAcc*] (xq: 3ms)Ag (Axr)Go 

                                                 

4 See p. 199 for explanation of Foc on this term. 
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6 Decl Past xAyAh [V,PAct] (xq: 3ms)Ag (xr: 3fs)Go 

7 Decl Past GADal [VAcc] (xr: 3fs)Pro {(xq: 3ms)Loc-Com ∩ (dpx: BEn: {xq: 3ms}Ass)Loc-

Com} (ya¥xaD)ECC-Tail 

8 Decl Non-Ant 'AKal [VAct] (xr: 3fs)Ag (Ø)Go (PaT: {xq: 3ms}Ass)SoFoc  

9 Decl Non-Ant HATAh [VAct] (xr: 3fs)Ag (Ø)Go (KOs: {xq: 3ms}Ass)SoFoc 

10 Decl Non-Ant HAKaB B¸- [VAcc] (xr: 3fs)Ag (x q: {xq: 3ms}Ass)LocFoc 

11 Decl Past {(xq: 3ms)Ben} (xr: 3fs)Ø (i1x: BaT)Qua-Sim 

Verse 4 

xY„rO'Al tÙàW·val ÙÅr“q¸–bim˚ èˇˇÙn'◊Fcim taxò—qAl lÄOm¸x¬Cy¬w ÇryiHAve¡h Hyûˇˇi'¸l ê™elEh '◊bûˇˇ√Cy¬w 

:wyïAlE' 'úA–bah Hyõi'Al AhÅeW·v¬Cyï¬w H'ÅflrAh Hyûˇˇi'Ah èˇˇtaWb̧i–k-te' xÄ—–q«Cy¬w ÙÚl-'A–bah 

12 Decl Past BÙ' [VAcc*] (i1xs: hEµleK)Ag (xp: 'ÓH: vAHÓr [A])Dir 

13 Decl Past xAmal [VSta] (xp: 3ms)Pos (e: {13.1})Go (e: {13.2})Purpose 

13.1 lAqax [VAcc*] (Axp)Ag {(i1x: cO'n: {xp: 3ms}Ass)So ∩ (i1x: BAqAr: {xp: 
3ms}Ass)So}  

13.2 vAWAh [VAcc*] (Axp)Ag (Ø)Go (xs: 'OrEÚx: {13.2.1})Ben 

13.2.1 e: Prog BÙ' [VAcc*] (Axs)Ag (xp: 3ms)Dir 

14 Decl Past lAqax [VAcc*] (xp: 3ms)Ag (xr: KiBWAh: {xq: 'ÓH: rA'H [V > A]}Ass)GoAff 

15 Decl Past vAWAh [VAcc*] (xp: 3ms)Ag (xr: 3fs)Go (xs: 'OrEÚx: {15.1})Ben 

15.1 e: Prog BÙ' [VAcc*] (Axs)Ag (xp: 3ms)Dir 

Verse 5 

dˇˇÚO'¸m Hyõi'A–b dˇˇô«wfl–d •úa'-raxï«Cy¬w 

:t'Ω◊z húeWOvAh Hyõi'Ah t∆wÅAm-§eb yûˇˇi–k hD√whÃy-yax §ÅAt√n-le' è̌ ˇrem'f◊Cy¬w 

Decl Past xArAh B¸- [VSta] ('aP: {xa: DAwÏD}Ass)Pos (xp: 'ÓH)Go (m¸'OD)Man 
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Decl Past 'Amar [VAcc*] (xa: 3ms)Ag (1-4)Go (xo: nATAn)Rec 

1 Decl Ø {i1xp: Ben-mAµweT}Foc (xp: 'ÓH: {1.1})Ø (xay: {yhwh}Ass)ECC-Att (KÓ)ECC-Att 

1.1 e: Prog vAWAh [VAcc*] (Axp)Ag (prox d1e: Ø)Go 

Verse 6 

£«y°AGt¸va–bËra' £ûˇˇEGlaHÃy hõAW¸bi–kah-te'Ãw 

:lïAmAx-'ø◊l rˇˇúeH·' lõavÃw hØ∆ ∑zah rˇˇûˇˇAbfl–dah-te' èˇˇhAWAv rˇˇòeH·' b’qÄEv 

2 Decl Non-Past HAlam [V,PAcc] (xp: 3ms)Ag (xr: KiBWAh)GoAffFoc (d 4x x: Ø)Ref
5 

3 Past vAWAh [VAcc*] (xp: 3ms)Ag (prox d1e: DABAr)GoAff 

4 Past Neg xAmal [VSta] (xp: 3ms)Pos (Ø)Go 

Verse 7 

lÄE'flr¸W«y yûˇˇEh»lÈ' hM√whÃy râamA'-hO–k Hy°i'Ah hûˇˇAGta' dˇˇ õ«wfl–d-le' §ôAt√n rem'̂◊Cy¬w 

:l˚ø'AH dˇˇú¬Cyim ßyõiGt¸laFcih yúikOnA'Ãw lÅE'flr¸W«y-lav èˇˇ™elem¸l ïßyòiGt¸xaH¸m yãikOnA' 

Decl Past 'Amar [VAcc*] (d1 xo: nATAn)Ag (1 - 3)Go (xa: DAwÏD)Rec 

1 Decl Ø {(xp: 'ÓH)} (xa: 2ms)Ø 

2 Decl Past6 'Amar [VAcc] (xn: yhwh: {'ÈlOhÓm: {yiWrA'El}Ass})Ag (2.1 - 2.12)Go 
(Ø)Rec (KOh)ECC-Ini 

2.1 Decl Past mAHax [VAcc] (xn: 1cs)AgFoc (xa: 2ms)Go (me¥leK)Qua (yiWrA'El)Loc-

Upon 

2.2 Decl Past nAcal [V,HAcc*] (xn: 1cs)AgFoc (xa: 2ms)Go (yaD: {HA'˚l}Ass)So 

                                                 

5 See p. 46, fn. 36, for brief discussion of this unusual predicate frame. 

6 Probably this idiomatic expression has come to have a present meaning. But the 
translation Thus has Yahweh said … is quite understandable in both English and Hebrew. 
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Verse 8 

Øß¸l hûˇˇ√n¸Gte'√w ßÅ’qyEx¸–b èˇˇßy∆nOd·' yòEHÃn-te'Ãw ßyÆ∆nOd·' tyûˇˇE–b-te' Mß¸l h=√n¸Gte'√w 

:h√FnïEhAkÃw h√FnúEhA–k õß¸Gl hApúisO'Ãw XÅAv¸m-£âi'Ãw hÚfld˚hyï«w lõE'flr¸W«y tyúE–b-te' 

2.3 Decl Past nATan [VAcc*] (xn: 1cs)Ag {(x: Ba¥yiT: {'ADÙn: 
{xa: 2ms}Ass}Ass)GoAff ∩ (dpx: 'iHHAh: {'ADÙn: {xa: 2ms}Ass}Ass)GoAff} (xa: 
2ms)Rec (x q: {xa: 2ms}Ass)Loc 

2.4 Decl Past nATan [VAcc] (xn: 1cs)Ag (x: Ba¥yiT: {yiWrA'El ∩ y¸h˚DAh}Ass)GoAff 
(xa: 2ms)Rec 

2.5 Decl Non-Ant yAsaP [V,HAct] (xn: 1cs)Ag (KAhEnnAh w¸KAhEnnAh)Go 
(xa: 2ms)Rec (X: {2.5.1})Cond 

2.5.1 Ø {(m¸vaX [A])} (Ø)Ø 

Verse 9 

†~ wnyvb êvfirAh tÙZW·val hÆ√whÃy rˇˇûˇˇabË–d-te' |Atyûˇˇ«zA–b fiv˚ä–dam 

h°AKHi'¸l õß¸Gl AGt¸xú—qAl ÙÅGt¸Hi'-tâe'Ãw bÂrÅexab Atyûˇˇi–kih èˇˇyiGtixïah hò√CyÊr˚' tûˇˇE' 

:§ÙïGmav yú≈n¸–b bÂrˇˇõex¸–b AGtÃgÅfirAh ÙZtO'Ãw 

2.6 Int Past BAzAh [VAct] (xa: 2ms)Ag (x: DABAr: {xn: yhwh}Ass)GoAff 
(2.6.1)Purpose (Qe)ReasonFoc 

2.6.1 X: vAWAh [VAct] (Axa)Ag (rav)Go (dpx: va¥yin: {xn: 3ms7}Ass)Att-Opi 

2.7 Decl Past nAKAh [V,HAch] (xa: 2ms)Ag (xg: '˚rriyAh: xiTTÓ [A])GoAffFoc 
(xe¥reB)Instr 

2.8 Decl Past lAqax [VAcc*] (xa: 2ms)Ag (xf: 'iHHAh: {xg: 3ms}Ass)GoAffFoc 
(xa: 2ms)Ben (xf: 'iHHAh)Qua 

2.9 Decl Past hAraG [VAch] (xa: 2ms)Ag (xg: 3ms)GoAffFoc (xe¥reB: {dpx: 
B¸n  vammÙn}Ass)Instr 

                                                 

7 Kethiv. 
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Verse 10 

£°AlÙv-dav õß¸tyE–bim bÂrˇˇ ôex r˚BsAt-'◊l hÄAGtavÃw 

:hïAKHi'¸l õß¸l tÙBy¸hil yÅiGtixah hûˇˇ√CyÊr˚' èˇˇteHE'-te' xÄ— –qiGt¬w y«nÅAt«z¸b yûˇˇi–k b’qEvò 

2.10 Decl Non-Past Neg s˚r [VAct] (i1x: xe¥reB)Ag (Ba¥yiT: {xa: 2ms}Ass)So 

(e1: {x2: vÙlAm}: e1 = (x2)|)Temp-Dur (vaTTAh)ECC-Set 

2.11 Past BAzAh [VAct] (xa: 2ms)Ag (xn: 1cs)Go 

2.12 Past lAqax [VAcc*] (xa: 2ms)Ag (xf: 'iHHAh: {xg: '˚riyyAh: xiTTÓ [A]}Ass)GoAff 
(e: {2.12.1})Purpose 

2.12.1 {(xa: 2ms)Ass} (Axf)Ø (i1x: 'iHHAh)Qua 

Verse 11 

yòiGt¸x—qAlÃw ßÅetyE–bim èˇˇhAvflr ßyòelAv £yâ÷qEm Éy«nÃnih hÆ√whÃy rˇˇûˇˇamA' |hZO–k 

:t'Ω◊∑zah HemúeKHah yõ≈nyEv¸l ßyÅeH√n-£iv èˇˇbakAHÃw ßy°ev„r¸l yõiGtat√nÃw ßyØ∆nyEv¸l èˇˇßyeH√n-te' 

3 Decl Past 'Amar [VAcc] (xn: yhwh)Ag (3.1 - 3.6)Go (Ø)Rec (KOh)ECC-Ini 

3.1 Decl Ø Prog q˚m val [V,HAct] (xn: 1cs)Ag (i1x: rAvAh)Go (xa: 2ms)Ref (Ba¥yiT: 
{xa: 2ms}Ass)So (hinnEh)ECC-Ini 

3.2 Decl Non-Ant lAqax [VAcc*] (xn: 1cs)Ag (dpx: 'iHHAh: {xa: 2ms}Ass)GoAff 
(dpx: va¥yin: {xa: 2ms}Ass)Loc-Pres 

3.3 Decl Non-Ant nATan [VAcc] (xn: 1cs)Ag (Ø)Go (xt: rEÚv: {xa: 2ms}Ass)Rec 

3.4 Decl Non-Ant HAKaB vim [VAcc] (xt: 3ms)Ag (dpx: 'iHHAh: {xa: 2ms}Ass)Go 
(dpx: vayin: {prox d1x: He¥meH}Ass)Loc-Pres 

Verse 12 

ret°A–sab AtyûˇˇiWAv hõAGta' yúi–k 

<:HemïAKHah d∆gú∆nÃw lõE'flr¸W«y-lA–k d∆gú∆n hØ∆∑zah rˇˇûˇˇAbfl–dah-te' èˇˇheWÈve' yÆ«n·'¬w 

3.5 Decl Past vAWAh [VAcc*] (xa: 2ms)AgFoc (se ¥Ter)Loc-Hidden 
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3.6 Decl Non-Past: vAWAh [VAct] (xn: 1cs)AgFoc (prox d1e: DABAr)GoAff {(d KOl / n 
1x: yiWrA'El)Loc-Public ∩ (He¥meH)Loc-Public} 

Verse 13 

 <  h°√whyïal yit'õAXAx §ÅAt√n-le' è̌ ˇd«wfl–d rem'̀◊Cy¬w 

:t˚ømAt 'B◊l õß¸t'ALXax ryúibÈveh hô√whÃy-£¬Fg dÆ«wfl–d-le' §äAt√n rem'=◊Cy¬w 

Decl Past 'Amar [VAcc*] (xa: DAwÏD)Ag (1)Go (xo: nATAn)Rec 

1 Decl Past xAXA' l¸- [VAct] (xa: 1cs)Ag (xn: yhwh)Go 

Decl Past 'Amar [VAcc*] (xo: nATAn)Ag (2 - 5)Go (xa: DAwÏD)Rec 

2 Decl Past vABar [V,HAcc] (xn: yhwh)AgFoc (xaXXA'T: {xa: 2ms}Ass)Go  

3 Decl Non-Past Neg m˚T [VAcc] (xa: 2ms)Pro 

Verse 14 

h°∆∑zah rˇˇõAbfl–da–b hØ√whÃy yûˇˇEbÃyO'-te' èˇˇAGt¸ca'«n ¶òE'«n-yïi–k sepÄe' 

:t˚øm√y tÙBm õß¸l dÙúGl«Cyah §ôE–bah £Æ¬Fg 

4 Decl Past f1: nA'ac [V,PAcc] (xa: 2ms)Ag (dpx: 'OyEB: {xn: yhwh}Ass)GoAff 
(prox d1e: DABAr)Ref (Af1)Epist+  

5 Decl Non-Past f2: m˚T [VAcc] (xm: BEn: yillÙD [A]: {5.1})ProFoc (Af2)Epist+ 

5.1 {(xa: 2ms)Rec} (Axm)Ø 

Verse 15 

ÙÚtyE–b-le' §õAt√n ™elú≈Cy¬w 

:Hï¬nA'≈Cy¬w dˇˇõ«wfld¸l hô√CyÊr˚'-teHïE' h^fld¸l√y râeH·' delM∆Cyah-te' hÆ√whÃy •ûOFg«Cy¬w 

Decl Past hAlaK [VAcc*] (xo: nATAn)Ag (Ba¥yiT: {xo: 3ms}Ass)Dir 

Decl Past nAGaP [VAch] (xn: yhwh)Ag (d1xm: ye¥leD: R 1)GoAff 
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1 Ant y=AlaD [VAcc] (xf: 'iHHAh: {xg: '˚riyyAh}Ass)Ag (Axm)Go (xa: DAwÏD)Rec 

Decl Past 'AnaH [V,NAcc] (xm: 3ms)Pro 

Verse 16 

rav°√Fnah dˇˇûˇˇav¸–b £yõih»lÈ'Ah-te' dˇˇô«wfl–d Hú‘–qabÃy¬w 

:hAcËrˇˇïA' búakAHÃw §õAlÃw 'úAb˚ £ÙÅc èˇˇd«wfl–d £Acò√Cy¬w 

Decl Past BAqaH [V,PAct] (xa: DAwÏD)Ag (xn: 'ÈlOhÓm)GoAff (xm: nAµvar)Ben-Int 

Decl Past c˚m [VAcc*] (xa: DAwÏD)Ag (i1x: cÙm)Go 

Decl Non-Ant BÙ' [VAct] (xa: 3ms)Ag 

Decl Non-Ant l˚n [VAct] (xa: 3ms)Ag 

Decl Non-Ant HAKaB [VAcc] (xa: 3ms)Ag ('e¥r¸c)Loc 

Verse 17 

¶Ârˇˇ°A'Ah-§im ÙYmy÷q·hal wyÅAlAv èˇˇÙtyEb yò≈nŸq«z ˚mäÿq√Cy¬w 

:£exïAl £õAGti' 'BflrAb-'ø◊lÃw hÅAbA' 'Z◊lÃw 

Decl Past q˚m [VAcc] (dpxu: zAqEn [A > N]: {Ba¥yiT: {xa: 3ms}Ass}Ass)Ag (xa: 3ms)Loc-

Beside (e: {1})Purpose 

1 q˚m [V,HAcc] (Axu)Ag (xa: 3ms)Go ('e¥rec)So 

Decl Past Neg 'AûûBAh [VAct] (xa: 3ms)Ag 

Decl Past Neg BArAh [VAct] (xa: 3ms)Ag (i1x: lexem)Go (xu: 3mp)Loc-Com 
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Verse 18 

|ÙZl dyú«Fgah¸l dM«wfld yâ„d¸bav É˚'Ërˇˇï«Cy¬w del°√Cyah tAmûˇˇ√ Cy¬w yõivyib¸KHah £ÙúCya–b yôihÃy¬w 

èˇˇwyAlE' ˚nËrˇˇòa–bÊ–d yÄax delM∆Cyah tÙ=y¸hib Éh≈Fnih èˇˇ˚r¸mïA' yòi–k delÆ∆Cyah tûˇˇEm-yi–k 

:hïAvflr húAWAvÃw delõ∆Cyah túEm wyôAlE' rˇˇúam'◊n ™yâE'Ãw ˚nÅElÙq¸–b vûˇˇamAH-'◊lÃw 

Decl Past {(d 7° x: yÙm)Temp-Pos} (3ms)Ø 

Decl Past m˚T [VAcc] (xm: ye¥leD)Pro 

Decl Past yArA' [VSta] (dpxc: ve¥BeD: {xa: DAwÏD}Ass)Pos (e: {1})Go 

1 nAGaD [V,HAcc] (Axc)Ag (X: {1.1})Go (xa: 3ms)Rec 

1.1 Ant m˚T [VAcc] (xm: ye¥leD)Pro 

Decl Past 'Amar [VAcc*] (xc: 3mp)Ag (2 - 4)Go (Ø)Rec  

2 Decl Past e: {DABar [V,PAcc*] (xc: 1cp)Ag (Ø)Go (xa: 3ms)Rec ∩ Neg HAmav B¸- 
[VAch] (xa: 3ms)Ag (qÙl: {xu: 1cp}Ass)Go} (e: {2.1})Temp-Pos (hinnEh)ECC-Ini 

2.1 {(xay [A])} (xm: ye¥leD)Ø 

3 Int Non-Past 'Amar [VAcc*] (xc: 1cp)Ag (3.1)Go (xa: 3ms)Rec (Qe)ManFoc 

3.1 Decl Past m˚T [VAcc] (xm: ye¥leD)Pro 

4 Decl Non-Ant vAWAh [VAcc] (xa: 3ms)Ag (i1x: rAvAh)Go 

Verse 19 

del°√Cyah tûˇˇEm yûˇˇi–k dˇˇõ«wfl–d §ebú√Cy¬w £yÅiH·xal¸tïim èˇˇwyfldAb·v yòi–k dÆ«wfl–d 'Ërˇˇûˇˇ¬Cy¬w 

:tïEm ˚r¸m'B◊Cy¬w delõ∆Cyah túEm·h wy_fldAb·v-le' dˇˇü«wfl–d rem'=◊Cy¬w 

Decl Past rA'Ah [VAch] (xa: DAwÏD)Pos (e: {1})Go 

1 Prog lAxaH [V,TAct] (dpxc: ve¥BeD: {xa: 3ms}Ass)Ag 

Decl Past BÓn [VSta] (xa: DAwÏD)Pos (X: {2})Go 

2 Ant m˚T [VAcc] (xm: ye¥leD)Pro 
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Decl Past 'Amar [VAcc*] (xa: DAwÏD)Ag (3)Go (dpxc: ve¥BeD: {xa: 3ms}Ass)Rec 

3 Int Past m˚T [VAcc] (xm: ye¥leD)Pro 

Decl Past 'Amar [VAcc*] (xc: 3mp)Ag (4)Go (Ø)Rec 

4 Decl Past m˚T [VAcc] (xm: 3ms)Pro 

Verse 20 

 †~ wtlmW èˇˇ•EGlaxÃy¬w ™esÆ√Cy¬w ¶ûˇˇaxËr«Cy¬w ¶ÂräA'AhEm d=«wfl–d É£“q√Cy¬w 

:lïak'◊Cy¬w £exõel Ù_l ˚myúiW√Cy¬w làa'¸H«Cy¬w ÙÅtyE–b-le' èˇˇ'◊b√Cy¬w ˚x°AGt¸H«Cy¬w hõ√whÃy-tyEb 'B◊b√Cy¬w 

Decl Past q˚m [VAcc] (xa: DAwÏD)Ag ('e¥rec)So 

Decl Past rAxac [VAct] (xa: 3ms)Ag (Ø)Go 

Decl Past s˚K [VAcc] (xa: 3ms)Ag (Ø)Go 

Decl Past xAlaP [V,PAcc] (xa: 3ms)Ag (dpx: WimlAh8: {xa: 3ms}Ass)Go 

Decl Past BÙ' [VAcc*] (xa: 3ms)Ag (Ba¥yiT: {xn: yhwh}Ass)Dir 

Decl Past xAwAh [V,ŠAct] (xa: 3ms)Ag (Ø)Go 

Decl Past BÙ' [VAcc*] (xa: 3ms)Ag (Ba¥yiT: {xa: 3ms}Ass)Dir 

Decl Past HA'al [VAct] (xa: 3ms)Ag (Ø)Go (Ø)Ref 

Decl Past WÓm [VAcc] (xc: 3mp)Ag (i1x: lexem)Go (xa: 3ms)Rec 

Decl Past 'AKal [VAct] (xa: 3ms)Ag (Ø)Go 

                                                 

8 Qere. 
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Verse 21 

hAty°iWAv rˇˇûˇˇeH·' hõ∆∑zah rˇˇ úAbfl–dah-hïAm wyÅAlE' èˇˇwyfldAb·v ˚̀ŗm'◊Cy¬w 

:£exïAl lak'B◊Gt¬w AGt¸mõ—q delØ∆ Cyah tûˇˇEm èˇˇreH·'ïakÃw ¸–k¸bÅEGt¬w AGt¸mûˇˇac èˇˇyax delò∆Cyah r˚ãb·va–b 

Decl Past 'Amar [VAcc*] (dpxc: ve¥BeD: {xa: 3ms}Ass)Ag (1 - 3})Go (xa: 3ms)Rec 

1 Decl Ø {(Qe1)}Foc (prox d1e1: DABAr: R 1.1)Ø 

1.1 Ant vAWAh [VAcc*] (xa: 2ms)Ag (Ae1)Go 

2 Decl Past e: {c˚m [V Act] (xa: 2ms)Ag ∩ BAKAh [VAct] (xa: 2ms)Ag} (X: 
{2.1})CauseFoc 

2.1 Ø {(xay [A])} (xm: ye¥leD)Ø 

3 Decl X1: Past e: {q˚m [VAcc] (xa: 2ms)Ag ∩ 'AKal [VAct] (xa: 2ms)Ag (i1x: 
le¥xem)Go} (X2: {3.1}: X1 » X2)Temp-Pos 

3.1 Ant m˚T [VAcc] (xm: ye¥leD)Pro 

 

Verse 22 

h°e–k¸be'ï√w yiGt¸mõac yÅax delûˇˇ∆Cyah èˇˇdÙv¸–b rem'D◊Cy¬w 

:delï√Cyah yúaxÃw hõ√whÃy ~ ynnxy fivÅ„dÙy yûˇˇim èˇˇyiGtËramA' yòi–k 

Decl Past 'Amar [VAcc*] (xa: 3ms)Ag (1 - 7)Go (Ø)Rec 

1 Decl X1: Past e: {c˚m [VAct] (xa: 1cs)Ag ∩ BAKAh [VAct] (xa: 1cs)Ag} 
(X2: {1.1}: X1 ⊆ X2)Temp-Pos  

1.1  Ø {(xay [A])} (xm: ye¥leD)Ø 

2 Past 'Amar [VAcc*] (xa: 1cs)Ag (2.1 - 2.3)Go (Ø)Rec 

2.1 Int Ø Prog yADav [VAch] (Qx)PosFoc (Ø)Go  
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2.2 Decl Non-Ant xAnan9 [VAct] (xn: yhwh)Ag 

2.3 Decl Non-Ant xAyAh [VSta] (xm: ye¥leD)Ø 

Verse 23 

dÙÚv ÙYbyiH·hal lúak˚'ah £ÅAc yûˇˇ«n·' èˇˇh∆∑z hAGmòAl tÄEm |hûˇˇAGtavÃw 

:yïAlE' b˚BH√y-'ø◊l '˚YhÃw wyÅAlE' ™ûˇˇElOh èˇˇy«n·' 

3 Decl Past m˚T [VAcc] (xm: 3ms)Pro (vaTTAh)ECC-Set 

4 Int Ø Prog c˚m [VAct] (xa: 1cs)Ag (Qe)ReasonFoc (zeh)ECC-Att 

5 Int Non-Past yAKal [VSta] (xa: 1cs)Pos (e: {5.1})Go (vÙD)Temp-Freq 

5.1 H˚B [V,HAct] (Axa)Ag (xm: 3ms)Go 

6 Decl Ø Prog hAlaK [VAcc*] (xa: 1cs)Ag (xm: 3ms)Dir 

7 Decl Non-Past Neg H˚B [VAcc*] (xm: 3ms)Ag (xa: 1cs)Dir (xm: 3ms)ECC-Theme 

Verse 24 

–h°AGmiv bûˇˇa–k¸H«Cy¬w AhyõelE' 'B◊b√Cy¬w ÙÅGt¸Hi' vabûˇˇeH-ta–b tE'ò dÆ«wfl–d £ûˇˇEx¬nÃy¬w 

:ÙøbEh·' hõ√why¬w hÅOm»l¸H èˇˇÙm¸H-te' ~ 'rqyw §ÄE–b delûˇˇEGt¬w 

Decl Past nAxam [V,PAct] (xa: DAwÏD)Ag (xf: BaT-He¥Bav: {xf: 'iHHAh: {xa: 3ms}Ass})GoAff 

Decl Past BÙ' [VAcc*] (xa: 3ms)Ag (xf: 3fs)Dir 

Decl Past HAKaB vim [VAct] (xa: 3ms)Ag (xf: 3fs)Go 

Decl Past yAlaD [VAch] (xf: 3fs)Ag (i1xv: BEn)Go 

Decl Past qArA' [VAch] (xf: 3fs10)Ag (x: HEm: {xv: 3ms}Ass)GoAff (xv: H¸lOmOh)Ref 

                                                 

9 Qere. 

10 Qere. 
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Decl Past 'AhaB [VSta] (xn: yhwh)PosFoc (xv: 3ms)Go 

Verse 25 

>  :hï√whÃy r˚Yb·va–b –h°√yËdyZÊdÃy ÙYm¸H-te' 'BflrŸq«Cy¬w 'yÅib√Fnah §ûˇˇAt√n èˇˇd¬y¸–b xÄal¸H«Cy¬w 

Decl Past HAlax [VAcc] (xn: 3ms)Ag (Ø)Go (yAD: {xo: nATAn: nABÓ'}Ass)Inst 

Decl Past qArA' [VAch] (xo: 3ms)Ag (x: HEm: {xv: 3ms}Ass)GoAff (xv: y¸DÓD¸yAh)Ref 
(xn: yhwh)Cause 

Verse 26 

:hïAk˚l¸Gmah ryúiv-te' dˇˇYO–k¸l«Cy¬w §Ù°Gmav yûˇˇ≈n¸–b tõa–bfir¸–b bÅA'Ùy £exûˇˇAGl«Cy¬w 

Decl Past lAxam B¸- [V,NAct] (xb: yÙ'AB)Ag (xe: raBBAh: {dpx: B¸n -vammÙn}Ass)Go 

Decl Past lAKaD [VAcc] (xb: 3ms)Ag (xe: vÓr: {m¸l˚KAh}Ass)GoAff 

Verse 27 

dˇˇ°«wfl–d-le' £yõikA'¸lam bôA'Ùy xúal¸H«Cy¬w 

:£«yïAGmah ryúiv-te' yiGtËdˇˇõakAl-£¬Fg hÅA–bfir¸b yiGt¸mûˇˇax¸l«n èˇˇrem'f◊Cy¬w 

Decl Past HAlax [VAcc] (xb: yÙ'AB)Ag (ipxk: mal'AK)Go (xa: DAwÏD)Dir 

Decl Past 'Amar [VAcc*] (xb: 3ms)Ag (1 - 5)Go (Ø)Rec 

1 Decl Past lAxam B¸- [V,NAct] (xb: 1cs)Ag (xe: raBBAh)Go 

2 Decl Past lAKaD [VAcc] (xb: 1cs)Ag (xe: vÓr: {mAµyim}Ass)GoAff 

Verse 28 

–hÚfld¸kAlÃw ryõivAh-lav hú≈n·x¬w £ÅAvAh retûˇˇ∆y-te' èˇˇ•OsÈ' hÄAGtavÃw 

:AhyïelAv yõim¸H 'BflrŸq«nÃw ryÅivAh-te' èˇˇy«n·' dˇˇ`O–k¸le'-§eKp 

3 Imp 'AsaP [VAct] (xa: 2ms)Ag (i ye¥Ter / n 1x: {vam}Ass)GoAff (vaTTAh)ECC-Set 
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4 Imp xAnAh [VSta] (xa: 2ms)Pos (xe: vÓr)Loc-Beside 

5 Imp lAKaD [VAcc] (xa: 2ms)Ag (xe: 3fs)Go (X: {5.1 ∩ 5.2})Lest 

5.1 Non-Past lAKaD [VAcc] (xb: 1cs)AgFoc (xe: vÓr)GoAff 

5.2 Non-Ant qArA' val [V,NSta] (Ø)Pos (HEm: {xb: 1cs}Ass)GoSubj (xe: 3fs)LocObj 

Verse 29 

:–hΩfld¸–k¸l«Cyï¬w –hõA–b £exúAGl«Cy¬w hAt°A–bfir ™elûˇˇ≈Cy¬w £Yˇ “vAh-lA–k-te' dˇôiwˇˇfl–d •BOsÈ'∆Cy¬w 

Decl Past 'AsaP [VAct] (xa: DAwÏD)Ag (d KOl / n 1x: vam)GoAff 

Decl Past hAlaK [VAcc*] (xa: 3ms)Ag (xe: raBBAh)Dir 

Decl Past lAxam B¸- [V,NAct] (xa: 3ms)Ag (xe: 3fs)Go 

Decl Past lAKaD [VAcc] (xa: 3ms)Ag (xe: 3fs)Go 

Verse 30 

hÅflr“qÃy §ebûˇˇe'Ãw èˇˇbAh√z rˇˇ òa–ki–k –hâAl“q¸Him˚ ÙäH'◊r lâavEm É£A–k¸lam-tÂrˇˇïeX·v-te' xûˇˇ—–q«Cy¬w 

:dˇˇøO'¸m húE–bËrah 'yõicÙh ryôivAh lúal¸H˚ dˇˇ°«wfl–d H'˘◊r-lav yõih¸Gt¬w 

Decl Past lAqax [VAcc*] (xa: 3ms)Ag (xw: v·Xe¥reT: {dsxy: me¥leK: {xx: 3mp}Ass}Ass)GoAff 

(rO'H :{xy: 3ms}Ass)So-Upon 

Decl Ø {i KiKKar 1x: zAhAB [N,m>s]} (miHqAl: {xw: 3fs}Ass)Ø 

Decl Ø {y¸qArAh [A]} (i1x: 'e¥Ben)Ø 

Decl Past {(rO'H: {xa: DAwÏD}Ass)Loc-Upon} (xw: 3fs)Ø 

Decl Past yAcA' [V,HAct] (xa: 3ms)Ag (d harBEh m¸'OD 1xz: HAlAl: {xe: vÓr}Ass)GoFoc 
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Verse 31 

lM∆zËra–bah yâEcÊr·xab˚ hflr≈g¸Gma–b∏ £eWûˇˇ√Cy¬w 'yÄicÙh –häA–b-reH·' £âAvAh-te'Ãw 

§Ù°Gmav-yï≈n¸b yZ„rAv lYOk¸l hÅeW·v¬y §ûˇˇEkÃw ~ §klmb èˇˇ£AtÙ' ryòibÈvehÃw lÆ∆zËra–bah t˘OrÃzÃgam¸bï˚ 

>  :£iïAlAH˚rÃy £õAvAh-lAkÃw dˇˇô«wfl–d bAHü√Cy¬w 

Decl Past yAcA' [V,HAcc] (xa: 3ms)Ag (xx: vam: R 1)GoAffFoc 

1 Ø {(xe: 3fs)Loc} (Axx)Ø 

Decl Past WÓm [VAcc] (xa: 3ms)Ag (Ø)Go {(m¸GErAh)Instr ∩ (dpx: xArÓc: {Barzel}Ass)Instr ∩ 
(dpx: maGzErAh: {Barzel}Ass)Instr} 

Decl Non-Ant vABar [V,HAcc*] (xa: 3ms)Ag (dpxx: 3mp)GoAff (malBEn11)Dir-Into 

Decl Non-Ant vAWAh [VAct] (xa: 3ms)Ag (KEn)GoFoc (d KOl / n px: vÓr: {dpxx: 
B¸n -vammÙn}Ass)Ben  

Decl Past H˚B [VAcc] {(xa: DAwÏD)Ag ∩ (d KOl / n 1x: vam)Ag} (y¸r˚HAla¥yim)Dir

                                                 

11 Qere. 
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APPENDIX 3 - CONSTITUENT ORDER  

Constituent Order Templates 

The following four tables record all the constituent orders in 2 Samuel 11-12. An 

asterisk after a verse indicate that the verb is an infinitive construct, which demonstrates 

that they follow the pattern of the major verbs. Constituents marked with a superscript † 

are displaced constituents from the constituent order templates proposed in Chapter  9. 

Constituents marked with superscript ° have been judged to be in focus constructions, as 

also discussed in Chapter 9. See p. 187 for the methodology used to create these tables. 

 

Table 17. Constituent Orders in 2 Samuel 11-12 

Verbal Main Reference(s) #
Σ1

° N V S  11.13 1
Σ1

° V S  12.3 (x2) 2
Σ2 V S O T†  12.14 1
Σ2

° V S  12.21 (x2) 2
Σ2

° V S O  11.12; 12.21 2
Σ2

† V S  12.21, 22 (x2) 3
Σ2

† V S T O 12.8 1
eAtt N V S O 11.11 1
eIni Σ2

† N V S O 12.18 1
eIni Σ2

† V S T 12.18 1
eIni V S O 12.7, 11 2
eIni V S T O 11.25 1
eSet Σ2

† V S O  11.19-211 1
eSet N V S Σ1 Σ2 12.10 1
                                                 

1 The analysis of this extremely complex three verses is naturally tentative. 
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Verbal Main Reference(s) #
eSet V 12.23 1
eSet V S O 12.28 1
eThm N V S Σ1  12.23 1
H S° V T O Σ2 11.21 1
H V S Σ2 11.212 1
N V Σ3

† S  11.25 1
N V S  12.6, 13, 17 3
N V S Σ1 11.9, 10 2
N V S Σ2

† O 12.17 1
O° V S 11.25; 12.3, 30, 31 4
O° V S Σ1 12.9 (x2), 31 3
O° V S Σ1 Σ1 12.9 1
O° V S T 12.6 1
Q° N V S Σ1 11.10 1
Q° N V S O 11.20 1
Q° V O 11.21 1
Q° V S 12.19 1
Q° V S Σ1 11.20, 21 2
Q° V S O Σ2 12.9, 23 1
Q° V S T O 12.18 1
S° Σ2 V  12.14 1
S° V 11.21, 24 2
S° V Σ1 Σ2 11.11 1
S° V Σ2 12.12 1
S° V O  12.13, 24 2
S° V O Σ1 12.7 1
S° V O Σ1 Σ2 12.7 1
S° V O Σ2 12.12 1
V O S 11.13, 23 2
V S 11.3, 5 (x2), 13, 15 (x2), 17 (x3), 18, 22 (x2), 24, 27 

(x2); 12.15, 16 (x2), 18 (x2), 19, 20 (x5), 22 (x2) 
28

V S Σ1 11.2 (x2), 5 (x2), 6, 7, 8 (x3), 14, 15; 12.1, 4, 15, 20 
(x3), 24, 25, 29, 31 (x2) 

22

V S Σ1 Σ2 11.23, 24 2
V S Σ1 L O 11.15 1
V S Σ1

† O 11.6 1
V S Σ2 11.13; 12.16, 28 3
V S Σ2 Σ2 11.13; 12.17 2
V S Σ2 eTail 12.3 1
V S Σ2 O 12.4 1

                                                 

2 This is assuming that h·lÙ' has scope over both coordinated predications. 
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Verbal Main Reference(s) #
V S Σ3 11.27 1
V S L O 11.26; 12.19 (x2) 3
V S O 11.1 (x3), 3, 4 (x3), 8, 13, 17, 25 (x2), 26; 12.3, 4, 6, 

10, 13, 15, 16, 18 (x3), 19, 20, 22 (x2), 24 (x3), 26 
(x2), 27 (x3), 28, 29 (x3) 

40

V S O Σ1 11.6, 14, 16, 25, 27; 12.1, 4, 5, 16, 27, 30, 31 12
V S O Σ2 11.2, 9, 12, 15; 12.4, 5, 10, 11 (x2), 28 10
V S O eOrg Σ2 11.123 1
V S O L C 11.194 1
V S O T† 12.24 1
V S O T† Σ2 12.25 1
V S T 11.3, 7; 12.11 3
V S T L O 11.10, 23 2
V S T O 11.5, 8, 10, 11, 12, 18, 22, 25, 27; 12.1, 5, 7, 8, 13 

(x2), 19, 20, 21 
18

V S T O Σ2 12.8 1
  216
 

Verbal Non-Main References # 
O° V T 11.19* 1 
V 11.11 (x2)*, 20* 3 
V Σ1 12.4* 1 
V O 12.4*; 23* 3 
V O Σ1 12.17* 1 
V O Σ2 11.13* 1 
V O Σ3 12.9* 1 
V O S 11.22 1 
V S 11.20, 26, 27; 12.3, 18, 19, 21 (x2) 8 
V S Σ2 11.20 1 
V S C O 12.18, 19 (x2) 3 
V S eAtt O 12.28 1 
V S O 11.16, 16*, 19* 3 
V S T 11.20; 12.15 2 
V S T O 11.20 1 
V T L O 12.18* 1 
  32 
 

Non-Verbal Main References # 
c S Pr 11.1, 2, 14, 16; 12.18, 30 6 
                                                 

3 Labeling of Gam as ECC-Org is tentative. See p. 177. 

4 Taking the content of speech as a complement (second object). 
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Non-Verbal Main References # 
c S Pr Σ1 11.23, 27; 12.3 3 
eAtt eAtt Pr° S 12.5 1 
eIni S Pr T O Σ1 12.11 1 
H Σ1

† S Pr 11.10 1 
H S Pr 11.3 1 
Pr° c S 12.2 1 
Pr° S 11.5 1 
Pr° S Σ1 12.3 1 
Q° eAtt S Pr 12.23 1 
Q° Pr 12.22 1 
Q° S 12.21 1 
S Σ2

† Pr 11.11 1 
S c Pr 12.1 1 
S Pr 11.2, 12.1 (x2), 7, 30 (x2) 6 
S Pr Σ1 11.2, 4; 12.23 3 
S Pr O 11.1, 11 2 
  32 
 

Non-Verbal Non-Main References #
c Pr Σ1 12.10* 1
c S Pr 12.18* 1
Pr 11.1, 20; 12.8, 31 4
S 12.255 1
S Pr 11.16; 12.19, 21, 22 4
  11

                                                 

5 The word yhwh is a clause-fragment. 
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37.28     89 

38.29     38 

39.6     106 

39.8     106 

40.13     153 

40.19     153 

42.38     105 

42.4     106 

44.20     191 

44.5     130 

45.1     106 

47.22     132 

47.26     192 

48.7     153 

49.29     47 

5.7     113 

50.3     90, 192 

6.7     93 

 

Exodus 

10.14     90 

10.27     170 

14.13     269 

14.15     113 

15.1     150 

15.20     113 

15.26     90 

16.7     200 

16.8     194 

18.3     89 

2.5     111 

20.21     94 

20.23     106 

24.2     105 

26.9     152 

28.37     152 

29.33     132 

3.11     93 

3.17     93 

31.6     132 

32.30     104 

33.16     105 

34.3     105 

39.43     192 

4.11     90 

5.14     168 

5.19     168 

6.12     90 

9.10     192 

9.34     93 

 

Leviticus 

14.41     132 

19.21     132 

24.19     90 

26.21     170 

26.45     132 

4.14     132 

4.20     90 

4.3     132 

5.11     132 

5.23     132 

5.7     132 

 

Numbers 

11.11     194 

13.17     192 

13.3     192 

14.11     194 

14.15     132 

14.24     132 

14.31     132 

14.40     132 

14.43     105 

16.25     113 

16.33     191 
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19.16     63 

21.27     149 

21.7     104 

22.12     105 

22.37     194 

25.1     89 

3.16     192 

30.8     132 

31.6     192 

32.19     106 

32.30     106 

5.7     132 

6.11     132 

8.2     152 

8.3     152 

 

Deuteronomy 

1.26     170 

1.31     90 

1.37     168 

1.41     132 

11.2     106 

13.9     170 

15.16     105 

16.16     106 

18.1     132 

2.31     101 

20.12     105 

22.25     132 

24.5     132 

29.13     106 

29.24     132 

3.20     132 

3.21     90 

3.4     106 

31.16     132 

31.29     132 

5.3     106 

6.14     113 

9.20     104 

 

Joshua 

1.11     153 

1.15     132 

1.17     90 

1.5     90 

11.13     81 

11.4     191 

2.20     132 

2.7     113 

24.20     132 

3.7     90 

4.7     132 

6.8     113 

7.25     90 

8.10     191 

8.17     113 

 

Judges 

11.23     90 

11.24     90 

11.38     191 

12.11     100 

12.1-7     100 

12.8-10     100 

14.10     90 

14.16     90 

16.9     90 

18.4     59 

2.1     106 

20.40     93 

4.8     105 

7.11     191 

7.4     105 

7.5     91 

8,28     93 

8.27     192 

8.28     93 

8.35     105 

 

1 Samuel 

1.8     194 

10.12     104 

11.7     113 

12.19     104 

15.19     194 

15.26     105 

15.3     170 

15.33     90 

17.35     113 

17.37     90 

17.57     192 

18.27     191 

19.18     191 

20.19     132 

22.18     191 

23.13     90 

23.19     105 

24.15     113 

24.3     111 

26.15     194 

26.24     90 

27.12     168 

27.2     191 

28.8     191 

29.4     105 

29.9     105 

30.22     105 

6.3     194 

7.9     104 

 

2 Samuel 

11.1     23, 29, 39, 
45, 59, 60, 71, 
77, 78, 154, 
164, 199, 213, 
217 

11.10     59, 109, 
112, 174, 179, 
180, 200, 201 

11.11     29, 39, 
45, 56, 59, 67, 
71, 72, 93, 
112, 133, 135, 
170, 172, 173, 
174, 181, 201 

11.12     39, 58, 
71, 133, 135, 
154, 156, 181 

11.13     29, 59, 
89, 94, 105, 
112, 152, 154 
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11.14     39, 78, 
106, 154, 199 

11.15     39, 110, 
111, 131, 152, 
161, 174 

11.16     78, 154, 
163, 167, 199 

11.17     39, 56, 
71, 89, 182 

11.19     29, 47, 
79, 106, 158, 
161, 170, 181, 
201 

11.2     45, 66, 78, 
106, 110, 152, 
154, 164, 170, 
199 

11.20     29, 112, 
125, 126, 131, 
133, 134, 152, 
158, 167, 175, 
179, 199 

11.21     39, 68, 
71, 89, 112, 
126, 131, 152, 
158, 179, 182, 
196 

11.22     69, 79, 
124, 167, 192 

11.23     78, 112, 
127, 129, 199 

11.24     112, 152, 
182 

11.25     59, 112, 
133, 135, 170, 
171, 176, 181, 
201 

11.26     68, 125, 
167 

11.27     29, 39, 
60, 78, 103, 

107, 112, 125, 
170, 199 

11.3     68 

11.4     16, 22, 39, 
109, 112 

11.5     39, 60, 72, 
166, 197 

11.6     112, 201 

11.7     59, 71, 112 

11.8     109, 112 

11.9     67, 152 

12.1     54, 60, 75, 
78, 112, 199 

12.10     29, 71, 
78, 103, 107, 
109, 133, 155, 
156, 181, 182, 
199 

12.11     67, 109, 
131, 181 

12.12     71, 90, 
93, 133, 136, 
182 

12.13     89, 127, 
133, 182 

12.14     29, 76, 
126, 133, 135, 
182, 201 

12.15     103, 112, 
125, 164 

12.16     39, 104, 
131 

12.1-6     265 

12.17     29, 39, 
60, 109, 152, 
170, 201 

12.18     29, 54, 
71, 78, 107, 
131, 133, 154, 

155, 167, 170, 
175, 179, 181, 
182, 199, 201 

12.19     102, 170, 
179 

12.2     45, 55, 60, 
71, 78, 199 

12.20     39, 103, 
109, 112 

12.21     29, 39, 
71, 72, 73, 
126, 154, 157, 
164, 200, 201, 
208 

12.22     39, 71, 
131, 153, 155, 
179, 182, 201 

12.23     29, 112, 
133, 156, 170, 
179, 181 

12.24     39, 112, 
196, 201 

12.25     39, 68, 
157, 182, 201 

12.27     112, 127, 
182 

12.28     39, 56, 
71, 133, 135, 
158, 181 

12.29     39, 112 

12.3     29, 53, 60, 
78, 105, 107, 
110, 125, 133, 
134, 136, 152, 
158, 164, 181, 
199, 200 

12.30     55, 76, 
77, 78, 110, 
161, 199 

12.31     25, 29, 
71, 81, 103, 
106, 131, 133, 
134, 164, 197 

12.4     29, 67, 71, 
77, 112, 164, 
170 

12.5     29, 59, 77, 
106, 164, 181, 
197 

12.6     46, 54, 71, 
125, 133, 136, 
170, 182 

12.7     77, 107, 
109, 126, 181 

12.8     59, 67, 71, 
76, 133, 134, 
157, 201 

12.9     29, 39, 67, 
103, 106, 107, 
157, 179, 197 

121.2     111 

13.22     105 

13.26     106 

14.7     132 

15.35     105 

15.37     90 

16.17     106, 194 

17.18     192 

17.8     106 

19.26     105, 194 

2.26     194 

20.7     113 

21.17     106 

23.5     105 

28.3     153 

3.35     153 
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6.30     111 

7.7     194 

 

1 Kings 

1.37     90 

1.45     192 

1.8     105 

11.29     192 

12.11     90 

12.14     90 

12.24     105 

13.16     106 

13.8     105 

14.5     59 

17.15     191 

18.7     81 

19.10     191 

19.14     191 

2.31     132 

20.25     81 

20.41     192 

21.19     90 

21.6     90 

22.31     106 

22.7     81 

22.8     81 

6.12     132 

8.34     132 

8.36     132 

8.48     132 

8.50     132 

8.8     90 

9.9     132 

 

2 Kings 

10.18     90 

10.4     90 

18.35     90 

18.36     194 

19.28     132 

19.4     104, 132 

22.7     106 

24.12     192 

25.20     192 

25.21     192 

3.11     81 

3.22     81 

8.2     191 

8.22     90 

8.8     81 

 

Isaiah 

10.11     90 

14.20     106 

21.16     153 

30.14     170 

36.20     90 

37.4     104 

5.15     90 

54.15     81 

60.4     90 

8.10     105 

8.19     104 

9.18     170 

 

Jeremiah 

10.7     194 

11.14     104 

13.14     170 

14.11     104 

2.2     113 

21.7     170 

27.4     90 

29.16     106 

29.27     194 

3.2     194 

31.23     90 

34.15     191 

37.7     90 

38.23     198 

38.9     149 

39.4     95 

4.11     51 

42.2     104 

47.6     194 

5.18     106 

5.19     90 

50.14     170 

51.3     170 

52.26     192 

52.27     192 

6.13     38 

7.16     104 

7.22     106 

9.7     90 

 

Ezekiel 

12.11     90 

18.24     90 

20.36     90 

22.30     104 

24.13     90 

24.24     90 

32.27     106 

36.7     90 

45.17     104 

5.11     170 

5.9     90 

7.18     192 

7.4     170 

7.9     170 

8.18     170 

9.10     170 

9.5     170 

 

Hosea 

12.9     90 

4.6     90 

8.5     194 

 

Amos 

3.8     194 

4.7     153 

5.16     90 

8.5     38 
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Obadiah 

1.15     90 

1.16     90 

 

Jonah 

3.4     93 

4.11     172 

Micah 

2.7     105 

 

Nahum 

3.19     194 

 

Habakkuk 

1.17     170 

2.13     106 

2.8     90 

 

Zechariah 

11.5     170 

11.6     170 

13.9     90 

14.17     106 

4.1     90 

5.2     191 

 

Malachi 

Error! No index 

entries 

found.Psalms 

116.3     90 

26.4     105 

37.40     90 

54.2     105 

57.2     90 

74.9     106 

78.37     105 

78.8     106 

89.34     105 

93.3     90 

 

Job 

1.5     91 

10.19     90 

12.9     194 

15.9     90, 105 

16.13     170 

25.3     194 

27.22     170 

29.5     153 

3.11     194 

42.10     104 

7.19     194 

7.21     194 

 

Proverbs 

10.22     105 

24.29     90 

24.32     191 

31.15     153 

6.34     170 

 

Ruth 

1.3     191 

1.6     89, 191 

2.20     106 

3.10     113 

 

Ecclesiastes 

1.6     114 

1.9     90 

 

Lamentations 

2.17     170 

2.2     170 

2.21     170 

3.43     170 

 

Esther 

6.3     105 

 

Daniel 

8.22     90 

9.13     106 

 

1 Chronicles 

17.13     116 

17.6     218 

19.13     114 

22.18     116 

 

2 Chronicles 

1.12     90 

11.4     105 

17.10     105 

18.30     106 

18.6     81 

21.10     90 

28.10     105 

32.17     90 

36.17     170 

5.9     90 
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